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Abstract 

 

If fictional narratives do indeed create alternate possible worlds, and these alternate 

possible worlds are both enacted by and embody generic differences, as possible worlds 

narratology suggests, what happens when the genre of a novel changes as the text unfolds? 

Does a change of genre equate to a change of fictional narrative world, or a change within the 

fictional narrative world? If worldlikeness is recognised as a prerequisite for immersion, do 

genre shifts necessarily entail a disruption of immersion, and is such a potential disruption 

temporary or lasting? From a creative practice perspective, how and why would a writer steer 

their novel from one generic orientation to another? And from a possible-worlds theoretical 

perspective, what does the analysis of such genre changes reveal about the process of 

identifying genre, the role of genre in the creation of fictional narrative worlds, and the 

effectiveness of the concept of possibility in accounting for generic differences? This project 

investigates these questions through creative experimentation and critical examination with 

the aim of uncovering new insights into the fundamental nature of both genre and fictional 

narrative worlds. The novel Kaleidoscope attempts to unravel the strategies involved in 

implementing changes of genre within texts, testing the relationship between genre and 

immersion within a many-worlds ontological structure and finding significant gaps in 

existing understandings of what genre is and does. Informed by the findings of this creative 

process, the critical exegesis applies a possible-worlds informed analysis of genre to the 

genre-shifting works of César Aira, uncovering not only a greater understanding of the 

functions and functioning of genre but also important limitations in current narratological 

approaches to generic analysis. By attempting to apply Marie-Laure Ryan’s seminal semantic 

typology of fiction to the analysis of Aira’s genre-shifting works, possibility alone is found to 

provide an insufficient basis for generic differentiation, while the concept of probability – 

largely overlooked within contemporary narratology – emerges as a vital conceptual tool. The 

identification of probability emphasis, the generically probable and improbable, and 

probable accessibility relations in the analysis of genre-shifting texts reveals the importance 

of probability, not only to analysis, but in the development of fictional worlds. Through the 

interaction of creative practice and critical examination, these worlds are found to depend as 

much on the probable as the possible, complicating current conceptualisations of fiction in 

terms of possible worlds and suggesting that much remains to be discovered about the role 

and relevance of genre, the relationship between worldlikeness and immersion, and the 

probability, fictionality, and worldness of fictional narrative worlds. 
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But when Science taught us the past history of our earth, its form, and size, and motions, – 

when Astronomy surveyed the solar system, and measured its planets, and pronounced the 

earth to be but a tiny sphere, and to have no place of distinction among its gigantic compeers, 

– and when the Telescope established new systems of worlds far beyond the boundaries of 

our own, the future of the sage claimed a place throughout the universe, and inspired him 

with an interest in worlds, and systems of worlds, – in life without limits, as well as in life 

without end. On eagles’ wings he soared to the zenith, and sped his way to the horizon of 

space, without reaching its ever-retiring bourne; and in the infinity of worlds, and amid the 

infinity of life, he descried the home and the companions of the future. 

 

From More Worlds than One (1854) by Sir David Brewster, inventor of the Kaleidoscope 
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PROLOGUE 

It is a dark and stormy night. Or, to put it less redundantly, it is a stormy night. The strange winter 

storm has closed in quickly, surprising peak hour commuters and sending the city’s transport 

network into chaos. The roads are jammed, the trains are packed, the cancelled ferries are rocking 

violently against their moorings. Dark-coated businessmen and umbrella-carrying businesswomen 

surge along the footpaths towards safety: some pushing, some being pushed, some gritting their 

teeth and mumbling obscenities against the weather. Anyone would have thought it was 

Melbourne! The Sydney sky groans and flashes in anger. The streets and buildings shake and creak 

and shudder. Workers flee, residents hide, tourists clutch their hats and cameras and sopping maps 

and stumble awkwardly into the slippery lobbies of the wrong hotels. It is pandemonium, a frantic 

ruckus, a soaking red-hot mess. And right there, in the midst of the chaos – can you see them? Two  

small schoolgirls weave their giddy path towards fate. 

The girls lost touch with their class somewhere on George Street when the downpour began, and 

the kids exploded in all directions like newborn baby spiders. Mrs Hester and Mr Bromhead had 

done what they could to wrangle the frantic children, herding them away from the dangerous 

streets and towards the relative safety of the subway. 

“Single file, children!” Mrs Hester had cried, valiantly attempting a head count. “Single file!” 

But it was already too late. The two youngest girls in the class had disappeared down a side street, 

racing to find cover and believing their group had turned down the same street ahead of them. They 

were not scared – not yet – for they had no idea then what was coming. On the contrary, the pair of 

eight-year-olds were mad with excitement. They held hands and ran and laughed, tripping over 

themselves and each other in their frenzied rush forwards. Towards what? They d idn’t know. 

“Here!” the first girl, the one clutching her favourite toy and wearing her school hat, now screams. 

“Central Station! We’re safe!” 

The second girl, the one with her hair in braids, shrieks ecstatically and ducks with her friend through 

the crowded doorway. For a few minutes the children allow themselves to be carried along with the 

dripping crowd, their little soaking feet barely skimming the floor, until an abrupt halt at the front of 

the herd jerks them all backwards and drops the schoolgirls, giggling, to their feet. The girls look 

around, their young eyes searching for something they recognise.  

“This way!” the hatted one yells, grabbing her friend’s hand and starting towards some familiar-

looking elevators. “We came this way!” 

As they reach the lifts, the doors slide open and, in an instant, the two little girls are alone inside the 

elevator. The elevator doors slam closed, and everything is suddenly quiet. 

Crrrrboom!! A roar of thunder bellows out above them, making the girls squeal and jump. 

“Platform 26!” one girl, the one in the hat, yells. “That’s our platform, I remember. Press the 

button!” 

Her friend nods quickly and pushes the metal button. They wait in silence. Nothing. She pushes the 

button again. Still nothing. 

“Push it harder!” the first girl orders. 
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Her friend pushes the button again, as hard as she can, but it’s still no use. The elevator refuses to 

move. Then a violent crack of lightning cuts through the sky and suddenly the noisy elevator jolts to 

life. When it stops again a few moments later, the girls’ fates and futures are sealed.  
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PART ONE 

Bone Marrow 

So, it turns out there are some things you can say to your closest friend, sitting in the brasserie at the 

Toongabbie Bowling Club on a wet and miserable Tuesday evening in May, that won’t make any 

difference at all. Not really. Things like: 

“Bone marrow on toasted bruschetta bread, that’s what they served for the entree. Bone marrow. 

Apparently, it’s a thing.”  

“I saw this guy in Woolworths the other day who looked exactly like Brendan Evans from primary 

school. Like, exactly. I almost crashed my trolley.” 

“Tom called me from Port Douglas this afternoon and he was already hammered. I could hardly 

understand him.” 

“Thanks, but I’m thinking of going darker next time, maybe more brunette than blond. For winter.”  

“It’s the State Library. The job seems pretty good, but my new boss already hates me. Whenever she 

introduces me, she describes me as the one who’s trying out the new research assistant’s role.” 

“So, how are you feeling, anyway? No better, I guess?” 

And there are some things your closest friend can say to you on that same dreary evening, that 

won’t make any difference either. Not really. Things like: 

“Yeah, bone marrow is all the rage now, didn’t you know? It’s the new quinoa.” 

“Oh my god, Big Head Brendan? Remember how he used to close his eyes when he sang?” 

“So just your typical sales conference then? Didn’t he just get back from somewhere?” 

“I think you should stay blond. It suits you like that. Remember when you were actually blond?” 

“That’s shit. My last boss was like that too. But I still kind of miss working, especially the money.” 

“I’m ok. Still the same, you know. But ok.” 

And then there are some things you can say that change everything. Really. The next thing I say to 

Daniela is one of these things. But hang on, let me go back. There are some things you need to know 

about both of us first. In the words of Inigo Montoya, “Let me explain. No, there is too much. Let me 

sum up.” (Daniela would get that.) 

I met Daniela Rodriguez on the first day of kindergarten at Toongabbie Grammar when Mrs Miller 

sat us next to each other at a table with the other Glittering Goldfish. (Once word got out that I 

could have been a Sparkling Sparrow instead I’ve got to admit I was a little disappointed but at least  I 

had Daniela.) 

I was one of two Emilys in our kindergarten class, so as Emily Cooper, I became known as “Emily C” 

and Emily Paterson became known as, not surprisingly, “Emily P.” Everyone at school called me 

“Emily C” apart from Daniela who called me “Emily” and called Emily Paterson “the other Emily.” I 

think that’s when I first knew we were friends.  

Daniela and I officially became best friends at the end of Third Grade when Daniela’s previous best 

friend, Juliet Meyers, started becoming too clingy and Daniela wisely decided it was time to start 
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seeing other people. Unfortunately, Juliet was less than reasonable when I tactfully broke the news 

to her (“Me and Daniela are best friends now, bye”) and  she erupted into a teary and remarkably 

snotty rage. My suggestion that she stop being “so obsessed” with Daniela didn’t seem to help. 

Daniela is Uruguayan Australian, which is to say both Uruguayan and Australian and neither 

Uruguayan nor Australian, depending on the day and the situation and where you are and who you 

ask. 

I’m just plain old Australian. The second child of David Cooper and Angela O’Sullivan, if you go back a 

few generations you’ll find English and Irish bloodlines, but apparently that just makes me more 

Australian. 

In primary school, some older kids would ask Daniela where she was from and she would say, “South 

America”. Then they would smile and say, “Well what language do you speak?” and she would say, 

“Spanish.” And then they would laugh and say, “You’re not from Spain! You don’t speak Spanish!” 

They found this hilarious. Hilarious. 

In primary school, Daniela was shy and wouldn’t speak to anyone and I was bossy and told everyone 

exactly what I thought. We were in perfect balance. By the time we’d finished high school, I’d 

become anxious and self-conscious and Daniela had emerged from her shyness with this confidence 

and directness that shocked everyone. So, we were still in perfect balance.  

In high school, Daniela was an amazing artist. Drawing, painting, anything. I’ve always been jealous 

of that. She doesn’t draw or paint anymore, but I know she’d still be brilliant. 

In high school, I decided I wanted to become a writer. Mostly to be cool and artistic like Daniela, but 

my stories were never very good and I could never get the characters to do what I wanted. 

In high school, whenever Daniela wanted to borrow something from me, she would ask to “lend it.” 

Like, “Hey, can I lend your ruler?” I don’t know why but I love that.  

One time after she put on lip gloss Daniela turned to me and asked with utter sincerity if she looked 

like she just ate a greasy chicken. 

Both of us grew up in Toongabbie, a suburb where nothing ever happens and where no one from 

anywhere else ever plans on living. When we were at school, Toongabbie’s major claim to fame was 

being Sydney’s “third settlement”. Eek, I know – I’m embarrassed to even say it. To make matters 

worse, it turns out the actual site of said “settlement” wasn’t even in Toongabbie. It was, in fact, 

several kilometres away in the completely different suburb of Old Toongabbie. As a teenager Daniela 

hated living in Toongabbie and dreamed of moving towards the city as soon as she could. She talked 

about living somewhere cool and exciting like Glebe or Newtown, places that I always found strange 

and intimidating. I think she was just too artistic for the suburbs. But not me. I liked that nothing 

ever happened there. 

In high school, Daniela and I became friends with these two other girls who joined our school in Year 

Seven, Claire Johnson and Tiffany Nguyen, and the four of us became inseparable. Apparently too 

inseparable. I don’t know what it is about twelve-year-old girls that makes them seem completely 

helpless and vulnerable on their own yet utterly powerful and terrifying in a group, but whatever 

strange magic it is, the four of us had it. A few of the male teachers were particularly incensed and 

were desperate to get us into trouble, but no one could decide what for. 

Daniela and I went to Toongabbie Grammar all the way from kindergarten to Year Twelve, along 

with my next-door neighbour Chad Allen and a handful of other kids. The night after the last day of 
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school we all went up to the water tower at Constitution Hill and I remember feeling wistful all of a 

sudden, looking at the faces of people I couldn’t remember not knowing . I was overwhelmed by the 

randomness of it all and said something about it to Chad but he just grabbed my head and kissed 

me. He tasted like cheese. 

That same night at the water tower Daniela asked if I thought people could stay friends forever. I 

told her of course they could, that we would anyway. I thought it was weird that she asked that, out 

of the blue like that, and I asked if she was ok. “I don’t know,” she told me. “I’ve just been feeling 

kind of strange.” 

The January after we finished high school Daniela collapsed in the car park at Seven Hills shopping 

centre and had to be rushed to Westmead Hospital. She was unconscious when she arrived and 

stayed like that for three days. They didn’t know what was wrong and kept giving her blood 

transfusions to try to keep her alive. After days and days of tests, she was eventually diagnosed with 

Lupus and her condition slowly started to improve. When she was ready to have visitors, I went to 

see her once with Claire and Tiffany and didn’t know what to say.  

Daniela was in and out of hospital the entire Autumn of that year and couldn’t start university like 

she had planned. At first, we spoke on the phone every few days, but she was still so tired and 

sometimes she didn’t feel like talking and it just felt hard. By the time she started to feel better I had 

almost finished my first semester of uni and I was busy making new friends and starting to feel like 

someone else. By the end of that year, I was dating a guy from my sociology class and Daniela was 

just trying to stay healthy and we were only catching up every few months. I saw Claire even less, 

and the moment we left school Tiffany had met some guy at McDonald’s, got engaged and vanished 

from my life completely. By the following February, I almost forgot to call Daniela for her birthday. 

We kept in touch for a while after that, but without school or teachers or classmates tying us 

together, there seemed like less and less to say. By the time I graduated from university, I hadn’t 

seen Daniela for more than a year.  

A week before my twenty-fourth birthday I found out I was pregnant. And not the planned, joyous, 

what a remarkable gift kind of pregnant (#blessed). This was more the totally unplanned, horrifying, 

slept with my ex-boyfriend “one last time” and what the fuck was I thinking kind of knocked up 

(#fml). One night when I’d just about accepted that this baby was happening, I woke up to agonising 

cramps and blood on my bed sheets and, knowing it was all over, I burst into tears. Without thinking, 

I grabbed my phone and called Daniela. She came over straight away even though it was the middle 

of the night and we hadn’t spoken in almost two years. When I opened the front door and hugged 

her, I saw that she was eight months pregnant. 

Daniela gave birth to a baby girl at 3.54am on 17th June after a 36-hour labour during which she 

screamed, vomited, passed out twice, got high on happy gas, and talked dirty to the anaesthetist 

(who was impressively unperturbed and assured me it happens all the time). She’d broken up with 

the baby’s father after his response to news of her pregnancy was, “you’re not gonna have it, are 

ya?” so I was there in the birthing suite in his place. It was the most amazing, terrifying, disgusting, 

beautiful experience of my life. When Daniela held her daughter for the first time she fell in love, 

named the baby Louisa, took a deep peaceful breath, closed her eyes and slipped into a week-long 

coma. 

It turned out Daniela had never fully recovered from the Lupus and her kidneys had been 

deteriorating for years. The doctors told her it was “not uncommon” like that was supposed to make 

her happy. As soon as she woke from her coma the doctors started her on dialysis and that’s how 
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she spent her first wakeful days as a mother. I’ve got photos of Louisa as a tiny baby, sleep ing in 

Daniela’s lap in the dialysis chair. Eventually Daniela was stable enough to go home but she’s had to 

go back to the hospital three times a week for dialysis ever since while she waits for a transplant. (A 

whole other story, but I’ll get to that soon.) They say life expectancy for someone on dialysis is eight 

to ten years. Daniela’s eleventh anniversary is coming up this June. 

Which brings us back to where we are now, sitting by the window in the Toonie Bowlo, picking at the 

remains of our dinner while we talk. And I don’t know what it is – maybe the nostalgia of 

reminiscing, or the loneliness of the carpark outside, or just the warming haze of my third glass of 

chardonnay. Maybe it’s all of that. Or maybe it’s something else, something darker and more 

frightening, something I try not to think about. Or maybe it’s just that deep down everyone wants 

the chance to be the hero, at least once in their life. Anyway, for whatever reason, at exactly 7.34pm 

on Tuesday 27th May, as the rain continues to fall and the night grows steadily darker, I lean 

towards my friend, put my hand on her arm, and tell her with all sincerity: 

“I’m not scared anymore. I want to give you my kidney.” 
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January 15th, 1850 

Elsmore House, Parramatta 

 

Dear Mr. Brickfield, 

 The girl is now dead.  

I am sorry to be under the necessity of such grave brevity on the subject, but the poor child’s 

untimely demise, and the unfortunate circumstances thereof, necessitate the utmost urgency.  I trust you do 

not misunderstand me. 

I have this hour sent word to Doctor Wills in hopes that he may facilitate disposal of the body 

without delay. It is my intention that the remains be cremated, although I fear Professor Hargreaves will 

not allow it and will insist instead upon a burial, his affections for the child being what they were. 

As regards the Professor’s affections I should like to say more, and indeed there may prove a great 

deal to say, but there is not time. The long-awaited hour is upon us and we must act without hesitation in 

the preservation of all. You know what you must do, and I pray you move swiftly in the execution of your 

duty. 

I shall remain here awaiting your instructions, though I fear we will not meet again until long 

after this trouble is behind us. 

Good luck and God speed. 

 

Your humble servant, 

Mr. Radcliffe Haynes. 

 

P.S At the time of my writing the infant yet lives.  
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1 

The Princess dropped her sword and stepped back to survey her handiwork. And what striking 

handiwork it was! The rioting villagers were all dead, their mangled bodies strewn like scattered 

boulders across the castle lawn. Dead too were their horses and donkeys, their merchant 

soldiers and their cart-drawing bullocks. Slain were their hounds, their eagles and their foxes. 

Butchered were their armoured infantry, their archers and their axemen. Wiped out, 

extinguished, exterminated, all. Liberated of their torsos, arms and legs and heads lay sprinkled 

amongst the daffodils. Their blood ran in rivulets down the steep hill and pooled in shining 

puddles in the village courtyard. The carcasses were still warm but would soon begin rotting, 

their organs and fluids soaking as fertiliser into the hungry earth. No one remained to move the 

bodies or to bury them and none survived to remember them. Flowers would grow through 

their bones and the grass would turn green under their skins. Their story had ended. The 

villagers would riot no more. 

“Not bad,” the Princess, Princess, thought. “Not bad at all.” 

Not bad, true (depending on your perspective of course – for I dare say the dead villagers may 

disagree, but then again, they were dead), but was it possible? Had she finally done it? Had the 

curse been broken at last? She had wiped out her enemies as They had demanded – wiped 

them out with her own hand, no less (quite the feat for a Princess no taller than your average 

Lowlander, with delicate hands and flowing golden locks and who had been voted in her high 

school year book as Most Unlikely to Succeed) – but They had promised her freedom before. 

Princess had lived under Their evil spell so long it almost seemed impossible things could ever 

change. And yet, perhaps indeed they had! Princess could barely dare to imagine it, and barely 

manage not to. 

“Only one way to find out,” Princess murmured to herself , the fear and excitement rising in her 

heart. She turned to gaze back up the steep hill towards the castle (her castle) and took a deep 

breath. “Alright, Princess, time to face your Demons.”  

Sighing deeply, she picked up her skirts and started on her way back up the hill towards the 

castle. It was painfully slow going, what with all the corpses and the blood and the guts and what 

not. Every few steps she was forced to stop and scrape innards off her shoes lest she slip on her 

climb up the steep slope. At least, she thought it was innards. Outards now, she supposed with 

a giggle. The climb was long and the sun was soon high in the sky. Princess’s face glistened with 

sweat and her legs began to wobble. Breathing hard, she stopped for a moment to catch her 

breath and look down again at the scene she had created. It really was the most spectacular 

mess. Such a shame, really, to lose an entire people like that. Erased from the history books at 

one fell swoop, one foolish mutiny, one bloody uprising. If only they had surrendered as she 

had hoped, agreed to her terms – Their terms – and lived. But alas, it was not to be! Princess 

shook her head to dislodge any hint of regret and turned back towards the castle. It was time to 

finish things. Lifting her princess skirts and flicking her princess hair, she summoned all the 

energy she could muster and marched her princess legs all the way back up to her princess 

castle. 

“Ooh, Castle McCastley, how I love thee!” Princess cooed as she entered through the castle 

gates. She never tired of coming home to such a magnificent piece of real estate, particularly 

now that land prices were going through the roof, and even her princess friends were lamenting 
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the difficulty of breaking into the market. (Luckily for Princess, her parents and older siblings 

had been killed in a freak high-speed carriage crash when she was only four years-old and she 

had been sent to live with a distant aunt, the Countess of Whiteheath, who taught her three 

things about life: never doubt yourself, never talk with your mouth full, and you can never go 

wrong investing in sandstone and mortar. Taking all three pieces of advice to heart, Princess 

never doubted herself, never spoke with her mouth full, and scrimped and saved every penny 

she could find for the down-payment on her first castle when she was barely a teenager. It was a 

bit of a fixer-upper in a pretty dodgy neighbourhood, but not bad for a first castle. 

Unprecedented increases in property values the following years meant Princess was able to sell 

that place for a tidy profit and move onto the next one, and so forth, until finally, on her twenty-

first birthday, she was handed the keys to her dream home: the expansive and extravagant 

palace once described by Castle and Moat Magazine as “a true architectural masterpiece”, 

Castle McCastley.) 

But just as she was walking through the foyer, her sopping shoes squelching across the marble 

floor, Princess was suddenly overwhelmed with fatigue and hunger, as she realised with horror 

that she hadn’t had a single bite to eat since breakfast. 

“What a morning!” Princess thought. “You get so caught up with what you are doing.” 

She was desperate to get to the dungeon and finish things with the Demons, but her stomach 

was grumbling and her hands were shaking and the last thing she wanted was to be hangry when 

she faced her fate. That really seemed like more of a full-stomach kind of thing. The Demons 

would just have to wait. 

So, the Princess, Princess, sat down in the kitchen of the castle, her castle, Castle McCastley, 

pondering the imminent realisation of her childhood dream, scared and nervous and tense with 

anticipation, wondering about spells and curses and villagers and riots,  and patiently reheating 

the leftovers of last night’s stew. 

And oh yeah, once upon a time there was a Princess. 
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Fear 

Fear is a funny thing. Everyone says the only fears you’re born with are the fear of falling and the 

reaction to sudden noises. All the other fears you end up with – spiders, clowns, nuns, overzealous 

charity collection agents – are learned. Rational or not, for better or worse. And theoretically, if you 

can learn to be afraid of something, you can learn not to be. Theoretically, that is. 

Sometimes it works. Like when I was little, I used to be afraid of swallowing tablets so my mum 

would crush them up and mix them with strawberry jam, and I wouldn’t be afraid anymore. The only 

problem is having to eat your tablets like a meal, crushed up in strawberry jam, is actually so much 

worse. Now I’m ok with swallowing tablets but I gag at the thought of strawberry jam.  So, I guess if 

you’re prepared for the consequences, some fears you can get over. 

But earlier tonight at the Bowling Club, when I told Daniela I wasn’t scared anymore, that wasn’t 

exactly true. It wasn’t even half-way true, if I’m honest. I’m lying here alone in my enormous bed (I 

always notice how huge it is when Tom’s not next to me) at 1.29am, wide awake when I should be 

sleeping, regretting what I said, wondering if there’s any way you can take back that kind of thing, 

knowing there’s probably not, and thinking about fear. 

When I was nine years old, I had to get my tonsils and adenoids removed. I couldn’t wait to go to 

hospital – I remember it was ten days from the time they told me I was going until my operation and 

I counted down the days. I’m not sure why. I only remember the two things I was looking forward to 

were getting wheeled along laying down in the bed, and sitting half-up in the bed with my arms 

folded across my chest outside of the covers. Now the idea of having surgery terrifies me. Even if I’ll 

get to be wheeled along in the bed or to sit half-up with my arms folded across my chest outside of 

the covers. 

In primary school, Daniela was scared of everyone. Strangers, teachers, prefects, older kids. Dogs. 

Maybe it was because she was so tiny, everyone else must have seemed so huge. (I wasn’t much 

taller than her and equally skinny, but nothing used to scare me then. Nothing and no one.) Then 

one day near the end of high school Daniela wasn’t scared anymore. It was like she’d had enough 

and just decided she wasn’t going to be like that from now on. She was still the same person but 

now everyone else could see who I’d always known she was. Smart and funny and kind. It was her 

moment and she was glorious. She still is. 

It must have been about the time Daniela stopped being afraid that I started. Maybe that was why. 

Maybe fear is like energy – it can’t be created or destroyed but can only be transformed into 

something else or transferred from one person to another, and when it left Daniela it passed straight 

into me. And maybe one day it will pass out of me and into someone else. Fingers crossed. I don’t 

think I was afraid of everything straight away, I just became nervous and edgy and got into the habit 

of thinking about what might go wrong and worrying about things all the time. And then I started to 

notice these patterns. At first it was just dumb, obvious stuff like the patterns on the wallpaper at 

my grandparents’ house or the arrangement of the tiles in our bathroom, but even though I knew it 

was stupid, I couldn’t stop looking at them. Then I started noticing other kinds of patterns too, like 

the way the desks were arranged in our classrooms, or the way we all moved around the hallways 

the same way all the time, or how we all said the same things the same way every day (“Hey Dan, 

what’s up?” “I dunno, Em. What’s up with you?”). I know, it sounds crazy and I don’t know how to 

explain why it bothers me. I try not to think about it these days and mostly it’s not that bad. But 

some days I can’t escape the feeling that everything I do and think and feel and say is somehow part 

of somebody else’s plan. 
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Anyway, aside from the whole pattern thing, over time I formed a list of things to be scared of in my 

head and I gradually added fears to the list. Often there would be something I wasn’t afraid of so I’d 

think to myself, “Oh, I’m not afraid of that” but thinking that would worry me and I’d come up with 

all the reasons it was in fact much scarier than I’d thought. I got so good at it that with only a little 

bit of thinking, I could add pretty much anything to my list. Now I’ve been doing it so long I’ve found 

tonnes of things to be scared of.  

I’m scared of the dark. I’m scared that there’s something in the shadows and I’m scared that there’s 

not. 

I’m scared of walking into my house alone at night and I have to check all the wardrobes. I’m not 

sure what I’m looking for but I’m certain I’ll know when I find it. 

I’m scared of looking out the windows at night. 

I’m scared of driving fast downhill, especially on motorways, and I have to drive about 20km an hour 

under the speed limit and piss off the people behind me. 

I’m scared of using cruise control. 

I’m scared of going through automatic carwashes in case they malfunction and that big metal bar 

smashes through my windscreen and crushes me, and anytime I go in one I have to move my seat 

back and undo my seatbelt in case I need to slide down out of the way. 

I’m scared of touching my eyeballs. 

Or feeling for lumps in my boobs. 

I’m scared of cracking eggs. 

I’m scared of biting into a bit of eggshell. 

I’m scared of having a party in case nobody comes. 

I’m scared of having a party in case only a few people come and I’ve put out too many chairs or 

snacks. 

I’m scared of having a party in case heaps of people come and I haven’t got enough chairs or snacks. 

I’m scared of having a party in case heaps of people come and they look like they’re having a good 

time but afterwards they call each other and talk about what a shit party it was. 

I’m scared of feeling sick. 

I’m scared of vomiting. 

I’m scared of being sick. I mean really sick, with some kind of serious disease like cancer or multiple 

sclerosis or malaria, and every few weeks I’m convinced I’ve got one. 

I’m scared of leaving my electric toothbrush on charge overnight. 

I’m scared of dying alone. And of dying. 

I’m scared of snow or, more accurately, of the idea of snow since I’ve never even been to Thredbo. 

Apparently, this fear is common enough to have a name, Chionophobia, and is often related to the 

fear of being trapped or buried alive. (Oh yeah, I’m also scared of being trapped or buried alive . But 

isn’t everyone?) 
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I’m scared of snowflakes. (See above.) Plus, the symmetry and the patterns. Urgh… 

Don’t laugh but I’m scared of snow globes. Well, more accurately, of touching snow globes. (I’m 

talking about the real ones with the glass domes and the heavy wooden bases, not those cheap 

plastic versions you find in junk shops with koalas climbing the harbour bridge or kangaroos holding 

Australian flags or other embarrassing embodiments of dollar-store-Australiana.) I wasn’t scared of 

them when I was a little kid – I even had one that I loved and carried everywhere with me. It was a 

souvenir that my grandmother brought home for me from a trip to Ireland and it had this girl 

standing in a lush green field cuddling a cute puppy with some pretty little village in the background. 

When you shook it, silvery white flakes of snow would spin all around and land on the girl’s hair and 

make her look like an enchanted princess. But one day I dropped the globe and the glass smashed 

and the water and bits of snow went everywhere and the girl broke off from the grass. The feeling of 

that kind of glass beneath my fingers has scared my ever since. 

I’m scared that Daniela is a better friend than I am. 

I’m scared that she’s a better person. 

I scared to think about death but I can’t help it and the thought of not existing terrifies me. 

I’m scared of homeless people. 

I’m scared of people realising I’m scared of homeless people.  

I’m scared that I’ll never really know who I am or why. And that I will, or that I already do. 

I’m scared of escalators. 

They always tell you to face your fears. Do one thing every day that scares you. And maybe that’s 

sound advice for most people. Those people who do things like climb the Harbour Bridge despite 

their fear of heights or take that holiday to Bali even though they’ve always been terrified to fly or 

make a speech at their brother’s wedding to confront their crippling fear of dying alone. But what 

about my fears? Sure, I could try to crack a whole carton of eggs, or leave my seatbelt on in the 

carwash, or befriend the local homeless guy, but what if that just makes things worse? What if the 

more eggs I crack the worse it feels, and the carwash machine does malfunction, and the homeless 

guy hits on me and steals my wallet? What if I confront my fears and end up more terrified than 

before? You know, maybe sometimes our fears are the only things keeping us alive.  

But it’s late now and my eyes are finally feeling heavy. I’m going to go to sleep, I’ll continue the story 

again soon. Don’t worry, you won’t have to see me getting up at 5.45am on Wednesday morning 

and checking my phone for a text from Tom (nothing), or catching the bus to Seven Hills Station, or 

riding the train into the city and slapping makeup onto my face on the way, or buying a coffee at 

Martin Place and spilling it all over my cream top, or checking out the security guard I see every 

morning whose name might be Alex or Ahmed or Andy. Or Charlie? All these things will happen of 

course, but I won’t make you watch them. And I won’t introduce you to Anne, my horrible boss, not 

yet. I won’t do that to you until we know each other a little better. There’ll be plenty of time for 

things like that later. We got through quite a bit for the first day, don’t you think? So, let me live the 

next two days on my own (nothing exciting will happen, trust me) and we’ll pick up again when 

something happens that matters to our story. Because that’s the thing about stories and patterns, 

and fear too, when you think about it: some things matter and some things don’t and the trick is 

knowing the difference. 
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January 16th, 1850 

Harrington Gardens, Vaucluse 

 

Dear Mr. Haynes, 

 

What a sorry business this is! And what troublesome circumstances demand my attentions and 

expertise! I should wish that I knew less of the matter and curse the day the wretched child arrived 

without family from across the seas. Were the girl not so completely consumed by evil, and our own 

interests not so precariously involved, I should decline to participate in the resolution at all. 

And what of the Professor’s involvement in all of this? I have personally cautioned the gentleman 

on more than one occasion to mind his affections, to temper his compassion with logic and reason, to 

maintain that detached state of observation most befitting a man of science and of his station. How well 

he would have done to heed my warning that the girl was not to be trusted. 

But alas, what is done cannot be undone, and what must be done, must now be done. Doctor 

Wills is en-route to Elsmore House as you requested and will arrive to you perhaps before this letter. He 

will arrange a discreet removal of the body, forgive me, bodies (for the infant will not live long), without 

notice or delay and will have them turned to ashes in holy fire before daylight. I have sent reinforcements 

should the Professor object, though in his state of misplaced grief I doubt he should offer much resistance. 

Once the corpses are removed and the premises clean, send word along with the names of any 

witnesses, then leave immediately to the city for business. Act as much as possible as you usually would, 

and do not cause alarm or allow the faintest impression that you suspect the household staff of knowing 

what they do. None, save you, should leave. 

Do not fear, good sir, my methods are proven and effective. The current unpleasantness will 

shortly be rectified, our indiscretions forgotten, and our future protected. Household staff are not difficult 

to replace. 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Mr. Arthur Brickfield 
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2 

Alright, where were we? Let me see…The battle, the devastated army, the entrails, the blood-

soaked shoes… That’s right! In the kitchen of Castle McCastley with the Princess everyone 

called Princess. 

Princess sat on a stool in front of the kitchen hearth, gazing into the flames as she savoured a 

second bowl of day-old stew. She was deep in thought – her eyes glazed, her brow furrowed, 

her head nodding softly back and forth in time with the movement of her chewing. Far above 

her, on the castle turrets, little scavenger birds sat and watched the wasted armies, waiting for 

the larger vultures to move off from the carnage with their beaks bloodied and their stomachs 

full. Far across from her, in the West Wing, her trusty manservant slept, locked up for his own 

safety in her chambers. Far below her, in the castle dungeons, the Demons sat and waited. 

The Three Demons had first come to Princess when she was but a child – and oh, what 

demonic Demons they were! Preying on an innocent girl. If only Amalia, the Falconer’s 

daughter, had not… Well, let me continue the story. 

Princess had not been having a great day. Her aunt had bawled her out for shooting arrows in 

the dining hall yet again and Amalia had flatly refused her generous invitation to play, despite 

Princess having saved the girl from certain death only moments earlier, when the clumsy child 

had stepped too close to a hidden crevice on her way to the mews, and Princess had bravely 

reached out across the deadly gap, catching the girl by the arm and throwing her to safety. 

Princess told herself she did not care, but this slight had caused her considerable pain, and – 

although she did not yet know it – would continue to do so for some time. Princess was now all 

alone, wandering amongst the headstones of the burial ground on her aunt’s estate, when the 

Three Demons spotted her and she, in turn, spotted them. Have you ever seen a Demon? 

Probably not. Just imagine the most horrible creature you can think of: the ugliest, filthiest, 

rankest excuse for a being. Now double it. Triple it! Make it uglier, filthier, ranker than 

anything you’ve ever seen or heard of or imagined. Make it repugnant, repulsive, horrifying. 

Can you see it? Now, give it warts and pimples and dandruff and cold sores. Slap on some 

conjunctivitis – the weepy kind. Give it the worst breath you’ve ever smelled. Give it rotten 

teeth and putrid fingernails. Make it the most disgusting animal you can picture. Then make it 

sleezy and stupid and annoying. Make it a loud chewer and a soup slurper and a snot sniffer 

and a close-talker. Make it keep talking while it yawns. Combine all of this in the one revolting 

gargoyle and you come close to picturing a Demon. 

This is what Princess saw that day in the graveyard: she saw the sores and the scabs and the 

scales and the scabies. She saw the ugliness, the deformity, the repugnance, the abhorrence.  

She saw it, yes, but she did not care. Not much, anyway. Not enough to prevent the 

development of a perfectly innocent and unexpected friendship. On the contrary, the Demons’ 

utter offensiveness was what pleased Princess the most. Having been orphaned at such a young 

age, Princess had developed both a deep sense of survivor’s guilt and something of an 

abandonment complex, meaning creatures so abominable that none but she could care for 

them were truly a dream come true. She was delighted! Such was Princess’s loneliness that she 

saw past the ugliness and the smelliness and the stupidity. She believed the nefarious Demons 

were unquestionably great guys underneath and terribly misunderstood. More than that, she 

thought she’d finally found some friends. 
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“Hello,” Princess had said to the three feculent creatures, stepping out from behind a tall grey 

headstone and tilting her head a little as curious puppies are known to do. “How do you do?” 

The Demons froze in startled silence. What unknown trouble was this? A human child 

unafraid, unaware of the danger she faced, unschooled in the ways of the spirits and the rules of 

Demon engagement? The Demons had never seen anything like it. Oh, they had seen human 

children before, many children, many times. But the children they had seen had all, to a one, 

screamed with terror and begged at once for their lives. They had run and hidden and soiled 

their pants. They had cried and fainted and pleaded for mercy. (They had not gotten it, of 

course. The Demons were demons after all.) The Demons were silent a long moment, each 

looking one to the other and back again. 

“Aarkghaugh!” they finally replied in unison, drool and snot and pus running from their 

mouths. They were perched atop an ancient crypt, their hideous face-butts fixed on girl. 

“Hehe!” laughed Princess, politely ignoring the muck falling from their faces and trying not to 

crinkle her nose from the smell. “You talk funny.” 

The Demons shook and shifted impatiently where they sat. More looks from one to the other 

and back again. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!” the Head Demon screeched. “Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!”  

“Haha!” Princess giggled, stepping closer to where the creatures were sitting, her little face lit up 

with glee. “Ghyti-what’s it?” 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!” the Second Demon repeated. 

“Ghytifall? Frutughtooroop?” Princess tried. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!” the Third Demon insisted. 

“Ghytfiheel, fruitytyrup?” Princess attempted again. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!” the Head Demon intoned, and it seemed we were back to the start.  

“Ok, creatures,” Princess said. “They call me Princess. What are your names?” 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!!” the three cried again. 

Princess exploded with laughter, shrieking and giggling and rolling around on the graveyard 

floor. They were the dumbest, creepiest, most ghastly animals she could ever imagine. What 

splendid fun! Princess was happy, the Demons were confused. It was the beginning of a 

beautiful friendship. 

Unfortunately, as is so often the case with human-nonhuman villainous spirit creature 

relationships, the friendship did not last. It was not just the Demons’ unrelenting desire to 

corrupt Princess’s soul or to consume her entire body in one bite or to send her essence to the 

unquenchable flames of eternal hell, there were serious issues too. First, there was the language 

barrier. While Princess found the Demons’ strange squawks and shrieks amusing and 

endearing at first, their inability to contribute anything meaningful to conversations soon 

became irritating. Over time, Princess became quite fluent in her Demonic and enjoyed 

forming the bizarre grunts and groans and gurgles into communicative sentences. But, while the 

Demons did eventually manage to pick up a few words of English, it was one thing to be able to 
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point at a puddle and mumble “wortwer”, and entirely another to understand complex 

concepts like the existential dilemma, Polchinski’s paradox, or the significance of the blue box 

in Mulholland Drive. Princess tried to be patient and went to great pains to teach the Demons 

the fundamentals and nuances of English language and grammar, but the day she attempted to 

explain the difference between gerunds and participles will go down in history as one of the 

Seven Great Frustrations. (The other six Great Frustrations were mainly concerned with the 

technicalities of oxen ownership, the difficulties in finding quality boot manufacturers, and the 

injustices of occupying the lower rungs of the feudal system, the specifics of which it would be 

difficult for a modern reader to appreciate.) 

The second problem was that they didn’t really have anything in common. While Princess was 

outgoing and chatty, the Demons were introverted and sullen. While Princess was cheerful and 

optimistic, the Demons were moody and cynical. While Princess enjoyed the great outdoors 

and loved nothing more than a jaunty hike through the countryside, the Demons despised 

exercise and fresh air and sunshine and were much more indoorsy. Their idea of a perfect day 

began with lurking in a dark hole somewhere, picking each other’s scabs and scratching each 

other’s scabies and sniffing each other’s rotten armpits, and ended with the brutal slaying of an 

unsuspecting passer-by whose body they would attack and whose mind they would devour and 

whose soul they would condemn to the unrelenting torturous agony of eternal damnation. 

Either that or bowling. Since Princess wasn’t much of a bowler, finding activities they could all 

enjoy proved, well, tricky. 

But the third and most significant problem stood four foot two, covered entirely in pink, with 

long ebony hair tied up high on the sides of her head in a pair of thick curling pigtails. The first 

Princess saw of the girl was the tiny shy tips of two pink satin shoes poking out from beneath 

the heavy curtains of the Great Hall, followed by four sticky fingers pushing aside the fabric to 

reveal a heart-shaped curious face. Princess had gasped in excitement and raced towards the 

girl. 

“Hello, I am Princess!” she had cried, dragging the terrified child out from behind the curtains. 

“What is your name? Are you visiting Aunty? Where are you from? Do you like marbles? 

Would you like to catch some frogs?” 

The girl had stood in bewildered silence and shyly stared at her shoes. 

“Do you not like frogs?” Princess had continued. “Would you rather find butterflies or kitten 

possums? Or shaggy snails? Or unicorns?” 

Still nothing. 

“Or we could play Hide and Seek if you like? Or Chasings? Or Jump and Duck and Roll and 

Tumble?” 

The girl slowly raised her eyes and met Princess’s excited gaze. “Pleased to meet yer,” she 

mumbled in the soft lilting tone of a Westlander. 

“I am oh so pleased to meet you too!” gushed Princess and the two had officially met. 

So, for the second time in as many years, the lonely young Princess believed she had finally 

found a friend. And this time, she was right. The new girl moved with her wealthy family to the 

neighbouring estate and, before long, she and Princess were inseparable. They did everything 
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together: explored the countryside, hunted for frogs and caterpillars, caught frogs and 

caterpillars, squashed frogs and caterpillars, looked for more frogs and caterpillars. Played 

dress-ups. Unfortunately, as fate would have it, jealousy would prove Princess’s downfall. Two 

years it took the Demons to work out they had been replaced as Princess’s best friends. Two 

years of cancelled play dates and unreturned messages and forgotten birthdays. The Demons 

were slow, but what they lacked in speed or wit they made up for in determination and 

stubbornness, and once they had made their grave realisation, they wasted no time in planning 

their revenge. And, by knickerbockers, what a plan! 

Fast forward a few years from the young girls’ fateful meeting. Princess knew something was 

wrong the instant she awoke and spotted the three putrid Demons sitting, smiling, on her 

bedroom floor. One was playing with her hairbrush, running the shiny bristles across his oily 

face. Another was toying with her pearls, wrapping the smooth beads around his scaley wrist. 

But the third sat perfectly still, gazing patiently at Princess. In his hand he held a crystal ball. 

When Princess saw the enchanted orb, her heart immediately broke. For trapped inside the 

crystal sphere was the tiny sparkling avatar of her beautiful sleeping friend. She knew right away 

they had been cursed. 

“You monsters!” Princess screamed, lunging at the Demon and attempting to grab the ball 

from his claw. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!!” the Demon groaned, holding the crystal ball high above his horrible 

head. “Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!!” 

“I hate you! I hate you!” Princess yelled, falling sobbing to the floor. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!!” all three Demons screeched at the top of their lungs. Filled with 

excitement, they leaped around the room. “Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!! “Ghytfihilll, 

frtughytyrpp!!” 

Princess cried, the Demons squawked. It was the end of their beautiful friendship. 

The rules of the curse were simple: Princess would do exactly as the Demons demanded in 

order that her friend should live. But, as long as the curse should last, she would be a stranger 

to her friend. The girl had been banished to a land unknown, far, far away, with no memory of 

Princess and no knowledge that they were ever friends. The only small glimmer of hope for 

Princess was that this curse, like all curses, could not last forever. Unfortunately, the conditions 

of its ending were the Demons’ to decide. 

Alas, Princess had had no choice but to keep the Demons happy for as long as their demands 

and jealousy would last. At last count it had been more than two decades. She had come a long 

way since that wretched morning in her bedroom. She had seen unbelievable evil, done 

unspeakable things and committed un-excusable crimes. She had killed men, women, and 

(hopefully) naughty children. She had slain animals and murdered civilians. She had wiped out 

generations and slaughtered armies. She had become a heartless assassin and a source of 

terrified legend. She had killed without emotion and devastated without regret. She had torn 

apart hearts, homes and hopes, and she had done it all for love. 

But had Princess finally reached the end? When the villagers had begun rioting against their 

oppression – not to mention the suspiciously high number of children going missing in the 

woods – the Demons had ordered Princess to slaughter them all. Knowing they were pushing 
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their luck letting the curse run so long, and aware that even they could not defy the Laws of 

Black Magic, they had declared that when she finally killed the last of the pesky villagers, the 

cursed curse would be lifted. Princess could hardly dare to think of it, finally being free. She 

thought about her long-lost friend. She tried to think of how she would find her, what she 

would say when she saw her, how she would try to explain, how she would tell her they had 

always been friends. She thought about catching her a frog. It was finally time. Her future was a 

mere corridor, a winding staircase, two long hallways and a heavy wooden door away. Princess 

was ready. She finished her stew, wiped her mouth, and with a determined sigh and a heartfelt 

burp, headed towards the dungeons. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp,” she repeated to herself as she walked. “Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!” 

And she was. 
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Kidneys 

I always assumed that if you needed a kidney transplant, they would remove your faulty kidney and 

insert the better one in its place. That seems to make sense, doesn’t it? Like replacing a tired player 

with a fresh one from the bench. But apparently that’s not how it’s done. Not usually, anyway. I’ve 

spent so much time thinking about it since Daniela’s kidneys decided to fail, it’s a little disheartening 

to find out I’ve been so wrong. What they usually do is insert the new kidney into your belly, ignoring 

the old broken one altogether. And the old dead kidney just sits the re in your body. A piece of 

useless body junk. The idea makes me shiver. I’m sitting in an office with the renal transplant 

coordinator on Friday morning, a few days after my bold declaration and the morning after I freak 

out on the train and call Anne to tell her I think I might have chicken pox and need a few days off, 

and finding out exactly what I’ve gotten myself into. I can’t help feeling that if it was happening to 

someone else it would be fascinating. As it is, I can’t decide whether I find the whole thing more 

horrific or disgusting. (FYI, you didn’t miss anything the past few days, apart from an argument with 

Tom after he got drunk on his flight home last night and needed me to pick him up from the airport, 

but there’ll be plenty of chances for you to see one of those, believe me.) 

Rhys, the transplant coordinator, has introduced himself, thanked me for my selfless offer, given me 

a paper cup full of distastefully warm water, and asked whether I want to know how the surgery 

would be done. Figuring it would seem unsporting to say no, I say of course I’d love to hear it. About 

half an hour into what proves to be an unnecessarily detailed and graphic presentation (complete 

with a slide show of actual surgery photos and an extensive explanation of the infinite variety of 

ways in which the whole thing can go horribly wrong) I start to think it would have been better not 

to know. 

“And then the surgeon will simply slice (he actually uses that word, slice!) through the ureter to 

separate the kidney from the bladder…” 

Thinking I might either vomit or pass out, I stop listening and think about Daniela. She’s at dialysis 

today, like every Friday, Monday and Wednesday for the past eleven years, and probably thinking 

about me. Not because she always thinks about me (although I know she thinks about me a lot), or 

because she’s worried about how the appointment is going (although if she knows what Rhys is 

telling me, she probably will be), or because she doesn’t have anything else to think about (she 

normally passes the dialysis hours daydreaming about places she’ll go once she gets a transplant and 

is done with dialysis) but because she wants to live. 

Daniela has always wanted to live. More than anyone I’ve ever met. More than me. And not just to 

exist, but to really live. To go everywhere, see everything, do everything. To bungee jump off a crane 

in Switzerland. To smoke weed and eat brownies in Amsterdam. To bicycle through Vietnam and 

Cambodia. To live in Paris and take a lover. Or lovers. To try Ayahuasca with a shaman in Peru. To go 

skinny dipping, to have threesomes, to get tattooed and pierced and hypnotised. She’s talked about 

this stuff since we were teenagers, when everything stopping her seemed like only a matter of time. 

But since she got sick it’s all seemed to matter even more. Sometimes I feel bad for not feeling the 

same. I don’t know, maybe you always want what you can’t have.  

Because, let me tell you, getting a kidney is not that simple. When Kerry Packer got one from his 

personal helicopter pilot he made it all seem so easy, but it’s not. Not always. Maybe if Daniela had a 

personal helicopter pilot it would be. But as it happens, Daniela doesn’t have a helicopter pilot – 

personal or otherwise. What she does have is highly reactive white blood cells thanks to her many 

previous blood transfusions and her pregnancy, making it incredibly difficult to find a donor. 
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Daniela’s sisters and parents all got tested years ago, but they only ever got as far as the initial blood 

matching before Daniela’s antibodies attacked the potential donors’ and they could never get past 

square one. 

I know what you’re thinking, I was thinking it too at first: if no-one else, not even Daniela’s 

immediate family have been able to donate, what makes me think my little old kidney will be so god-

damned special? Well, you know how they say that time heals all wounds? I don’t know  if that’s 

true, but it is for Daniela’s blood. Over time, the antibodies that built up when she had her blood 

transfusions and her pregnancy are gradually dying down, so given enough time, she should finally 

be able to accept a new kidney. I guess we’re all just hoping that time is now. 

“Emily?” Rhys has stopped talking and is looking at me inquisitively. “Are you ok?” 

“Yep, great,” I reply, unclenching my fists and noticing how white my knuckles have become. 

“Ok, because it’s important that you understand there are no guarantees with this.” 

“Huh?” 

“I mean, you could go through the whole process, have all the tests, go through the surgery, and 

Daniela’s body may still reject the kidney. Or the surgery may fail.” 

Shit. 

“Worst case, you or Daniela may die.” 

Jesus, thanks Rhys. (But really, wouldn’t the worst-case scenario be that we both die?) 

“It’s not likely, but you need to be aware of every eventuality so you can make an informed decision. 

You need to remember the decision is yours and you can change your mind at any time.” 

Good one Rhys. I’ll just tell Daniela I’ve changed my mind. I’m sure that won’t destroy thirty years of 

friendship.  

“The other thing to keep in mind is that this is going to be a long process. There will be months and 

months of tests and at any point you could fail one and your donation journey will end.” 

Far out, my journey? What is this, The Voice? 

“You with me, Emily?” 

“Um yes. All good. Tests, journey, The Voice, got it.” 

“I beg your pardon?” 

Fuck! “Nothing, sorry, just feeling a bit off.” 

“Here, have some water.” 

Oh good, more lukewarm water. “Hmm, thanks.” 

“So, here’s the pathology request form for the tissue typing blood test and the initial urine samples.  

You can make an appointment at the hospital, otherwise you can use any pathologist, you’ll just 

need to call ahead to make sure they have large enough tubes.” 

Oh god, that another thing I’m scared of: needles. 

And blood tests. 
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And tubes. 

Rhys stands in front of me and smiles. 

“Alright, Emily. If you don’t have any questions...” 

“I do have one question,” I say, standing to face him. “Does it change you?” 

Rhys looks confused for a moment, and I’m surprised no one has asked this before.  “What do you 

mean?” 

“I mean, the process, going through it all. Losing a piece of yourself.  I was wondering if it changes 

you?” 

He thinks about it for a few moments before he answers. “I don’t know, Emily. Do you want it to 

change you?” 

I think about that for a minute. 

“I don’t know,” I tell him. And I really don’t. 

The first appointment of my donation journey is over. Rhys shakes my hand and gestures towards 

the door. I take a deep breath and open it. 

Right now, if I leave the office and turn right, I’ll walk straight back down the corridor towards the 

exit and wander out into the sunlight. I’ll grab a coffee from the café  near the carpark and spend a 

few minutes tossing up whether I can justify a doughnut as well, eventually deciding that the 

morning I’ve just had (not to mention my recent burst of selflessness) definitely deserves some kind 

of reward.  If I turn left, I’ll run smack bang into a tall skinny woman in a traditional white doctor’s 

coat with the collar turned up at such a peculiar angle that I won’t be able to help noticing her face. 

And when I notice it, I’ll gasp. Her face will be so ghostly white and her eyes so black I won’t be able 

to tear my eyes away but instead will just stand there in the hallway, staring at this bizarre stranger, 

open-mouthed and silent. She will stare back at me with the most curious look on her face and my 

blood will turn cold as she slowly begins to smile. 

I go through the doorway and turn. 
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January 16th, 1850 

Elsmore House, Parramatta 

 

Dear Sirs,  

 

Forgive me. For what I have done, for what I do now, for what I shall do next. For my sweet 

Adelia will not be burned like a leper. Nor will her child.  

We are leaving now to find a peaceful resting place and I pray you will not follow. It will be 

daylight soon and you will find this letter in place of their bodies.  

I am cursed, I know, and I do not expect to escape. The child cast her spell upon me the moment I 

saw her, and I have long understood there is no hope nor prospect of salvation. 

Save yourselves and forget us. It is the only way. 

 

 

Yours respectfully,  

Professor Henry H Hargreaves 

 

P.S. One day, many years from now, the world may wish to know how this sad story came to be, so I have 

written it down, all of it, from the beginning. I have left nothing out. Perhaps one day someone may read it 

and understand. 
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3 

The Princess, Princess, was still picking the final pieces of stew meat from her teeth when she 

reached the door to the dungeon. She grabbed the large metal key from the hook on the wall, 

turned the lock and opened the dungeon door. The dungeon was dank and damp and dark, 

and, all-in-all, quite dungeoney. The Demons were not captives in there, of course, and were 

free to come and go as they pleased, but they happened to love it down there – you know, since 

they were Demons and all. Princess kept the door locked anyway, more for appearances than 

anything else. You never knew when a nosey neighbour or a visiting royal might drop in and 

expect a grand tour of the place, and an unlocked dungeon was bound to raise a few eyebrows.  

Princess lit a large wall candle near the doorway and waited a few moments for her eyes to 

adjust to the darkness and the shadowy candle half-light. Peering into the cavern, her nervous 

anticipation grew as the familiar grotesque faces gradually emerged from the blackness.  

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp,” Princess said, nodding her head in greeting. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp,” the First Demon replied. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp,” the Second Demon echoed. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp,” the Third Demon joined. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp,” Princess said again. 

With pleasantries out of the way, Princess decided to cut to the chase. 

“It is done,” she began. 

(Naturally, this entire conversation continued in Demonic – in which Princess was, by this 

stage, perfectly fluent – but for the sake of brevity I shall leave out the Demonic transcript and 

present only the English translation, and even that in summary form, Demonic being, of 

course, a frustratingly repetitive language heavily laden with declarations of deference to the 

Almighty Mephistopheles – his omnipotent diabolism, his unending malignance, his creative 

depravity, and so on and so forth – as well as references to one’s own encompassing 

malevolence. Furthermore, repeating Demonic conversations to humans verbatim has not only 

been known to cause unnecessary confusion, but more dangerously, to trigger a raft of acute 

psychological disturbances as one is forced to confront the reality of their own mortality, the 

existence of an inescapable darkness waiting to consume us all, and the very real possibility that 

one’s unique essence is no more than one slippery chopping board accident away from being 

absorbed into the most incomprehensible misery hitherto unknown to man.) 

“It is done. The villagers are all dead,” Princess continued, gazing hard-eyed at the faces of the 

heinous Demons. “The curse must now be lifted.” 

The Demons looked at each other and said nothing. 

“Do you hear me?” demanded Princess. “Answer me now.”  

Another moment of tense silence before the Head Demon erupted in anger.  

“How darest you to demoting a replication from us?!” the Head Demon raged. “Who arest 

you to ours? Some tinny humorous? Some pathetic girdle? Some denying mortar?” 
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Princess stood her ground and waited for the insults and anger to pass. 

“Some sad brittle orphanage!” the Second Demon suggested. 

Princess winced but said nothing. 

“Some… some… brittle orphanage!” the Third Demon repeated, and the three Demons 

laughed uproariously at their cleverness. 

“Ooh, snap!” yelled the Head Demon. 

“Yeah, snap!” cried the Second Demon. 

“Yeah, yeah, snap! Snap!” intoned the Third. 

Princess stifled an eye-roll and stepped towards the Three. “Rules are rules.”  

“Oh, indeeding. How true and corrected you be. Rules infectious arest rules,” the Head 

Demon replied and, clasping his hands together behind his back, he began to walk slowly 

across the room in the fashion of a lawyer working the courtroom. “It seemest we have come to 

aggrievement.” 

“Aggrievement?” Princess asked, confused. “You mean agreement.”  

“No!” stormed the Demon. “I know what I meanst and I meanst what I saidst. We have 

comest to aggrievement, as they say. We are in all aspects in accordance with that which we 

have previously stated at the outset.” 

Princess narrowed her eyes. 

“Shall I goest ont, Your Highness?” taunted the Head Demon, his yellow eyes sparkling with 

glee. 

Princess nodded. 

“You see, it has comest to the attention of my triage and most reputedly prevalent décolletage 

that the task of which we have spoken, to wit, has not reached its ultimately completed 

completion.” 

Princess could feel the heat rising in her face. “What do you mean, not completed?”  

The Head Demon turned towards his colleagues and the three burst into ignorant and arrogant 

laughter. 

“It is not done!” laughed the Head Demon. 

“Not done!” chimed the Second Demon. 

“Not done, not done, not done!” echoed the Third Demon. 

“Liars!” stormed Princess, rushing to the Head Demon so that they were face to odious face. 

“You filthy liars! I have killed all the villagers. The job is done.” 

“Hrdugy gftrrrooo!” the Head Demon yelled and, pushing Princess away, rubbed his claws 

together to dislodge a handful of scales and Demon Dust from his hands, and, throwing this 

mixture into the air, cast a devastating vision onto the dungeon wall. 
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The image was of a villager running. He was dressed in battle gear and covered in blood from 

the day’s battle. He was clearly terrified and running as far and as fast as his legs would carry 

him. Princess stared and stared in disbelief. 

“Noooo!!” she screamed in horror at last and fell to her knees in anguish.  

If a villager was alive, it was not done. The curse was not over, the spell would not be lifted, she 

would not be reunited with her long-lost friend. She yelled vile words of hate at the hateful 

Demons and collapsed, bellowing, on the dungeon floor. 

But the Princess, Princess, did not cry for long. There was not time. Picking herself up from 

the dungeon floor, she dusted the dirt from her knees and straightened her skirts and wiped 

the dirt and tears from her eyes. She looked at the Demons and shook her head in disgust. 

What loathsome creatures, taking such awful delight in her sadness. But they would not break 

her, she would not let them. So, there was one more hurdle, fine. She had thought it was all 

over, but it was not, no problem. She had been disappointed before and lived to tell the tale. It 

was time to get back to work. She strode across the room and opened the door, turning back 

for one last look at the Demons. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!!” she declared as she stormed out of the room and slammed the 

dungeon door behind her. 

Princess rushed through the long, cold corridors of her castle, headed towards her chambers. 

“Waldon!” she called as she reached the echoing darkness of the West Wing. “Waldon!” 

“Welcome home, Your Highness!” came a muffled response. 

Princess’s trusty manservant emerged from where he was hiding inside her laundry hamper, 

sheepishly untangling a pair of stockings from around his head as he climbed over the edge of 

the basket. He was a small man – a dwarf Lowlander, no less – and never seemed to mind 

laying there for hours amongst her dirty nightdresses and soiled undergarments , a characteristic 

which had caused Princess some consternation at first, but since he was otherwise a stand-up 

guy she had decided to let it go. Besides, she supposed, we all have our thing. 

“Prepare yourself and the horses,” Princess instructed. “We are going on a road-trip.” 

“Ooh, a road-trip!” Waldon replied. “What a fun adventure.” 

Princess said nothing and headed into her closet to change. 

“Anywhere interesting, Your Highness?” Waldon enquired, gathering his coat and boots. 

“Perhaps somewhere tropical? I have heard the Wide Isles are lovely this time of year.”  

Princess remained silent as she changed her clothes. 

“And congratulations on the victory, Your Highness. A mighty victory against a powerful 

enemy, although a result that was never in doubt!” 

Still nothing. 

“Or maybe Your Highness would prefer somewhere wintery? We could head into the 

Turquoise Mountains? Spend a few weeks in a chalet at one of the ski resorts? A little apres-ski 

schnapps would certainly hit the spot!” 
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Princess stuck her head out of the closet. “It is not that kind of road-trip.” 

Waldon caught Princess’s tone and swallowed loudly. He had heard that tone before and knew 

they were in for trouble. For all his affection and loyalty and good humour, Waldon was not a 

brave man. 

“Yes, Your Highness. Understood,” he replied, pulling on his boots and heading shakily 

towards the bedroom door. “I shall head at once to the stables. When would you like to leave? 

Tomorrow? Next Wednesday? Or perhaps you would prefer to go next month? Best not to 

rush these things, you know?” 

“Now,” Princess answered. 

“Very well, Your Highness. Splendid, just splendid. Absolutely bloody splendid…” Waldon 

mumbled and, bowing respectfully, reluctantly disappeared out of the room. 

Having changed into a fresh battle dress and a clean pair of underpants, Princess looked at her 

reflection in the bedroom mirror. Her face was covered in blood and dirt, her golden hair wild 

and knotted, her eyes red and watery. She looked a mess and was about to start wiping her face 

but thought better of it. She would let them see the blood and the dirt and the tears. Let them 

see what she had done and what she would continue to do. Let them know what she had been 

through and imagine what she had become. Better that they should see who she was and know 

it was she they should fear. She suddenly thought of Amalia from her childhood and wished for 

a moment that ungrateful brat could see her now. 

“Time to go,” Princess declared, walking towards her weapon room to reload for the battle 

ahead. 

This was the final leg of her mission and Princess knew the Demons would try anything they 

could to stop her. Obstacles, black magic, tricks, illusions. They would not let her win, but they 

would not have a choice. Princess would defeat the curse and find her long-lost friend. She 

would get her back if it was the last thing she did. It was her purpose and her meaning and her 

fate. No matter what, Princess would finally be reunited with her love, with her beautiful, one 

and only, Daniela. 
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PART TWO 

Battered Sav 

I’m still licking the caramel doughnut icing from my fingers and trying not to think about veins and 

oversized sample tubes when I walk through my front door and a size eleven Reebok sneaker 

collides violently with the side of my head. It hits me so hard my breath catches in my throat and my 

eyes fill with tears. I know what kind of sneaker it is because it’s Tom’s. And Tom has obviously 

thrown it and Tom should be at work. But I’ll get to that in a second. 

First, let me tell you about Tom. 

I met Tom on an online hook-up site in a drunken haze of man-hating bravado and curiosity the night 

before I broke up with my cheating stoner ex-boyfriend (I would have broken up with him that night 

but he was too stoned), and accidentally ended up dating him. The first time we actually went out on 

something remotely like a date we’d been sleeping together for six months and Tom asked me to go 

with him to his company’s end of year ball since he’d forgotten to ask anyone else.  When everyone 

there assumed I was his girlfriend I guess we just assumed so too. Now we’ve been together for four 

or four and a half years (depending on how you count it) and we call each other our “partner” which 

always makes me think of detectives or ballroom dancers or cowboys.  Or lesbians. 

Tom is full of contradictions. He’ll refuse to eat doughnuts or hot chips or chocolate because they 

might ruin his abs, and then he’ll come home from the shops devouring a battered sav (or a dippy 

dog as apparently everyone in South Australia used to call them). 

Tom grew up in Adelaide and moved to Sydney with his dad when he was eighteen and his parents 

got divorced so he has one of those vaguely English-sounding, slightly condescending accents. The 

kind of accent that makes everything he says sound a little bit better and everyone else around him 

feel a little bit dumber. 

Tom studied science at Macquarie Uni and was on his way to becoming a microbiologist until he 

realised how good-looking he was and got a job in pharmaceutical sales instead. Now he sells 

artificial knees to orthopaedic surgeons, in between taking long lunches with his colleagues and 

getting shit-faced at sales conferences. 

Tom is better looking than I am. Much better looking. Maybe because he doesn’t eat doughnuts or 

hot chips or chocolate. But maybe he’d be better looking anyway, even if he was fat. He has one of 

those perfectly symmetrical faces that means it probably wouldn’t matter. 

Tom looks good sweaty. I, on the other hand do not. 

Tom can wear three-quarter pants and pull it off. I, on the other hand, cannot. (Well actually, I can 

and do wear them, but I’m so short that on me they just look like  regular pants.) 

Tom does everything well. Or at least, he doesn’t do anything he doesn’t do well. 

Tom is really smart. I mean, seriously intelligent. I do ok, but he is way smarter than I am. And he 

always knows how to do stuff like fix the lawnmower or put together my puzzle ring or change the 

time on the clock in the car for daylight savings.  

Tom is impatient. 

Tom hates borrowing. He says it’s because he hates owing anything to anyone , but I think he just 

hates not being in control. 
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We live in Tom’s house on the Lalor Park side of Kings Langley, where the only thing separating us 

from them is the four-lane expanse of Vardys Road. Tom’s house is an impressive two-storey affair 

with a double garage and a brick letterbox and an inground swimming pool and views down the hill 

to the houso’s. (It’s overkill really: Tom never even goes upstairs and the only room I ever use up 

there is my study, where I sit at my laptop and sip almond lattes and look out the window and think 

about writing something someday. Packed with books – some of which I’ve actually read – it’s my 

favourite place in the whole house, even if I don’t use it as much as I should , a real room of one’s 

own and all that.) Tom says Kings Langley is depressing and talks about buying an apartment in Five 

Dock or Balmain (places that are apparently not depressing) but he’s talked about it for years and I 

don’t think he’ll ever do it. Sometimes it’s nice to have things to look down on. 

Apart from the moving-house thing, Tom makes plans and actually sticks to them. I don’t mean just 

the big things like planning out your career or setting your five-year goals, I’m talking about the truly 

excruciating stuff, like committing to going out for dinner on a Friday night and going through with it. 

Even in winter. Even if it rains. More impressive than that, Tom joins the gym and goes. You’ve got to 

admire that. 

Tom knows what he wants and says what he means and means what he says.  You’ve got to admire 

that too. 

I’ve never caught Tom in a lie. So, either he doesn’t lie, or he lies so well I can never tell.  

Tom decides whether he likes someone within the first few seconds of meeting them and stands by 

his decision forever. I don’t know if that’s smart or not, but it means if he likes you, you feel pretty 

damn special. 

Tom is the only person I know who understands how much I love it when people say literally about 

something they mean literally. 

Sometimes Tom will say something that sums up what I think so perfectly that I feel like he’s the 

only person in the entire universe who really gets me. And then, sometimes, he says the opposite. 

Speaking of getting me (ha ha!) it’s Tom’s dirty sneaker that hits me in the head as I enter the house.  

Fuck! I stumble sidewards, dropping my keys and falling against the doorway. “What the hell?!” 

“Shit, sorry!” Tom calls, rushing lopsided from the lounge room. “I was aiming for the bedroom.” 

I glare at him and rub my injured temple. “You missed.” 

Tom laughs and looks at me, glistening with sweat and clearly amused. He’s shirtless and wearing 

workout shorts and the remaining shoe. He bends down to pick up my keys from the floor and I 

watch his back muscles tighten. He hands me the keys and pulls me towards him. “I missed you,” he 

says.  

Smooth, I know. He’s like that. I push him off me and head towards the bedroom. “You saw me this 

morning.” 

“Come on, Em,” he says, following me. “Don’t be like that.” 

I don’t say anything then, just hang my handbag behind the door and sit on the end of the bed, 

unzipping my boots. Tom stands in the doorway, watching. We’re silent for a few minutes: me taking 

off my boots, him just standing there, watching. He likes to watch me sometimes. It’s kind of creepy. 

And kind of not. 
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“Why aren’t you at work?” I ask. 

“I’m working from home, can’t you tell?” Tom replies, smiling. “Why aren’t you?” 

I look at him for a moment and don’t say anything. I haven’t told him about the whole kidney thing 

yet and I’m certainly not about to do it now. 

“I’m sick,” I say, standing up and taking my boots to the wardrobe. “And now I’m injured too.” 

Tom laughs again and walks up behind me. He puts his hands on my shoulders, gently turning me 

back towards him. “You poor thing, let me see.” 

“Get off,” I shrug his hands from my shoulder and start to move away. 

He’s silent for a moment and I wonder if I’ve pissed him off. It doesn’t  usually take much. 

“Get off?” he replies. “You want me to get off?” 

Nope, not pissed off. “That’s not what I meant. That really hurt.” 

“Oh, my poor baby,” he says, which kind of sounds mean and sarcastic now, I know, but that’s not 

how he says it. He says it gently, kindly, softly. 

Tom reaches out and touches my shoulders again, holding me there while he examines my forehead. 

“There, there,” he whispers and strokes my hair as if he’s soothing an upset child. I want to object 

but there’s something comforting about being treated like a child (something Freudian and 

dysfunctional, I’m sure) and even the sweat on his skin smells good. He starts softly kissing the sides 

of my head. “Is that better?” he asks. 

I try to look angry and shake my head. 

Tom laughs, “No? Not better? How about this?” He continues his kissing, moving lower towards my 

neck, his hands moving upwards under my jumper and t-shirt. 

I push him away, but he grabs my hands and pulls me against him. “Still hurts.” I mumble defiantly. 

“Really?” he mumbles back, his lips teasing my neck, his hands starting to undo the buttons on my 

jeans. “Still hurts, does it?” 

I breathe deeply but don’t try to stop him. “You know what you are?” I ask him. 

Tom doesn’t answer, just continues kissing my neck and pulling down my jeans.  He lifts me up and 

throws me onto the bed, then pulls my jeans off over my feet. He stands in front of me and strips 

what’s left of his clothes, an evil smile on his lips. I lay there, half-undressed, looking up at him. 

Watching him watching me. 

“Tom, do you know what you are?” I ask him again. 

He bends down and sits me upright, roughly pulling my jumper over my head. I turn my head to help 

him then lift my arms. He grabs my t-shirt and yanks it off me. He stares at me for a minute then and 

I wonder what he’s thinking. Our faces are so close I can feel his breath on my skin. 

“You know what you are?” I whisper this time. 

“What am I, Em?” he demands, his eyes darkening. “You tell me.” 
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I don’t say anything then. He glares at me and I try to hold his gaze, but I can’t, and I have to look 

away.  

“What?” he says. 

I look back at him and smile. Reaching behind my back, I undo my bra and drop it to the floor. I sit 

there in silence for a moment, watching his eyes on my body. 

“You, Thomas,” I say sweetly, gently touching his face. “Are all mine.” And, for the next little while, 

at least, I’m sure I mean it. 

Later that afternoon I climb out of bed while Tom is still asleep and look at my reflection in the 

wardrobe mirror. I stand on my tip toes and suck in my stomach, pretending not to wish I was taller 

and skinnier. I pull my hair forwards and sideways across my face and wish again that it was longer.  I 

guess it would be if I stopped getting it cut. 

Tom stirs and I grab his faded INXS t-shirt from the pile of clean laundry next to the bed. I pull it on 

over my naked body and admire the way it drapes over my curves and only just covers my butt. I’m 

not usually a wear-your-man’s-t-shirt kind of girl, but maybe I could be. There’s something naïve and 

youthful about having his clothes against your skin. Something that makes me think of going steady 

and watching movies at the Parramatta Roxy and first kisses listening to Boyz II Men at Blacktown ice 

rink. I’m still posing and pulling fish faces in the mirror when Tom clears his throat and sits up on his 

side of the bed. I don’t know how long he’s been awake, but he sits there for a moment, looking 

through my reflection, his mind somewhere else. Then he turns and stands up from the bed, 

completely naked and stretching. He grabs a pair of tracksuit pants and heads towards me on his 

way out the door. 

Planting a kiss on my cheek, he pauses behind me for a second. “That’s my t-shirt,” he says to my 

reflection in the mirror. “Don’t wreck it.” 

And as Tom leaves the room and I glance outside through a gap in the closed blinds, just for a 

second, I imagine that someone is watching me. 
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The Personal and Professional Journal of Professor Henry H Hargreaves 

Cambridge Court, Parramatta, New South Wales 

Entry 481 

Dated Wednesday the 29th day of November in the year 1848 

 

Awoke before the household staff, having felt unwell and unsettled throughout the night. 

 

Took a walk through the grounds before sunrise, accompanied only by the dogs. The dogs likewise appeared 

agitated and would not settle. (Must have a word to Peters as one of the bitches did not appear when 

called.) 

 

Found another dead crow in the fountain. As with the last, this bird’s eyes had been removed pecked clean 

out of their sockets. Attempting to retrieve the crow from the fountain using a long branch, soiled my coat 

front and sleeves with stale water and dirt. Eventually succeeded in the creature’s removal . Fed the dead 

bird to the dogs. 

 

Returned to the house and took my breakfast in the conservatory but found I could not eat. 

 

Took a few drops of Laudanum. Found my nerves greatly somewhat improved. 

 

Travelled into Sydney and attended to the orphan immigrants at the Hyde Park Barracks, providing initial 

assessment of their health. They were almost, to a one, poorly in body and spirit. Perhaps this is owing to 

the long voyage, but I believe it is more likely due to the underlying weakness of their constitution. Made 

arrangements to return presently for further investigation.  

 

Upon leaving the Barracks, was introduced to an additional orphan girl on her return from an errand to 

the Matron’s office. This child appeared uncharacteristically bright and healthy in both mind and body, 

and most captivating in features, if I may say so, which is beyond peculiar. I was immediately struck by 

her demeanour and found myself unable to utter a single word! It is not just her eyes, which are wide and 

blue and fine enough in themselves. Nor is it merely her mouth, which is small and delicate and perfectly 

placed. Nor is it purely the shape of her face or the outline of her figure. Yes, it is all of this, of course, yet 

there is something more. Some kindness or sadness or knowledge or wisdom that lies behind it all. And all 

of this from one brief encounter! From one polite curtsy, one melodic how-do-you-do! Needless to say, I 

find the girl of great interest, in the professional sense, and intend to conduct an intercourse with her upon 

my next visit. This orphan’s name is Adelia O’Hara. 
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5  

The Princess, Princess, was on the hunt. She stepped slowly through the long grass of the 

meadow, scrutinizing each broken strand and crumpled flower, searching for any sign of the 

sole survivor’s trail, and leading her mighty grey mare Buttercup behind her. Buttercup 

pranced (horse-like) along. As if aware of the importance of their journey, she snorted and 

sniffed and tossed her glossy mane in eager anticipation. Waldon followed astride his trusty 

steed, the long-suffering and ever-patient bay carthorse, Bruno. Bruno wandered along 

haltingly, stopping when Princess stopped, walking when she walked, grazing happily on the 

taller strands of meadow grass with the diminutive Waldon perched like a sparrow atop his 

broad back and the overloaded wagon of weapons dragging slowly behind him. Somewhere, 

the remaining villager’s heart continued to beat and his blood continued to flow (some of it 

within and some of it without his weakened body) and his weary legs continued to carry him 

closer to safety. 

Every few steps Princess would spot something unusual and halt the motley crew in their 

motley tracks, fingering a piece of grass or sniffing a fallen leaf or rubbing a handful of damp 

soil between her fingers. 

“Hmmm,” she would say, squatting down in her princess skirts and squinting her princess eyes 

in concentration. “Interesting.” 

Waldon watched. Burdened with neither an interest in hunting or tracking, nor any of the 

requisite skills, he could not even begin to discern what trail it was that Princess was following. 

But if Princess believed they were on the right track, he certainly had no reason to think 

otherwise (and even less reason to suggest it), and fell into a rhythm of enthusiastic head 

nodding, alternating with exclamations of agreement and praise. 

“Marvellous, Your Highness!” he would say. 

“Splendid work, Your Magnificence!” 

“Brilliant tracking, Your Radiance!” 

But Princess was not enjoying basking in the glow of Waldon’s blatant admiration as much as 

she would have liked, for she was not without her worries that morning. It was one thing for 

Waldon (who knew nothing) to believe she was doing a wonderful job, and quite another to be 

convinced of it herself. She needed to know beyond all doubt that they were on the right track, 

that the villager had come this way and that they would soon find him. If only there were a sign! 

Preferably something specific and obvious, that told her exactly where the villager had gone and 

where he was now and how to best go about catching him. Oh, what she wouldn’t give for a– 

Ah ha! 

Princess stopped mid-thought, for right at that moment, she spotted it. A sign! Just as she had 

hoped. (The timing was quite remarkable.) There it was: a bright shining drop of scarlet fluid 

sitting on the edge of a leaf. 

“Hmmm, blood!” Princess observed, more to herself than Waldon. “How wonderful!” 

Wonderful, yes (depending on your perspective, of course) but Princess needed to be sure of 

whose blood this was. (Given the violence of the times, a drop of blood – or even a bloody trail 
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– was perhaps less significant and identifiable then than a modern reader might assume.) 

Wiping her index finger with her skirt in a (totally futile) attempt to clean it, Princess gently 

touched the red drop. Not quite cold, but not warm either. The blood felt as human as a drop 

of blood could feel, she supposed, but she needed to know for sure. 

Bending her head close to the leaf, Princess inhaled its scent. Salty, she thought, with a touch of 

– what was that? Paprika? Turmeric? Cumin? Hmmm… Taking a deep breath, Princess 

brought her mouth to the leaf and, running her tongue across its leafy surface, she bravely 

licked the miscellaneous and highly suspect scarlet substance. 

“Hmmm,” she mumbled, sucking the substance from her tongue, her eyes watering a little 

from the tang. 

Waldon looked on, his face tensed, his breath held, his gag reflex barely suppressed. 

Princess beamed at Waldon and nodded her head with excitement. “It is blood!” she declared. 

“The blood of our enemy, the proof that we are following his trail!”  

“Fantastic! Triumphant! A most meritorious achievement, Your Highness!” Waldon cried, 

amazed and relieved and tempted to offer Princess a mint. 

Now, all of this was occurring late in the morning after the day before (the day of the battle and 

the Demons and the vision of the lone surviving villager) and, although she was loath to admit 

it, Princess was secretly beginning to fear that the villager’s trail was growing cold. (If she was 

being honest, even her present excitement over the drop of blood felt a little hollow.) They had 

tracked him all through the night, only pausing to rest for a few hours just before daybreak, 

when Princess’s eyes were beginning to blur and her feet to throb and her stomach to loudly 

grumble. Waldon (who had done nothing but sit astride Bruno and admire the starry sky and 

chatter away in an attempt to keep Princess’s spirits high through the night) was nonetheless 

sleepy as usual and, being eternally hungry, was most glad of the break which he had hoped 

would have lasted well past mid-morning that day, accompanied by a hearty soup and a nice 

thick slice of mulberry pie. Alas, after a few quick bites of their rations (dried warthog and 

salted sardines washed down with river water) and what couldn’t have been more than an hour 

of sleep, Princess had declared the break over and ordered Waldon join her back on the hunt. 

Unfortunately (for Princess, less so for the escaped villager) what Princess thought was a hunt 

was in fact just two people and their horses and their weapons and their cart wandering around 

in a generally circular fashion, following signs that were, in fact, not signs at all, and every 

moment letting their prey escape further and ever further from their grasp. 

The problem was of course, Princess was not a very good hunter. Was she a great warrior? 

Yes, the greatest. Was she a fearless fighter? Yes, the fearlessest. Was she a stone-cold 

assassin? Yes, the stone-coldest. A mighty killer, a flawless archer, a brilliant swordswoman? 

Yes, yes, and by golly yes! (And surprisingly handy at changing a flat carriage wheel too.) 

But a great hunter? No, unfortunately Princess was not that. Not that she couldn’t have been 

with the correct training and a little practice, of course, but the truth was, Princess had never 

learned to hunt. There had never been a need. She had never needed to track an escaped 

enemy before for there had simply never been any. So, there she was, fumbling her way 

through the most important mission of her life, with no idea what she was doing or where she 
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should be going, and with no clue of the right royal mess she was currently making of the whole 

right royal mission or that soon it might all be right royally too late. 

In any case, as luck would have it (hers, the villager’s, the Demons’, Daniela’s – it was still too 

soon to tell), the Princess, Princess, realised there and then that she needed a plan. I.e., a better 

plan. Preferably a plan that took them straight to where the villager was hiding, and ideally one 

that didn’t involve ingesting anyone else’s discarded bodily fluids. And, as luck would also have 

it (hers, the villager’s, the Demons’, Daniela’s – it was still too soon to tell), Princess knew 

precisely where to go to get one. 

“Omavordan,” she announced, dropping the piece of stinging nettle she had picked up and 

swinging herself back up into Buttercup’s saddle. 

“Excuse me, Your Highness?” Waldon asked, confused. He had been resting his eyes a 

moment in the morning sunshine until Princess’s shrill voice cut through his dozing.  Bruno 

likewise. 

“Waldon, we are going to Omavordan,” Princess declared as Buttercup danced on the spot, 

ready to continue their journey. 

Waldon nodded his head. “As you wish,” he replied and the four of them (but mostly the 

horses) broke into a brisk trot. 

As they continued their journey through the meadow with Princess leading them in the 

direction of the darkness and confusion of the Haunted Silver Forest way off in the distance, 

Waldon found himself in a rare moment of contemplation, wondering where the two of them 

(four if you counted the horses) would finally find themselves when all of this was done. He was 

already beginning to feel that all was not as it seemed, and to fear that this journey of theirs 

would be a long and difficult one. In any case, he did not know what or where or who this 

Omavordan was, but he hoped it was in the general vicinity of a large goblet of dwarf wine, a 

selection of fine charcuterie, and a generous assortment of cheeses. 
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Specimens 

Let me tell you some of the things I think about at 8.15am on Monday 2nd of June in a busy 

pathology room at Westmead Hospital, while Specimen Collector Ursula drains what feels like about 

forty litres – but is, in reality, exactly forty millilitres – of blood from a tiny puncture hole in my arm, 

while I try to distract myself from the fact that Specimen Collector Ursula is currently draining what 

feels like about forty litres – but is, in reality, exactly forty millilitres – of blood from that same tiny 

puncture hole in my arm. (I’m sitting up in one of those wide-armed vinyl blood test chairs that I 

hate even though I really want to lay down because Ursula told me I’d be fine, and even though I 

thought she was wrong, I didn’t want her to think I was being difficult.) 

Surely draining blood slowly must be better than draining it fast. I’m telling myself this and trying to 

believe it since it’s what Ursula has decided we’re going to do. (I say “we”, but I’ve got to admit, 

Ursula is really doing most of the heavy lifting here. I’m mostly just sitting and nodding and taking 

deep breaths and trying not to look at the tubes or the tray and trying not to act like such a baby.) 

She suggests this approach as consolation for not letting me lay down and as a kind of apology for 

the fact that the hospital has run out of large tubes and she’ll need to syphon my blood into a series 

of smaller ones. A huge pile of smaller tubes, in fact, that I’m currently trying not to look at. Ursula 

seems to think that taking my blood slowly will help prevent me from passing out. I’m not convinced 

but I try to play along and think about Daniela. 

Daniela is going to be ok. I could hear it in her voice when she called me this morning to wish me 

luck and to ask if I wanted her to come with me. She never really sounds scared but this morning she 

sounded even calmer than usual. Like she knew everything was just going to work out ok. She would 

have come with me today too, even though she has dialysis, which is this awful, painful, horrible 

thing, and all I have to do is have a little blood test and pee into a cup. I told her there was no need 

of course, but I almost had to talk her out of being here. She would have missed dialysis and suffered 

the consequences for me if I needed her to, no hesitation, no questions, no doubt. That’s Daniela.  

So am I. Going to be ok, that is. Obviously, since all I have to do is have a little blood test and pee 

into a cup. But I don’t mean just today, I mean I think I’m starting to feel ok with all of this. The 

testing, the surgery, the slicing. The journey. Maybe there is something to be said for facing your 

fears. Maybe this will heal me too, whatever that means. 

(Let me just stop here for a minute though, because I know what you’re thinking: this is the point in 

the story where things are really going to start to go south. That’s how it works, right? As soon as the 

characters start to relax or get happy, you just know that shit is about to get real. The worst thing a 

character can do for their future is to let the words, “what could possibly go wrong?” escape from 

their lips. Well, maybe it is and maybe it isn’t. Maybe this is not that kind of story.)  

For some reason I suddenly think about Louisa and mate (the Uruguayan herbal tea-like concoction, 

pronounced “mah-tay”). Maybe because Daniela’s house always smells like mate and it reminds me 

of my own childhood and of Louisa as a baby. This makes more sense if you understand it’s actually 

Daniela’s parents’ house, where she had to move back when Louisa was born and her kidneys failed 

and she needed help to look after her. Louisa doesn’t even drink mate, but the smell still reminds me 

of her. Louisa is turning eleven soon and I sometimes wonder how much she understands about how 

sick her mother is. I hope she doesn’t and I hope she never needs to. She’s a really smart kid and 

looks exactly like Daniela did at her age, except much taller. She’s fearless too, already, and I hope 

she always stays that way. 
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I think about specimens and the word specimens and how my dad struggles to say it. Then I feel bad 

for thinking about it and think instead about what a great dad he is and how he’s always been there 

for me and how so many people never have that. I think about how I like to mess up his hair after he 

combs it and how I can see it getting greyer and thinner and how I always say “Oh, David Cooper” 

when he says something corny, which is pretty much every time I see him. Boy oh boy, I think this 

blood loss is making me emotional. 

I think about – ouch! Fucking needles. I move my arm and the one currently inserted into my body 

pinches me. In the grand scheme of things, I guess the pain is really not that bad, but it snaps my 

mind back to needles and veins and enormous sample tubes and how gross this all is and how fragile 

we all are and how odd I’m starting to feel. 

Odd is an odd word and the more you say odd (even in your head, odd) the more oddly odd it starts 

to seem. Odd. Odd odd odd odd… 

Fucking Ursula. I knew I should have lied down. 

Ursula. Ursula. Ur-su-laahh. 

Deep breaths, deep breaths… Ok, Ursula, think about Ursula. 

Ursula. Ursula sounds like she was born here but her parents weren’t. A first generation Australian. 

Most of the words she speaks sound perfectly Aussie, but then she says  something simple like “just 

try to relax” and some of the words come out a little bit misshapen, with the subtle hint of a Slavic 

accent. 

Ursula must be Slavic. 

Slavic. 

Yugoslavic? 

Czechoslovakic? 

Bulgarian? 

Ukrainian? 

Romanian? Shit, Romanian. Transylvanian. Transylvanian. 

Vampires. Damn it, they’re real. And they work in blood banks and first aid offices  and pathology 

centres. They walk around like… normal people… and steal their… ooh, erghh, hmmm….  Ooh… ur-su-

laaaa… 

[And I’m out. I don’t think I stop thinking, though. I’m thinking about something, but I can’t quite 

explain what it is. But it’s there, whatever it is. It’s like I’ve fallen into the middle of a deep dream, 

deeper than I’ve ever dreamed before. But before I can understand where I am or commit it to 

memory a wave of nausea hits me and I feel myself either falling or coming to.] 

I wake up covered in sweat and with a band-aid taping cotton wool to my arm. I’m glad the needle is 

out of me but even the cotton wool seems too much to be touching my offended vein. I think of 

veins and feel woozy again. 

Ursula smiles kindly and hands me a cup of water, but when I take a sip it’s disturbingly warm and it 

reminds me of Rhys. 
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“What is it?” Ursula asks (but it sounds like “Vot is it?” and reminds me of the Count from Sesame 

Street). 

I look at her, confused. 

“You were smiling about something.” 

Oh yeah, Rhys. Warm water and missing the point and Rhys. 

“Nothing,” I say, closing my eyes and leaning back again in the chair. “I’m just happy this is done.” 

“Honey,” Ursula says, and when I open my eyes her face is kind and sympathetic. “This has only just 

begun.” 
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The Personal and Professional Journal of Professor Henry H Hargreaves 

Cambridge Court, Parramatta, New South Wales 

Entry 487 

Dated Tuesday the 5th day of December in the year 1848 

 

Awoke early this morning in a state of nervous anticipation, as has become my habit of late. (Must 

replenish my supply of Laudanum as it is running perilously low.) 

 

Ate but did not enjoy my breakfast of cooked eggs. I found the yolks dry and overcooked.  (Must speak to 

Mrs Johnson about her management of young Victoria in the kitchen.) 

 

Attended an incident at the Lunatic Asylum on Fleet Street, where an hysterical woman, having 

barricaded herself inside one of the storerooms with a carving knife, was found therein most recently 

deceased. The body was removed and, save for some blood soaking into one of the bags of flour, the food 

stores unharmed. The carving knife was thoroughly cleaned and returned to the kitchen.  

 

Received correspondence from Mr Radcliffe Haynes, thanking me for my attendance at the recent meeting 

of the New Morality Society at Elsmore House, and extending an invitation for my attendance at future 

events. 

 

Returned to the Hyde Park Barracks to continue my discus research of Irish immigrant, Adelia O’Hara. 

The child is quiet and generally reluctant to speak but will answer politely when asked. Her voice must be 

described as soft and delicate, with a sweetness not often found amongst her countrywomen. We spoke 

briefly of the weather, the recent warm nights continuing to trouble the girl and making her most uneasy. I 

suggested she use a damp handkerchief on her forehead and wrists, a suggestion she accepted with a shy 

smile and a beguiling humble nod. Our discussion was unfortunately interrupted by the sudden frantic 

screaming of one of the other orphans in an adjacent room, an occurrence which did not seem unusual to 

Adelia, if her reaction to the event is an accurate indication. In any case, the meeting was cut short at that 

point and the girl ushered back to her quarters. (Matron Albright had insisted on accompanying us for the 

interview, a fact which no doubt contributed to the girl’s discomfort and shyness, and which I should like 

to shall make attempts to avoid in future meetings.) 

 

Took a walk through the orchard in the evening, admiring the beauty of dusk amongst the fruit trees. 

Picked a plum from one of the plants, but when I bit into the fruit, found it rotten. 
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6  

Now, as it happens, Waldon’s hopes of refreshments were not entirely in vain. And as it also 

happens, Omavordan was a who, rather than a where or a what (or a why or a when or a how). 

Omavordan (the who) was already waiting for them in a dark corner of the Cat of Twelve Tales 

when Princess and Waldon arrived at the infamous tavern just before midnight. Located just 

inside the western border of the Haunted Silver Forest and half -way between the towns of 

Hogsfeet and Threlkeld, the roadhouse was a favourite stopping point for every kind of 

transient, from meandering magicians to wandering musicians to low-level crooks and conmen 

and even the odd door-to-door encyclopaedia salesperson looking for a place to drown their 

sorrows and abandon their stocks (the widespread illiteracy of the time ensuring that even the 

most reasonably priced publications were almost unsellable). Omavordan sat quietly, alone in a 

booth, ignoring the raucous roar of the drunken crowd and peacefully whittling a tiny figure 

from a piece of Dragonwood. Every now and then, she turned the partially formed figure over 

in her hand and smiled, pleased with the precision of her handiwork. Pausing her whittling to 

take a sip from her Bloody Evelynne, she already knew what and who was to come. She knew 

Princess and her companions were about to arrive, she knew they were alone, she knew they 

were ready for battle, she knew they were on a mission and armed to their back teeth. She also 

knew they needed her help. She knew all of this because she knew all. Omavordan was a 

mighty seer with mighty powers of seeing. (It really took the fun out of unwrapping birthday 

presents but was otherwise a truly awesome power.) 

But even Omavordan had to contain her surprise at Princess’s bedraggled appearance. 

Emerging through the throbbing crowd with a trembling Waldon close behind her, Princess 

was all wild hair and blood-stained face and muddied hands as she collapsed into the seat 

opposite her trusted friend, the sage and magical seer. Omavordan had never seen Princess like 

this before, she knew things must be serious. Omavordan put down the wood and sculpting 

knife and the two women looked at each other across the table. Princess had pale skin 

(underneath the muck) and long golden locks (beneath the dirt) and flowing princess skirts (if 

you could see past their tears and grass stains and two days-worth of heavy travel dust). 

Omavordan was her opposite with rich brown skin (no muck) and black spikey hair (no dirt) 

and black leather pants (more blacksmith than stripper). They were both silent for a few long 

moments, but just as Waldon was starting to feel uncomfortable and wondering if he wasn’t 

being a bit of a fourth wheel (the best carriages of the time operating on three wheels – one at 

the front and one on each side – to be a fourth wheel was considered the ultimate redundancy), 

Omavordan spoke. 

“I am well, Your Highness,” she answered, before the question was asked. 

Princess had known Omavordan long enough to understand and simply smiled her greeting. 

Waldon, on the other hand, had not, and just looked – and just was – thoroughly confused. 

A tall wait-man limped over, dressed in a torn tunic and distressed ponytail, nursing what 

appeared to be a badly broken arm and a black eye (which was not at all unusual for the staff of 

the unruly establishment). He took their drink order, returning a few minutes later with (on a 

tray held by his good arm) another Bloody Evelynne for Omavordan, a pitcher of dark ale for 

Princess, and two large goblets of dwarf wine for Waldon. Throughout this process, the two 
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women said little, speaking only to the waiter. At each other, they simply looked and smiled 

and sighed, heightening Waldon’s speculation as to the exact nature of their relationship. 

“Yes, Your Highness, and so are you,” Omavordan interrupted Waldon’s speculating, again 

answering a question before it was asked, this time in response to Princess not yet asking if she 

was hungry. 

“Moose knuckles and lily peas, if it pleases you.”  

And with that, Princess beckoned the waiter back to take their order. Once the food had been 

successfully ordered, Princess and Omavordan got down to business. Truth be told, it was 

mostly just a lot of looking and nodding and waiting, but the words that were exchanged went 

something like this: 

Omavordan: “Yes, I know.” 

Princess: “And you think–”  

Omavordan: “Yes, the man still lives.” 

Princess: “And I–” 

Omavordan: “Yes, you need to kill him.” 

Princess: “But I–”  

Omavordan: “Of course you do not really want to.” 

Princess: “Does that not make me–” 

Omavordan: “No.” 

Princess: “Hmmm–” 

Omavordan: “I know. Hunting down one man and killing him is always harder.” 

Princess: “And is not–” 

Omarvordan: “People are just people, Your Highness. Neither good nor bad nor good and 

bad. They do what they do for reasons and do not do what they do not do for the same.” 

Princess: “So…” 

Omavordan: “…” 

Princess: “So, do you know–” 

Omavordan: “Yes. I know where to find him.” 

Princess: “Will you–” 

Omavordan: “Yes.” 

Princess: “So…” 

Omavordan: “I will tell you where to go to find your villager.” 

Princess: “Thank you, friend. Thank you.” 
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Omavordan: “You are welcome, Your Highness.” 

Princess: “So…” 

Omavordan: “So?” 

Princess: “Umm, so… You said you know where the villager is?”  

Omavordan: “I did.” 

Princess: “And he is…?” 

Omavordan: “Close your eyes, Your Highness, and you will see with your mind that which you 

seek.” 

Princess: “Oh. Of course.” 

(Princess closed her eyes and tried with all her strength to see what Omavordan was showing 

her. She thought she could make out something that looked a little like a path through the 

forest, but to the untrained eye it could have been anywhere, and all this concentrating was 

giving her a headache. It’s not that Princess didn’t appreciate Omavordan sharing her wisdom 

like this, but it really would have been easier if she had just drawn her a map.) 

Omavordan: “Here you are, Your Highness.” 

Princess: (blushing) “Oh, thank you. I did not mean–” 

Omavordan: “I know.” 

Princess: “Hmmm…” 

Omavordan: “Yes?” 

Princess: “Oh, nothing. I mean, thank you for this, it is truly most appreciated. But if you 

already had a map, why…” 

Omavordan: “Why?” 

Princess: “Omavordan, my friend. Were you just–” 

Omavordan: “Of course not, Your Highness. I would not mess with you like that.” 

Princess: “Hmmm…” 

Omavordan: (smiling) 

Princess: (smiling) “You should take care, my friend. A lesser princess would have your head 

for such a thing.” 

Omavordan: (eyes flickering for just a second) “Hahaha! A lesser princess would be welcome 

to try.” 

Princess: “Thank you, friend.” 

Omavordan: “Friend, you are welcome.” 

These words were exchanged slowly, separated by long periods of silence (in terms of the 

women’s speaking, that is – the tavern itself remained ear-splittingly noisy the whole time) while 
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the women ate large mouthfuls of meat and drank several glasses of liquor, so that by the time 

the conversation was finished, so too was their dinner. (Sensing his input was neither required 

nor welcome, Waldon took advantage of the opportunity to stuff his hungry mouth without 

interruption and by the time the conversation was over he was full to the brim, slightly tipsy and 

delightfully sleepy.) 

It was time to go. Princess wiped her mouth and cleared her throat. She smiled at Omavordan. 

It was always hard saying goodbye, but even more so now with so much on the line. 

Omavordan smiled back at Princess. 

“Goodbye to you, too,” said Omavordan. 

Princess nodded her head and slid to the edge of the booth with Waldon sliding after her. 

There was something else she wanted to know. 

“Yes, Your Highness,” Omavordan said as Princess stood up from the table and looked back 

at her friend. “Do not fear. You will see me again.” 

Princess and Waldon squeezed their way back out through the crowd, and Omavordan was 

alone once again. Closing her eyes to watch them set off on their journey, Omavordan knew 

what was to come and her heart was filled with melancholy. Princess had been a good friend to 

her, the last thing she wanted was to cause her any pain. Alas, we must all do what we must.  

Omavordan opened her eyes again and resumed her whittling, but her mind was still on her 

friend. Poor Princess, she had no idea what was coming. 
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Sausage Fest 

It’s Tuesday lunchtime and I have eight and a half days to wait for the results of the tests. It’s like 

waiting for paint to dry. I think. The only things I’ve ever painted are a paddle -pop stick house with 

liquid paper and my brother’s hand-me-down BMX bike with pink spray paint, so I really wouldn’t 

know. But if waiting for paint to dry makes you feel like time is standing still on the one hand, but 

racing past on the other, then it’s a pretty accurate analogy. If waiting for paint to dry also sends you 

on an emotional rollercoaster, where you swing from excited to terrified to hopeful to numb and 

back again, then even more so. So, yeah, probably not at all then. But either way, like Inigo Montoya 

(and Daniela too, for that matter) I hate waiting. 

The only thing for it seems to be to throw myself into my work, so I do. The problem is, I have hardly 

any work to throw myself into. I send some emails and file some documents and check some 

references and by one-thirty in the afternoon, I’m done. Since Anne would rather cut her own eyes 

out with a spoon than give me any actual research work to do, I tend to end up with a lot of spare 

time on my hands. It’s not that she doesn’t think about giving me any actual work. She thinks about 

giving me lots of different things to do, thinks about it and talks about it and makes plans to let me 

do it, then decides against it and tries to do everything herself.  

“Emily,” she’ll say, looking at me over the top of her reading glasses. “Could you please…”  

Then she’ll pause for about thirty seconds, roll her eyes, sigh loudly and say, “Oh, never mind. You 

probably wouldn’t…” 

All of this while I’m standing there in her office like a work experience kid, nervous and awkward and 

not knowing if I’m even allowed to speak and wondering what I’m supposed to do when her 

sentences just trail off. I mean… In case it’s not already apparent, Anne is the worst.  

Normally I just pass the time hiding in the archives on my phone or wandering through the stacks 

running my fingers over the spines of old, rare books, or standing in the bookstore inhaling the scent 

of brand-new ones, but today I need something more. Something that will take my mind off Daniela 

and the waiting and the not knowing how to feel and the fear and the hope that I’ve managed to 

change things forever. 

Sitting down at one of the computers in the research room, I call Anne to run my idea past her. I get 

as far as, “Oh, sorry Anne, I was just wondering what you would think of me doing some research on 

the Earl Grey Scheme? I think it might be” before she cuts me off  with a loud sigh and the 

declaration that she is “simply too flat out right now to get into this, Emily” so I hang up and decide 

to do it anyway. I enter the words into the library’s catalogue search box, and when that returns 

over thirteen thousand (mostly unrelated) hits, I take a different tack and enter the words: “Irish 

orphan girls.” 

The fate of those girls has fascinated me ever since my Irish grandmother told me about them when 

I was a kid. You know about them, yeah? Four thousand girls taken from Ireland during their Great 

Famine in the middle of the nineteenth century and brought to cities in Australia to give them a 

better life. Sounds tops, doesn’t it? I thought so too at first. An escape from the dreaded 

workhouses, the poverty, the exploitation, the disease, the misery. What’s not to love? Then, when I 

was fourteen, I got to thinking about it again and something about the whole thing just got to me. 

Maybe it was because some of those girls were the same age as I was by then, and I could never in a 

million years imagine leaving behind everything I’d ever known. I mean, what fourteen-year-old 

could? Did those girls really choose that? Did they even want to leave? Did anybody care? But 
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maybe it was more than that. Maybe it was something about the girls that got selected needing to 

be young, healthy, unmarried and obedient. (I mean, obedient? Really?) And these young, healthy, 

unmarried, obedient girls were headed for a sausage fest of a colony that was positively crawling 

with desperate single men gagging for a dose of accommodating female companionship. If said 

companionship happened to take the shape of a young, untainted Irish girl, with no power and 

fewer rights, all the better. Call me crazy, but something about it has never felt right to me. (Don’t 

get me wrong, I’m sure some of the girls had a wonderful time and were treated perfectly well and 

went on to enjoy happy, love-filled lives. I’ve even heard stories about some of them. But the odds 

are, some of them at least, did not.) 

Anyway, when I first start searching, I’m not sure what I’m looking for, but I have to start 

somewhere, so I open the ships’ passenger lists and start to read. Every now and then I see a name I 

think I recognise and I see what else I can find about them. I search for Mary Baker of Clonoulty and 

discover she married James Cook and lived in Double Bay and raised a handful of kids. I search for 

Mary Clarke of Moynalty and discover she married Richard Smith in St Marys Cathedral and had ten 

children, seven of whom managed to live. I search for Mary Casserly of Newtowncashel and discover 

she married John Wilson and had three children with him before he disappeared somehow and she 

married John Wilsons (apparently not the same guy) and had some more kids, in between setting up 

stores in the goldfields, buying herself some hotels, getting held up by bushrangers, and eventually 

dying from a fall after being pushed over on a hill by a goat. (Seriously.) I discover there were a lot of 

Marys and heaps of Margarets and that they married lots of Johns and Richards and Williams and 

that they collectively produced a multitude of kids (many of whom were also called Mary or 

Margaret or John or Richard or William). Nothing too sinister yet, I suppose, unless you imagine 

actually being the woman who has to pump out those double-digit offspring, but that’s hardly 

unheard of and some women even profess to enjoy it. I keep on searching, sure there must be 

something out there worth finding. I’m so busy flicking back and forward between databases and  so 

caught up in what I’m doing I hardly notice the time and before I know it, the day is over and the 

library is already closed. Anne would have left hours ago. I rub my eyes and stretch my arms above 

my head. Time to go home. 

The evening security guard swipes me out through the gates and bids me a good evening. I smile 

back and open the glass door when the cold night air hits my face. Shivering, I pull up the collar on 

my coat. I walk down the steps and head towards the station, my head still circling around Marys 

and babies and stone-faced families in hats and bonnets and sepia tones. As I reach a shadowy patch 

between the safety of the path lights I suddenly hear something that sounds like footsteps close 

behind me, but when I turn to look there’s nobody there. I walk more quickly and am soon safe 

again in the comfort of the crowd. Even though I’m sure I must have imagined it, I’m nervous and 

jumpy on the train all the way home. 
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The Personal and Professional Journal of Professor Henry H Hargreaves 

Cambridge Court, Parramatta, New South Wales 

Entry 498 

Dated Saturday the 16th day of December in the year 1848 

 

Did not sleep a wink last night, the heat is unbearable, and I fear my nerves are becoming worse. Treated 

my condition with a few drops of Laudanum before dawn. Found myself greatly improved. 

 

Took a walk to the southern boundary, where I found the missing bitch had birthed a litter of seven during 

the night. The pups were all alive and appeared healthy. The smallest one has a black patch over one eye, 

which I have always found to be a good omen. When he is strong enough, I shall bring him to the house. 

 

Was called upon by a Dr Ivan Fredericks of Europe by way of England and his wife. Was surprised to 

find news from the homeland unusually dull. The gentleman was exceedingly irritating and his wife 

incredibly silly and fat. Impatient to return to my research, I was most glad when their visit had ended. 

 

Visited the Barracks in hopes of continuing my research only to be advised that the very subject of my 

investigations was at that time indisposed, being engaged in conversation with a Mr Walter Stanford, the 

brother of the Barracks Matron and prospective employer of an orphan girl of particular interest to myself!  

Despite my insistence that Adelia be removed from such conversation at once for the sake of my most 

important professional enquiries, my requests were abruptly denied. I find this situation utterly 

unacceptable and shall not accept its continuance. (Must write the Superintendent to request demand his 

support.) 

 

Came home by way of The Woolpack Hotel where I spent some hours in reflection and contemplation of the 

events of the day. One thing is certain, I must continue my discussions with Adelia. My academic interest 

in the girl is too important to be refused. I must know more about her, for she is no ordinary pauper or 

orphan, it is not possible. Her skin is too fair, her smile and voice and nature too refined.  Her touch, as I 

imagine it, too divine. Her temperament itself arouses my intellectual curiosity and demands further study. 

 

Before returning to Cambridge Court, allowed myself the brief comforts of Nadia’s company. I had not seen 

the woman for several weeks and had found myself craving her sympathetic companionship. Nadia was 

pleased to see me as always and expressed her pleasure most emphatically. (Must send flowers tomorrow.) 
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7 

The next thing she knew, The Princess, Princess, was lost. She was sure she had followed 

Omavordan’s map precisely since they left the Cat of Twelve Tales the night before, yet 

somewhere along the road to Knowware they had somehow drifted off the trail and now 

nothing on the map seemed to make sense. 

“The Skeleton Tree? What bloody Skeleton Tree?!” Princess stood in the middle of the road, 

which by now had dwindled down to no more than a narrow dusty pathway between the trees, 

turning the map around every which way and trying to work out where they had gone wrong. 

“Did anybody see a blooming Skeleton Tree?” 

Waldon looked concerned and hungry (because he was of course, concerned and hungry) and 

shook his head. “No, Your Highness. No Skeleton Tree.”  

Buttercup and Bruno looked like horses and said nothing. 

“Argh!!” Princess grunted, scrunching the map into a messy ball and shoving it into Buttercup’s 

saddle bag. 

She sighed and looked along the road ahead but could see only a few metres as the road was 

winding and bent around the massive trunk of an ancient wicker tree. Then she turned and 

looked back, considering the way they had come. It was equally winding and equally bent. If 

Omavordan’s map showed a Skeleton Tree, there must be a Skeleton Tree. But had they 

ridden past it in the night, or did it lay ahead of them in wait?  

Princess made her decision. “We ride on,” she declared. “If we had reached the Skeleton 

Tree, we would have seen it, so it must yet lie ahead. We continue on this way until we find it, 

there is no other option.” 

Waldon shifted a little in his saddle. He knew he shouldn’t speak up, but he was unable to help 

himself. 

“Forgive me, Your Highness,” Waldon said. “But there is one other option.” 

Princess was shocked and glared at Waldon. “What, servant?” 

Waldon winced at the term, but he knew she was having a bad day and tried not to take it 

personally. “The Scrolls, Your Highness.” 

Princess scoffed and climbed back into Buttercup’s saddle. 

“We are close, Your Highness,” Waldon continued, his concern and hunger (but mostly his 

hunger) lending him a courage he customarily lacked. “We passed the turn off to the Sacred 

Gorge only an hour or so ago. It would not take long to reach them.” 

“No, Waldon,” Princess answered, surprised and irritated by her manservant’s nerve. “We 

cannot use the Scrolls, there is no telling what they may do. You know that.” 

Waldon said nothing then, and Princess was surprised and irritated to discover his judgemental 

silence was even more surprising and irritating than his speech. 

“Answer your Princess when she addresses you!” Princess demanded. 
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“My apologies, Your Highness!” Waldon quickly replied. “I am most sorry to have caused any 

offence. Of course, you are right as always, Your Highness. The Scrolls must not be used!” 

Princess kicked Buttercup into a meaningful walk, the kick a touch more meaningful than 

Buttercup would have liked or Princess had intended. Buttercup snorted loudly and tossed her 

head in objection.  

Princess felt a rare twinge of guilt. “Sorry, Buttercup,” she mumbled under her breath, stroking 

the mare’s muscled neck. Buttercup was quick to forgive her mistress and walked on. 

The group continued on their way, absorbed in silences of various kinds. Waldon was silent 

because there was nothing he dared to say after his recent uncharacteristic outbursts. Princess 

was silent because she was still lost and angry but knew it was always best for a Princess not to 

appear either lost or angry and, as she rode on, she was desperately trying to work out what to 

do. Buttercup and Bruno were silent, not because they had nothing to say, but rather because, 

even though they each had much to say, in fact, there was currently no way for either of them to 

say it. And perhaps it was fate or perhaps it was magic or perhaps it was just dumb luck 

(Princess’s, the villager’s, the Demons’, Daniela’s – it was still too soon to tell), but right then, 

through the silence, the group heard a sound. A faint sound, a quiet far-off sound, but a sound, 

nonetheless. It was the type of sound you would not notice if you were not silent yourself. It 

was soft and light, a delicate ringing sound. Almost the chirp of a bellbird, only a subtle tone 

lower. 

“Shhh!!” Princess ordered and raised her hand, though they had all, even Bruno, heard it. 

The foursome stood still (mostly the horses, I suppose – Princess and Waldon mostly sat) and 

listened. For a few minutes there was nothing and Princess was starting to wonder whether she 

had imagined it, when the sound suddenly rang out again, although “rang out” is almost too 

strong a description for what this sound did. It really just drifted in, as if on a breeze or a 

whisper. A tiny ringing bell. 

“Shhh!!” Princess demanded again. 

Again, they stood still and listened and waited. Again, after a few minutes, the sound came to 

them. Again, after the bell chimed once, there was a long and empty silence. 

“See, Waldon,” Princess said to her manservant. “That is the elfin bell from Omavordan’s 

map! It rings at the entrance to the Hidden Trail. I told you we do not need the Scrolls.” 

“Yes, Your Highness,” Waldon agreed. “How right you were!” 

“And now, we have found the way!” Princess smiled in excitement and spite. Fancy trying to tell 

her what to do! 

They continued along the path towards the bell, walking slowly, listening to its chimes growing 

ever louder. Before long, the ringing had led the foursome down an overgrown fire trail, to a 

shallow pond and a thick wall of boulders and hanging vines. Buttercup and Bruno (and, by 

default, Princess and Waldon and the overloaded wagon of weapons which had only just 

managed to squeeze itself through the trail and sacrificed a few of their longer swords and 

spears in the process) stopped in front of the pond and the wall, for there appeared to be no 

way either through or around. 
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But Princess was not deterred. She knew of the bell and trusted Omavordan completely. 

“Wait,” she ordered the group, although, since there was really nothing else for them to do, she 

needn’t have bothered. 

After a few moments, the small bell rang again, and Princess knew exactly what was happening 

and precisely what they needed to do. 

“It is an illusion!” Princess declared happily. “We go through the wall.” 

With that, Princess urged Buttercup forwards. The mighty mare stepped carefully around the 

pond towards the wall, trusting her own great strength to push through the boulders. She 

pushed on the rocks with her head, but nothing moved. She leaned against the stones with her 

broad chest, but still nothing. She laid her heavy rump against the boulders and pressed against 

them with all her might, determined to force a way through. But, alas, she could do no such 

thing. Buttercup dropped her head, breathing heavily from the effort. 

Princess (who had remained astride her fearless mare and whose leg had been somewhat 

crushed in these attempts) did not understand. 

“But it must be an illusion,” she said, mostly to herself. “There must be a way through.”  

Princess stared, bewildered, at the impenetrable wall. No, not impenetrable. There had to be a 

way through, perhaps you just had to believe it! Determined not to be defeated, Princess 

jumped down off Buttercup’s back and fixed her vision on a joint between the rocks of the wall.  

“Your Highness, no!” Waldon cried, realising what his mistress was planning. 

Ignoring her manservant and lifting her skirts, Princess charged full-speed towards the join in 

the boulders. 

“Arghhhh!!” she yelled as she ran, closing her eyes and fervently visualising her way through. 

Then, “Owww!!!” a moment later as she bounced off the stone and (despite her fervent 

visualising) fell to the ground. 

The Princess, Princess, could not believe what was happening. This had to be the work of the 

evil Demons. She was suddenly filled with despair and rage. 

“Noooo!!” she wailed. Grabbing at her hair and throwing herself around on the mossy floor, 

she screamed venomous insults into the quiet of the forest. “Flopping cut brickets! Cut spaced 

hars tards! Mudder rucking wick traced punts!!” 

Waldon (and less so Buttercup and Bruno) blushed a little at their mistress’s colourful language 

but said nothing.  

“Rucking brock tuckers! Flucking grunt meths!!” Princess went on. 

But as Princess continued her creative diatribe, Bruno quite accidentally found himself finding 

them the way. He had been standing patiently by the edge of the pond when he began to feel a 

little parched. As Princess didn’t appear to be winding up her rant any time soon, he figured 

he’d make the most of the pretty little pond and take a little drink. But as he stuck his nose into 

the shiny water and tried to drink, he noticed the most peculiar thing. The water was not wet. 

He stepped closer to the pond and tried again, still not. Soon the curious Bruno had stepped 

his way right to the middle of the pond where, poking his whole head beneath the water to get a 
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better look, he found he could see right through the non-wet water to a non-wet world on the 

other side. 

“Oh no, Bruno!” Waldon cried, finally noticing Bruno had carried him into the middle of the 

pond. He pulled on the reins as Bruno continued to wander further into the water. “Get out, 

Bruno, you brute! You shall get us stuck. Slide back out or you will bog the wagon!” 

But, as fate would have it, Bruno would not bog the wagon (which sounds like a euphemism, 

and probably is one, but in this case meant literally bogging the wagon) because Bruno had 

found the Hidden Entrance to the Hidden Trail that would take them to the Hidden Village 

and hopefully (for Princess and her friends, less so for the escaped villager) to the hidden 

villager. Ignoring Waldon’s cries and frantic yet futile rein-pulling, Bruno stuck his head back 

through the dry-water again and this time took his huge body and his rider and his weapon 

wagon with him. 

Once he realised that the eternally happy Bruno had not suddenly snapped and decided to 

drown them both in a bizarre pond-water murder-suicide, Waldon dared to open his eyes and 

take a breath and find that, not only was he not in the process of drowning, but he was also 

staring wide-eyed at the world on the other side of the enchanted pond. Looking back, he 

could see Princess and Buttercup through the surface of the water, both staring and both 

amazed at what was happening. Realising Bruno had found the way, Princess climbed back into 

Buttercup’s saddle and quickly followed suit. Soon the four of them were safely through the 

pond and gazing in awe at the open fields and wide smooth road before them. 

“The Hidden Trail,” Princess said with relief and excitement. “Well done, Bruno! Well done.” 

“Indeed, Bruno,” Waldon replied. “Great work, my trusty steed.” While Waldon was happy 

for Princess, he believed he would have been even happier had they headed back towards the 

Sacred Gorge, the Scrolls and lunch. 

Bruno looked at Princess and glanced back at Waldon through his forelock, his gentle horsey 

face even happier than usual. Spotting a stream close by, the group wandered over to it and 

made Bruno even happier still when he could finally have something to drink. 

“Now, to finding the enemy!” Princess declared. “To ending this battle, and to freedom!” 

Princess drew her sword and held it high in the air. 

“To freedom, yes!” Waldon replied, hoping he managed to sound more enthusiastic than he 

felt. 

Ignoring Waldon’s tone, Princess urged Buttercup into a gallop. Waldon and Bruno and the 

(now slightly less) overloaded cart of weapons followed. They were on the right track. They had 

found the trail to the Hidden Village and with it the escaped villager. They would reach the 

village before nightfall and complete their mission before midnight. Princess could feel the heat 

rising in her body. There would be blood in the village tonight! 
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The Royal Cricketer’s Arms 

A week after the tests, on Monday afternoon, Daniela texts to say she has something to tell me and 

asks me to meet her for dinner at the Royal Cricketer’s Arms. It’s been one of our favourite places 

since the days when it was pretty much unknown unless you happened to stumble across it  on your 

way to the Blacktown drive-ins, and sipping Vodka Cruisers in the echoey house or listening to live 

music in the beer garden made you feel like you were miles from anywhere. That was before they 

opened Wet n Wild just down the road. Now heaps of people know about it and the road is jammed 

with traffic in the summer but we both still love it there. 

It’s been a strange week. Strange in the way that all unfathomable things are strange, in the way 

that nothing much really changes around them. It’s like you make this momentous life-changing 

decision (even if you’re not really sure if you mean to) and everything starts to change within you, 

but all around you, everything is exactly the same as it was before. Or at least, that’s how it seems.  

You still have to go to work and pay your phone bill and clean your toilet and wash your hair. You 

still have to cut your toenails and call your mother and buy tampons and feed your cat. You still have 

to floss. I wonder how Daniela is feeling and if she thinks the same. We’ve chatted on the phone as 

usual this past week, making small talk about things that neither of us really care about, but neither 

of us have dared speak of it. It. The tests, the results, what will happen if I don’t pass them, what will 

happen if I do.  

“Ok, so guess who messaged me?” Daniela’s eyes are wide and sparkling. We’ve ordered our meals 

and bought our drinks from the bar and are settling in at a table under one of the heaters on the 

patio. 

“Hmm,” I think for a moment while I lay out my cutlery. “Chris Hemsworth?” 

Daniela laughs. “Yeah, of course, but that’s not who I’m talking about.” 

I laugh and take a sip of rosé. “Who?” 

“C’mon, guess,” Daniela replies. “Someone you’d never think of.” 

“Well, if I’d never think of them…” 

Daniela doesn’t reply. She smiles secretively and sips her mineral water.  

“Ok, let’s see,” I say and think for a moment. “Jonathan what’s his name from Byron? You know, the 

one you met at your sister’s place? With the big, erm, personality?” 

Daniela laughs hysterically and shakes her head. 

I laugh too. “No? Not him? Well is it cool if he messages me then?” 

Daniela smiles broadly. “Very funny, Em. No.” 

“Who, Dan? Just tell me.” 

Daniela pauses for a long moment before she answers, “Juliet freaking Meyers!” 

I’m shocked. I haven’t heard anybody speak that name in years. 

Taking my silence for confusion, Daniela adds, “From primary school!” 

“Oh my god,” I reply, finally. “Juliet Meyers? What a blast from the past!” 
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“I know,” Daniela says. “What a spin out, hey? I hadn’t spoken to her in like twenty years.  More, 

even.” 

“Me neither,” I say and we both just sit there thinking for a minute.  

I don’t know about Daniela, but I’m picturing Juliet as a ten-year-old kid, crying her eyes out as 

Daniela and I just smile and walk away. That was the day we told her that Daniela and I would be 

best friends from then on. I seem to remember she left our school not long after that and we never 

heard from her again. Until now. 

“Weird, hey?” Daniela says. 

Weird, yes, but Juliet always was a bit of a weirdo. I seem to remember she lived on the same street 

as our school in a huge run-down house with overgrown grass and too many cats. She was the kind 

of kid who wore her school uniform on mufti days and brought gherkins and tuna for lunch. She was 

quiet and awkward, always too tall and too intense. 

“So?” I ask. “What did she want?” 

Daniela takes a deep breath and plays with her straw. 

“Dan?” I ask after she’s silent for a while. 

Daniela looks at me like she doesn’t know how to say it. “That’s the weirdest part,” she says. “She 

wanted to offer me her kidney.” 

Shit. 

Shit. 

Weird old Juliet Meyers, appearing from nowhere and offering Daniela her kidney. 

“Wow,” is all I can manage to say. 

Wow. 

“I know, right?” Daniela says quietly. 

We both sit there thinking for a while. 

“That’s great, Dan.” I say finally and try to smile. 

Daniela looks straight at me. “But?” she asks. 

“But what?” 

“Come on, Em.” 

“But, why?” I say. “Why would she do that?” 

“I know,” Daniela says. “I wondered that too, but I think she just wants to help. You know, make a 

difference or something.” 

I nod my head slowly. 

“She’s a doctor now,” Daniela continues. “Maybe she just cares about stuff.” 

I don’t say anything then. 
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“What, Em?” Daniela asks. “Why don’t you believe that?” 

Well, because she’s a weirdo and probably a nutcase and a stalker.  And did I mention the cats? 

“I don’t know,” I say. 

“Well I believe her,” Daniela tells me. “She’s just a good person. Like you.” 

“Sorry,” I say, reaching for Daniela’s hand and forcing a smile. “You’re right. That’s so awesome. I 

was just surprised, sorry.” 

Daniela smiles back. “I know, me too.” 

“So,” I ask, playing with my glass and trying to sound casual. “When is she starting the process?” 

Daniela is silent for a moment. 

“Dan?” I ask. “When does Juliet start everything?” 

Daniela takes a long time to answer. “Oh, it’s not happening. I told her thanks but no.”  

Ok, now I really feel like an arsehole. 

“What do you mean?” I ask. “Why not?” 

Daniela looks uncomfortable. “Because  it’s just too weird, you know?” 

“I guess,” I answer. 

“Like, the last time I saw her we were ten years old, I’d just feel too awkward taking her kidney. It 

just wouldn’t feel right.” 

I’m beginning to think nothing feels right. 

“Anyway,” Daniela continues, suddenly cheerful again. “I don’t need her kidney. You’re already 

giving me yours.” 

I know what she’s going for, but I don’t know if it makes me feel better or worse. 

“Fingers crossed,” I tell her.  

Yeah, fingers crossed. 

The buzzer goes off to tell us our meals are ready so we collect them from the counter and go back 

to taking about things that really don’t matter, but my mind is somewhere else. Daniela becomes 

quiet and I realise she knows what I’m thinking. 

“She’s not that bad, Em,” Daniela says. “You always think it was just you and me, but in the 

beginning, it was always the three of us.” 

“Yeah, I guess you’re right,” I reply. 

“And maybe we could all be friends again?” 

“Yeah, maybe,” I tell her. 

Or maybe not. 

“I just feel like she could do with some friends.”  
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We keep chatting as we eat our dinner and watch the garden’s fairy lights flickering in the breeze.  

The night is growing colder. Pretty soon our dinner is over and it’s time to go home. 

“You know what I was thinking about the other day?” Daniela asks as we stand up and walk through 

the garden towards the carpark. “How in high school we always used to call each other by our full 

names. I can’t even remember why we did it. Funny, hey? The random things you remember.” 

I smile and nod. 

We reach the carpark and Daniela hugs me. She holds me close and it feels like she doesn’t want to 

let me go. Maybe she knows I’m scared or maybe she’s scared too. Daniela, who’s never scared of 

anything. 

“I’m parked around the corner,” Daniela tells me as we reach my car. 

“No worries,” I say. 

I look at her and for a few minutes it’s like our whole life flashes before my eyes. I see us as tiny six-

year-olds, building a secret hideout and pushing one cent coins into the trunks of gumtrees in the far 

corner of the school playground. I see us a little bit older, playing castles down by the creek and 

making our Barbie dolls into princesses (except for my favourite one whose hair I cut off and who I 

dipped in paint to turn black). I see us watching The Princess Bride in sleeping bags in Daniela’s 

loungeroom the night Jason Richardson dumped me in front of everyone at Catherine Oxley’s 

thirteenth birthday party. I see us cringing at David Bowie wearing tights as Prince Jareth and 

laughing as we try not to look at his balls. I see us outside the Metro on George Street, waiting for 

hours in the cold to meet Powderfinger after their show. I see us meeting each other’s boyfriends 

and I see us wishing them good riddance when they’ve gone. I see us having good times and bad 

times and the boring nothing times in between. I guess I just see us. Maybe Juliet was there in the 

beginning, but in my mind, it was always just Daniela and me. 

“See ya’ Daniela Rodriguez,” I tell her. 

Daniela smiles and it’s this huge wide smile telling me that everything is going to be ok. “See ya’ 

Emily Cooper.” 

Daniela turns and waves as she walks away, but as soon as she disappears around the corner, I 

suddenly feel so alone. 
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The Personal and Professional Journal of Professor Henry H Hargreaves 

Cambridge Court, Parramatta, New South Wales 

Entry 502 

Dated Wednesday the 20th day of December in the year 1848 

 

Awoke in the middle of the night from the most vivid dream. The dream faded upon my waking, yet I could 

not shake the impression that Adelia had been there in the room with me, sitting at the foot of my bed and 

lovingly cradling the smallest of the pups. 

 

Rushed across the grounds to the southern boundary, still in my nightrobe and carrying a lantern, to see the 

tiny dog but he was not there! Searched the entire area, all along the far tree line, looking for a sign of the 

bitch and her litter. Was about to abandon the search when I heard a faint whimpering and, peering under 

a fallen log and a mess of branches, spotted the mother and her wriggling babies, and there amongst them, 

the little patch-eyed pup. (Must have Peters remove the pup animals to a more secure location at the 

earliest opportunity whilst the pups continue to grow.) 

 

Finding myself unable to return to sleep, brought a decanter of brandy to the library and leafed through 

several different books, none of which could capture my interest, while I awaited daylight. Took a dose just 

a few drops of Laudanum (no more, I am sure of it) for relief and felt, not only much improved, but also 

most inspired. Frantically penned an earnest letter to Adelia. Fell asleep sometime later and awoke again 

from my armchair to bright morning light, an empty brandy decanter and a throbbing headache. And my 

letter to Adelia gone.  

 

Received correspondence from Mr Arthur Brickfield in relation to the upcoming meeting of the New 

Morality Society, to be held next month at Harrington Gardens, at which event it was hoped I would 

present a lecture on the irrefutability of the medical evidence of female hysteria. Found the request rather 

tiresome and am undecided as to whether I shall accept. 

 

Spent the afternoon completing rounds with junior doctors at the Lunatic Asylum. One of the patients had 

tied a rope around his neck and was threatening to hang himself from a tree in the yard if Nothing unusual 

to note. 

 

Considered travelling to the Barracks but decided against it due to the late hour. Fretted about this 

decision throughout the evening and was unable to enjoy my supper. If only Adelia were not trapped in 

that place but were safe here in my care. Sat up late into the night considering this possibility.  

 

(Applied vinegar to my upper thighs and groin area before retiring to bed as a rash appears to have 

developed, most likely as a result of this interminable heat.  I trust the condition will clear presently.) 
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8 

By now, The Princess, Princess, was closing in on her target. Ducking behind a boulder, she 

grabbed Waldon’s arm and pulled him down beside her. They had followed the Hidden Trail 

to the Hidden Village and were now hidden amongst the trees and rocks on a high ridge of the 

hill on its eastern flank, looking down on the buildings below. They had left Buttercup and 

Bruno standing in a narrow cavern a mile back along the Hidden Trail and picked their path 

up the steep hill, dragging the largest and sharpest (and, Waldon had soon realised with 

dismay, heaviest) of their swords with them. Waldon, who was sweating and panting from the 

effort, was glad of a chance to sit down. He dropped the load of lethal weapons on the grass 

next to him, wiped his forehead with his dirty hand, took a swig of water from his flask and 

peered through a gap in the rocks at the view below. 

The Hidden Village sat safely at the bottom of a small valley, protected by steep rocky hills on 

three sides and a wide open, and therefore easy to guard, entrance road on the fourth. As was 

the custom with villages of the day, this little enclave consisted of a central open square 

surrounded by symmetrical rows of cottages: the villagers’ homes and stores and workshops. It 

was all very picturesque and serene of course, but Waldon, who (like all Lowlander children of 

the time) had grown up on stories of the epic armies and unyielding powers and unfathomable 

secrets of the Hidden Village, found it all a little smaller and less impressive than he had 

envisaged. 

Princess was also deep in thought about the village. She was staring down on the town, studying 

its roads and buildings and exits, formulating a plan, and searching for the escaped villager. 

There was no sign of him, but that didn’t mean anything. He was hidden, of course. Probably 

somewhere she would never think of, she thought, but think of it, she thought, she would. He 

was down there somewhere, she knew it. On the map Omavordan had given them, the Hidden 

Village was marked as their target and Omavordan was never wrong. 

“Shhh!” Princess whispered, glaring at Waldon as his stomach grumbled loudly. 

“Apologies, Your Highness!” Waldon whispered back, although he was a little annoyed at 

having to apologise for his stomach, particularly when they wouldn’t even be in this 

predicament if Princess had simply heeded his advice, found the Scrolls and headed back to a 

local tavern for lunch. Instead, it was almost time for dinner and there they were, stuck up 

there on that blasted hill without so much as a packet of nuts between them, and, even if they 

found the wretched villager right away, were completely out of sync and would soon find 

themselves an entire meal behind! 

Princess turned back to continue observing the village. There was a simplicity to it, this village 

life. A simplicity and a beauty and a rhythm. Princess watched how they moved: steadily, 

calmly, not a care in the world. There was something about that rhythm, something peaceful 

and soothing. Hypnotising even. Their steps were even, their looks were even, their waves and 

nods to each other were rhythmical and even. Rhythmical and even. Rhythmical and even... 

Then it struck her, everything was too perfect, too peaceful, too rhythmical. Nothing was out of 

place or strange which made everything about it seem out of place and strange. Princess 

narrowed her eyes and watched more closely. 
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A village woman walked out of her cottage, picked up a basket and headed towards the 

vegetable patch to (as it turned out) collect some onions. She crouched down in the dirt, 

selected the onions, filled her basket, and walked back to her home again. As she walked 

home, she smiled, and near the door of her house, her children ran to greet her. Princess 

watched and waited. The woman had disappeared inside her cottage, but Princess knew there 

was something about her. Something she thought she had noticed. Something she needed to 

see again. It took a while, but eventually, as the sun dropped low in the sky and the moon 

began to climb, Princess saw it. 

As Princess watched, the woman walked out of her cottage again, picked up a basket and 

headed towards the vegetable patch to collect (again) some onions. She crouched down in the 

dirt, selected the onions, filled her basket and began to walk back (again) towards her cottage. 

“Nooo!!” Princess yelled, filled with fear and disbelief and rage. 

She lifted her sword, gathered her skirts, and charged towards the woman as fast as her legs 

would carry her. The woman neither saw nor heard her. She kept walking, carrying her basket 

of onions, smiling at the thought of her children, until swoosh! Princess slashed at the woman 

with her sword! But as her steel found flesh, the woman didn’t drop but wavered in the light, 

turned to ash and faded quickly away. Princess turned and ran towards a village man. She 

stabbed through his neck with her blade, but his image turned to dust and soon he too was 

gone. Horrified, Princess raced through the village square, slashing, stabbing, slicing, but all for 

nought. Each body she attacked simply faded as she attacked them, crumbling to a fine powder 

that blew away before it even touched the ground. 

“Nooo!!” she yelled again, spinning around, searching for more victims, desperate for 

something real. But as she spun, the village itself shuddered and faded and disappeared before 

her eyes, and there on the grass in front of her appeared the Three Evil Demons. 

 “Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!!” cried the Demons in terrifying delight. “Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!!” 

“You!” Princess yelled, her voice quivering with anger and hate. “You brought me here?!” 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!!” replied the first demon. 

“You cheated!” Princess yelled. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!!” answered the second demon. 

“You, you… It is not fair!” Princess cried. 

“Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp!!” echoed the third demon. 

Princess stared at the evil trio and, grabbing her sword with both hands, charged at the first one 

and slashed violently across his neck.  

“Arrggghhh!!” Princess wailed as she slashed. But the instant she attacked, the Demons were 

gone and the grassy fields too, and Princess and Waldon and Buttercup and Bruno were alone 

together in the middle of the Haunted Silver Forest. 

Princess stood still and dropped her sword, her chest heaving from exertion and rage. She said 

nothing for a long time, but just stood there, gazing in despair to somewhere beyond the forest, 

at the scene replaying in her mind. Waldon and Buttercup and Bruno stood in sadness and 
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silence and waited. The sky grew darker, the night creatures of the forest began to stir. 

Eventually, Princess picked up her sword and laid it back on the pile of weapons in Bruno’s 

cart. Night had fallen again. Another day had passed and they were no closer to finding the 

villager, no closer to freedom. No closer to Daniela. Omavordan had failed her, the Demons 

had defeated them both. So right there, deep in the heart of the Haunted Silver Forest, with 

lake monkeys hanging low from the trees and butterfly moths fluttering in the air and ladyman 

beetles crawling over the moss, the Princess, Princess, dropped to her knees in anguish and 

didn’t know what to do. 
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Passenger Number One Hundred and Fifty-Four  

Today is a weird day. No, scrap that. Today is a day that I am weird. Weirder than usual, I mean. 

Weirder than my usual weirdness. How can I explain this? You know how some days you just don’t 

feel like yourself, and you’re not even sure why? You’re not exactly sick or anything, but something 

about you just feels off. Like, you wake up and the light looks different somehow, or the air feels 

thinner, or you look in the mirror and somehow your reflection doesn’t quite look back ? Or you can 

feel your brain making your hands move or the pressure of the ground pushing against your feet or 

the movement of your eyes registering what they see? Yeah, well today is one of those days. Except, 

I guess I really do know why. So do you, I suppose. Because today is Wednesday 11 June, the day the 

test results are due. 

The weirdest part is, it’s not the first time I haven’t felt like myself, but it is the first time I’ve felt like 

somebody else. And not somebody I know, either. Somebody I don’t even know that much about. 

The weirdest thing about today is that I wake up feeling like Adelia O’Hara.  

Adelia O’Hara, does that name mean anything to you? Passenger number one hundred and fifty-four 

on the first orphan ship to arrive into Sydney, on October 6, 1848, the  mighty (I’m guessing) Earl 

Grey. I found her name in a list of passengers a few days ago and haven’t been able to get her off my 

mind. Even when I first read it, I felt like I’d heard her name somewhere before, but I couldn’t tell 

you where or when. As soon as I read her name, I felt like I’d found something. Or someone. I don’t 

know why. Maybe she was a character in something from my childhood, from some TV show or 

movie or book. I try to remember. There wasn’t an Adelia O’Hara in The Magician’s Nephew or 

Voyage of the Dawntreader or Racso and the Rats of Nimh. She wasn’t there with Tallulah Bag and T-

Shirt on T-Bag. Or hanging out with the Henderson kids. She didn’t travel through time on Flight of 

the Navigator or protect Elora from Queen Bavmorda with Madmartigan and Fin Raziel in Willow. 

She wasn’t trapped in the Labyrinth with Toby. 

My phone rings and it makes me jump. Maybe I’m just too wired today, too aware of the 

strangeness of things to believe it’s not somehow deliberate. I hesitate for a few seconds but decide 

to let the phone ring out. For now, back to Adelia. I found her name on the ships’ passenger lists and 

when it struck me as important, I immediately searched the library databases. Nothing. The registry 

of births, deaths and marriages. Nothing. I entered the name into Google and started to scroll 

through the pages and pages of unrelated hits. For days and days of searching, nothing. 

Then finally, as I was about to give up, I found something. It was a reference to a book about colonial 

Sydney by Albert Arthurs and, more specifically, to a chapter within that book about book publishing 

in Sydney in the 1800s and 1900s. In the quote from that chapter, Arthurs was discussing a 

manuscript he had read some time earlier, from which he remembered the quote, “as she lay there 

motionless in the evening light, I knew our story could never be and never end, for even existence 

had faded into nothing, words themselves had vanished, save for the name Adelia O’Hara.” The 

manuscript he was quoting from was titled either “My Irish Dove: A True Story of Unbreakable Love” 

or “My Irish Dove: A True Story of Unspeakable Love” (a blemish on the cover of the document had 

made either option possible). Either way, it had been written by someone by the name of H.H. 

Hargreaves who had vanished shortly thereafter and whose manuscript had never been published. 

Now, all I can think about is what happened to this girl, Adelia. The passenger log has her age as 

fourteen at the time she left Ireland, her parents as both deceased and her hometown as  Ballyrake, 

Tyrone. After that, she completely disappears from history, apart from an obscure reference to a 

failed manuscript, and itself from an out-of-print book. She’s not even a ghost. She’s less than a 
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footnote. She’s also all I’ve managed to think about for days and this morning, when I woke up, it 

was as if I was seeing the world through her eyes. I told you I was weird.  

I’ve been searching for references to Adelia all day  and nothing. But now I have an idea. Logging 

back into the State Library database, I type the name in the search box: “H. H. Hargreaves.” The 

search returns 2169 results. I refine my results to those located within the library itself.  There is only 

one result: “Bequeathed collection: personal documents of Professor H. H. Hargreaves (Stored, to be 

processed).” Finally, a lead. Or something like one. I need to see those documents.  

I hear tyres on the driveway and the dull thud of the bassline from Days Go By and know that Tom is 

home.  

Shit. 

I look at the papers I have strewn all over the kitchen table and try to pull them into some sort of 

order to avoid looking like I’ve completely lost my marbles. I close the search results and consider 

closing my laptop as well but figure that would look even stranger. 

“Hello, Emily,” Tom calls as he opens the front door. (He likes to say hello sometimes, rather than hi 

or hey or whatever. He thinks it makes him sound more British.) 

“Hey, Tom,” I say, staring at my computer screen and trying to look bored. “How was work?” 

“Ok,” he says, dropping a kiss on the top of my head in a way that I used to find patronising but now 

find kind of nice. “You’re home early.” 

“Anne let me work from home today, remember?” I try not to sound annoyed. “I told you.” 

The truth was, Anne wasn’t so much letting me work from home as letting me take the day off for 

my already long-dead grandfather’s funeral. I felt a bit bad about lying, but I knew I couldn’t handle 

being at work today, not with the test results and the weirdness and Adelia. 

“That was nice of Arsehole Anne,” Tom says. He starts undressing in the lounge room, launching into 

a story about some guy he works with who got drunk and fell off his motorbike while he was 

crossing the Harbour Bridge but who was so drunk he just got back up again and rode all the way 

home, and it wasn’t until the next day that he realised he’d cut his leg open and broken his arm.  

I mumble agreement every now and then, pretending to listen, but my mind is on Adelia and Daniela 

and, suddenly, Juliet. 

“Oh yeah,” Tom adds, reaching into his laptop bag. “You got some letters.” 

He walks over and drops the envelopes on the table, then heads to the fridge to grab a beer. I stare 

at the letters, or rather, at one in particular. The one with the Westmead Hospital logo on the 

envelope. I recognise the handwriting on the other one and put it aside to read later, but the one 

from the hospital makes my stomach turn. 

“What’s up?” Tom notices my expression. 

“Huh?” 

“You look sick. Are you ok?” 

“Yeah,” I reply, trying to keep it together. “I mean, yeah I do feel a bit off. Too many coffees or 

something I think.” 
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“Oh Em,” Tom says, smiling and taking a long swig from his beer. “You’ve got to learn some self-

control.” 

“Ha ha,” I reply, putting both the envelopes into my laptop bag and staring at the screen in front of 

me. 

Tom stands behind me, sipping his beer and reading over my shoulder. “What’s that?” 

Fuck. 

“What? Nothing,” I reply. “Just work stuff.” 

“Irish Orphan ships,” Tom reads. 

“Uh-huh,” I mumble. 

“You’re researching that for work?” 

I mumble agreement again. 

“That’s a pretty big coincidence,” Tom says. “You’re obsessed with what happened to those girls. ” 

I don’t look at him then, just keep staring at the screen and scrolling through as if I’m reading.  

“Emily?” he asks. “Don’t you think? Don’t you think it’s a coincidence?” 

I smile weakly and nod. “Yeah, sure.” 

Tom is silent for a moment and I can feel him watching me. “Didn’t they have something to do with 

your–” 

“Fuck, Tom!” I hiss. “I’m trying to work.” It comes out harsher than I intend but I’m not in the mood 

to apologise. 

Tom glares at me and I know I can’t handle an argument right now, so I don’t say anything. I shake 

my head, grab my laptop bag and, with Adelia’s name still on my mind, and the lines of the 

floorboards dancing in nasty patterns before my eyes, head towards the bedroom to read my 

letters.  

And when I read them, everything changes. 
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The Personal and Professional Journal of Professor Henry H Hargreaves 

Cambridge Court, Parramatta, New South Wales 

Entry 506 

Dated Sunday the 24th day of December in the year 1848 

 

Did not attempt to sleep last night. Waited in my quarters until the time had come. Took some Laudanum 

to settle my nerves, washed down with a glass of whisky. Left Cambridge Court at midnight, headed for 

the Hyde Park Barracks. 

 

Made good time, arriving just after two o’clock this morning. All dark and quiet in the Barracks. 

 

Waited inside my carriage in the dark laneway, watching the windows on the upper floor. Imagining the 

orphan girls sleeping, was filled with desperation to discover whether sweet young Adelia had received my 

letter, whether she would accept my invitation, and whether she was yet awake. 

 

Felt the effects of the Laudanum weaken, took another dose. Needed to remain calm and keep my wits 

about me. 

 

At precisely the agreed upon time, saw the men approach the door to the Barracks. Carrying bottles of 

liquor, their dress and movements were those of confirmed drunkards. They began yelling and banging 

violently against the door. After a few minutes of raucous shouting, one of the men stepped back, looked 

up at the tall brick building, and threw an empty bottle towards an open window. The bottle missed the 

window but crashed loudly as it shattered against the brick wall.  Both men laughed and cheered recklessly 

as the girls inside could be heard screaming and running around in terror, and light began to appear 

through the windows. The second man imitated his companion, hurtling another bottle upwards at the 

Barracks. Twice proved to be enough. As the second bottle flew through the window, the girls’ screams 

became hysterical. Their voices were filled with desperation, and their own frantic hands could be heard 

banging on their door to be let out. Footsteps could be heard from within and, before long, the Barracks 

door was thrown open, and the mass of terrified women and girls piled out onto the street. Their aims 

achieved, the drunkards ran and disappeared into the city as the commotion continued. The street was set 

afire with lights and sirens and crying and screaming, the cacophony of dogs barking, and the frenzied 

rushing of bodies to and fro. The Matron courageously attempted to settle and wrangle the orphan girls, 

but with such pandemonium, keeping track of each and every one of her charge proved impossible. 

 

So close by, needed to step outside of my carriage for but a moment. 

 

Quietly slipped away from the Barracks and headed back into the night. In the darkness, nobody could see 

that my Adelia was there in the carriage with me, or the little furry bundle that she cradled in her arms. 
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9 

After everything that had happened, the Princess, Princess, was overcome with sadness and 

fatigue. She sat slumped over Buttercup’s shoulder, knowing not where they were headed and 

lacking the strength to care. She had wallowed in her misery on the damp floor of the forest for 

several long hours and perhaps would remain there still were it not for – wait for it – her trusty 

manservant, Waldon. Yes, Waldon! In a most uncharacteristic show of determination, Waldon 

had shocked everyone (including himself) when he decided to risk Princess’s wrath, endanger 

his own life, and seriously limit his future career prospects, by finally hoisting his distraught 

mistress from the ground and pushing her (decidedly ungracefully and mainly from the 

buttocks) into Buttercup’s waiting saddle. Luckily (for Waldon) Princess was still incapacitated 

with grief and barely registered the unceremonious buttock hoisting. Now Waldon and Bruno 

and the (increasingly diminished) wagon of weapons were leading Princess and Buttercup 

through the empty darkness of the dense forest. Leading them where? The Princess, Princess, 

obviously did not know. 

Now, Waldon was not accustomed to leadership. A born follower from a long meandering line 

of born followers, he was loath to take charge of anything, let alone the ongoing happiness and 

eternal fate of his mistress, but he felt he had no choice. Princess was beside herself with 

despair and grief and in no state to make important decisions of any kind. And since Buttercup 

and Bruno were both, not only horses, but also apparently disinclined to assume leadership of 

the mission, the responsibility fell, by default, to Waldon. Waldon was most displeased with 

this latest turn of events, but as he was also, by now, beside himself with hunger, he felt his 

mind and body and stomach propelling him into action. Action, that is, and song. 

“Hi-ho, hi-ho,” he sang in a surprisingly pleasant alto. “It’s off to hunt we go!” 

Truth be told, Waldon was not at all in a singalong mood, but Princess had always enjoyed his 

little ditties and he could only hope that his singing would keep what little was left of Princess’s 

spirits alive until they reached the place that they were going. The place that Princess would 

never have let them go. The place that Waldon had thought they should have gone all along. 

The Sacred Gorge of the Scrolls, and more specifically, to the Sacred Scrolls themselves. 

“Mmmbop, ba duba dop,” Waldon sang on. “Ba du bop, ba duba dop! Ba du bop, ba duba 

dop…” 

Waldon was determined to keep things cheery as they rode on. The last thing he needed was 

for Princess to emerge from her stupor, realise the direction they were heading, and put two 

and two together before they even had a chance to get there. Luckily (for Waldon, Princess, the 

villager, the Demons, Daniela – it was still too soon to tell), halfway through Tupac’s Changes, 

they reached the turnoff from the main road and were almost all the way there. Without 

hesitating, Waldon steered Bruno around the turn and breathed a sigh of relief when 

Buttercup and Princess duly followed. 

“Phmmh…” Princess mumbled. Her hair was hanging in a thick matted curtain across her face, 

blocking her view and muffling her voice. “Whiv vee vern?” 

They were so close, Waldon could not bear it if they failed now. He pretended not to hear his 

mistress and urged Bruno into a bumpy trot. Buttercup followed along. 
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“Vrrordon!” Princess called. “Vrrordon!” 

Damn it, the jig was up. Waldon turned back towards Princess. “Excuse me, Your Highness?” 

Princess halted Buttercup with one hand and brushed her own tangled mane of hair back over 

her head with the other. She glanced around, trying to work out where they were. When it 

dawned on her, she was immediately filled with rage. 

“Waldon!!” she screamed. “What is the meaning of this?!! 

Waldon closed his eyes and, ignoring Princess’s demands, trotted on in silence. The Princess, 

Princess, was shocked and more than a little displeased. 

“Urgh!” Princess muttered, asking Buttercup to canter on. “Waldon, I shall have your head!” 

Princess and Buttercup reached Waldon and Bruno in a mere moment, but a mere moment 

was all it took. (They were already too late or too early or just on time, depending on your 

perspective, of course.) As Princess and Buttercup raced into the Gorge of the Scrolls, Waldon 

was already on the ground and bowing in deference before the sacred chest. 

Princess leaped from her saddle and ran to her servant.  

“You!!” she yelled in anger, grabbing him by his shoulders and throwing him backwards, away 

from the ancient case and the danger of the ensorcelled Scrolls. 

Waldon whimpered and closed his eyes, landing against a large boulder and cowering in fear. 

Princess looked back at the chest in contempt and turned to walk away. She made it only a few 

steps before she felt her body turn back, and her eyes fix themselves on the infamous box. 

Princess knew she should not open the case, that there were some things that could not be 

undone, some secrets that could not be untold. She had heard of the Scrolls’ power and knew 

of their evil force. But she knew also, with painful certainty, that the escaped villager still lived, 

and that each moment that passed, he was carrying himself further and further away. So, taking 

a deep breath and steeling herself for what was to come, the Princess, Princess, opened the 

fated case and nervously unravelled the first of the Sacred Scrolls. She blew off the layer of dust 

and began to slowly read the crinkled yellowed pages. 

And when she read them, everything changed. 
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INTERLOGUE 

The dark and stormy night rolls on. Or, to put it less redundantly, the stormy night rolls on. Those 

who have made it indoors peer back out through doorways and windows at the torrents of water 

flooding the streets and the violent flashes of lightning splitting open the sky above. Those still 

trapped in the downpour fight their way towards safety, lifting their pants and coats and bags and 

wading through the rising currents, edging slowly closer to their homes and offices and car parks. 

With the thunder and the rain and the angry blasting of car horns, the noise in the streets of Sydney 

is deafening. Far below the riotous streets, all is quiet as the two lost schoolgirls hold hands and step 

warily from the elevator. 

They were mistaken, those girls: this is not the way they came. By the looks of it, this is not the way 

anyone has come for a hundred years. See how dusty and deserted are the platforms? The empty 

concrete walkways hidden under layers of patchy cobwebbed shadows, with those eerie train tracks 

disappearing into the darkness of a long-abandoned tunnel. The schoolgirls are scared, of course – 

can’t you tell? Scared and confused and curious.  

“Hello?” one girl calls. She is the one wearing her school hat and fidgeting with her toy – the braver 

one, or perhaps just the one who is more curious. 

“Shh!” her friend whispers. She is the one with her hair in braids and she is more scared than curious 

now and she is cold and hungry and wants to go home. 

“Come on,” the first girl orders. She stops fidgeting and grips her friend’s hand and drags her 

forward along the platform. “Let’s have a look.” 

The braided girl wants to refuse but she doesn’t. She clutches her friend’s hand as tight as she can 

and follows her into the shadows. They step slowly, carefully, quietly. Towards what? They don’t yet 

know. 

Suddenly, the hatted girl stops in her tracks and grabs her friend by the arm. “Shh, listen!” 

Her friend stands perfectly still and listens. She can hear nothing unusual, just the quiet whistling of 

her friend’s steady breathing. “What?” she asks. 

“Shh!” the girl in the hat replies. She presses her finger to her lips and looks upwards, raising her 

eyebrows as she focuses on listening, willing the distant sound into her ears.  

The girl with her hair in braids edges closer to her friend and listens too. She concentrates hard, even 

squinting her eyes from the effort, but she can hear nothing. “Let’s go back,” she says. 

“That, there!” the hatted girl cries. “See?” 

The braid-headed girl holds her breath and strains her mind to find the sound. It takes a few 

moments, then finally, she hears it too. The faint soft sound of singing. 

The two friends look at each other with their eyes wide and listen to the singing grow gradually 

louder. 

“I'll tell me ma, when I get home,” the children sing. “The boys won't leave the girls alone. Pulled me 

hair and stole my comb. But that's alright, ‘til I go home. She is handsome, she is pretty, she is the 

belle of Sydney city. She is a-courting one, two, three. Pray, can you tell me who is she?” 
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The voices stop singing for a long moment. Then suddenly, “Adelia! Adelia!” they shout in unison, 

and as they do a terrifying apparition shoots out of the tunnel towards the schoolgirls. She is a girl, 

the ghost, or she once was, with long flowing hair and wild, piercing eyes, and she swirls like a mist 

around the two who are lost. 

“Run!” screams the braided girl, grabbing her friend by the arm. “Run!” 

But her friend stands perfectly still, holding her breath and clutching her favourite toy with both 

hands. She gazes into the face of the spirit. The spirit gazes back and for a moment all is quiet. 

“Emily!” the spectre suddenly cries, sending the schoolgirls into leaps and screams of fright. “Emily, 

you found me!” 

“Aarrgh!!” shrieks Emily, the one still wearing her school hat, and as she does, her precious snow 

globe falls from her hands and crashes against the platform. The two lost schoolgirls stand and stare 

for a moment, watching the mixture of shattered glass and plastic snowflakes and glittery liquid 

spread across the concrete floor. Emily spots the plastic figurine near the edge of the p latform, 

thrown far from the rest of the sparkling debris and rushes towards her, until peals of impish 

laughter explode from somewhere above and echo all around the haunted passageway  and her 

friend grabs her hand and drags her away. 

“Run, Emily! Run!” yells Juliet and the two lost schoolgirls turn and scream and run and they don’t 

stop running until they reach the fateful elevator and its doors slam closed behind them. 
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PART THREE 

Split 

And here we are at the start of the story. This is how it begins. At last. It begins with me dropping 

Rhys’s letter on the floor. The letter falls silently, landing on the edge of the rug. It teeters there for a 

moment, balancing on the shaggy border, swaying a little with indecision. A mome nt passes and the 

letter settles on its front, coming to rest atop the rose gold plush pile. It lies there motionless, where 

it belongs. It doesn’t even touch the wooden floor.  

Flashback time. Daniela and I, Year Four or Five. We’re lying on the carpet in the loungeroom of 

Daniela’s parents’ house (the one she still lives in now,  although in those days, we just called it her 

house), trying to stay awake until morning. We’re telling secrets about boys we like and girls we 

don’t and things we don’t understand. Like what it meant when Rizzo got “knocked up” in Grease, or 

how a story could really be never ending, or what actually made mood rings change colour, or why 

anyone would take their clothes off to have sex. I’m so delightfully content and tired I can’t wait to 

close my eyes. Daniela tells a joke I can’t remember, and we fall asleep laughing. In my exhaustion, 

the carpet feels like clouds. 

Flashforward again. The letter has just settled on the bedroom rug. I think about picking it up and 

putting it away, shoving it into my dresser with the other one, but I don’t. I’ve read the letter twenty 

times already and memorised Rhys’s words. Now I’m standing there in my bedroom, preparing 

myself for what comes next. For Daniela and for me and for Adelia. Adelia is the key to everything, I 

can feel it, but I need to know why and how. Maybe if I can understand that, I can finally understand 

who I am. I look into the mirror, take a deep breath, and decide what I need to do. I pull on my boots 

and a black hoodie. I tie what will reach of my wispy hair into a high ponytail and head to the 

bathroom to wash my face. I find Tom sleeping soundly on the sofa and kiss his forehead goodbye. 

He looks so neutral when he sleeps, I almost feel guilty for all of our fights. Almost. It takes two to 

merengue, after all. I wish him well nonetheless and wonder for a moment when and where I will 

see him again. A weird thought, I guess, but everything I’m about to do suddenly seems so epic.  

Grabbing my backpack from the closet, I walk around the house gathering supplies: water bottle, 

tampons, fresh box of the pill, bag of salted peanuts, Nacho Cheese Doritos, chewing gum, first aid 

kit, tissues, Jamie Oliver paring knife, duct tape, sunglasses, library entry swipe card, torch, Panadol, 

phone, phone charger, headphones, anti-wrinkle night cream, and hairspray and a lighter to make a 

flame thrower. I leave my wallet and grab the hundred and fifty-five dollars in cash I have hidden in 

the back of my wardrobe. (Just in case.) 

I grab my car keys and walk outside. The night is cold and dark (as night-time often is) but the 

hopeful scent of fresh rain loiters on the breeze. I breathe in deeply and step down onto the damp 

lawn. Walking to the street, I glance around at what, earlier today, was an ordinary suburban street. 

It’s different to me now: darker, quieter, more sinister and more magical. The houses have shrunk 

shyly away from the road, their front lawns stretching out like open meadows before them. Ponds 

and bird baths shimmer like moats on guard. Lounge chairs on verandas rise up proudly like thrones. 

Brick letterboxes and green electrical containers stand like sentries over boundaries and walkways. I 

feel a little underdressed. 

I shake these thoughts from my head and climb into the car, but as I do, I’m transported to the front 

seat of another car, in another time and place. It’s Daniela’s car and she is talking as she drives. I 

can’t make out what she’s saying, but she turns to me and smiles and I feel myself smile back. Louisa 

is there too, tapping on the back of my seat with her feet and giggling with excitement. I feel the car 
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stop and see Daniela point to something beyond the windscreen. I look out too and see the edge of 

the ocean. We’ve pulled into the driveway of an enormous golden beach house. We climb out into 

the summer sunshine and begin unloading our suitcases and bags from the boot. After a few 

minutes, Daniela suddenly stops unpacking and grabs my hands, closing her eyes and spinning me 

around and around until we both fall down. 

And then I can see myself sitting in my car outside my house again, about to set out on my mission, 

when I feel myself split into two. One part of me sets out to find Adelia, and the other part stays at 

the beach with Daniela. 
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February 2nd,1849 

Elsmore House, Parramatta 

 

Dear Professor Hargreaves, 

 Forgive me, good sir, but I must insist upon your most urgent response. More than one month has 

now passed without so much as a word from your good self, and speculation is becoming rife as to your 

whereabouts, and the reasons for your sudden disappearance. I am sending this letter to your country 

estate, in hopes that you may have secluded yourself there without staff or notice, in search of privacy for 

the purposes of your research. However, in what I trust is merely an unfortunate coincidence, it appears 

one of the Irish orphan girls awaiting assignment while lodging at the Hyde Park Barracks did also 

disappear at about the same time and has not been sighted anywhere since. 

 To complicate matters further, our esteemed associate, Mr. Arthur Brickfield, did this day receive a 

visit from one Mr. Walter Stanford of Sydney, desiring information primarily on the girl, yet also enquiring 

at length as to your own recent movements. It appears Mr. Stanford had taken a particular interest in the 

child and intended to make her an addition to his household at his earliest convenience. He is now, 

understandably, quite upset and has resolved to discover the girl’s location at any cost, so that she may be 

returned to the Barracks and formally assigned to his keeping.  While Mr. Brickfield took great pains to 

assure Mr. Stanford that your own current absence could not possibly bear any connection to that of any 

orphan child, I fear that this will not be the last we hear of the matter.  

 Finally, I need not remind you that your actions do not merely reflect on your own personal and 

professional reputation, but also that of our most important New Morality Society, of which you have 

publicly declared yourself a member. No matter how unfounded any suggestions of impropriety may be, it 

will not do for such claims to be levelled against the Society at this time. It is imperative that you return as 

soon as possible, provide what I trust will prove a perfectly reasonable explanation for your extended 

vacancy, and address any lingering concerns that may be levelled against you. 

 We must all perform our duty in the interest of the greater good, and I trust you will not 

disappoint. 

 

Your respectful colleague, 

Mr. Radcliffe Haynes 

 

 P.S. Should the missing orphan have found herself in your keeping, regardless of how this came to 

pass, I should be pleased to offer appropriate and discreet accommodation for the child until the 

unfortunate situation may be rectified. I urge you to consider this offer and to write presently with your 

response. 
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10 

- Is she dead? 

- What? No, she’s not dead. 

- Hmmm... 

- What? 

- She looks dead. 

- I told you, she’s not dead, ok? 

- Ok. 

- Ok. 

- …… 

- …… 

- Hmmm… 

- Oh my god, what? 

- She looks dead. 

- Jesus, Bruno. How high are you? She’s not dead, she’s just taking a little disco nap. 

- Alright, B. If you say so. 

- I do. 

- …… 

- Want another shot? 

- Hit me. 

- …… 

- …… 

- Wooh! 

- Aahhh! That’s the shit. 

- …… 

- …… 

- Hey Bruno, what time is it? 

- Um… ten, almost. Wanna go? 

- Yeah, I reckon. We’ll grab a drink at The Castle first and hit Edlogg’s Gauntlet at 

eleven. 

- Who’s playing first? 

- Ummm, Rumpelstiltskin, I think. 

- Wicked, I love him. 

- Yeah, me too. 

- …… 

- Ok, let’s do it. You wanna do the honours? 

- Fuck that, B! You can do it. 

- Such a gentleman. Alright, here goes… Wakey wakey, sleeping beauty… Come on, nap 

time is over, Princess. Time to party. 

- …… 

- Alright, Princess. Up you ge– 

- I shall beat you both apart, I shall take you both together! 

- Shit, Princess! 

- Who are you? Are we enemies? Why am I inside this, this, place? Where is– 

- It’s ok, P. Just relax.  
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- Touch me again and you shall… you shall… you shall feel my vengeance! 

- Whoa, hey! Careful with that thing. 

- Tell me now, what is the meaning of this? Who are you? And why do you not bow at 

my address? 

- …… 

- …… 

- Bahahaha! 

- You’re such a tripper, Princess! Bow at your address? Hahaha! 

- Huff… huff… huff… huff… 

- C’mon P, put that back on the coffee table and sit down. 

- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Oh what? We’re still going with this? Great, well… Pleased to meet you, Your 

Highness. You are inside our apartment, preparing for the greatest of adventures. This 

here is Bruno, and I, of course, am Buttercup. 

- I… I beg your pardon? 

- Princess, are you ok? You look pretty wired, hey.  

- You are Buttercup? 

- Sure am. 

- But… but… you are human! 

- Ha! Thanks for noticing, P.           

- Hehe! Yeah, so sweet. 

- But, that… it is… it is not possible. This is an illusion! Black magic! An evil curse! 

- Ok, Princess. I don’t know what you took, but you’ll come down soon. And we gotta 

go. 

- The Demons have sent you, I know it! Take me to them at once and I shall settle the 

score. 

- Jesus, not the demons again. 

- Bruno! 

- Geez, sorry. 

- It’s ok Princess, you’re just having a bad trip. We’ve all been there. You’ll be ok, just 

put down the snow globe, alright? You might drop it. 

- I shall do nothing of the sort! And… what… what on earth are you wearing? 

- What, too much? I love this singlet and I think these yellow jeggings look hot. 

- Jeggings? Good grief, they leave precious little to the imagination! 

- Oh, so sorry to offend Your Highness! Your purple ones are not much better. 

- Uh, I would never wear– urgh! What is happening to me? 

- Nothing’s happening, Princess. It will all be ok soon. Let’s just go to The Castle and 

relax. You’ll start to feel better. 

- The Castle? My castle? 

- Sure, Princess. Your castle. 

- It’s not Princess’s castle? 

- Bruno, shhh! 

- Hmmm… No, I cannot go with you to any castle. I have wasted too much time. I must 

kill the villager and find my way back to Daniela! 

- Daniela? 
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- Yes, Daniela! My one and only, Daniela. 

- Is that what you’re worried about? 

- Daniela? B, isn’t she– 

- Good news, Princess! You’ll see your beloved Daniela soon. She’ll be there tonight. 

- Tonight? 

- Yeah, tonight. Now, I’ll be back in a sec. Just gotta get… 

- …… 

- ……  

- …… 

- Woof, woof, woof, woof, woof! Schlick, schlick, schlick! 

- What?! Urgh!  

- Ooh, he always loves giving you kisses!  

- Yuck! What is it? 

- This? A baby carrier. 

- Not that. That thing inside of it! 

- He, Princess, is a pug, of course. Look buddy, it’s your favourite: Princess. And 

Princess, it’s your favourite: little Waldon! 

Now, that was about as much as the Princess, Princess, could take and she thought about 

making a break for the door. But then she thought about Daniela and the idea of seeing her 

again that very night sent her heart into overdrive. She looked her captors up and down. 

They were truly peculiar, with thick fringes and long flowing hair framing the wide-set eyes 

and huge nostrils of their long and lantern-jawed faces. The one who called herself 

Buttercup was pale and fair with hair the colour of silver, while the so-called Bruno was 

dark and broad with olive skin and a mop of jet-black waves. It was Buttercup who had told 

her Daniela would be there that night, and even though Princess knew it could very well be 

a trap, what if it were not? Besides, she reasoned, picking up a distinctly equine and 

strangely comforting aroma, if things went south, she doubted these two nutty fruitcakes 

and their overweight canine would put up much of a fight. And if these creatures really 

were incarnations of her own Buttercup and Bruno and Waldon then, surely, they were still 

her allies. So, before she knew it, the Princess, Princess, had surrendered the snow globe, 

declared a truce and followed her new old companions out into a dark and noisy street and 

into the waiting backseat of a magical horseless carriage that Buttercup called her Trusty 

Toyota Corolla. 
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My Jamie Oliver Paring Knife 

The sharp edge of my Jamie Oliver paring knife glistens under the torchlight. (See? And you thought I 

was crazy bringing it.) 

“Hello?” I call out, holding the knife out in front of me and hoping my voice sounds steadier than I 

feel. “Who’s there?” 

I stand perfectly still and listen. Nothing. Just the quiet buzz of electricity and the steady rumble of 

air conditioners. It was the sound of footsteps behind me that made me turn and draw the knife. 

Now I hear something shift in the blackness ahead of me and I spin back around. I feel the 

adrenaline racing through me. 

“Hello?” I call again, aiming my torch towards the sound. There is nothing in front of me, just a long, 

empty hallway. I stand still and listen for an answer. 

After several long minutes, no answer has come. I steady myself and walk on. I’m in the basement of 

the State Library, the mysterious half-way house for documents waiting to be processed. The chill in 

the air reminds me of a butcher’s shop or a cave or a morgue. Or a dungeon. I’ve swiped myself into 

the building and managed to sneak past the night guard and climb down the fire stairs to the storage 

rooms. Now I’m creeping through the narrow corridors, searching through the darkness for the right 

container among the shelves and shelves of boxes. 

Emily… 

What was that? I spin around, flashing the torch from side to side. There’s no one there. It’s the 

adrenaline, I’m starting to imagine things. I take a deep breath and turn the torch to the boxes 

stacked on the shelves. I read the labels: Fraser, Fredericks, Freedman, Freeman. 

Emily…  

What?! It was louder that time, more determined. 

“Yes?” I answer. “Who’s there?” 

My heart is racing and my hands are beginning to shake, making the torch light shudder. I stand still 

and listen again for an answer, but again, no answer comes. I don’t know whether the voice is 

coming from inside my head or someplace else. I tell myself it doesn’t matter, I can’t stop now. 

Scared or not, I am going to find Adelia. 

Emily… 

Trembling violently, I ignore the voice and my fear and walk on. Fryer, Gabbett, Gabe, Gack. 

Emily… 

I grip the knife tighter and start to hum. 

Emily… 

I shake the voice from my head as I turn the corner and search the next block of shelves: Gleeson, 

Gluck, Glynn, Gosper. A few more steps, then: Hall, Hampden, Hanly, Hargreaves. Hargreaves.  

Yes! 

Emily… 
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I lay the knife on the ground, take off my backpack, and drag the box from the shelf. Dropping to my 

knees, I frantically leaf through the container and find the folder labelled “Henry H. Hargreaves”. My 

hands are shaking furiously as I open the folder and pull out a bulging bundle of letters. I sit down, 

untie the bundle and place it gently on my lap. Taking the first letter from its envelope, I carefully 

unfold the yellowed paper and hold my breath as I start to read: 

“January 15th, 1850. Elsmore House, Parramatta. Dear Mr. Brickfield, the girl is now dead. I am sorry 

to be under the necessity of such grave brevity on the subject, but– ” 

Then, before I can read any further, someone kicks me from behind and I drop my torch and freeze.  

“Gotcha,” they say. Their voice is calm, flat, empty. 

I don’t respond. I just sit there, breathing heavily, looking at my knife and thinking of what to do. 

Maybe they’re thinking of what to do too, neither of us does anything for what feels like a long time. 

Eventually, they speak again. 

“Stand up.” 

I stay sitting. Not because I’m brave but because I’m too scared to move. 

“Stand up,” the voice repeats. 

“Ogh–”  I go to say something but my voice catches in my throat. Coughing a little, I try again. “Ok,” I 

say. “I’ll stand up.” 

“Stand up now.” 

“Ok,” I say. I place the letters on the floor and slowly start to stand up. I think about reaching for my 

knife but the stranger thinks it too and kicks the knife away. 

“Don’t even think about it.” 

I don’t respond. I rise to my feet and stand still with my back to the stranger, waiting for the 

instructions I assume will come. They must have a plan. 

“Why are you here?” the stranger asks. The question catches me off-guard and I’m not sure how to 

answer. Whatever this person wants with me, I can’t let them know about Adelia. 

“I work here.” 

They don’t say anything for a moment.  

“For research,” I continue. “I needed to find something.” 

“What?” 

“Does it matter?” I manage to ask, my entire body trembling with fear. 

“It does to me.” 

I don’t know what to say to that, so I don’t say anything. I wonder what this person wants and who 

they are and what they are planning and whether this is the end. Do I die in the library storerooms? I 

think of Daniela and it makes me want to cry. 

“Turn around,” the stranger orders. 
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Maybe this is it. I stand perfectly still. I hear a click and in an instant the room is bathed in harsh 

artificial light. I squint as my eyes try to adjust. 

“Turn around,” the voice repeats. 

Half-blinded and vulnerable under the fluorescent lights, I do as I’m told. Slowly turning around, I 

find myself face to chest with a tall skinny woman in a traditional white doctor’s coat. The collar is 

turned up at such a peculiar angle I follow it up to her face. And when I see her face, I gasp. Her face 

is so ghostly white and her eyes so black I’m not able to tear my eyes away but instead just stand 

there in storerooms, staring at this bizarre stranger, open-mouthed and silent. She stares back at me 

with the most curious look on her face and my blood turns cold as she slowly begins to smile. 

“Emily?” she asks at last, smiling creepily. “Don’t you recognise me?” 

I say nothing. We both stand there in silence for a long time. 

“It’s me,” she says finally. “It’s Juliet.” 
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Wine O’Clock 

And here we are at the start of the story. This is how it begins. At last. It begins with me dropping 

into the pool and letting myself sink right down to the bottom. I sit down at the bottom of the pool, 

waving my arms upwards to stop myself from floating back to the surface. I look up and can see 

Daniela and Louisa gazing down at me through the water. Through the liquid, their laughter looks 

like crying. I sit at the bottom until my breath is about to run out, then I let go and the water pushes 

me back up to the surface. 

“Emily!” Louisa yells as my head appears above the water. “Get the coins!” 

“Huh?” I answer, spitting pool water out of my mouth and wiping my eyes.  

Louisa points to the floor of the pool. “The coins!” 

“Yeah, Em. The coins!” Daniela joins in. She is wearing sunglasses and her long hair is hanging loose 

over her shoulders. She sits on the edge of a deckchair and starts rubbing sunscreen onto her arms. 

Daniela never needs to tan. I’ve always been jealous of that.  

I look back down and see the tiny circles sparkling beneath the water.  Smiling at Louisa, I take a deep 

breath and dive back down towards the bottom. I collect all the coins and lay them out on the edge 

of the pool for Louisa to count.  

It was Daniela’s idea to come to the beach. Not for anything, just because. Christmas and New Year 

are over and summer is coming to an end but she wanted to do it anyway. She’s always having ideas 

like that: fun, spur-of-the-moment, forget-about-your-responsibilities-and-just-do-it kind of ideas. 

My ideas aren’t like that. My ideas are planned, sensible, think-of-everything-that-could-possibly-go-

wrong-before-you-do-anything ideas. Daniela’s ideas are breaks from reality. My ideas are exercises 

in preparation. Daniela’s ideas come with tequila shots and popping candy and fireworks. My ideas 

come with Dettol wipes and Travelcalm and Imodium. And overthinking. And trying not to, and 

overthinking overthinking. 

Except, that’s not really me now, is it? Not the other part, anyway. Didn’t that part of me just set off 

on a mission to find Adelia without allowing myself a second thought? I can see myself there in the 

house, dressed like a thief and arming myself for a fight. (But with who? This part of me doesn’t 

know. I wonder if the other part does.) 

“Hey Em,” Daniela’s voice interrupts my thoughts. “Wine o’clock?” 

“Always.” 

Soon all three of us are reclining in a row in the afternoon sunshine, Daniela and I with large goblets 

of pinot grigio, Louisa between us, slurping down a giant glass of mango juice. The wine and the sun 

are making me sleepy. 

“Hey Dan,” I say lazily. “Remember Picnic at Hanging Rock?” 

“Huh?” she replies. “Yeah, why?” 

“I don’t know,” I say. “Something just made me think of it.” 

“Hmm,” she mumbles. “What was her name again?” 

I think for a moment. “Miranda.” 
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“Yes,” Daniela replies. She is quiet for a few minutes, then she suddenly sits up and screams, 

“Miranda! Miranda!!” 

“Miranda!” I join in, laughing. “Miranda!” 

“Miranda!” Daniela repeats, her hands holding her face in mock horror. 

Louisa looks disapproving and stands up from her deckchair. “You’re both crazy,” she says and walks 

inside with what’s left of her juice. 

Daniela and I keep screaming “Miranda!” and laughing hysterically until we can’t breathe and I keep 

splashing wine onto my legs. Then we both lie back in our chairs in silence with the echo of our 

laughter hanging in the air. We lie there like that for a long time, not speaking, not sleeping, just 

lying there. I look over at Daniela after a while and can see she is smiling to herself. I don’t know 

what she’s thinking about and I don’t ask. 

Later, as the sun is setting and the air is starting to cool, the three of us move inside to the 

loungeroom and sit on comfy sofas, watching the sunlight fade and listening to the crash of waves 

against the sand. Daniela orders pizza and Louisa makes fun of the movies she finds in the DVD 

collection. I’m pouring myself another glass of wine and thinking about mysteries and missing girls 

and the things the other part of me forgot to pack for my mission when I feel myself split into two. 

One part of me races back home to collect more supplies and the other part stays at the beach with 

Daniela. 
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February 10th, 1849 

Clifton Park, Orangeville 

 

Dear Mr. Haynes, 

I wish to thank you for your recent correspondence regarding my unexpected absence. Your concern 

for my welfare and reputation is surely most touching. I can assure you it was not my intention to cause 

yourself or your associates the slightest discomfort, nor to bring the Society into any kind of disrepute. 

While I am not yet convinced whether I should go so far as to declare myself a member of said Society, and 

I am not entirely sure of where or when you feel I have already made such a declaration, I do hold the 

Society and your good self in the highest possible esteem. 

Now, as it happens, the orphan girl to whom you refer has indeed managed to find herself within 

my keeping. I do not wish to discuss the particularities of the situation at this time and shall simply state 

once and for all that nothing untoward has occurred or shall occur in relation to the girl. Young Adelia 

O’Hara, for that is her name, is a research subject of paramount interest to my professional enquiries, and I 

should wish to continue my investigations of the child for some time hence. 

However, I have considered your offer and decided to acquiesce to your request. This decision is 

made for the sake of the child alone, for I fear she begins to fret here in the country and would benefit from 

some sympathetic female companionship. I understand you should be able to provide such companionship in 

the form of your own good wife and select members of your household. We shall commence our return from 

the country tomorrow and look forward to our arrival at Elsmore House within a matter of a few days. 

This letter should arrive to you perhaps one day prior and I hope it is well received.  

It goes without saying that I trust you will handle this situation with the utmost discretion.  

Gentlemen of our reputation must remain vigilant against the jealous speculation of the less fortunate, no 

matter how gratuitous or baseless such speculation may be.  

 

Yours Sincerely, 

Professor Henry H Hargreaves 

 

P.S. As regards Mr. Walter Stanford, he strikes me as a foolish and ridiculous character, whose 

childish whims and selfish desires should not be cause for alarm. Such fleeting inclinations will doubtlessly 

fade soon enough, I should be most surprised were they to persist.  
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11 

- Alright guys, jump out. I’ll go find somewhere to park. 

- Cool. 

- …… 

- …… 

- You alright, Princess? Your face is pretty green. 

- I am perfectly… huff… huff… huff… Fine. My stomach… huff… huff… shall settle… 

momentarily… Huff… huff… huff… 

- Haha! B’s driving used to make me carsick too. 

- …… 

- …… 

- Come on. B will meet us in there. 

- Uh, in where, exactly? 

- Here, P. This is the door. 

- But this is not a castle. It is merely a lowly roadhouse! It has neither drawbridge nor 

turret, the windows are far too low, the entrance door much too narrow. 

- Um, ok? 

- Is there even a falcon mews? 

- A what-what? 

- Mews? For the falcons. 

- Um, geez. I dunno, hey. But this is definitely it, the Castle Bar and Tavern. 

- A bar and tavern? Urgh! 

- Come on, P. It’ll be fun. 

- Pftt! I guarantee it will not. Alas, if it shall bring me one step closer to Daniela, let us 

proceed. 

- Geez, that’s the spirit. After you. 

- …… 

- …… 

- Yo, Marco! 

- Hey Bruno, mwaaa! 

- Aww, shucks. 

- Stop it. 

- You stop it! 

- Well, who’s this then? 

- Oh yeah, this is Princess. 

- Hey. Cool name. 

- Cool, you say? How so? 

- Um… Oh, yeah. I guess I don’t know. 

- Pftt. 

- …… 

- …… 

- Hey, losers! 

- Hey, Buttercup. 

- Hey Marco, lean over the bar. Mwaa! 

- Mwaa! 
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- Woof, woof, woof! Schlick, schlick, schlick… 

- Urghh! Not again! Cease now, beast. 

- Hehehe! Aww, don’t worry, Waldie. Princess just isn’t herself at the moment, but she 

still loves you. 

- Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah… 

- Ok, Marco. Give us three vodka sodas, three kamikaze shots, and a bowl of water for 

Waldie. Please! 

- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Cheers! 

- Oh, I see… 

- …… 

- Woo! 

- Hmmm, indeed. 

- …… 

- Alright, let’s grab a booth. See ya, Marco. 

- Bye, Marco. 

- Later. 

- …… 

- …… 

- Slide in, P. Here, Waldie. Go to Uncle Bruno. 

- Waldo, my main man! 

- The Gauntlet will be going off tonight. 

- Yeah, I reckon. 

- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Hey B, what do you think Marco’s deal is? 

- His deal? 

- Yeah. 

- Hmmm… Interested, are we? I don’t know, Brunes… I did see him with this chick the 

other week at the Cauldron, but I’m not sure if they were together-together or just 

together, you know? And Isabella told me she knew this guy he used to go out with, but 

Bianca told that me that Isabella used to have a thing for him and probably still does, 

and maybe she’s just talking shit so I’m not really sure. And Britney told me that Bianca 

told her that Isabella said she was talking to that guy from that festival – you know, the 

one with the hair? 

Now, Bruno did indeed know that guy, the one with the hair, and he and Buttercup 

continued talking about Marco and Isabella and Bianca and Britney and an entire 

world of people they both apparently knew, while Princess sat and half-listened and 

looked around and tried to think of what to say to Daniela when she would finally see 

her once more. So many years had passed, how would she explain everything, where 

would she even begin? Eventually, Buttercup and Bruno exhausted the list of people 

who knew Marco or who knew people who knew Marco and they turned to Princess to 
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ask what she thought of Marco herself. But Princess had stopped listening completely 

by then and stood up from her seat. For, far across the other side of the room, between 

groups of smiling girls and huddles of laughing men, she had suddenly caught sight of 

Daniela. 
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Juliet 

“Emily?” The strange doctor repeats. “Don’t you recognise me?”  

I stand and stare at the woman. I’m trying to recognise her, but nothing about her seems familiar. 

The last time I saw Juliet Meyers she was this awkward skinny kid with dirty hair and sad eyes and 

strangely oversized hands. The woman before me is tall and imposing and confident. Her hair is dyed 

a rich raspberry and cut sharp across her forehead. Her skin is completely white and smooth and her 

dark eyes are almost black and lined all around with charcoal. 

“I’m Juliet,” she insists. “Meyers. You know, from Toongabbie Grammar?” 

Then she pushes her hair behind her ears and scrunches her nose at the same time, and suddenly I 

see it. Juliet freaking Meyers. 

“Juliet?” I say at last. 

She smiles in delight and goes to hug me. “Yes!” she cries.  

I stand there, shocked, for a moment before I feel a hot wave of anger sweep over me.  

“What the hell, Juliet?!” I yell, pushing her away from me. 

Juliet looks genuinely surprised, which pisses me off even more.  

“You fucking psycho!” I say. “What were you thinking?” 

“What, do you mean?” Juliet replies, hurt. 

“You don’t know what I mean?” 

Juliet shakes her head but doesn’t say anything.  

“Oh my god. Why did you follow me here?” 

Juliet thinks for a moment. “I was just trying to help. I just– ” 

“You were just trying to help me?” 

“Yes, of course. I was– ”  

“Then, why the fuck were you trying to kill me?!” 

“What?” she replies, shocked. “Emily, I would never. I’m a doctor!” 

“I can tell,” I say, nodding at her doctor’s coat. 

“Oh,” Juliet says. She doesn’t offer any explanation but simply removes the coat and dumps it on the 

floor. 

Just then, we both hear the far door clanging open. We duck down behind the closest block of 

shelves and listen. The far end of the storeroom in still in darkness, and I can see the sweeping 

movement of the guard’s torchlight. He looks around for a moment and then leaves. The door bangs 

shut behind him. I glare at Juliet and stand back up. 

“I’m really sorry, Emily,” Juliet starts to explain as she stands up and looks back at me. “I was really 

trying to help you. I heard what you were doing and what you’ve been going through, and Daniela 

thought– ” 
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“Don’t you dare talk about Daniela!” I yell. 

We’re both quiet then. Me, fuming and furious and wondering why and when Daniela would have 

spoken to Juliet about me. Juliet, shy and sheepish and probably thinking about something weird like 

cats or soup. 

“So,” Juliet says at last, keen to change the subject. “What are you looking for, anyway?” 

“You wouldn’t get it.” 

“Maybe I would,” she replies. “Try me.” 

I think about it for a minute. There’s no way Juliet will understand or be able to help me, but it might 

be nice to finally tell someone about it. Even someone as odd and annoying as Juliet. Someone 

whose opinion doesn’t matter and who could never make any difference. Maybe that would even be 

better. 

“Ok, so I need to find out about this girl I read about,” I tell her. 

I pause. Juliet looks at me and I go on. 

“She was one of those Irish Orphans who came here in the 1800s and her name was Adelia O’Hara 

and for some reason I think I know that name, and I just need to find out what happened to her, 

and– ” 

“I get it,” Juliet tells me and smiles. “You think she has something to do with your family.” 

I stare at Juliet for a while and then nod. 

“And you think that if you can find out about her, you’ll be finding out about yourself too.” 

I keep staring and nod again. 

“And you feel like– ” Juliet begins, but her voice is interrupted by the loud opening of the far door 

again, and the sound of heavy footsteps and voices. “Shit, they’re coming,” Juliet says, peering 

through the shelves towards the open door. 

“You are trespassing on government property!” a man’s voice rings out through the storeroom. 

“Come out now!” echoes his colleague. “Don’t make things worse for yourselves.”  

“Fuck,” I say, grabbing my knife and my backpack. “We have to get out of here.” 

“Go that way,” Juliet says, pointing towards the emergency exit on the  side wall, not far from where 

we are. “I’ll distract them.” 

“But, how are you– ” 

“Just go.” 

I hesitate for a moment, but the guards’ footsteps are coming closer. 

“Emily, go!” Juliet hisses. 

“Ok!” I agree and start to run. Then I turn back and look at the box of documents near Juliet’s feet. 

“The papers!” I yell. “Get the papers.” 
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“Run!” Juliet yells. “I’ll meet you at our old castle. Wait for me there!” 

Then I run as fast as I can towards the exit and out into the night and I don’t stop running until I 

collapse, panting, against my car. 
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Murky Cavern 

And here we are at the start of the story. This is how it begins. At last. It begins with me dropping my 

keys as I appear at my house on a sunny afternoon and try to unlock the screen door, and watching 

them fall into the gap between the patio tiles and the doorstep. They fall right through, clattering 

down through the shadows and coming to rest on a dusty stone in the darkness. I bend down and 

peer into the narrow hole. 

Damn it. 

Glancing around, I lie flat on my stomach on the patio and stretch my arm down into the murky 

cavern. I stretch my arm as far as I can, but the hole is deep and I can barely even touch the keys 

with my fingers. I’m groaning loudly as I desperately try to lift the keys with my fingertips when I 

hear the wooden door creak open. 

“Um, Emily?” 

Fuck. It’s Tom.  

“Hey,” I reply as I get to my feet and dust off my clothes. I’m wearing the same thin sundress I was 

wearing with Daniela at the beach. “I dropped my keys.” 

Tom unlocks the screen door and swings it open. He glances down into the hole then looks back at 

me with a strained look on his face. 

“How are you?” he asks. 

“Good,” I say. Standing there in the sunshine  I notice how warm it is. 

“Good,” Tom replies. “That’s good to hear.” 

We both just stand there then, looking at each other. Tom looks me up and down and smiles. He’s 

standing in the doorway and doesn’t look like he’s going to move to let me in.  

“You got a tan,” he says. 

I glance down at my arms. They do look darker than I remember, but surely Tom would have seen 

me since then. I try to think how long it’s been since I went away to the beach but my mind feels 

fuzzy and I can’t seem to think of it. 

“I guess so,” I say.  

Tom shifts a little as he stands there and his t-shirt moves against his stomach. It looks fuller now. He 

must have really hit the beers at his last conference. 

“So…” Tom says and he’s starting to look uncomfortable. 

“So?” I reply. “Can I come in?” 

Tom sighs and glances around behind him, then turns back to me with a pitying look in his eyes. He 

looks pained as he simply says, “Em.” 

Just then I hear another woman’s voice inside  the house calling for Tom and I feel myself split into 

two. One part of me pushes past Tom into the house and the other part rushes back to the beach to 

be with Daniela. 
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Mr Stinky 

The next morning – after the pizza and the wine and scaring Louisa with screams of “Miranda!” – 

Daniela and Louisa and I take a walk along the beach. We set out for the rockpools and the 

lighthouse on the far point and walk along with our feet and ankles getting wet in the shallow waves. 

Louisa is carrying a stuffed donkey she’s had since she was a baby and insists on keeping, and that 

she calls Sprinkles and Daniela and I call Mr Stinky. Daniela is quieter than usual. She doesn’t seem to 

feel like talking and keeps looking out towards the sea. I think about asking her what’s on her mind, 

but something stops me. Louisa doesn’t notice anything and chatters away like always. Right now, 

the chatter is about seashells. 

“I’m going to find a purple one,” she says, picking up a stick and dragging it beside her through the 

sand, leaving a trail. “A purple one that looks like an ice cream cone and that you can hear the ocean 

in.” 

I nod my head and smile. Louisa goes on, talking about someone from school by the name of 

Maddison T who collected some shells from the beach at Ulladulla but when she took them home 

there was a hermit crab inside one of them, but nobody realised and the hermit crab died what was 

presumably a slow and painful waterless death. She vows to be more careful than dumb Maddison T 

and to check for hermit crabs before she takes any shells. 

“And maybe I’ll get some little ones too, some tiny little shiny ones.” Louisa is walking backwards 

now, dragging the stick behind her and drawing circle patterns in the sand. 

Daniela glances over. “Be careful, Louisa,” she says.  

And I’ll never know if it’s Daniela saying this that makes it happen, or if it was destined to happen all 

along, but just then a wave sweeps in and knocks Louisa off balance. Squealing in fright and surprise, 

she falls over backwards into the water. The wave slides out again and leaves Louisa soaked and 

crying on the shore. Daniela is by her side in an instant, holding her daughter against her and telling 

her that everything is alright. It’s not until her sobbing has stopped and her eyes are dry again that 

Louisa realises her donkey is gone. 

“Sprinkles!” she cries and begins to sob again. 

Daniela turns and looks towards the ocean. At first, she can see nothing, but then she spots it: a tiny 

grey bundle bopping up and down on top of the waves. With each rise and fall, the donkey floats 

further and further out to sea. Daniela lets go of Louisa and races into the water. She closes her 

mouth and eyes and dives under the crashing waves. I run into the ocean after her but she’s too fast 

and soon she’s left me behind. 

“Daniela!” I scream, standing waist-deep in the saltwater and feeling myself getting pushed side to 

side. 

Louisa stands on the shore, crying uncontrollably. 

Daniela swims as hard and as fast as she can against the waves, but the sea is rough and the currents 

are strong, making her progress slow. And as she fights, the donkey continues to float away. 

“Daniela!” I yell again. “Come back! It’s too late.” 

Then Daniela stops where she is and turns back towards me. For a moment, I think she’s heard me 

and is about to swim back to shore. Then she waves her arms in panic as her head disappears under 
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the waves and I feel myself split into two. One part of me drifts down into the rip to follow Daniela 

and the other part launches itself off the beach to save her. 
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March 18th, 1849 

Elsmore House, Parramatta 

 

 

Dear Mr. Brickfield, 

 I regret to inform you that we must postpone the upcoming meeting of the New Morality Society, 

which was to be held here at Elsmore House on the 26th day of March, as unforeseen circumstances have 

made it impossible for me to attend, much less play host at the event. I pray this does not cause you any 

undue nuisance and hope we may be able to reschedule the meeting as soon as practicable, although I 

remain unsure as to when a suitable date may present itself, given the presence of my current house guests 

and consequent demands upon my time being what they are. 

  Such demands, good sir, you would not believe! Ever since the arrival last month of Professor 

Hargreaves and his young ward, Adelia, my entire household has been sent into complete disarray. The 

esteemed Professor keeps the most unusual hours, waking early or sleeping late by turn and keeping the 

cooks and stewards permanently on their toes. Furthermore, he insists upon taking his meals in his 

chambers, is reluctant to engage in conversation with any but Adelia, and scarcely allows the child one 

moment alone. Fortunately, the gentleman has left for the city this morning and shall remain there on 

business for the next several weeks. I shall be glad of the reprieve from his company! 

 As regards Adelia, I fear her own demands, while sweetly enough delivered, are no less tiresome. 

The child is clearly unschooled in proper behaviour or etiquette, her manners most naïve and unrefined.  I 

am well aware that some learned gentlemen may find such guilelessness endearing, and the girl is certainly 

not without her share of feminine charms, but I am not one to be so easily swayed. It is, in fact, one of 

Adelia’s very demands that thwarts my plan to host the Society meeting of which I speak, and necessitates 

the writing of this very letter. Why, on the night in question I should much rather the company of our 

respected Society colleagues than that of young Adelia O’Hara! Yet, I find myself most inconveniently 

called upon to attend the theatre with the child. On first being presented with her request, I was most 

disinclined to comply. Alas, her education in the arts and culture is greatly lacking and her attendance at a 

performance of the opera at the Royal Victoria is very much in need. As she could hardly be expected to 

attend unaccompanied, and the Professor is otherwise occupied, the burden falls, regrettably, on myself to 

act as her escort. I expect the evening shall prove most tedious. 

  I should like to write to you at greater length and to enquire as to your health and that of your 

family, but I have not the time. I hear young Adelia calling for me this very moment, no doubt seeking to 

engage in some wearisome activity or another, and I have no choice but to humour her. God keep you until 

we meet again soon. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Mr. Radcliffe Haynes 
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12  

- Let us go! 

- Huh? It’s not time yet, P. The Gauntlet doesn’t open ‘til eleven. 

- I do not care about any gauntlet. It is Daniela! 

- Oh, where? 

- Over there! Beyond the throng of drunken revellers. Basking in the moonlight by the 

far windows. 

- Where? 

- Who? 

- There! Behind the… just… between the… When the crowd subsides for a moment you 

shall see her. 

- Hmmm… I dunno, P. 

- But look! She is right there! 

- Who, B? 

- I think you’re imagining things. I can’t see her. 

- There!! 

- Who, where?! 

- Not her. Bruno, one more? 

- Definitely! 

- Urghhh! Move aside then and you shall see. 

- …… 

- Move!  

- …… 

- Move, Buttercup! At once!! 

- Ow, fucking hell. That hurt, P. 

- Pftt!! 

- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Daniela? Hey, watch yourself! 

- …… 

- Daniela, are you here?  

- …… 

- Daniela? Oh, over here! Daniela! 

- …… 

- Daniela! It is me! Dan– argh! Ooops, oooh, owww!! 

- …… 

- Urgh! Bleeding drunkards. And I suppose nobody shall offer their hand to help me to 

my feet? Never mind, I shall do it myself. 

- …… 

- Hmph. 

- …… 

- Alright, Daniela? Where did... 

- …… 

- Daniela?! Daniela!! 
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- …… 

- Daniela, please! Where are you?! 

- Try as you might, your effects will proof for nil. 

- Who said that? What the…? 

- Grievings, Your Highness. 

- You! You monster. No, I have found Daniela, you cannot keep her from me! 

- Oh, how efficiently yourst thinking portrays its memory. Rememberst you not? For, be 

there not one reviving villager which did not yetst meet its ulterior ending? Hmmm? I 

belief me this to be true, and a signifying problematical for you. 

- No! 

- Yes! Tis the truth and factual statement thatst I make. And well within my rights 

therefore. 

- No! 

- Yessss!! 

- But everything has changed. It is a new world. How shall I ever find the villager now? 

- A most intricate observatory youst make. It would appeal you find yourself inst quite a 

defecate corundum. 

- Go on. 

- Hmmm… One final act ofst generality and likeness we shall, in good fate andst extreme 

benediction, make. Forget the escarped villager, ifst you wish, but kill another 

personage in hisst stead. 

- What? 

- Another, yes! Yet note it to be notst of many inextinguishable other. A substitution ofst 

exponential vernacular. Ifst youst capitulate my meaning. 

- That is not a thing. 

- Hmmm? 

- You cannot capitulate… Ugh, never mind. 

- Hmmm. As was I premenstrually staining, albeit notwithstanding yourst misundertaking 

of me, the target must to be ofst a collegiate, or – how say you – a friend. 

- No! You cannot make me kill a friend! That is not fair. Besides, the last villager was 

injured and cannot live forever, surely he will die soon enough. 

- Overruled! Overruled! Your obtundation fails to shaft my countenance. 

- But… but… I… 

- Thus, in collusion, withst referendum to the afore motioned convocation, I hereby 

decree the curse herewith perpendicularly altered, and putst in due effect at this pacific 

and penile monetary timbre. Good luck, Your Highness, andst goth spree. 

And with that, the Demon turned on his demon heel and was gone. Princess watched 

his broad unearthly back disappear into the crowd and thought about what to do. She 

had killed so many so ruthlessly, what would it matter if she killed one more? But to 

kill a friend, that was something else altogether. And now, here, in this place, cold-

blooded murder suddenly seemed like something you should try to avoid. Then she 

thought about Daniela and how close she was getting and how desperately she needed 

to find her. So, right there inside The Castle Bar and Tavern on Earl Street, with the 

bar lights shining all around her, and drunk women giggling like children and drunk 

men acting like fools and Bruno and Buttercup and Waldon waiting for her somewhere 
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nearby, the Princess, Princess, fell to her knees once more in anguish and didn’t know 

what to do. 
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Burned Beer Cans 

It’s close to midnight by the time I reach Toongabbie  and the streets are all but empty. I drive beside 

the railway line, past the apartment blocks that used to be houses and the Indian supermarkets that 

once upon a time were greasy takeaway shops. It’s hard to remember what it used to look like when 

my family lived there in a little cul-de-sac not far from the station. But the closer I drive to the 

school, the more the streets and houses all still look the same. The same little fibro cottages with 

wire fences and faded garden gnomes. The same lumps of thick green lawn divided by valleys of 

concrete driveways. The same misplaced two-storey mansions set back from the road and hidden 

among ancient gum trees and regular nondescript houses. The same football oval, the same 

electricity easements, the same churches, the same creeks.  

I pull up in front of Toongabbie Grammar and look up at the sand-coloured brick wall towering 

above me. With its solitary round window and peculiar curved façade, I remember how as kids we 

used to think it looked like a ship. Right now, with its spooky ground lights shining up along its walls, 

it just looks haughty and ridiculous and obscene. It’s so strange to think it used to feel like home. The 

entrance gates are locked, so I check no one is watching, pull my hood over my head and climb over 

the fence. It feels ironic to be sneaking into my school. Sticking to the edges, I creep across the 

playground. Security lights shine across part of the field, but in my black hoodie and dark jeans, I 

blend easily into the shadows. When I reach the tree line at the far side, I climb another fence and 

continue down towards the creek. It’s dark among the trees so I turn on my torch and try to 

remember the way. It’s been so many years, but somehow the trees and the creek still look the 

same. The path is overgrown with weeds now, but sliding my feet along the ground, I slowly edge 

through the darkness until I find it. The castle. Our castle. Mine and Daniela’s and – apparently, 

although I don’t remember her ever being there – funny old Juliet’s. The castle is really just a hidden 

clearing surrounded by bushes and gum trees, with the creek for a moat and two ancient tree 

stumps for guards. It looks exactly like I remember it, only smaller of course, but without the magic 

of childhood it seems kind of empty and sad. Shining my torch across the trees, a flash of light 

catches my eye and I find a small fire pit full of burned beer cans and discarded cigarette butts. Our 

castle has been invaded. 

I hear footsteps and the crunching of dry leaves as Juliet appears through the darkness. “Emily!” she 

cries and hugs me. 

I stand there for a minute and let her hug me, not really knowing what to do with my arms, and then 

I settle for one of those awkward, manly back pats. 

“How did you escape?” I ask as she lets go of me and looks around the clearing. 

“Oh, easily,” Juliet waves her hand like she’s swatting a fly. “They were surprisingly slow for security 

guards.” 

She walks around the clearing as if she’s looking for something. She peers closely at the trunks of the 

gum trees and runs her hands across their bark. “Wow, look at this place,” she says. 

“Yeah,” I say, shining my torch towards her. “Do you have the papers?” 

Juliet looks blank. “What?” 

“The papers,” I repeat. 

“Oh geez. No, I couldn’t get them.” 
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“Fuck!” I yell and double over, my head in my hands. 

“Sorry, Emily,” Juliet says, putting her hand on my shoulder. “I didn’t have time to grab them.”  

I shrug her hand off me. 

“There was nothing I could do,” Juliet says. 

I sigh loudly and straighten up. “Then why did you want me to meet you here?” I demand. “Why did 

we even come here if you don’t have them?” 

Juliet smiles at me through the patchy half-light. Grabbing the torch from my hand, she turns back 

towards the gum trees, examining their trunks. Then she stops in front of one of the trees and turns 

towards me. 

“Because, Emily,” she says dramatically. “I have something better for you.” 

Juliet gestures towards one of the gum trees. I don’t move. I just stand there, glaring at her.  

“Come on,” she insists. “You want to see this.” 

I sigh again and reluctantly step through the clearing towards the gum tree. Juliet shines the torch 

light on its trunk, where, carved into the wood is the name, “Adelia.” I look back at Juliet in shock. 

“Don’t you remember?” Juliet asks. 

I shake my head, no. 

“As soon as you said Adelia I was sure I recognised that name,” Juliet explains triumphantly. “And I 

was trying to remember why, and then it came to me.” 

Juliet stops talking and looks at me, excited. I look back at her, confused and expectant, waiting for 

her to go on. 

“So, I remembered you carving a name into the tree and I was sure it was hers,” Juliet says. “Don’t 

you see what that means?” 

I shake my head again, no. 

We both hear a noise through the bushes then and spin around to look. I shine the torch towards 

the sound and we wait for a few minutes in silence, but nobody appears. It must have been a fruit 

bat or a possum but it still makes me nervous. 

“Do you see?” Juliet asks. When I say nothing, she goes on, “You wrote that name when we were 

kids, so you must have known about her then. And if you knew about her then, I know who can help 

us find her.” 

“I don’t know,” I reply, wondering where this whole “us” business is coming from and finding it 

pretty presumptuous. “I just need to go back and get those documents.” 

“Forget about the documents!” Juliet cries, grabbing me by the shoulders. “We need to find 

Omavordan.” 
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Iced Vovo 

And here we are at the start of the story. This is how it begins. At last. It begins with me dropping  

flakes of coconut from my Iced Vovo onto Tom’s sofa as we talk. The flakes fall silently, landing softly 

on the grey suede and tumbling down between the cushions. I say we talk, but it’s mostly Tom. I 

mostly just sit there and nibble at my biscuits and listen to Tom’s voice and try to piece everything 

together. Tom looks upset, almost like he has been crying and I wonder what I missed.  

“Are you ok now?” Tom asks. 

I don’t know how to answer so I smile weakly and nod.  

“Good,” Tom replies. “That’s good, Emily.” 

I smile again and hope I’m not expected to say anything. 

We both just sit there then, smiling like idiots. I’ve never seen Tom like this before and I don’t like it. 

The other woman walks in then and I can see she’s been crying too. I wonder if I caused it. I kind of 

hope I did. Tom introduces us as if we’re strangers meeting at a party. Her name is Melanie. They 

met at a conference. Melanie smiles like a real estate agent and has perfect teeth. They’re both so 

sincere and patronising it makes me want to hurl. I let them talk at me for a while longer then make 

an excuse to leave. 

“I’m glad you understand it’s time to move on, Em,” Tom says as we all head towards the door. “I 

mean, we haven’t been together for more than a year now.” 

Hearing this makes my head spin and I can feel myself split into two. One part of me sneaks around 

the side of the house and creeps into the laundry linen closet and the other part rushes back to the 

beach to find Daniela. 
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Labyrinth 

“Oh my god, Em,” Daniela calls from the lounge, holding a DVD above her head in triumph. 

“Labyrinth!” 

I burst out laughing in amazement as I finish pouring my glass of wine and put the bottle back in the 

fridge. 

“Louisa found it in the DVD collection,” Daniela says, laughing. “We’re gonna watch it!” 

Louisa is less impressed. “It looks stupid,” she says, grabbing the DVD from her mother and turning it 

over in her hands. “Journey into the fantastical world of Labyrinth,” Louisa reads. “Starring David 

Bowie (she pronounces it bow-wee, like ow-wee) and a cast of incredible creatures created by Jim 

Henson – this sounds terrible, Mum.” 

“Terrible?” Daniela asks in mock horror, grabbing her daughter by the shoulders. “Terrible, Louisa 

Rodriguez? Terrible??” 

Louisa giggles and nods her head. I sit on the lounge and watch them. 

“This movie is not terrible, it’s terrific! Emily and I watched this movie when we were kids, and now 

we are going to watch it with you.” 

“What’s it about?” Louisa asks begrudgingly. 

“Hmm, let me see,” Daniela replies. “Fencing, fighting, torture, revenge, giants, monsters, chases, 

escapes, true love, miracles!” 

I laugh and shake my head. 

“Oh, whoops!” Daniela cries. “Wrong movie. But still, Louisa, this one is really good.” 

Louisa looks sceptical. 

“It has magic and a princess, kind of?” Daniela tries. 

Louisa scrunches up her face as she thinks. Daniela smiles at me and crosses her fingers as we wait. 

“Fine,” Louisa says at last. “We can watch it.” 

“Well, thank you very much,” Daniela says. 

So, Daniela and Louisa and I sit down to watch Labyrinth together by the ocean, but we never do. 

The disc turns out to be scratched and won’t play and we end up watching High School Musical 2 

instead. 
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Mermaid 

And here we are at the start of the story. This is how it begins. At last. It begins with me dropping 

beneath the waves and letting myself get pulled right down to the bottom of the ocean. I fall slowly, 

drifting down along the underwater currents, aware that I’m holding my breath and dreamily 

wondering what will happen when my air runs out. 

When I was a kid, I used to have this dream that I was drowning in a shallow lake. It was a lake I had 

to walk through. I can’t remember why. Maybe there was never a reason. The water covered my 

mouth and nose as I walked, so I could see everything around me and could watch the world as I 

died. It wasn’t upsetting though, it just felt inevitable. I didn’t even try to fight it. When I would 

eventually run out of air and was about to die in my dream I would always wake up. I don’t know 

why I didn’t just stand on my tip toes or stop walking and start to swim. 

Now I’m watching Daniela as I fall, and she is watching me. Her face is calm and curious, as if she 

already knew this was about to happen and now just wants to know what it’s like.  I told you Daniela 

is never afraid. She falls through the water gracefully, and with her long hair flowing behind her, she 

looks to me like a mermaid. 

After a few minutes we land gently on the sandy floor. Daniela looks sleepy and lays her head down 

on the soft sand. Her eyes are still open, and she smiles at me and reaches out for my hand. I grab 

hold of her hand and lay down next to her on the ocean floor. She closes her eyes and I watch the 

bubbles float out of her towards the surface. My eyes are feeling heavy too and they start to close.  

For a second, I start to panic and look desperately for air. Then Daniela squeezes my hand a little and 

suddenly everything is ok. I lay down for the last time then, and as I let go of everything and watch it 

float out of me towards the surface, the last thing I see leave me is fear.  
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Lightning 

“Hold on, Daniela!” 

Daniela grips my arm with her cold hands. I’m holding her around the neck, trying to keep her head 

above water while I swim with one arm back towards the shore. Our progress is slow: every two 

metres we gain towards the beach, we lose one as another wave crashes past us and we get dragged 

back out by the undertow. 

“It’s ok, Dan,” I say in between strokes. “We’re almost there.” 

Daniela doesn’t say anything but I think I can feel her nod  her head a little. She’s exhausted from 

swimming against the rip and trying to keep herself afloat. By the time I reached her, she was 

already struggling to breathe and coughing up sea water. I somehow managed to grab hold of her in 

the waves and do the only thing I know to do in the ocean: swim across the rip. I think of our high 

school PE teacher, Mr Phelps, who taught us that, then died a year later when he was hit by 

lightning.  

As I think about lightning, another huge wave comes and hits us, but this time Daniela sinks further 

under the water and pulls me under with her and for a moment I can feel my arm losing its grip. 

Then I wrench her body with all my strength and somehow bring us both back up to the surface. We 

cough and gasp for air and I close my eyes tight against the splashing. When I open them again, I can 

see we are almost there. 

“We’re there, Dan,” I say breathlessly. “We’ve made it.” 

Another wave comes and lifts us up but this time I stop swimming and let it carry us towards the 

shore. Staggering the last few metres through the shallows, we finally reach the beach and collapse 

onto the wet sand. Daniela lays on her side, wheezing and coughing violently. Louisa rests her head 

on her mother’s shoulder and cries. I sit on the sand with my head between my knees, trying to 

catch my breath. Somewhere in the distance, Sprinkles aka Mr Stinky the donkey slowly drifts out to 

sea. 

The next morning, we leave the beach and go home. 
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May 15th, 1849 

 Harrington Gardens, Vaucluse 

 

 

Dear Mr. Haynes, 

  I must implore you to remove yourself from your current situation at once! If it is not possible to 

remove the girl from your residence, you are left with no choice but to remove yourself. Such a precarious 

predicament cannot be allowed to continue for one minute longer.  Every moment that treacherous creature 

lingers in your company, the further from righteousness she drags you, and the closer your soul grows to an 

inevitable and eternal damnation. 

 My concerns were already beginning to arise upon hearing of your decision to postpone a most 

important meeting of the Society in favour of whiling away valuable hours in company with the girl (and 

at the theatre, no less!) and now this latest correspondence has only confirmed my gravest fears. To consider 

taking a vacation to the coast with the child, under the guise of furthering her schooling! And what, pray 

tell, shall be the focus of such an education? Forgive my plainness, but I do not believe I have ever heard 

such utter impudence. What must your poor Edith think of all of this? 

 And what of Professor Hargreaves? Has he nothing to say about this latest proposal of yours? 

From your letters, scarce as they have been, I gather the gentleman has not relinquished his own interests in 

the wretched girl and can only assume he is not yet privy to your current designs. How very interesting it is 

that you, good sir, should have so easily determined the weakness in the Professor’s character, while 

remaining blind to the very same weakness in your own!  

But do not be fooled! The child is no innocent and, young though she may be, knows more of the 

art of captivating and beguiling than any virtuous woman would ever know. Leave her this very day, I 

beseech you, and cast not your eyes upon her countenance again! Write me as soon as possible of your 

agreement, and together we shall rid the world of the wickedness that is Adelia O’Hara!  

  

  

Your concerned friend, 

Mr. Arthur Brickfield 
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13 

- Hey, you wanna get on? 

- …… 

- I said, do you want to get on?! 

- I beg your pardon? 

- Come on, sitting on the filthy floor like that? You could definitely do with a little pick-

me-up. You must wanna get on? 

- I must wha– Urgh! Watch your step sir!! Drunken fool. 

- Here, grab my hand. Let’s find you a better spot to… I’m gonna say wallow? 

- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Ahh, better, yeah? So, do you wanna get on? 

- On what? 

- Well, whatever tickles your fancy, really! 

- My fancy? 

- Yep. Your fancy, princess. 

- How, who – how do you know my name? 

- Sorry? 

- You called me Princess. How do you know my name? 

- Oh my god! Is that really your name? Princess? That’s fucking dope. 

- …… 

- I didn’t mean Princess, I just meant princess, you know? Like sweetheart or darling or 

girlfriend, or whatever. 

- …… 

- Geez, where have you been? It’s just a term of endearment, no big deal. And I’m Viola, 

by the way. 

- Oh, yes. Pleased to meet you, Viola. 

- So, what’s your poison? I got uppers, downers, stuff that makes you go sideways, stuff 

that brings you back? 

- Oh, you are a potion vendor, are you not? 

- What? Ooh yes, I guess I am. I like that: potion vendor. Hmm, I know what you need. 

Something special. Something that will free your mind. Something that will open your 

eyes to see new things, and not new things that have always been there but which you 

have never really seen before. 

- Hmmm… 

- Voila! 

- Ummm… 

- …… 

- No, thank you. I should not. 

- Really? Why shouldn’t you? 

- Well… because… you see… 

- …… 

- Fine! I should like to purchase this pill. 

- Excellent! 
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- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Open wide! 

- Aaah… Gulp! 

- …… 

- Thank you, Viola. 

- There you are, P! I found you! Oh hey, Vi! 

- Hey Butts! 

- You coming to the Gauntlet? 

- Yeah, probably later. 

- Cool, I might see you there. Come on, Princess. We’re going now. Bruno and Waldon 

are waiting out the front. 

- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Viola! Viola! How shall I know the potion is working? 

- Haha! Don’t worry, Princess. You’ll know. 
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Omavordan 

The name hits me like a slap in the face. Omavordan. I haven’t heard or spoken or thought about 

that name in years. Not since I was a kid and she would appear in my mind and then my dreams and 

then my backyard. Not since she used to walk with me to school or double on my bike. Not since she 

kept me company when no one else wanted to play or when I was scared to go to sleep at night. And 

not since she stopped visiting me after my parents took me to a psychologist when everybody 

thought I was going crazy. 

“Omavordan,” Juliet repeats. “She’ll know what to do.” 

I sigh and shake my head. “Jesus, Juliet,” I say, starting to walk out of the clearing. “Why would you 

bring that up?” 

“What do you mean?” Juliet asks, grabbing my arm to stop me. 

“Omavordan, really?” I shrug her hand off me. “Why don’t we ask Humphrey or Big Bird for their 

thoughts? Maybe that crazy cat thing from the Cartoon Connection has some advice too.” 

Juliet thinks for a minute. “Oh, Agro? I don’t think he was a cat.” 

I shake my head again. 

“Come on, Emily,” Juliet says. “Omavordan can help, I know it.” 

“Juliet, she’s not… I mean, she’s real but she’s not real real.” 

“Whatever you call her,” Juliet insists. “She can help find Adelia.” 

I hesitate for a moment. Hearing Adelia’s name, all I can think is how much I need to find her. I know 

it’s crazy but every minute we waste I feel like I can sense her slipping away. And Daniela too. And 

me, with them. I suppose it’s worth a shot. 

“Fine,” I say, taking off my backpack and dropping down onto the dirt. “I’ll try.” 

Juliet smiles and claps her hands together in excitement. Then she sits down on the ground with her 

back against mine and says, “Ok, let’s do it.” 

“It probably won’t even work,” I warn her. 

“Shhh,” Juliet says. “Concentrate.” 

So, we sit there, back-to-back in our old castle, with our legs crossed and our eyes closed, thinking 

about Omavordan. We sit there like that for a long time. Long enough for my breathing to slow and 

my mind to drift off and my feet to start tingling with pins and needles. 

“You’re welcome,” says a familiar voice  and I feel like I’m a kid again or somehow inside my dreams. 

I open my eyes and there before me sits Omavordan. Her hair is as spikey black and her face as 

beautifully caramel and her eyes as wise and kind as I remember. 

Juliet slides around next to me. “Omavordan! Thank you for coming to us.” 

Omavordan smiles and nods serenely. The three of us sit there in silence for a moment. I want to say 

something but I’m nervous all of a sudden and can’t seem to find the words. 

“Yes, I will help you,” says Omavordan, answering the question on my mind.  
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“Thank you,” Juliet and I both say. 

“Again, you are welcome,” says Omavordan. 

“I need to find– ” I begin. 

“A girl,” Omavordan interrupts. 

“Yes,” I say. “Her name– ” 

“Adelia O’Hara.” 

“Yes,” I reply. “But she’s not – ” 

“Not from here.” 

“No,” I reply. “I was going to say – ” 

“I know,” says Omavordan. “You were not going to say she is not from here, you were going to say 

she is not from now. But isn’t she?” 

Then Omavordan leans towards me and takes my hands. “Think of Adelia now,” she says. 

I close my eyes again and think of her. Adelia O’Hara. She was in those orphan lists and those ships’ 

logs and there in the quote from that book. But she was there before that too, I can feel it. I think 

about reading her name and the feeling that I already knew it. I think about her name carved in the 

tree I just found, and I try to remember myself as I wrote it. I push my mind back, back, as far as it 

will go. I concentrate hard and push and push and push. And then I see it. I’m maybe five years old in 

the kitchen of my grandparents’ house and Grandma O’Sullivan is singing me a song. It’s an old Irish 

song about some boys who steal a girl’s comb because she’s so beautiful and at the end you have to 

say her name and I hear my grandmother say the name, Adelia. 

I gasp and open my eyes and see Omavordan watching my face and smiling. Juliet is sitting next to 

her and smiling too. 

A new lead, at last. Or an old one, really. I can suddenly picture my grandmother talking about 

Adelia, saying that they were somehow related. It doesn’t make sense but it’s something to work 

with. I smile my thanks to Omavordan and let go of her hands and start to stand up. 

“Not yet,” she says. 

I sit back down, confused. 

“We have not finished,” Omavordan says. “In fact, we have barely begun.” 

Juliet shifts a little to make herself comfortable. She looks like she could do with some popcorn. 

Omavordan takes my hands again. “Close your eyes,” she says. “And hold on tight.” 

Her tone scares me a little and I look at Juliet. 

“Do it, Em,” Juliet says, her eyes wide with excitement. 

“Now, Emily,” says Omavordan as I close my eyes and my heart begins to race. “I need you to let go 

of everything you think you know.” 

I’m not sure how to do that, but I take a deep breath and try.  
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“Just let go,” I tell myself. “Let go, let go, let go…” 

And I don’t think it’s working, but just as I’m about to give up and tell her I can’t do it and open my 

eyes, Omavordan blows her warm sweet breath across my forehead and sends me back in time. 
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Omo Sensitive 

And here we are at the start of the story. This is how it begins. At last. It begins with me dropping 

down onto a soft pile of towels in the bottom of the linen closet and closing my eyes.  I breathe in the 

scent of Omo Sensitive washing powder and Fluffy Summer Breeze fabric softener and feel like I’m 

home. Then I wonder if Melanie likes Omo and Fluffy too, or if she lets Tom have his own way with 

these things. Like I did. Like everyone does. Then I wonder what else he gets his way with now and 

what else she lets him do. I hear voices and open my eyes and peer out between the doors. 

I sit still and stare, but no one comes into the laundry and soon the voices fade. I keep watching for a 

while but there’s nothing to see and I’m not even sure I’d want to see it. I start to get nervous and 

want to leave but I don’t know how. So I sit and watch and wait. Time passes. Nothing happens. 

Then I close my eyes again and soon drift off to sleep. And I don’t open my eyes again for a really 

long time. 
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Missy Higgins 

Once my head stops spinning, Tom and Melanie are gone and I’m back with Daniela at the beach. Or, 

at least, part of me is. It feels like a small part. It’s the part that could bear to see Tom with another 

woman and walk away. The grown-up mature part. The part that feels all removed and wistful and 

philosophical about it. The part that knows what it should do, and the part that does it. How does 

that Missy Higgins song go? I don’t know if I could stand another hand upon you, all I know is that I 

should. 

I take a deep breath and look around. Daniela and I are lying on beach towels near the dunes while 

Louisa digs a deep moat around our heads. I’m lying face down with my feet hanging off the edge of 

the towel, digging my toes into the soft sand. For a while we both lay there, listening to the ocean 

and the birds and a song that Louisa half-sings.  

“I was thinking of walking to the lighthouse,” I say. 

Daniela doesn’t say anything. Her face is turned away from me and I wonder if she’s asleep. 

“Yeah, the lighthouse!” Louisa says, standing up and wiping sand from her knees.  

I smile up at her. “There are some rockpools near there too, you know?” I tell her.  

“Yes!” Louisa cries in excitement. “I can get some shells.” 

“You can.” 

“I’m going to find a purple one,” Louisa says, picking up a stick and dragging it around us through the 

sand, making a trail. “A purple one that looks like an ice cream cone and that you can hear the ocean 

in.” 

I nod my head and smile. Louisa goes on, talking about someone from school by the name of 

Maddison T who collected some shells from the beach at Ulladulla but when she took them home 

there was a hermit crab inside one of them, but nobody realised and the hermit crab died what was 

presumably a slow and painful waterless death. She vows to be more careful than dumb Maddison T 

and to check for hermit crabs before she takes any shells. 

“And maybe I’ll get some little ones too, some tiny little shiny ones.” 

Daniela sits up then and starts to cough. When she stops coughing, she sniffs a little and stares out 

at the waves. 

“What’s wrong, Dan?” I ask. 

She turns to me and I can see she’s been crying. 

“You are,” she says. “I just wish you’d stop pretending everything is ok.” 
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Zac Efron 

I go to sleep dreaming of Zac Efron and basketball and dancing but when I wake up the next morning 

the house is quiet. I walk past Daniela and Louisa’s rooms, but they are empty, the beds already 

made. I walk downstairs and expect to see them in the kitchen or the loungeroom, but both rooms 

are empty. I pour a glass of juice and walk out onto the deck and lean over the wooden railing. I look 

for them along the beach, but there is no one to be seen. I sip my juice and gaze out to sea. The sun 

is warm on my skin and I close my eyes and smell the air. And then I see everything. Or bits of 

everything. Bits that float through my mind then fall to the ground like confetti. 

I see the inside of Tom’s linen closet and the cracks between the cushions of his sofa and the pattern 

on the tiles of his patio and the depth of the familiar creases on his sleeping face. I see Iced Vovos 

and pinot grigio and pizza and mango juice. I see lightning and mermaids and mazes. I see Mr Stinky 

floating on the water and Louisa collecting seashells. But most of all, I see Daniela. 

I open my eyes and there she is again, way down along the shoreline, headed towards the lighthouse  

with Louisa.  

“Daniela!” I scream, but she’s too far away to hear me. 

I race down the stairs onto the sand. 

“Daniela!” I scream again. “Daniela!” 

They keep walking, enjoying the morning sun, oblivious to my calling.  

“Daniela!” I cry as I struggle through the soft sand. 

I head towards the water’s edge and run along the firm wet sand, but the harder I run, the further 

away they seem. I run and run after them, but soon Daniela and Louisa have gone. I drop to my 

knees in the sand and scream and scream. Then the beach fades and the sky too, and I feel the 

different parts of myself getting sucked back together again. And the one jumbled mush of me 

travels through the swirling mish mash of time and space and lands on its butt on Tom’s manicured 

front lawn in the darkness. I don’t know what day or what time it is or how long I’ve been gone or if 

everything will be the same as it was when I left. The one thing I know for sure is the one thing I was 

trying desperately to escape: that there’s no use trying to save her anymore, I failed the test. Daniela 

is already gone. 
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July 3rd, 1849 

Offices of Drs. Wills, Moore & Fredericks 

Kent Street, Sydney 

 

Re: Miss Adelia O’Hara 

C/O: Professor Henry H Hargreaves and Mr. Radcliffe Haynes 

 

To whom it may concern, 

   

 At the request of the aforenoted parties, I have this day conducted a thorough medical assessment 

of the patient, Adelia O’Hara. The patient presented with pallor and a slightly elevated temperature and 

had been complaining of frequent bouts of nausea and dizziness, as well as some discomfort of the stomach 

for several weeks. 

 Under examination, cholera, dysentery and typhoid fever were excluded as possible causes. Female 

hysteria, which may mimic other physical conditions, was also ruled out due to the patient exhibiting an 

otherwise calm and pleasant demeanour. Upon further physical examinations, the source of the patient’s 

recent discomfort was revealed as the girl was found to be with child. 

Therefore, it is my professional conclusion that the child suffers not from any significant medical 

conditions and her general health is of a standard classified as Satisfactory to Good. Her symptoms are not 

uncommon during early pregnancy and should soon subside.   

However, it would be remiss of a man of my calling and my station not to communicate most 

vehemently my abiding concern for the patient’s spiritual condition and the questionable health of her most 

essential mortal soul. How this child has managed to compromise herself in such an abhorrent way, I am 

sure it is impossible to say. How she shall seek to redress her misjudgement from this day on, if indeed she 

does seek to do so, only time will tell. 

 

 

Signed, 

Doctor Robert Albert William Wills 
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14 

- This is it! Oh my god, Princess, this place is so wicked. You’re gonna love it. 

- Fuck, yeah. The Chamber of the Skulls is so crazy. 

- I know! And what about the Sorcerer’s Cavern? 

- Fuck, yeah! 

- And Queeny is headlining tonight! You’re going to love her, Princess. 

- Oh yeah, P. Maybe as much as you love Daniela. 

- They are friends? 

- Well, they’re– 

- Um, yep! Friends. That’s exactly what Bruno meant… You ok, P? Looks like you’ve got 

the weight of the worlds on your shoulders. 

- Worlds? 

- Yeah. You feeling alright? 

- Of course! I am perfectly well. I am merely looking forward to seeing Daniela at last. 

Nothing more. 

- Cool! Let’s do it. Are you ready little Waldie? 

- Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah… 

- …… 

- ……. 

- Knock, knock! Hello? 

- …… 

- …… 

- Ali Baba? 

- The Forty Thieves! 

- …… 

- After you! 

- Thank you, B! 

- You’re welcome, B. 

- Many thanks, Buttercrup. Um, Buttercup! 

- Haha! 

- Wow, this tunnel is always pretty creepy, hey? With the candles and decorative swords 

and shit. 

- I know! Isn’t it wicked? What do you reckon, P? 

- I have seen creepier. 

- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Ok, guys, we’re almost there and it’s gonna be packed. What do you reckon, Brunes? 

Should we check out Rumpelstiltskin in the Tower for a bit first and then make our way 

through the Tumbler? 

- Yeah, that could work. Or should we go straight to Purgatory and then cut back across? 

I think one of the DJs from the Cauldron is playing there tonight. 

- Oh, yeah? Which DJ, do you know? 
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But Bruno did not know, of course, which led to a whole tangent about which DJs he 

liked and which ones he didn’t and who he had seen playing where and when and what 

and who he had gone there with and why and when (again) and what not, while 

Buttercup appeared enthralled and smiled and gushed and nodded along 

enthusiastically. Princess nodded along as well as they talked but she was not listening, 

preoccupied as she was with reluctantly planning the cold-blooded murder of one of 

her unsuspecting friends. But which friend? She did not know. She looked from Bruno 

to Buttercup to Waldon and back again but simply could not bring herself to choose. 

She wondered briefly whether Marco or Viola would satisfy the Demons but she 

doubted she could truly count them as friends. If only that no good Amalia were 

around! Princess was still deep in thought when a pair of thick metal doors slid open in 

the wall before them and Buttercup ushered them all inside a small square chamber 

that suddenly jerked into motion. Princess felt her stomach lurch a little and held onto 

the wall. As they rode the bumpy elevator downwards into the depths of Edlogg’s 

Gauntlet, and the air grew cooler and the music grew louder, Princess felt her eyes 

begin to dance and her mind begin to race and, with a warm rush of adrenalin and 

something that felt like wisdom, knew there was no way she could possibly decide 

which of her friends to kill to save Daniela. Oh, she would kill one of them, of course, 

for she had no other option, but who this would be, she would leave as a matter of 

chance. Having made the decision to not make the decision, she found herself 

suddenly unable to look any of them in the eye, but instead just stood there, feeling the 

group gradually fall towards depravity, breathing deeply and staring at her feet. Then 

the chamber jolted to an abrupt halt, the heavy metal doors slid open, and the race to 

the end of the deadly Gauntlet began. 
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PART FOUR 

Pretty Wallpapered Bedroom 

The first thing I’m conscious of, the next time I’m conscious of anything, is watching a young girl die.  

She dies in a pretty, wallpapered bedroom, on an elegant four-poster bed, thrashing and screaming 

and fighting for her life. Soaked in blood, her small body is ripped apart from within. I’ve come to, 

outside this room, peering in through the window, my body hidden in the darkness, my mind 

jumping and skipping, hesitating to register what it sees. Bodies move around the room in slow 

motion, the girl screams in silence. I just stand and stare and buffer and breathe. Soon, it’s all over.  

The girl is lying back on the bed, her head gently tilted against the pillow, her eyes closed. With her 

porcelain skin, red lips and long auburn curls she looks like a doll. A man is leaning over her, holding 

her hand, his mouth opening and closing as he repeats a single word. As my brain adjusts, the scene 

speeds up again and the sound slowly starts to return. My body begins to shake, and I grab my head, 

covering my ears, trying to block out the sound. I know what he’s saying but I don’t want to hear it.  

I push my palms harder against my ears and start to hum, willing the man to stop talking. Finally, he 

stops. He drops the girl’s hand and stands up straight, backing slowly away from the bed. I relax a 

little and remove my hands, but it’s a moment too soon. The man takes one last look at the girl and 

bows his head. 

“Goodbye, Adelia,” he says. 

The next thing I’m conscious of, the next time I’m conscious of anything, is closing my eyes and 

begging Omavordan to take me back, telling her I’ve made a mistake – it’s too much, I can’t stand it. 

As I feel myself drift up and out and away from it all, I can hear Adelia’s baby softly crying.  
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Splat 

“I see…” the psychiatrist says thoughtfully and slowly he walks across the room towards the window. 

There’s something about the way he moves that makes me think of Fezzik  sliding towards the castle 

guards in a black holocaust cloak. He says nothing else for a long time, gazing across the carpark to 

the blackened windows of the wing on the other side. I watch his eyes narrow for a moment as he 

stares, as if he can somehow see in through the tinted glass, then I feel him feeling me watching and 

he blinks and looks upwards at the strange purple clouds gathering in the darkening afternoon sky. 

He turns and looks back at me for a long moment before he finally speaks again, and as he holds my 

gaze the edges of his pupils seem to dance and waver before my eyes. “Dead, you say?”  

Hang on. Before I answer that, let me fill you in on what you’ve missed so far. It’s only been a day 

but it feels like a lifetime since we last spoke. The last time you saw me I’d just left Tom in the lounge 

room and stormed off towards my bedroom to read my letters. You remember the letters, don’t 

you? The ones that changed everything? So dramatic, I know. One was from Rhys, of course, 

thanking me for my generous, life-affirming offer and informing me that the cross match test results 

had been negative, which was positive because it meant we could move to the next stage of the 

process. (At least he didn’t call it a journey.) The other letter wasn’t really a letter at all actually, just 

an envelope addressed to me in Daniela’s handwriting with three blank pages inside.  Strange, huh? I 

still haven’t worked out what it means. I thought about calling Daniela and asking her, but I don’t 

want her to know I don’t get it. Anyway, back to Rhys’s letter. The second I read it, my hands started 

shaking so badly I couldn’t even hold the piece of paper and watched it slip from my fingers and drif t 

towards the floor until – in a most uncharacteristic burst of coordination – I felt myself reach out 

instinctively and somehow manage to catch hold of the letter again, just before it reached the 

bedroom rug. This is going to sound crazy, but as I watched my fingers and thumb close on the page, 

I almost imagined I could feel the earth stop spinning on its axis, just for a second, and I had to grab 

hold of the edge of the dresser to steady myself. A moment later, the sensation passed and I stood 

back up and shoved the letter in the drawer and just stood there in my bedroom, wondering how to 

prepare myself and my kidneys for what would come next. I mean, what else was I going to do at 

that point? The plan had been set into motion, there could be no change of mind, no turning back. I 

was going to donate one of my kidneys to Daniela, I just knew it. Sure, there were more tests to be 

done, more hurdles to overcome – more chances to get out of it, I guess – but in that moment, I just 

knew it was going to happen. One day soon, a bloody, gooey chunk of me would be cut out, thrown 

into some kind of container, carried across the room or down the corridor or up the stairs (I’m still 

not really clear on the logistics of the whole thing) and sewn up inside of Daniela’s insides, mingling 

our tissue and our fluids and our fibres, and tying me to her forever. I suddenly thought of that 

episode of Community where Troy and Abed get stitched together by the evil doctor in Troy’s horror 

story. And, just like Troy and Abed, when Daniela died one day, a part of me would be buried right 

there with her and we would drift away together towards infinity, one tiny piece in this endless 

cosmic pattern. One small particle in this boundless psychedelic arrangement. One microscopic 

fragment in this –  

“Ouch!” 

Slap! Splat! I felt the sharp sting of a mosquito’s fangs piercing my skin and smacked my palm hard 

against my neck. 

“Jesus.” 
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I shook my hand and watched the squished insect drop to the floor. Then I rubbed the bitten skin for 

a minute and could feel the heat rising from my neck and the large welt growing under my palm. Oh 

well. I supposed if getting pooed on by a bird is considered good luck, then surely scoring a mozzie 

bite in winter must mean something too. Something other than that I must not be eating enough 

Vegemite. I made a mental note to have Vegemite toast for breakfast in the morning and, opening 

the bedroom door to the sound of Tom snoring on the sofa and the low, reassuring mumble of the 

TV, headed towards the bathroom to find the Stingose. It was as I opened the mirrored vanity door 

about to look inside that I saw it – her – reflected in the mirror: a dead girl lying in the bathtub. 

“Jesus!!” 

I pulled my hand away from the mirror in terror and stumbled backwards to the other side of the 

room, tripping over the toggled bathmat and landing – cowering and with my trembling hands 

covering my face – beside the toilet against the cold tiled wall. My heart was pounding hard and my 

breath was coming in short, shallow bursts. I thought about calling out to Tom but I was too petrified 

to speak, so I just hid there next to the toilet brush – peering between my fingers at the little pieces 

of poo-coloured toilet paper clinging to its bristles – frozen in fear. I stayed there like that for a long 

time, wide-eyed and motionless with my body bent and my hands across my face, until the blood 

stopped flowing to my fingers, and my hands and feet began to ache and tingle.   

“Alright, Emily,” I told myself, still staring at the dirty toilet brush and realising that this was an 

acceptable situation in which to refer to yourself in the third person.  “It’s ok. It’s just your 

imagination…” 

Breathing deeply, I slowly straightened my body and lowered my hands and steeled myself to turn 

around. But just as I was beginning to turn my body away from the wall and towards the bathtub, 

the bathroom door swung open and sent me flying again, this time hurtling sideways and crashing 

into the basin with my hip. 

“Fuck!” I cried, reeling backwards in shock and pain. 

“Shit, sorry Em!” Tom laughed, grabbing me by the shoulders, partly to steady me but mostly to 

gently push me out of the way. “Really gotta’ take a piss.” 

I held my injured hip and, ignoring the sound of Tom’s impassioned weeing, slowly turned my head 

and looked towards the bathtub, but it was empty. The dead girl had vanished. I stared at the empty 

tub with my mouth open and didn’t know what to feel. A dead girl in your bathtub is one thing. An 

imaginary dead girl in your bathtub is quite another, and it was just beginning to occur to me that I 

wasn’t sure which was worse. I was just starting to turn my head away when I caught a glimpse of  

something small and white and shiny sitting on top of the drain. I bent down to pick it up, a tiny 

piece of glittery plastic. 

Tom finished weeing then, washed his hands and left. I stood there in the bathroom, staring at the 

delicate white dot, shimmering on the tip of my finger. I didn’t know what it was, but I couldn’t 

escape the feeling that it meant something, and – more than that – that I’d seen it somewhere 

before. Lucky for me, there was the image of a dead girl in the bathtub to take my mind off  of it. The 

next morning, I called the first psychiatrist I found on the list at Westmead Hospital, Dr Ivan 

Fredericks, who is intently watching me now, anticipating a response. 

“Yes,” I say simply. “Dead.” Then, when that doesn’t seem to be enough, I add, “She was clearly 

dead.” 
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Dr Fredericks holds my gaze for a minute, then steps steadily across the room towards me, 

examining his fingernails as he walks. I look at them too, and even from where I’m sitting, I can see 

that even though they’re perfectly clean, they’re too long and too white and something about them 

makes me gag a little and wish I could cut them off. The doctor stops and stands in front of me. He 

parts his lips slightly and I wait for the words to come out but they hesitate for a second and I’m not 

sure if he is trying to make me nervous or if he has changed his mind about what to say.  Either way, I 

can feel my eyes widen and my heart begin to beat a little faster. “Is death clear to you?” he asks at 

last, still studying his ghoulish fingernails. 

The question catches me by surprise and I wonder for a minute if I misheard it. “Sorry?” 

Dr Fredericks looks up from his fingers, drops his arms and clasps his hands behind his back. “You 

sound very certain the girl was deceased,” he says, and it feels like he’s taunting me. “How could you 

be so sure?” 

I open my mouth to say something, but I can’t think of where to begin so I shut my mouth again and 

shift uncomfortably in my seat. The doctor watches me with an expression I can’t quite read but that 

makes me feel… well, something. Something peculiar that I can’t tell whether I’m feeling in my head 

or in my blood and that I imagine I can feel pulsating along my Vagus nerve all the way from my 

brain stem to my colon. I shuffle my weight again, take a deep breath and try not to think about 

Vagus nerves or brain stems or colons. 

When I still haven’t said anything after more than a minute, the psychiatrist tries again. “You have 

no doubt the girl was dead. Why?” 

Seriously? I sigh and force an answer. “I don’t know,” I say. “I could just tell.” 

Dr Fredericks watches my face for a long moment without saying anything. Long painful silences are 

apparently his thing. 

“You could just tell?” he repeats. 

I nod my head. “Yeah.” 

“So, you are certain the girl was dead, clearly dead?” 

I nod my head again and raise my eyebrows. “Yes.” 

“Hmmm…” Dr Fredericks muses, then he steps behind the desk and sits down and leans back in his 

chair with his arms folded across his chest as if he has reached some conclusion about me. That 

thought irritates me even more than his inane questions. “Perhaps death,” he says at last, then 

pauses dramatically again. “Is not as absolute an absolute… as you believe.”  

Jesus! Talk about missing the point. But just as I’m about to respond and tell the doctor that I hardly 

think the absoluteness of death is really the issue, my skin begins to tingle as something occurs to 

me about the doctor’s statement. Something I don’t think I could ever have thought of before.  (I 

think of Sarah with the talking doorknockers, when one of them always lies and one always tells the 

truth and she gets so excited when she works it out, thinking she must be getting smarter.) 

“How do you mean?” I ask, feeling myself drawn into the discussion. “Do you mean that some 

people don’t die? Or that everyone dies, but that death, for some people, is not final?”  

The doctor’s eyes sparkle and the corners of his thin lips appear to curve upwards  as he leans 

towards me across the desk. “Does it matter, Emily? Is there even a difference?” 
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As he speaks my name, leaning even closer and peering deep into my eyes, his nostrils flare a little in 

a way that makes me feel as if he’s sniffing at the ripeness of my organs . It’s a bit awkward but not 

entirely unpleasant and even though I’m kind of repulsed I feel like I can’t look away. I’m beginning 

to give in to the feeling and lean towards him across the desk when my phone falls out of my jean s 

pocket and clatters noisily to the floor, breaking the trance. I bend down to pick it up, then clear my 

throat and pull myself together. The doctor’s eyes flash briefly before he regains his composure and 

sits back again in his seat. 

“My point, Dr Fredericks,” I say in the most businesslike fashion I can manage . “Is that I saw a dead 

girl in the bathtub. Doesn’t that seem like a problem to you?” 

Dr Fredericks’ face remains neutral. “It is not a problem to me,” he says. “The question is whether 

this is a problem to you.” 

“Yes!” I say loudly. “Seeing a dead girl in the bath is a big fucking problem.” 

The psychiatrist stifles a smirk. “Would you prefer to have seen her in your bed? Or your kitchen?” 

“What?” 

“Is the problem one of location?” 

I sigh loudly and shake my head. “This was a mistake,” I say, getting up to leave. “You’re not helping 

me at all.” 

I’m about to walk out the door when I stop and turn to the doctor. I’m suddenly angry but I’m not 

sure why. “I don’t know what your fascination is with death, but don’t you think you should have 

asked something about my stress levels or my anxiety or whatever deep-seated insecurities might 

have triggered my hallucination – because, surely, that’s what we’re dealing with here  – or anything 

that might have helped me? Instead of just teasing me and laughing at me and wasting my time 

playing with semantics and words and the phenomenology or philosophy or whatever of death? You 

could have at least pretended to care about my problem.” 

“You are mistaken, Emily,” Dr Fredericks says without moving from his seat. “I do most certainly care 

about your problem, as you call it. But I believe the problem is one of perception and perspective. Of 

paying too much attention to the wrong things and not nearly enough to the right.”  

“Whatever,” I say as I grab hold of the door handle. “I’ll work out what’s going on and who that girl 

was on my own.” 

I’m opening the door and about to step through it when Dr Fredericks says, “The girl was Adelia 

O’Hara, of course.” 

Fuck. “What did you say?” 

“Adelia O’Hara,” he repeats. 

“But… what… how do you…” I stammer. “How do you know her name?” 

“You told me, of course,” he says. I don’t respond and he goes on, “Don’t you remember? When you 

first began to speak.” 

“No,” I say. “I didn’t. I wouldn’t. I don’t think…” I force my mind back and try to remember if it’s true 

but my mind is growing foggy and I can’t remember how our conversation started or what happened 
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when I first walked into the room. That thought terrifies me and I’m about to say something, to try 

to get to the bottom of things, when Dr Fredericks stands up suddenly and steps towards me.  

“Our time is up,” he says with a shallow smile. “Until next time, Emily.” Then he ushers me out 

through the doorway and quickly closes the door. 

I stand there in the hallway for a long moment, trying to make sense of what just happened but I 

can’t. Sure, Adelia is on my mind a lot these days, and I guess deep down I already feared that was 

her lying in the bathtub, so maybe I did mention her name to Fredericks, but maybe I didn’t. Either 

way, in that moment I decide that it’s time to resolve this whole Adelia drama once and for all, just 

as soon as I can work out a way to do it. I sigh to myself and head out of the building and walk 

towards my car through the eerie dusk. The carpark is strangely empty and the lights from the 

buildings are dull and weak behind the growing mist. I wrap my arms across my chest and walk more 

quickly until I reach my car and climb in. As I start the engine and begin my steady crawl through the 

gloom towards home, the creeping darkness reminds me of movies where nineteenth century sailors 

and prostitutes disappear off lonely docks and gentlemen in tails and top hats shoot each other 

sombre knowing looks. I shudder at the feeling that something evil is afoot. Oh, and I know what 

you’re thinking and you’re right. This Dr Fredericks guy is totally a blood-sucking vampire. 
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Trivactive 

The moment I open the cupboard door and step out onto the laundry floor I know something is 

wrong. It’s right there on the shelf in front of me: Trivactive. A brand of laundry detergent I’ve never 

seen before. Super concentrated stain remover and washing powder and fabric softener in one. I lift 

the box from the shelf and turn it over in my hands, then flip open the lid and sniff at the green and 

blue and white mixture. Smells a lot like toilet cleaner. I close the box and set it back in its place. 

When did Tom switch laundry powder? I try to think about how long I’ve been asleep but it makes 

me feel woozy. I try to think how long it’s been since I’ve seen Daniela but that makes it worse. I 

drop down onto the laundry hamper full of dirty clothes. Something hard pokes into my thigh and I 

reach down underneath myself and pull out a tangled mess of lingerie, full of black lace and straps 

and wires and corset bones. 

Urgh! 

I drop the pile of used underwear back into the hamper and struggle to my feet. Something is  

coming back to me now: me at the door and dropping my keys and Tom in the sunshine being polite, 

and that woman. Maddy, or Megan, or Melinda. No, Melanie. Melanie with the shallow smile and 

the thoughtful eyes and the perfect teeth. And the black lingerie, as it turns out. I’m tempted to pick 

it up again and check the cup size, but I manage to control myself. Just.  The house is uncomfortably 

quiet and I wonder what time it is. Bright light is pouring in through the laundry window as if it’s the 

middle of the day, but I’m not sure. The light is too white and clear and clean, and it casts a strange 

blankness around the room, as if the things I can see are only surfaces and nothing more. I shudder 

and go to step quietly out of the room, until I hear the front door being unlocked and I rush back into 

the laundry cupboard and hide. 

She’s wearing high heels, of course. I picture them red and glossy and pointed. I hear them smack 

smack smack against the floorboards through the hallway to the bedroom. Tom’s bedroom. And 

mine. Or hers, now, I guess. A phone rings. She lets it ring for a long while before answering. When 

she finally does, her voice is high and tense and it makes my ears ring.  

“Is it sorted?” 

I open the cupboard door a fraction and strain to listen. Melanie is moving around the bedroom and 

changing her clothes as she talks. I hear the wardrobe doors slide open, and clothes and shoes being 

shuffled. 

“I told you, he won’t find out.” 

More rustling and shuffling. The sound of drawers opening and closing. 

“That’s not your problem. Just don’t change your mind now.” 

The creaking of the bed, the sound of freshly booted feet landing softly against the rug, one foot at a 

time. 

“Tell me where and when… Uh-huh… Yeah, I know it.” 

The click of a pen, the sound of writing on paper. 

“Ok, Jesus! Just bring the gun, ok? And then we’re done.” 

Fuck! Just bring the gun? What gun? Who is this woman? 
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I hear Melanie stand up from the bed and then nothing for a minute. I picture her smiling at her 

perfect reflection in the mirror. Perfect smile, perfect outfit, perfect hair. 

“Hey, babe.” 

Eww, babe. I cringe once at the word and then once again as I realise it’s meant for Tom. My Tom. I 

picture him smiling as he hears it and then – oh god – saying it back. 

“Yeah, good. Are you on your way home?”  

A handbag being zipped open or closed. 

“Oh no, sounds like I’ll just miss you.” 

Heel boots along the hallway, the sound of keys rattling. A sudden rush to leave. 

“Yeah, still at work. Sorry, babe.” 

That fucking liar! And eww again. It’s even worse the second time. 

“You too, bye.” 

A few more seconds of footsteps and rustling, then Melanie opens the door and leaves. The instant I 

hear the front door slam closed, I jump from the cupboard and rush to the lounge room. As I pull 

open the blinds and try to catch a glimpse of her through the window, she is almost out of sight and 

all I can see is her long dark hair flowing behind her. Like an evil goddess or a princess or a mermaid 

or an assassin. She’s not as perfect as I thought, though; when I saw her with Tom before she 

seemed so much taller. She would almost seem normal to me now if I didn’t know she was so 

dangerous. I’m desperate to see Daniela but first I need to find out who Melanie was talking to and 

what she’s planning to do. But I don’t have time to think about it now ; a car is pulling into the 

driveway. I watch through the blinds and out climbs a man who looks exactly like Tom would  if he 

had put on a few kilos, grown out his hair, and become about five years older. I’m dazed for a 

moment as I watch the man walk past the window towards the front porch. Then I gasp and rush 

back to my hiding place as I realise that he has and he is. The man is indeed Tom, just fatter and 

hairier and older. My body trembles and my head spins as the realisation finally hits me. It’s not just 

Tom. Somehow, while I was asleep, the whole world became five years older. 
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January 16th, 1850 

Elsmore House, Parramatta 

 

My dearest Edna,  

 Heed my words! Death approaches. In fact, if the truth be told, I fear it has already arrived and 

hangs in the air like a foul odour. None are safe, nor can escape its awful reach, not even the Master who 

has nonetheless withdrawn to his chambers early this morning with instructions that, under no 

circumstances should he be disturbed, and who has, indeed, not been sighted since. 

You will recall I have written previously of the Master’s increasingly strange and erratic 

behaviour, and the seemingly constant presence, of late, of his most unusual Morality Society associates, 

whose own conduct and demeanour I find to be most unconventional and, if I may speak freely, to provoke 

more than a little unease within, not only myself, but the entire household staff. Even the hounds are 

disturbed by their presence, and howl relentlessly whenever one of said gentlemen appears anywhere within 

their proximity. 

Of all in the household, only Miss Adelia appears immune to their influence – or should I say, she 

did! Oh, my dear sister, I fear the poor child has met with her ultimate demise! You are aware, of course, of 

the condition in which she found herself, a condition which was regrettably widely known, at least within 

Elsmore House, despite the efforts of Mr Haynes and his Society colleagues in their attempts to maintain 

its concealment. (I must mention that rumours concerning the identity of the baby’s father are rife! I, 

myself, have entertained several theories, although at present my suspicions are that one of the Master’s 

business associates, Mr Arthur Brickfield, may have been the culprit, having been discovered alone with 

the girl on more than one unusual occasion. Mr Brickfield is a most cruel and unpleasant man and, were he 

to be identified as the man responsible, I should much enjoy participating in his undoing in any way 

possible, although I am well aware that this is not the way of things and that these men, such as they are, 

are rarely, if ever, held accountable for their actions. If only things were different!) 

But poor Miss Adelia! The child was in such agony, she screamed through the night. Several times, 

Mrs Wilkins and I did approach her chambers, prepared to provide what comfort and assistance we could, 

only to be turned away at the door by one or other of the Master’s New Morality Society companions. 

Even more dreadful than the terrible screaming, though, was the oppressive silence that followed, only 

disturbed by the opening and closing of Miss Adelia’s bedroom door now and then, and the thud of heavy 

footsteps back and forth through the corridors. The terrible quiet has continued all through the day today, 

and, with orders to remain inside our quarters, all any of us can do is to sit and listen and wait. For what, 

we do not yet know!  

Alas, I hear footsteps outside of my chambers this very moment and should hasten to fini 
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15 

- LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, AND EVERYONE IN-BETWEEN! WELCOME 

TO THE NIGHT OF YOUR LIVES! 

- Woo, yeah! Woop woop woop!! Raaahhhhh!!! 

- Oh my god, Brunes. Check out this crowd, it’s insane! 

- Fuck yeah! 

- And see that? The flames coming off the top of the wall? Right up the top there, above 

those metal spikes? 

- Fuck yeah! 

- Huh? 

- Fuck YEAH!!! 

- Yeah! Fuck yeah. Right, Waldie? 

- Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah… 

- Haha! P? 

- Hmmm… 

- FOR TONIGHT IS NO ORDINARY NIGHT! TONIGHT… IS… SPECIAL! 

- Yeah! 

- Woop, woop! 

- Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah… 

- Phft. Is this whole production really necessary? 

- Huh? 

- TONIGHT… IS MAGICAL! 

- Hmph. 

- TONIGHT… IS ROYAL! 

- Humph. 

- TONIGHT… IS A RACE TO THE DEATH… TO SEE… THE QUEEN! THAT’S 

RIGHT: TO THE DEATH! TO SEE! THE QUEEN! 

- Yes!! Yeah!! Fuck yeah!! 

- Woop, woop, woooo!! 

- Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah… 

- I beg your pardon? To the death? 

- Woo-hoo! Yeah!! Ready, Brunes? 

- Sure am? You, B? 

- Oh, yeah!! 

- Excuse me, Buttercup! To the death? 

- What, P? I can’t hear you! 

- To the death?! 

- Huh? 

- Death? Death?! Did he mean death, death?! 

- Who the fuck’s Beth Beth? 

- What??!! 

- Yo, P! Are you ready? Are you ready? 

- No, Bruno! I am not ready! 

- Wicked! 

- ALRIGHT THEN, INTREPID RACERS! YOU KNOW THE RULES! 
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- No. 

- YOU’VE BEEN HERE BEFORE. YOU KNOW HOW THIS WORKS! 

- No! 

- OK THEN, HERE WE GO… 

- Wait! 

- READY! 

- Stop! 

- STEADY! 

- No!! 

- GO!! 

- Flopping cut brickets! 

- Woo-hoo!! 

- Wicked!! 

- Urgh!! Wait! Buttercup! Bruno! Waldon!! 

- …… 

- …… 

- Princess! Don’t just stand there. We have to get moving!  

- But… but… 

- Come on!! 

- …… 

- …… 

- Wait! Buttercup! Wait!! 

The Princess, Princess, was beginning to feel decidedly odd by this point and had 

reluctantly begun to jog alongside Buttercup, futilely attempting to pull her companion 

within earshot and demand to know what was happening when the two of them – three 

if you counted Waldon – passed through the fateful doorway, entering the Gauntlet 

proper, and Princess hesitated for just a second. The next moment, the door slammed 

shut behind them, the room turned to black, and Princess shrieked in shock as the 

stone floor beneath her feet suddenly fell away. 
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A Cloudless Day 

The first thing I’m conscious of, the next time I’m conscious of anything, is that I don’t know where I 

am. Or more importantly, when. Everything is blue and warm and shapeless. My mind and body are 

weightless, as if I have just drifted down from the ether and could float away again any moment. As 

if I might want to. I exist there like that, hovering just above the world, for I don’t know how long – it 

feels like a second or a lifetime. Then the world begins to take shape again and I start to feel the soft 

grass beneath my hands, and I understand that I’m outside in a field on a cloudless day, lying down.  

“Can…” 

I watch the sky. 

“… you…” 

I breathe in. 

 “…hear…” 

I breathe out. 

“…me…?” 

The words flutter quietly around me, above me, somewhere just out of sight. For a moment it’s 

Daniela. We’re lying in the oval at Toongabbie Grammar, picking pieces of grass and chewing on 

their ends. I can taste the bitter-sweetness. I lie still and smile. 

“Can… you… hear… me…?” 

The words come again, a little louder now, more demanding and more defined. A lmost real. 

“Hello?” the voice tries again and it’s no longer Daniela. “Can you speak at all?” 

The words are real and they’re right here with me now. I try to speak but my breath and my voice 

catch in my throat. It’s Adelia. Her face appears above mine, her large turquoise eyes looking down 

at me, the corners crinkled with concern. I sit up so quickly it makes my head spin. I rub my temples 

and close my eyes. 

“Are you hurt?” Adelia asks in her delicate Irish accent, kneeling beside me. Her voice is sweet, s oft, 

melodic. “Shall I send for the doctor?” 

I open my eyes again and look at her. It’s really her, I can’t believe it. Adelia O’Hara. Live and in the 

flesh. She is maybe fifteen or sixteen years old and beautiful. I have so many things to ask, I don’t 

know where to start. I look around and see that we’re sitting in the middle of a perfectly manicured 

lawn, its edges lined with potted plants and rose bushes. To our left, a paved footpath leads past a 

large stone fountain up the hill to an enormous sandstone house. 

“Where am I?” I ask. 

“Elsmore House,” Adelia replies. She looks worried. “Do you not remember?”  

I shake my head, no. 

“We were speaking here in the garden for a while,” Adelia says. “Then, all of a sudden, you began to 

speak most peculiarly, your countenance changed, and you appeared to faint.” 

“Oh,” I say. I try to remember but I can’t.  
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“Please, wait here,” Adelia says, getting to her feet and turning to leave. “I shall send for Doctor 

Wills.” 

“No, please,” I manage finally, climbing much less gracefully than I’d like to my feet. “Thank you, but 

no. I’m ok.” 

Adelia looks doubtful. 

“Honestly,” I tell her with a smile.  

“I believe you were carrying this,” Adelia says. She hands me my backpack with a quizzical look.  

“Oh, thank you,” I reach out and take the bag. “It’s my, um…” I try to think of another word, 

something that would sound less strange. “Backpack.” I can’t think of anything else to call it.  

Adelia looks confused for a moment then starts to laugh. “How delightful!” 

Just then a tall man in a dark suit emerges from the house and walks out onto the patio. He bends 

down to wipe something off his shoe and his hat falls off. He picks it up and puts it back on his head 

then stands there, perfectly still, watching us. Adelia turns to look at him and when she turns back to 

me her face has changed. 

“I must go. But I hope we shall meet again soon.” 

“Me too.” 

Adelia starts to walk away from me, out of the garden.  

“Sorry!” I call, as she reaches the rose bushes. “But do you know the date ?” 

“Oh, it is March 30th,” she replies with a bemused look on her face. And, when I don’t say anything, 

“1849,” she adds.  

“Of course!” I say with a smile. I watch her walk along the path towards the house and as she passes 

the fountain she turns and waves, and I almost believe everything will be ok. 

Then the garden fades and the next thing I’m conscious of, the next time I’m conscious of anything, 

is watching Adelia die. Again. She dies the same as before, in a pretty wallpapered bedroom, on an 

elegant four-poster bed, thrashing and screaming and fighting for her life, soaked in blood, her small 

body being ripped apart from within. 

Everything happens exactly the same as before and I watch it all again, and again I can’t bear it.  

“Goodbye, Adelia,” the man finally says. 

And the next thing I’m conscious of, the next time I’m conscious of anything, is closing my eyes and 

begging Omavordan to take me back, telling her it’s too much, I still can’t stand it. And as I feel 

myself drift up and out and away from it all, again I hear Adelia’s baby softly crying. 
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Nightfall 

The morning after my meeting with Dr Fredericks (the blood-sucking vampire), I wake up with a 

blinding headache, so severe I can barely open my eyes, and the taste of marbles in my mouth. (I 

don’t know why I know what marbles taste like, I don’t remember eve r sucking on one and can’t 

think of any reason why I would have, but somehow I just seem to know.) Tom must have just left 

for work, his side of the bed is still warm but the house is completely quiet. I sit up slowly and close 

my eyes and rub my temples, then I open my eyes again, one at a time, and rummage through my 

bedside drawer for some Panadol. I find a tattered box and swallow two capsules, washing them 

down with the suspicious remains of last night’s water. I swallow a few more times, trying to wash 

down the marble taste but it’s doesn’t help. Now I can taste marbles and stale saliva and I think 

about brushing my teeth. It’s still so dark it almost seems like the middle of the night, but when I 

check my phone it’s already after eight o’clock. Leaning over to the window, I pull the blinds apart 

and peer out at the bizarre ceiling of thick dark clouds hanging low above the street. Then a sharp 

pain shoots through my skull and I quickly lean back into my bed, slide myself back down 

underneath the covers, close my eyes and immediately fall into a deep and dream-filled sleep. 

I don’t remember everything I dream about, but I know that I dream about Daniela. I dream that 

we’re at the beach, just the two of us, lying there on beach towels on the sand in the sun with a light 

ocean breeze kissing our skin. We don’t say or do anything, we just exist there, cocooned in this 

perfect moment of blissful warmth that I never want to end. And then I dream that Louisa is there 

with us, chattering on and on about school and hermit crabs and her old toy donkey that she calls 

Sparkles but Daniela and I call Mr Stinky. And as Louisa talks, I can feel the dream getting darker and 

soon the beach has gone and my dream is filled with doctors and kidneys and Rhys and sample 

tubes, and then I dream about a girl drowning in Lake Parramatta like some kid did recently and I 

watch them pull her body from the water. And then I’m there in the water with her, touching her 

face and it’s the girl from the bathtub and even though I don’t know what Adelia looks like, I know 

that it’s her. But then her face changes and the face I’m stroking is Daniela’s. Daniela! I scream, 

clutching the body to me. No, says a woman next to me. Her name is Adelia. Then I let go of the 

body and we both fall gently under the water. No, says another woman and her voice is cruel. It’s 

Emily. Then I wake up, gasping for air.  

I sit up in my bed, catching my breath, and realise it’s almost nightfall. I mean, evening. It’s almost 

evening. (Does anyone still say nightfall these days?) I can’t believe I’ve slept the whole day, but my 

headache has gone and, apart from some serious grumbling in my stomach and the weird marble 

taste still lining my mouth, I feel much better. Refreshed or something. Energized, even. I spring out 

of bed and stand in front of the mirror, and for once I’m not repulsed by my reflection. My face is 

still too pale, maybe even paler now than before, but the fading afternoon light lends it a soft 

unearthly glow and seems to accentuate the bluey greenness of my eyes and even – curiously – the 

utter blackness of my pupils. Even my eternally pallid lips appear darker and more defined against 

the lightness of my skin. And my cheekbones! So much more prominent now, what with my drawn 

cheeks and everything. Ok, so I’m getting a bit carried away, but apparently a day long coma really 

works wonders for one’s confidence! Oh my god, one’s… 

Reluctantly dragging my eyes away from my reflection, I pick up my phone from the bedside table 

and see three missed calls from Anne and a text message from Daniela.  

“Oh yeah,” I muse to myself. “I think I was supposed to go back to work today. Ha!”  
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I figure there’s not much use calling Anne at this point, so I text Daniela back and tell her to meet me 

at the Meat and Wine Co, then I strip off my clothes and head to the bathroom to brush my teeth 

and have a shower. As I scrub myself clean, I glance at the bathtub and half expect to see the dead 

girl lying there but the tub is empty. I tell myself how relieved I am but I’m not sure if I really believe 

me. I don’t dwell on it for long though and half an hour later, I’m navigating my beat-up Corolla 

hatchback down Old Windsor Road through a sea of increasingly thick fog towards Parramatta and 

Daniela and – I salivate at the thought – a big juicy steak.  

As I elbow my way through the waiting throng and into the crowded restaurant a little while later, 

the first word I hear Daniela say is “Split.” She is sitting at a table next to the window with her back 

to the door when I walk up behind her and hear her say it.  I don’t know why but it echoes in my ears 

and makes me nervous. So much for my newfound confidence. (But, speaking of confidence, how 

about Daniela’s, hey? I mean, who else do you know who waits with their back to the door? I could 

never do that, and I don’t think many other people could either. So uncomfortable. Don’t some 

cultures even think it tempts fate or invites evil spirits or something? But then Daniela comes along 

and it’s like, “Fuck you, feng shui!” I smile to myself and almost tear up a little. Jesus, I love you, 

Daniela Rodriguez.) 

“Hey, Dan,” I say and bend down to hug her. “Were you just saying something?” Then I sit down 

across from her and see her face and I stifle a gasp as I feel my own face fall. She looks awful. Truly, 

thoroughly awful. And Daniela never looks awful, not to me. But here she is with sunken eyes, lank 

hair, dull yellowish skin. For the first time in years, Daniela looks truly sick. As sick as… well, as sick as 

she is, I guess. 

Daniela looks at me and smiles but her eyes are full of pain and it makes her look even sicker and 

sadder. “Hey, no. Nothing.” 

I don’t know what to say to her then and I feel like I’m eighteen again, visiting her in the hospital 

with Claire and Tiffany and not having anything to say. I don’t know if Daniela feels it too or if she’s 

just too tired or too sick to care. She looks away from me and stares blankly at the people sitting on 

the other side of the window. 

“Really, Dan,” I say, trying to act like nothing is wrong and hoping my voice sounds normal. “What 

were you saying? Something about splitting?” 

Daniela looks confused for a second and then laughs. It’s a small, hollow laugh and it only lasts a 

moment. “Not splitting,” she says. “Split.” 

I’m not sure if that’s supposed to make it clear so I just wait and hope she is going to go on.  

“You know,” she pauses and takes a deep breath. “The city in Croatia. Split.” 

“Oh.” 

“It’s just this stupid thing I do sometimes. Make lists of all the things I’m going to do once all of this is 

over. Once I’m better.” She pauses for a moment. “It’s dumb.” 

“No,” I say but my voice is weak. “It’s not dumb. I get it.” 

“Today it was places I’m going to go. I mean, that I want to go, anyway.” 

The waiter comes over then and takes our drink order. I order a glass of red.  Large. Daniela orders a 

mineral water, then looks down and fidgets with the tabletop, running a finger back and forward 

over a thin line in the woodgrain. The line starts out as just a single thread, but partway along, 
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something makes it suddenly change direction a little and branch off into two smaller lines that run 

alongside each other for a while before they drift back towards each other and melt back into the 

single line. I follow the mark with my eyes to where it disappears under the Specials menu, then all 

the way back towards Daniela again, but the pattern starts to make me anxious and I look away. 

“Tell me the list,” I say. 

Daniela looks as if she is going to refuse, then she nods her head and says, “Ok. I’ll tell you the top 

ten. Ready?” 

“Ready,” I say, but as I do, the waiter returns with our drinks, so we sit quietly as she arranges them 

on our table, then we thank her and she leaves. 

“Ok,” Daniela tries again. “Ready?” 

I lean forward in my seat, take a sip of merlot and nod. 

“Number ten… Pause for dramatic effect…” (That’s not me saying that, she actually says, “Pause for 

dramatic effect”! As sick as she is, Daniela’s never one to phone it in.) “Coober Pedy.” 

I go to laugh and swallow at the same time and almost choke on my wine. “Coober Pedy?!” 

“It’s not number one, but yeah. Top ten, definitely.” 

“Oh my god, Dan. Why?” 

“Don’t you want to see what an underground town looks like? Plus, there’s a golf course there that 

you can only play at night.” 

“You hate golf!” 

“I don’t hate middle of the desert only at night Coober Pedy golf.” 

“Ok, Dan. Coober Pedy.” 

“Alright, number nine… Venice.” 

I laugh loudly at that. “Bit of a jump from Coober Pedy, don’t you think?” 

Daniela laughs too and then nods as she stops to catch her breath. I take another sip of wine. The 

garlic bread arrives and I’m so desperately hungry all of a sudden that I grab a slice before the basket 

even hits the table and shove it into my mouth. The waiter scowls and Daniela glances across at me, 

so I force myself to calm down and try to eat like a normal person. You know, like someone who 

chews their food. 

“Venice,” Daniela repeats. “Just because you can get lost there.” She sighs deeply then and I’m 

about to tell her we can stop when she shrugs her shoulders and says, “Plus, Italian dudes.”  

“Sold,” I tell her, chuckling. “I’ll go with you. Number eight?” 

“Number eight,” Daniela says, then takes a sip of her mineral water. “Is Split. Because– ” 

But I never find out why Split makes the list and we never make it any further. As Daniela says, 

“Split,” what little colour there was to begin with drains from her face and she tells me she doesn’t 

feel well, climbs unsteadily to her feet, and stumbles towards the toilets. She drops to the floor a 

few metres from our table and I rush to her side, knocking over someone’s bottle of San Pellegrino 

on the way and hearing it smash onto the hard wood floor. 
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“Daniela!” I scream, kneeling beside her and watching her eyes roll backwards in their sockets. 

“Daniela!!” 

I feel people moving around me but I can’t take my eyes off Daniela’s face. “Daniela!” I cry again. 

“Come on, Dan.” She doesn’t respond so I pull her limp body onto my lap and cradle her head and 

scream for somebody to call an ambulance. Holding her close to me as I will her awake, I’m shocked 

and terrified of how thin and frail and bony her body has become.  

The ambulance finally arrives and the paramedics can’t get her to wake up either so they quickly lift 

her onto a gurney and wheel her out of the restaurant and into the van. I stay by her side the whole 

time, and when the ambulance heads towards the hospital through the Church Street traffic,  I hold 

her hand and lean my face close to hers, calling her name again and again, determined to bring her 

back to me. We’re just pulling up at the entrance to the emergency department when Daniela finally  

listens to me and begins to come to. 

“Emily,” she mumbles with her eyes closed and I’m so relieved I start to cry. 

I lean even closer and squeeze her hand. “Yeah, Dan. I’m here.” 

“Emily,” she says again and this time she opens her eyes a fraction and tries to look at me. “You 

smell like garlic.” 

I burst out laughing then, but I’m still crying too so it’s a mess of ugly sniffly ambivalent sobs. I 

breathe into my hand and smell my breath. “Oh god, I do!” I laugh-cry. “I really do!” 

An hour or so later, after Daniela has been admitted and her parents have arrived and the doctors 

have assured us that she will be ok, for now, I stumble out into the night and as my stomach begins 

to turn, I suddenly remember we never paid for anything at the restaurant.  

“Huh,” I say out-loud and a man smoking a cigarette turns to look at me. I give him one of those 

toothless fake smiles and walk past him towards the street to catch a cab back to my car. 

I contemplate going back to the restaurant to pay but it just doesn’t seem to matter. Nothing does. 

Well, not nothing. One thing still matters and that thing is saving Daniela. While I still can. I shudder 

and wave down an approaching taxi. No more messing around, I need to get my kidney into Daniela 

before it’s too late. Before she runs out of time. I make a plan to visit Rhys first thing tomorrow 

morning and open the door of the taxi (the rear door, of course, since I’m not a sociopath), but as I 

do, an uncomfortable cocktail of feelings begins to rise up within me: fear, of course, and urgency 

and impatience and anger and love, and something that feels like bravery but sits a little heavier in 

my stomach. Then I sit down, do up my seat belt, and realise it isn’t bravery at all, in fact, as I vomit 

what turns out to be an explosive cocktail of merlot and fear and determination and garlic bread all 

over my favourite shoes. 
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Piles of Random Junk 

Lucky for me, I don’t have time to dwell on the mysteries of time travel right now because Tom is in 

trouble. Real trouble. He’s also in the bathroom next door, if the loud splash of urine hitting toilet 

water is any indication. Tom obviously still pees with the door open. I used to hate that. Now, like 

lots of other things, it really doesn’t seem to matter. Tom flushes the toilet and washes his hands. By 

the sound of things, he leaves the toilet seat up – something else I used to hate – wipes his hands 

and steps out of the bathroom, and then, nothing. I listen for his footsteps, to follow his movements 

around the house, but I can hear nothing. He’s standing somewhere nearby, staying perfectly still. Is 

he listening for something? For someone? Shit, I hold my breath and wonder if he’s listening for me. 

I hear the floorboards creak a little as his weight shifts, then I freeze completely as he slowly pushes 

back the laundry door. Just then, the doorbell rings and I jump so high I nearly fall right out of the 

cupboard. 

“Shit!” Tom blurts, the doorbell making him jump too. 

He’s quiet for a moment, before he half-laughs at himself, clears his throat and heads back to 

answer the door. I relax a little and try to catch my breath. If I’m going to find out about Melanie, I 

need to get out of this laundry. I can hear voices at the front door and know this may be my only 

chance. I jump from the cupboard and peer through the open laundry door.  

“Hey, mate,” Tom is saying, his back towards me. “Where do I sign?” 

I take my chance. Moving as quietly as I can, I slide out of the laundry and creep behind Tom along 

the hallway towards the staircase. If I can make it upstairs, I’ll be safe. But just as I’m passing the 

front door, Tom says goodbye and begins to close the door and turn in my direction. I freeze and 

hold my breath. 

“Sorry, buddy,” the delivery man says, his arm swinging out to hold open the front door as Tom 

turns back towards him. “Bloody machine’s playing up. Could you sign again?” 

I breathe a sigh of relief and continue along the hallway. A few moments later, I’m creeping up the 

stairs. I hear the opening and closing of the fridge and the turning on of the television and let myself 

relax. I’m safe. Tom never used to come up here and, by the looks of things, that hasn’t changed. In 

fact, it looks like nothing up here has changed. Peeking into the rooms one  by one, I see the same 

neat furniture, the same stark walls, the same bare shelves. Even the bedspreads on the two guest 

beds are the same. I wonder for a moment if I’ve somehow managed to slide back in time again, 

back to the present. Then I push open the door to my old study. With the blinds drawn, the room is 

dark. I slide my feet across the carpet, unable to make out the details of the room. As my eyes begin 

to adjust, I can see that my beloved bookshelves and reading chair are gone. I tread carefully 

through the room, stepping past storage boxes and an ironing board and piles of random junk. The 

room is crowded, disordered, abandoned – nothing more than a place for hoarding – and it feels so 

sad. Then I see a treadmill where my writing desk used to be, and all at once it’s as if I never existed, 

and my chest starts to ache and my eyes to fill with tears. I drop slowly to the floor and hug my 

knees and sob. I cry for so long my eyes become dry and my body longs for sleep. Nothing else 

seems to matter so I give in to the feeling and drift softly down into the abyss.  

When I open my eyes again the room is black. I can hear the TV from the lounge room and the 

steady rhythm of Tom’s snoring. Moving as quietly as I can, I slide my feet across the carpet to the 

door and peer down the stairs. Soft lamp light is coming from the bedroom but there’s no 

movement and no sign of Melanie. I sneak down the stairs as Tom continues to snore. I reach the 
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bottom of the stairs and think about walking out the door. Just leaving, running away and never 

looking back. Finding my way home somehow and forgetting about it all. Then I look across at Tom 

asleep on the sofa and his face looks so tired and so familiar. 

Fuck. 

I sigh deeply and creep into the bedroom. It smells faintly of a musky perfume I recognise and for a 

second, I feel like I’m home. That feeling stays with me as I sneak around the room, looking for clues. 

Then I open a drawer and start to look through Melanie’s things and the feeling fades. This is not my 

home – not now – and these are not my clothes. It’s all fitted skirts and sheer blouses and tailored 

trousers and edgy jackets. And, Jesus, the scarves! So many god-damned scarves! These are clothes 

for skinny, sophisticated people. They’re the type of clothes Tom loves and that I would never wear.  

I’ve rummaged through drawer after drawer and am about to give up when I finally spot it. A clue. A 

notepad on the dresser. The top page is blank, but holding it up to the bedside lamp, I can just make 

out the impression of what has been written.  

“J. 8pm. Cricketers.” 

Yes! A lead. I can follow Melanie and find out what she’s up to. I look at the clock on the wall, it’s just 

after seven. I’ll find a taxi and be there waiting before she arrives.  I’m about to run out of the house 

when it occurs to me that I have absolutely nothing with me and, even though it’s warm inside the 

house, it looks cold out, and all I’m wearing is a thin cotton dress. I find a black jumper in one of 

Melanie’s drawers and pull it on over my dress, with a pair of jeans I somehow manage to squeeze 

myself into. Then I grab a satchel from Melanie’s wardrobe and a handful of cash from the spot 

inside Tom’s undies drawer where – thankfully – he still hides it, and I rush out the back door and 

across the lawn. I’m opening the side gate when a light comes on and a tall shadow falls over me. I 

race through the gate and across the road and into the park. I’m too far away and it’s too dark for 

him to see me so I must imagine it, but I almost stop running when I hear Tom’s voice calling me.  

“Emily?” 

I hesitate for a moment and think about stopping and rushing back to him. I think of telling him how 

much I miss him and love him and want him back. I think about telling him about Melanie , the phone 

call, the gun, everything. Then I remember how crazy this all is and how there’s no way I could ever 

explain it, and I keep running, as fast as I can, into the darkness. 
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January 17th, 1850 

Offices of Drs. Wills, Moore & Fredericks 

Kent Street, Sydney 

 

Dear Sirs, 

 

It is done. Elsmore House is aflame. Our spies have arrived from there this very moment with word 

of the inferno which rises like a funeral pyre towards the heavens, accompanied by the horrific, blood-

curdling screams of the house’s many trapped and unsuspecting inhabitants. 

Such loss of life, while necessary to maintain absolute discretion, is always regrettable and has 

given me a stomach-ache. I should have need of more than a few drops of Laudanum this evening. 

As you are both aware, Professor Hargreaves has absconded with the bodies and, as yet, remains 

at large. I should advise against any attempts to locate the gentleman and recommend a more dignified and 

inconspicuous response, one which sees you return to your normal business with as little disruption as 

possible. Now is not the time for foolish or futile ruminations or regrets. 

Mr Haynes, should you not wish to return to Elsmore House, which may be expected following 

this most tragic accident, please avail yourself of my lodgings, either here at my offices or at my home in 

Rose Bay. I similarly extend my hospitality to your good self, Mr Brickfield, should the need for 

accommodation arise at any stage. 

 

Yours in our shared New Morality, 

Dr Robert Albert William Wills 
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16 

- Aaaahhhh! Aaaaaahhhhhh! Aaaaaaaahhhhhhhh!! 

- …… 

- Oop, woo, uhh, uhh, uhh, aahh! 

- …… 

- Umph, oomph, eek, aah, owww! Cut spaced hars tards! 

- …… 

- …… 

- Humph… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Hello? 

- …… 

- …… 

- Hello...? Is anybody there...? 

- …… 

- …… 

- Hello?! 

- …… 

- Perfect. All alone in some stinking, slippery, slime hole! 

- …… 

- Whoah! What the…? 

- …… 

- …… 

- That was strange… Strange… Feeling very strange… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Strange… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Strange… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Stra… aaa… ange… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Stra… stra… strrrr… hmmm… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Blmph… Hmmdghip… Prufftelip…  

- …… 

- Hrpmmmdft…  

- …… 

- Ummbrdugle…  

- …… 
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- Ahpurdeensteee… 

- …… 

- Buggfriptlebrg… Hgjuptylind… Stggg… Stggg… Stgh… 

For you see, not only had she found herself trapped all alone in a mysterious cavern, but 

for the first time in her Princess life, the Princess, Princess, was off her Princess face and 

high as a Princess kite. And being off her Princess face and high as a Princess kite, the 

Princess, Princess, immediately forgot about everything she most definitely needed to 

remember. She forgot all about her mission and the Demons and the curse she had come 

all this way to break. She forgot about Buttercup and Bruno and Waldon and Marco and 

Viola. The Princess, Princess, even forgot – albeit temporarily – all about her beloved 

Daniela and instead – as she luxuriated in a level of relaxation hitherto unknown to her and 

ran her hands back and forward making rock angels on the stony ground – thought only of 

buggfriptlebrg and hgjuptylind and stggg and stggg and stgh. 
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Outhouse 

The first thing I’m conscious of, the next time I’m conscious of anything, is that I don’t know where I 

am. Or more importantly, when. Everything is blue and warm and shapeless. My mind and body are 

weightless, as if I have just drifted down from the ether and could float away any moment again. As 

if I might want to. I exist there like that, hovering just above the world, for I don’t know how long – it 

feels like a second or a lifetime. Then the world begins to take shape again and I start to feel the soft 

grass beneath my hands, and I understand that I’m outside in a field on a cloudless day, lying down.  

And then I remember. I remember where I am and who I’m with and what is about to happen. And 

more than that, I remember that I have a plan. Well, part of one, at least. An idea. Somehow, 

somewhere in my journey between worlds, I’ve realised what I need to do to save Adelia.  Now I just 

have to work out how to do it. 

“Can… you…” 

I open my eyes and sit straight up. “I can hear you,” I say.  

“Oh!” Adelia cries, relieved. She is kneeling beside me. “You scared me.” 

“I’m sorry,” I reply. “I must have fainted. It happens sometimes.” 

“Yes,” Adelia says. “We were speaking for a while , we introduced ourselves, and then all of a sudden 

you began saying the most peculiar things, your countenance changed, and you fainted.” 

“My apologies,” I answer with a smile, getting to my feet. “But I’m much better now.” 

“Shall I send for the doctor?” Adelia asks, standing up next to me.  

“No, thank you. I’m fine now. Really.” 

Adelia just looks at me and smiles. For a long moment neither of us speaks. It’s March 30th 1849 and, 

if that letter I found was about Adelia, which I’m sure it was, she dies in in January 1850. And now I 

know she dies in childbirth, so she must be going to get pregnant soon. So, if she doesn’t get 

pregnant, she doesn’t die. All I have to do is stop it. I glance down at my backpack, sitting at Adelia’s 

feet. 

“Oh,” she says. “I believe you were carrying this.” She hands me the bag with a quizzical look and I 

think of trying to explain but there isn’t time. 

“So, this is going to sound a bit strange,” I begin. I unzip my backpack and rummage through the 

contents. I find the box of contraceptive pills and pull it out, but as I do the door to the house o pens 

and the tall man in the dark suit steps out onto the patio. He bends down to wipe something off his 

shoe and his hat falls off. He picks it up and puts it back on his head then stands perfectly still, 

watching us. 

Adelia turns to look at him and when she turns back to me her face has changed. 

“I must go,” she says and begins to walk away. 

Damn it. 

“Please, wait,” I say. Adelia hesitates for a second, then continues to walk away. I want to run after 

her and grab her, to tell her what is going to happen, to beg her to listen but I don’t know what to 
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say. I watch her walk along the path towards the house and as she passes the fountain she turns and 

waves and I can already feel her beginning to fade. 

“Adelia!” I yell and she stands still, waiting for me to speak. “I… I… I need to use the bathroom!” 

Adelia looks at me in confusion. 

“Oh,” I say. “I mean, the lavatory? The outhouse?” 

Adelia breaks into giggles and covers her mouth with her hands. “Certainly!” she calls back. “Come 

this way.” 

I pick up my backpack and jog along the path towards Adelia, desperately hoping I can work out the 

rest of my plan in the time it takes me to wee. 
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Vomito 

Sorry, I didn’t mean to leave you hanging like that. I just had to vomit my soul out for a solid few 

hours. Did you know that in Latin, there is a difference between vomo , which means “I vomit” and 

vomito, which means “I keep on vomiting”? And let me tell you, last night after Daniela passed out 

and we went to the hospital and I vomited all over my favourite shoes (a pair of ruby red Converse 

All-Star high tops, in case you were wondering) in the back of the taxi: vomito. I mean, VOMITO! Or 

whatever the Latin past tense of vomito is, although I’m not entirely convinced it’s in the past.  I 

vomited in the cab, I vomited getting out of the cab, I vomited on the door of my car, I vomited 

(mostly) out of the window as I was driving home, I vomited on my door mat, I vomited on the 

bathroom floor, and I vomited into my toilet, a lot. It was the kind of vomiting that wrenched your 

entire body with every surge, making your eyes flood with tears and your nose run with a torrent of 

snot and your head spin violently and your stomach muscles cramp and spasm and ache. The kind of 

vomiting that sends your mind into the wildest of spew-coloured places and toys mercilessly with 

your emotions: one minute you’re all poetic and wistful, resigned to your fate and reminiscing fondly 

for the time before vomiting, the next, you’re clutching your filthy knees to your chest and rocking 

and sobbing like an abandoned child, the next still you’re searching your consciousness for meaning 

and questioning your very existence.  

“Emily Cooper?” 

The receptionist’s voice startles me  and brings me back to where I am now: standing at the front 

desk in the Renal Transplant Unit waiting room, squinting my eyes against the daylight seeping in 

through the high window, and asking to see Rhys. 

“Yer– ” I begin then stop to clear my throat. “Yes,” I say, forcing a polite  (albeit squinty) grin. “That’s 

me.” 

“So, I can see your name on the applicant list,” the receptionist says with that hint of annoyance 

receptionists often have. “But you don’t seem to have an appointment.” 

Shit. An appointment. Of course. 

“Oh,” I say. 

The receptionist purses her lips a little and raises her eyebrows. She must only be about my age but 

the expressions she’s pulling and the way she holds her mouth  make her seem much older. If I ran 

into her in another situation, I’d probably call her Ma’am. 

“No,” I say and shake my head to feign frustration. “That’s not possible. Please check again.” 

“I’m checking now but I’m afraid your name’s not on the schedule.” 

Fuck. 

“Please, just check again.” 

“I don’t know what to tell you,” the receptionist says and violently shrugs her shoulders. “There’s 

really nothing else to check, it’s not a complicated document.” 

“Well,” I say as I glance sideways and notice a woman waiting close by, nervously flipping through a 

magazine and pretending not to listen. “This is just not good enough.” 

“Would you like to make an appointment for next week?” the receptionist asks.  
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“No!” I say loudly as a sudden wave of heat washes over me and, without thinking, I lean across the 

counter and gaze deep into the receptionist’s eyes. “I have an appointment now.”  

The receptionist looks confused for a moment but then her eyes widen and her pupils fix themselves 

on mine. She stares, transfixed, and says nothing. 

“I have an appointment now,” I repeat, my whole body strangely hot and tingling. “I have an 

appointment now.” 

I can feel the waiting woman staring and hear the frantic flipping of magazine pages.  

“I have… an appointment… now,” I say again. I say it slowly, deliberately, emphasizing every word 

and the receptionist begins to slowly nod her head. 

“You have an appointment now,” she agrees. Then she stands up from her seat, walks across the 

room and opens the door to Rhys’s office , revealing that all-too-familiar slideshow of medical 

horrors, which an ashen-faced man is currently wishing he wasn’t watching. 

“Madelyn!” Rhys yells as he jumps up from his desk. “I’m with a patient.” 

“Emily Cooper is here,” Madelyn announces, her face completely deadpan. “She has an appointment 

now.” 

Then she turns and walks past me back to her desk where she sits down again and stares blankly at 

the computer. Watching in amazement and wondering if I’ve done any permanent damage to poor 

old Madelyn, I stride into Rhys’s room as the ashen-faced and now incredibly relieved man 

simultaneously rushes out. 

“Derek!” Rhys calls after him. “We haven’t finished the video. You haven’t even seen the best part!” 

Jesus, Rhys. Read the room. 

“There’s a really cool section on post-operative complications at the end!” 

There isn’t. 

Rhys sighs and turns to me, his disappointment over losing Derek mingling with confusion. “Emily 

Cooper?” He steps towards me and begins to extend his hand towards mine then changes his mind 

and clumsily pats my elbow. “Nice to see you.”   

My veins still buzzing, I step past Rhys and sit myself down in front of his desk. Rhys hesitates for a 

moment then walks over and sits to face me. 

“I, um… I didn’t realise we had an appointment today?” 

“Oh, yeah… no need to apologise. Madelyn seems to have lost it.” 

Seriously. 

“Oh,” Rhys says, furrowing his brow. 

“Anyway, I’m here now and I’m ready to get rid of this kidney.” I gesture towards my right side and 

smile broadly. Then I gesture towards my left side, still smiling. “Or this one. Take your pick, dealer’s 

choice.” 

“Not so fast, Emily,” Rhys says, turning to his computer and beginning to type. “I understand you’re 

excited that you passed the initial stage, as am I. But there’s still a long way to go.” 
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I feel my smile begin to fade. 

“Remember,” Rhys says, looking closely at the information on the screen which I can only assume is 

my file. “This is not a quick fix. It’s a long and challenging– ” 

Don’t say journey. 

“– journey.” 

Urgh. 

“I understand,” I say, determined to remain positive. “But surely there’s some way we can hurry 

things along? Maybe I can complete a few stages at the same time. I’ve already seen a psychiatrist , 

so we can tick that one off.” 

“You have?” 

“Dr Fredericks.” 

Rhys looks at me. “Dr Ivan Fredericks?” 

I nod. “Bit, um… eccentric, would you say?” 

Vampire. He’s a fucking vampire. I wonder if Rhys knows. 

“Anyway, he thought I was fine,” I say. “And Daniela seriously needs a new kidney, so can’t we just… 

you know… skip a few tests, slicey-slicey, get this shit show on the road?” 

“Whoa, whoa, whoa, Emily!” Rhys cries, jumping to his feet in outrage. “Do you have any idea what 

you’re suggesting? Our entire bodies and our renal systems in particular are incredibly intricate, 

complicated functional structures and we must thoroughly examine them – yours, of course, in this 

case – before we even consider interfering with them.” 

“Ok, I just– ”  

“Take the kidneys themselves,” Rhys continues, grabbing the plastic kidney from his desk and pulling 

it apart. “Not only do these remarkable organs perform the vital work of cleaning your blood, not to 

mention assisting in the regulation of blood pressure and the levels of water and vitamin D in your 

body, they are also one of several exquisite examples of the fractal and chaotic nature of human 

biology.” 

I raise my eyebrows and don’t say anything. 

“Yes, yes, Emily!” Rhys cries as if I’ve asked him to explain further. “I said, fractal! You understand 

fractals, of course? Any curve or geometrical figure, each part of which has the same statistical 

character as its whole? Fractals, of course, as everyone knows, are useful in modelling structures 

such as snowflakes in which similar patterns recur at progressively smaller scales, and in describing 

partly random or chaotic phenomena such as crystal growth and galaxy formation, but also – and 

this is where things become truly exciting – in comprehending and exploring the regular 

irregularities of the human body!” 

Rhys’s face is so red I think he might pass out. I try to focus on that and not on the thought of 

patterns or snowflakes.  

“Don’t you see, Emily?” Rhys asks, lifting the two halves of the kidney and holding them in front of 

my face. “Don’t you see what this means?” 
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I shake my head. 

“We are all defined by order and chaos, or the order of chaos.” 

“Chaos?” 

“Yes, chaos. It’s so beautiful and complex,” Rhys muses, gazing lovingly into the plastic organ. “Like a 

perfect Julia set.” 

“Juliet?” 

“Sorry?” 

“You said Juliet.” 

“Oh, no! Juliet, ha! I said Julia set.” 

I look at him blankly. 

“You don’t know about Julia sets? The Mandelbrot set? Escape-time fractals? What about the Koch 

snowflake, at least?” 

Ok, now he’s just making stuff up. 

“Mathematically speaking, the Julia set is the boundary between points that tend to infinity and 

those that don’t. Some say Julia sets cause chaos, but I’m not sure I agree with that assessment. 

Anyway, the most famous example is the Mandelbrot set, but there are also– ” 

“Listen,” I say, getting to my feet. “Clearly this is all very fascinating to you, with your maths and 

your biology and your fractions or whatever, but this is life to me. Daniela’s life, and mine too. And 

Daniela is running out of time, so if you’re not going to help me, I’ll just have to find somebody who 

will.” 

I stride across the room towards the door. 

“Emily,” Rhys says. “I am helping you. Come back and let’s book you in for the next round of tests. 

Time will fly and in a few months you’ll be– ” 

“Jesus, Rhys!” I yell. “How are you not getting this? I don’t have months, and I don’t have time for 

more stupid tests. Daniela is about to die!” The instant the words leave my tongue I wish I could suck 

them back in. They echo through my head and I suddenly feel as if I can’t breathe.  “Just forget it,” I 

say and open the door. 

“Wait,” Rhys says as he steps towards me and quietly closes the door. With his hand still against the 

door, he looks around as if to make sure there’s no one listening. When he speaks again he’s almost 

whispering. “How determined are you to save Daniela?” 

The question takes me by surprise, and I look at him for a moment. How do you even answer that? 

“Very,” I say but it sounds weak, meaningless. “I’m determined,” I try again. “I mean, I’ll do anything 

to save her.” 

My voice catches in my throat and I know that I mean it. 

“Ok,” Rhys says, and he says it in a way that makes me feel like I’ve just given him the secret 

password. “I shouldn’t be telling you this but there is another way.” Then he says what a character in 
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every book or TV show or movie always says next in this kind of situation. “But you’re going to have 

to trust me.” 

I don’t know whether I really trust Rhys or not (which, I guess, by definition means I don’t) but I’m 

certainly not going to tell him that now. I nod my agreement. 

“Meet me at the carpark pay station at midnight.” 

It all sounds very cloak and daggers, but, like I told Rhys, I’m prepared to do anything to save 

Daniela. I meet him at midnight as planned. He doesn’t speak a word, just leads me to his car, climbs 

in and gestures for me to join him. I hesitate for a moment, wondering whether Rhys is really 

someone who should be trusted. Then I remember his enthusiastic rambling about science and 

organs and maths, and glance down at the light blue mum jeans he’s changed into after work and 

decide to take my chances. We drive in silence through the familiar back streets of Westmead 

towards Parramatta Park. Once we’re inside the park, we follow the road past the convict cottages 

and Old Government House and the children’s playgrounds, and I begin to wonder where Rhys is 

taking me. Then, just near the river, the road curves around to the right but we suddenly veer off to 

the left and follow a grassy track I’ve never noticed before  between a row of trees that grow 

increasingly low and rambling and thick. As we drive across the bumpy ground, the path becomes 

narrower and narrower, and soon Rhys’s Volkswagen is scraping between overgrown bushes and 

under low hanging branches. The sound of wood scratching metal makes me squirm but when I 

glance across at Rhys his face is alight with excitement. 

Shit, he is about to murder me. 

I’m looking at Rhys and about to say something when the car suddenly jerks to a halt and I turn to 

see where we are. There in front of us, shining beneath the moonlight, are a set of imposing metal 

gates and behind those imposing metal gates is a high grassy hill and on the top of that high grassy 

hill sits a towering sandstone mansion. Or really, part of a towering sandstone mansion – one side 

appearing to have been destroyed at some point by fire, lending the remaining portion an eerie, 

ghostlike quality. The place looks completely abandoned, but after a few moments, the metal gates 

slowly creak open and we make our way through. Driving through the gates, I catch a glimpse of a 

faded golden plaque, announcing our arrival at Elsmore House. That name sounds vaguely familiar 

and, as I search my mind for where I’ve heard it before , I remember Prince Humperdinck and have 

the distinct impression that I am entering some sort of trap. I don’t think about it for long though, as 

soon as we’re close enough to see inside the house, there is Adelia O’Hara, standing at an upstairs 

window, looking out. 
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Something Thin and White and Out-of-Place 

Walking into the beer garden at the Royal Cricketer’s Arms is like stepping back in time. You know, 

from the future. Everything outside has changed – the street has been widened and flattened, the 

car park expanded, the old tin-roofed cottage extended in each direction – but everything inside the 

garden looks exactly like it did the last time I was there, eating a chicken schnitzel and talking to 

Daniela about Chris Hemsworth and Juliet. Stepping through the back entrance now, I still feel like 

I’m miles from anywhere, cocooned in a little green oasis, hidden beneath the trees, surrounded by 

shimmering fairy lights. I feel like that dinner with Daniela was only a few days ago, but I guess now, 

in this world, years have passed since then. This world. I laugh out loud at the thought and a group of 

women sipping chardonnay at a nearby table stop talking and turn to look at me. I smile 

apologetically as I walk past and vow to keep my crazy to myself but that just makes me want to 

laugh more and I wish I could call Daniela and tell her all about it, but I don’t have time now and I 

don’t know for sure that she would answer. That thought cuts through my laughter and makes my 

stomach turn so I try not to think about it and continue to weave my way between the  tables to a 

dimly lit spot in a far corner, where I can sit and hide and watch from the shadows. Like a crazy 

person. 

But, crazy or not, I don’t have to sit and watch for long. Soon, loud boot-heeled footsteps ring out 

across the wooden balcony and I look up to catch a glimpse of Melanie stepping steadily towards the 

stairs, wrapped in a long, hooded coat and hiding her face behind dark oversized glasses. At the sight 

of her, I slink down low in my seat and quickly grab a menu to hold in front of my face. I focus on 

taking deep breaths and reading the menu: garlic bread and warm olives and – Jesus! – bone 

marrow on toasted ciabatta. Of course. 

I sit there like that until long after I’ve heard the footsteps stop at a table on the other side of the  

beer garden, a heavy wooden chair slide out, and Melanie’s voice talking on the phone in the 

distance. A young couple sit down at the table next to mine, drinking and talking loudly. I carefully 

lower my menu and shift in my seat, trying to see past the couple to where Melanie is sitting. She 

has her back to me. She’s lowered her hood but it looks like she’s still wearing her sunglasses . 

Wanker. I’m still rolling my eyes about the sunglasses when I realise a woman is walking through the 

garden towards Melanie’s table and as I strain to see her face, I feel like I’ve seen her somewhere 

before. I stare for a long moment before it dawns on me. Juliet Meyers! What the hell is she doing 

here? 

Juliet sits down opposite Melanie, her face turned towards me. If she looks in my direction I’m sure 

she’ll see me, but I can’t make myself look away. Juliet looks angry and says something to Melanie 

and Melanie seems to say something back. Then Juliet reaches into her bag and pulls out a yellow 

package. She slides the package across the table and glares at Melanie, then gets up and leaves, 

rushing out through the back exit. Melanie slips the package inside her coat and gets up to leave 

straight after, but as she does, she knocks over her handbag, and bends down to pick it up again. 

Then she stands up straight, adjusts her coat and stalks back towards me on her way out of the beer 

garden. I hide behind the menu again until I’m sure she’s gone. When I lower the menu again, the 

couple at the next table are looking at me and they smile. I try to smile back and stand up to leave. 

Then I look across to where Melanie and Juliet were sitting and something catches my eye. There’s 

something on the ground under Melanie’s seat. Something thin and white and out-of-place. 

I walk over to the table and see it’s an envelope that must have fallen out of Melanie’s handbag. 

Bending down, I pick up the envelope then almost drop it like a hot stone as soon as I turn it over 

and read the name typed across the front, “Thomas Westphall.” I rip open the envelope. Inside is a 
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strip of paper that reads, “Tom, Central Station, Platform 26. 10pm Friday. I recommend you attend. 

Yours sincerely, A Concerned Friend.”  

Fuck, she’s going to kill him. Melanie is going to shoot Tom. What a fucking psycho! I know Tom can 

be irritating sometimes, but Jesus! What happened to make Melanie hate Tom so much? And how 

does she know about the ghost platforms? No time to unravel it now, I need to work out how to 

stop her. I turn around and rush onto the balcony and into the creaky house, towards the exit. I’m 

almost at the front door when something occurs to me and I interrupt an old couple sitting side-by-

side and sipping beers by the front window. 

“Excuse me,” I say. “What day is it?” 

The old man laughs but the old woman shoots me a sympathetic look and reaches out to touch my 

arm. “It’s Thursday, dear. Are you alright?” 

I look at the woman and her face is so concerned and so kind that I almost feel bad about lying. 

“Yes, fine,” I say. “Thank you.” Then I rush to the street and climb into a waiting taxi. 

“Where to, Miss?” the driver asks. 

I look at him and think about that for a minute.  

“Kings Langley,” I tell him finally and the car pulls out from the kerb. 
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January 20th, 1850 

The Hero of Waterloo, Sydney 

Dear Mr Brickfield, 

 I write you now with the gravest of news. Adelia O’Hara has sent for me and seized my mortal 

soul. Please do not misunderstand my words for I shall speak most plainly. I am dead, killed by the devil 

herself two evenings past, and yet I live! 

 Such things are not possible, not within this world, I know, and yet they have occurred. Had I not 

seen these things with my own eyes – heard the devil’s screams in my own ears, felt the beast’s fangs 

piercing the skin of my own neck – I should not, in an eternity, believe them real.  

 Now hear my words: your own God-given soul is in danger. For our long-esteemed New Morality 

Society are not at all what we have been led to believe. Not a society of pious citizens, devoted to the 

preservation of morality but, believe me now, a brood of vampires, witches and ghouls, under the control of 

the spirit of Adelia. They prey on the innocent and dine on the blood of the pure. I am their latest prize and 

now I am bound to join them! Even as I write these words, I feel a strange desire rising within me, an 

urgent need, a terrible, uncontrollable hunger. I am eternally cursed! 

 I struggle against my yearnings this moment and fight to complete this letter for you must be 

warned. Do not fall victim to their ploys. Distance yourself from them at once, leave your home and your 

office and do not return. You must remain hidden from their wickedness, this is your only hope.   

 And now I must take my leave. Do not attempt to find me for the man you once knew is dead. 

Goodbye, good sir, and may God have mercy on your soul. 

 

Your Cursed Friend, 

Mr Radcliffe Haynes 
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17 

- Blsppdtttt… Ahoovmherrrr…. Hlyppplllmooooop… 

- …… 

- Hrrlluuubwaahhh… 

- …… 

- Hmmph? 

- …… 

- Hooo..? 

- …… 

- Huh? 

- Arghhhh! Owww! 

- Huh? 

- Fuck me! Those dumb motherfuckers! 

- Huh? 

- Oh, hi. How you doing? 

- Wewuu fool! Fah da da dooo! 

- Oh, I see. Having a good night, are we? 

- Hwydtt! 

- Clearly. Now, we need to get out of this bloody trap. 

- Neenbeem! 

- There must be a way out. Have you checked the walls? Looked for any marks on the 

stones? 

- Huss, up dray tout! 

- Guess not. If I can just find… 

- Huh? Aaahhhh… 

- There must be a door or a chute or something… 

- Aah… Hmmm… 

- Oh, listen honey. Why don’t you just chill over there, hey? I’ll let you know as soon as 

I find– 

- Zayd! Ah prepeet ah day darv brownt dunddint! 

- Sorry? 

- Zoh, zits up trummom! Ah dell brintdee breast gic geer bmuttomp, umpt hee dell see 

pbleee... 

- A button? No, stop!! 

- Ta-da!! 

- Shit! Damn it. 

- Ooh, fwaa, hmmrrr… 

- Get out of the way! You’ll drown yourself, you idiot. 

- …… 

- Shit, this is filling pretty fast. 

- …… 

- Almost waist deep already, fuck. 

- …… 

- Alright, can you swim? 

- Hess!! Dov morz. 
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- Good, you’re going to have to. Now let me think…They’re going to have to let this 

water out, aren’t they? 

- Humft. 

- It wasn’t here when we fell in, so they probably let it fill and then empty it again for the 

next sucker. 

- Ahubb! 

- So, there must be a hidden drain at the bottom somewhere, we just have to wait for the 

water to reach the top, then dive down and find it. 

- Ahooo… 

- …… 

- Zo, vaz ve bret medoor? 

- What? Have we met before? No, I don’t think so. Start swimming. 

- Ho vay. 

- …… 

- Vrrot diz door vayyn? 

- What? Just call me Queeny, ok. Everyone else does. 

- Gvveest do heed troo umpd gveez peel brie do garl uvom te zoot bo ecka peed u 

pumple ding! Vy, nonelf, umpd Brimvesk. 

- Yeah, yeah. Now, wait for my signal. When I say so, take a deep breath, and we will 

dive for the hole at the bottom. If my calculations are correct, it will open and let us 

through. 

Princess thought this sounded a splendid plan and dog-paddled joyfully through the 

deluge as she waited excitedly for the signal. As they reached the top of the chamber, 

their water-logged heads bumping against the stone ceiling, their faces being pushed 

back underneath the surface, the torrent did indeed cease, just as Queeny had 

predicted. She grabbed Princess’s hand and the two swam ever so optimistically down 

towards the bottom. They reached the floor of the cave and peered through the water, 

waiting for the hole that would surely open. They were both still waiting several minutes 

later when their oxygen ran out and they floated back to the surface, unconscious. 
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Unpregnant 

“Is everything alright in there?” Adelia calls through the outhouse door.  

I finished weeing minutes ago and am now just standing there, wondering where I’m supposed to 

wash my hands, and desperately trying to work out what to do. Not about my hands, although I’d kill 

for some hand sanitizer. About Adelia. If I want to save her, I need to get her to take the pill, but 

surely she’s not just going to take a tablet given to her by a stranger. And keep taking one every day, 

for long enough to stay unpregnant.  

“Yes, fine!” I call back. “I’ll be out in a second!” 

Adelia doesn’t respond but I hear her footsteps as she moves away from the door.  Ok, things are 

getting weird now and if I don’t walk out soon they’re going to get even weirder, so I’m going to 

have to wing it. 

“Sorry,” I say as I open the door and see Adelia standing nearby, picking flowers off a tall shrub. “Too 

many Pepsis.” 

“Oh,” she says, scrunching up her face  and dropping the flowers onto the grass. 

We both stand there for a moment in the sunshine and I wish I could remember why I feel like I 

know her. 

“Well,” Adelia says with a polite smile. “I had best be getting back to my…” she hesitates and her 

smile begins to fade, “guardians.” She leads the way back along the path towards the front garden 

and I realise it’s now or never. 

“Adelia,” I say, standing in front of her and looking straight into her eyes. “This is going to sound 

strange, but please listen to me.” 

Adelia looks scared and steps back a little, away from me. 

“Please don’t be scared,” I say, then I swing my backpack around in front of me, zip it open and 

rummage through it as I talk. I find the box of pills, open it and take out a sheet. “I can’t tell you why, 

but you need to take these tablets. Take this one here on the first day of your… you know, your 

monthly… your womanly… the first day…” 

I realise I have no idea what they used to call it back then. Now, I guess, and I can’t believe how 

awkward I’m being trying to explain it. I feel like my dad the first time he saw a public tampon 

machine. Thankfully, Adelia blushes a bright purple and I realise she knows what I mean.  

“Ok,” I continue, putting the sheet of tablets back into the box and pressing the box into Adelia’ s 

hand. “Please do this, you have to. It will save your life.” 

Adelia stares at me for a moment and I think she’s about to object, then she smiles sweetly again. 

“Of course,” she agrees. “Thank you, Miss Emily.” 

I’m so relieved I can only grin dumbly and together we continue our walk along the path in silence. 

Then the garden fades and the next thing I’m conscious of, the next time I’m conscious of anything, 

is watching Adelia die. Again. She dies the same as before, in a pretty wallpapered bedroom, on an 

elegant four-poster bed, thrashing and screaming and fighting for her life, soaked in blood, her small 

body being ripped apart from within. 

Everything happens exactly the same as before and I watch it all again, and again I can’t bear it.  
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“Goodbye, Adelia,” the man finally says. 

And the next thing I’m conscious of, the next time I’m conscious of anything, is closing my eyes and 

begging Omavordan to take me back, telling her it’s too much, I still can’t stand it. And as I feel 

myself drift up and out and away from it all, again I hear Adelia’s baby softly crying. 
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Undead 

“Adelia,” I whisper. 

I feel Rhys’s eyes on me as he turns off the engine. “Sorry, Emily?” he asks. 

“Adelia,” I murmur again, staring up at the second storey window where Adelia stands motionless, 

staring back. Behind her, the room is almost black, with only the faintest hint of a distant flickering 

candle, but Adelia’s face is clear and white and bright. I blink hard and long but when I open my eyes 

again I can still see her. She looks even more real to me now than she did lying in my bathtub, not to 

mention noticeably less dead – not exactly alive, mind you, but definitely more undead. With her 

face tilted downwards slightly, her long wavy hair hangs in front of her narrow shoulders and frames 

her doll-like face. She looks calm, passive, almost serene, but there is something about the way she 

gazes out through the shadowy glass that immediately fills my mind with images of abandoned 

carnivals and riderless carousel horses and silently falling snow. Rhys touches my arm and I jump. 

Jesus! 

“Oh, whoops,” Rhys says apologetically. “So sorry! Are you alright?” 

What do you think, Rhys? 

“Fine,” I say and nod as I catch my breath, then I look back up at the high window but Adelia has 

gone. I’m a little bit relieved and a little bit not. Mostly I’m just on edge and odd. On edge and odd 

and alert and, I realise with surprise – although, given I’ve barely eaten since the whole vomito 

affair, this really shouldn’t come as a surprise – hungry. Right on cue, my stomach grumbles loudly. 

“Alright then, Emily,” Rhys begins, politely ignoring my bodily noises and opening his car door. 

“That’s good, Emily. Are you ready? Emily?” 

The weirdo seriously says it like that, adding Emily to everything he says. And the way he emphasises 

my name makes him sound like a therapist trying to coax someone away from the edge.  

“Yes, Rhys,” I say, opening my door and feeling the cold night air hit my face. “Let’s go, Rhys. Rhys.” 

Rhys doesn’t say anything else and we climb out of his car and step together towards the front 

veranda of the dark and decaying mansion. The night is eerily still and quiet and – as always lately – 

strangely foggy. The fog is creeping in from all sides, stretching itself into long thin fingers that claw 

their way between the trees, and slithering in menacing, snakelike waves up the grassy hillside. A 

nightjar screams out as it flies overhead and, glancing behind us, I look for the familiar lights of 

downtown Parramatta but my view is blocked by a thick wall of white. I watch the wall grow and 

spread as we take our nervous steps towards the house, and soon the fog has closed in all around 

us. The three of us: me, Rhys and Elsmore House, as if nothing else exists. 

(Urgh, shivers. Actual shivers. What was it we used to say about shivers when we were kids? I 

wonder if somebody really is walking across my grave.) 

“Welcome to my house!” A strange man’s icy voice calls out behind us, cutting through the deathly 

silence and sending Rhys and me into a figurative and literal spin.  

We turn towards the voice and frantically scan the wall of fog but there is no-one there. Rhys grips 

my arm and looks at me with his eyebrows high and his eyes like frisbees. 

Jesus, Rhys. Get a grip.  
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I scowl and shake his hand from my arm. Then the voice booms out again, even louder and closer 

this time, “Welcome to Elsmore House!” and I jump and quickly grab hold of Rhys’s hand despite 

myself. 

I grip Rhys’s sweaty hand for dear life and stare at the immense wall of white  with the chilling 

sensation of winter truly coming. At first there is nothing, then before our eyes, our ghostly host 

begins to appear. Small at first and then gradually growing larger and larger, he emerges through the 

fog, not so much walking through it as forming from it. Bit by ghostly bit. Tiny ghostly bit by tiny 

ghostly bit. The wait is excruciating, but eventually he stands before us: a tall old man who is clad in 

black from head to foot. (Hmm, clad?) Old-fashioned black coat, black scarf, black pants, black shoes 

shinier than any I’ve ever seen, and – looking up along his lengthy frame again – a tall black top-hat 

atop his waxlike head. As the old man steps towards us, his lips begin to smile warmly to match his 

welcoming words, but his eyes and tone remain unnervingly cold.  

“Enter freely,” the old man continues, gesturing towards the crumbling mansion. His face is angular 

and sharp and distinctive, his accent haughty and measured and, I realise, undeniably English, which 

is a bit disappointing really. “Mr Radcliffe Haynes, at your service. Please feel– ” 

But the old man stops at that moment as he looks at me properly for the first time and a flash of 

recognition ripples through the tarry blackness of his eyes. 

“Ahh,” he says, and his tone is bitter and aloof. “I see. Always a great pleasure to welcome one of 

our own.” 

Excuse me? 

I ignore the bony hand he extends towards me and look at Rhys. Rhys ignores me and gazes, 

captivated, at the old man. Bloody Rhys. 

“Excuse me?” I say. 

“You are excused,” the man replies, and tips his hat.  

“No,” I say. “I mean, I don’t understand. One of your own?” 

“One of our own,” the man corrects me. 

“Ok,” I say. “But what do you mean, your own? What are… um… what are you?” 

“We,” the man corrects again. 

“Sorry?” 

“What are we?” 

“Fine, we!” I say. “What are we?” 

“You honestly do not know?” 

“Know what?” 

“Fascinating,” the stranger muses and his eyes are wide with ghoulish delight. “Well, I shall tell you 

then, although you shall no doubt find your question most amusing, given the fullness of time. We 

are special my child, chosen. We are consecrated, anointed, divine. We abhor daylight, roam the 

world in darkness and exist in the shadow of the living. We are powerful beyond measure and wise 

beyond human understanding. We take without hesitation and kill without conscience or guilt. Like 
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the great ancestors who came before us, whose names inspire fear in all who hear them, we, my 

dear, are vam–” 

Now, I realise there are not a lot of ways for this sentence to end. So, unless this Dracula-looking 

dude is about to tell me we’re vamoosing or vampers or even vambraces (which seem unlikely, given 

the context) it’s pretty clear what he’s about to say. But I also realise that right now, I have a choice. 

I can either stand there and hear the end of his sentence, or I can scream like an angry toddler and 

run into the house to find Adelia. I choose angry toddler, and I scream and run. 

“Adelia!” I cry, racing towards the house. “Adelia! Adelia!” 

I run up the steps and through the front doorway and into the empty foyer. “Adelia!” 

I run up more stairs and over threadbare carpets and past collapsing, charcoaled pillars. “Adelia!” I 

run through narrow corridors and under drooping ceilings and through cobwebbed, echoing halls. 

“Adelia! Adelia!” 

I’m deep inside the bloodless heart of the haunted mansion and beginning to feel peculiar when I 

finally find something: a slight flickering of light from under a narrow door at the end of a long and 

terrifying hallway. “Adelia?” I call, my voice wavering. “Is that you?” 

I stand still and listen for an answer but there is none. Stepping further along the hall, I try again. 

“Adelia? Are you there?” Still nothing. 

I creep along the corridor until I’m almost at the closed door, my heart beating fast. Then I stop and 

glance back the way I came, wondering if opening a strange door in a haunted mansion might be a 

mistake. Then I look back at the door and notice a shadow passing through the light on the other 

side and can’t seem to drag myself away. A few more steps and I reach the door and grab hold of its 

handle. Then I hold my breath and push open the fateful door. I hear a soft shuffling and then 

nothing. The only movement the flickering of three long candles in silver holders attached to the far 

wall. I slowly step inside the room and silently look around. The room is perfectly intact, with a thick 

flowered rug, pretty pastel wallpaper, an elaborate dresser and an elegant four poster bed covered 

in cushions and pillows. If you didn’t know if was haunted, it would actually seem quite lovely. 

“Emily?” A voice asks from behind me. 

“Jesus!” I shriek and spin around.  

Then I gasp, for here she is at last. Adelia. She’s standing in the doorway, just standing there  with her 

bare feet on the floorboards as if she’s alive. If it weren’t for the distinct translucence of her body 

and the creepiness of her faded flowing nightgown, she could almost pass for human. She’s so close I 

could reach out and touch her face. Up close, she’s even more perfect and doll-like than I realised. 

Her eyes and lips could have been drawn on and her skin is completely flawless.  I can’t believe she’s 

real. Well, real-ish. 

“Adelia,” I manage to say. And then, since I don’t know what else to say next and it seems a bit rude 

to just jump into a barrage of questions, “How… how are you?” 

Adelia looks confused for a moment before she responds, “I’m very well, thank you. How are you?”  

“Fine, thank you.” 

We both stand there for a minute then and I feel like I’m making small talk with someone I’ve just 

met at a party. 
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“Adelia,” I continue, much more loudly than I need to. “This is going to sound weird, and I don’t 

want you to think I’m some kind of stalker or anything, but I need to tell you I feel like I’ve always 

known you somehow. For some reason. I don’t know why.” 

“You have,” Adelia says simply. 

“Excuse me?” 

“Oh, you are excused.” 

Not this again.  

“No, I mean, I don’t understand,” I say. 

“Oh, let me explain then, shall I? I have always been in your life, since you were a child,” Adelia says, 

looking around as if to ensure there is nobody listening. “It is how they designed it.” 

Say what now? 

“Sorry?” I ask, surprised and confused. “Who?” 

“Them,” Adelia says. “The ones who made us.” 

I skip a beat before I respond, “Made us?” 

“Yes. The ones who made us.” 

“Who do you think made us?” 

“Well, I do not know their names,” Adelia’s eyes are wild and she paces the room as she goes on. “I 

know only that they made your world and put you inside of it, and they made my world and myself, 

and they put my world inside of yours. And there are others, countless others! There are worlds 

within worlds within worlds and they go on into infinity.” 

Hmm… “Um…” 

“Do you not remember?” Adelia asks. “That once our worlds were separate, until they destroyed the 

boundaries, collapsed the horizons, and mingled our very existence?” 

Oh, boy. “Err…” 

“Emily, none of this is an accident. We were placed here together on purpose, pawns in their game.” 

Ok, clearly Adelia has been spending too much time in her room alone. 

“I don’t know, Adelia,” I say, backing away slightly. “I don’t even believe in any kind of higher power. 

I mean, I do notice a lot of coincidences and patterns and stuff, but maybe that’s just nature, you 

know?” 

“So, you see it too!” Adelia says. “It is more than nature, more than coincidence. It is all part of their 

plan. They wanted you to find me, Emily!” 

And I finally see it. Adelia is not just any ghost. She’s the ghost who haunted me in Central Station all 

those years ago. 

“Oh my god!” I cry, stepping closer again. “It was you! That was you.” 
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Adelia looks at me in confusion for a moment and then nods her head in agreement. “Yes, of course 

it was me,” she says. “And it is all because of them. And now they have brought us together again.” 

“Or we did it ourselves,” I say gently. “There is no one else, Adelia. It’s just us, and we –” 

“No!” Adelia screams and in a flash she’s on the other side of the room. I spin around and watch as 

she throws herself angrily all around the pretty wallpapered bedroom. “No! Why will you not listen 

to me?” Then she darts out through the doorway and shoots along the hallway into the darkness.  

I race after her. “Adelia!” I cry. “Come back!” 

Adelia turns a corner and disappears and I turn the same way and race after her. I run and run 

through the haunted mansion again. Then I reach a doorway and step through it, hesitating for a 

second and almost deciding to turn right. Then I turn left and run smack bang into a tall skinny 

woman in a traditional white doctor’s coat with the collar turned up at such a peculiar angle that I 

can’t help noticing her face. And when I notice it, I gasp. Her face is so ghostly white and her eyes so 

black I’m not able to tear my eyes away but instead just stand there in the hallway, staring at this 

bizarre stranger, open-mouthed and silent. She stares back at me with the most curious look on her 

face and my blood turns cold as she slowly begins to smile. Then, without warning, she lifts her hand 

towards my neck and swiftly slashes a blade across my throat. 
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Weird Goat Idol  

When we reach Kings Langley, I tell the taxi driver to let me out at the park on James Cook Drive. The 

night is cold and the park is empty and he looks at me strangely for a minute but doesn’t argue. I 

climb the grassy hill and sit and wait near the playground that used to be a tribute to some goat that 

sailed to Australia on the Endeavour. I don’t know why it got its own memorial, but it must have 

been an impressive goat. In the moonlight I can see the goat memorial is gone now – replaced by a 

giant noughts and crosses board – and even though I never really liked the weird goat idol, it feels 

strange here without it. I lay down on the grass under a gum tree, staring at the thick clouds 

gathering in the night sky, and waiting. The wind is starting to pick up and it swishes through the 

branches above me like a ghost. Once it seems late enough for everyone to be asleep, I get up and 

walk quietly through the night towards Tom’s place. As I walk, I think about Tom. My Tom. The one I 

left behind somehow. 

See, that’s the thing. I would never leave him, not by choice. Not because I think we’re perfect for 

each other or that we’re soul mates or destined to be together or anything, just because I know 

myself and what I’m strong enough to do and what I’m not. And one thing I’m not strong enough to 

do is to leave a guy like Tom. I tried to once, the day after my thirtieth birthday. The night before, 

Tom had arranged this big surprise party at his place – our place by then – and when I walked in the 

door and turned on the lights, everyone jumped out from behind lounges and cabinets, cheering and 

yelling, and I screamed so loud I hurt my throat. I’d never liked surprise parties, but I thought it was 

sweet that he had gone to so much effort. But after I made my way around the room, awkwardly 

hugging everyone and thanking them for coming, I realised Daniela wasn’t there. I asked Tom where 

she was and he shrugged and told me that he didn’t invite her, that he didn’t think it was her kind of 

party. And then it hit me, everyone there was his friend. Not mine. Sure, they were my friends too by 

then, by default, but none of them were originally mine, and none of them were really there for me. 

I tried to forget about it and have a good time, but once I noticed it, I couldn’t stop thinking about it. 

Everyone joking and laughing hysterically with Tom and nodding and smiling politely at me. Tom was 

the life of the party as usual and hardly said a word to me all night and got so wasted he fell asleep 

on the kitchen floor. 

The next morning, I knew I had to end things and somehow got up the courage to tell him I couldn’t 

be with him anymore. I tried to explain what I was feeling but he rolled his eyes and walked out of 

the room. I grabbed my bag and yelled at him not to call me and stormed out of the house. I didn’t 

want to go to my parents’ place, and Daniela was busy with Louisa, so I went to the cinema and 

spent a fortune watching movies all day in Gold Class. At first, I was glad Tom was leaving me alone 

like I’d asked, but when he didn’t call or text all day, I got so scared I could hardly breathe. I waited 

as long as I could, but in the end, I was the one who called him. He was so cold on the phone , and I 

was so scared, that all I could think was how much I needed him to like me again, so I told him it was 

all my fault and begged him to forget it. I wasn’t lying either, you know? By the time I climbed into 

bed with him that night, I genuinely felt like I’d been making a big deal over nothing. I stopped 

making a big deal over stuff after that, and things were pretty good. 

I can see Tom’s house now so I stop thinking about past Tom and start thinking about present future 

Tom, the one who is in danger. The one I need to save. I approach the house from the side, avoiding 

the light from the streetlamps and slipping, unseen, across the front lawn. I hide in the shadows 

against the brick wall and step quietly towards the lounge room window. Peeking carefully through 

the glass, I expect to see some light, but everything is strangely black. No lamplight, no television, 

nothing. That’s not like Tom, and I begin to feel uneasy. I try not to think about why and turn back 

the other way and creep around the side of the building. As I slip silently though the side gate, 
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there’s no light from the kitchen, either, or the dining room, or the laundry. Even the bathroom 

looks dark, as if nobody lives there. I shudder suddenly and stand still for a moment to calm my 

nerves. There’s one more room I need to check. Keeping my body close against the walls, I con tinue 

across the back of the house, then out through the far side gate towards the bedroom on the front 

corner.  

When I reach the bedroom window, I take a deep breath and slowly lift my head to gaze in through 

the glass. At first, I can see nothing. Like the rest of the house, everything is black, blank, lifeless. 

Then a car drives past and, as its headlights shine in through the window, I see it. Them. Their two 

naked bodies twisted together in passion. Melanie is on top of him, her long hair falling down her 

back and over her face. Tom is sitting up, his arms around her back, his face pressed between her 

breasts. I stifle a scream and drop down onto the grass. I close my eyes but all I can see is the two of 

them, so I open my eyes again and stumble towards the road. When I reach the kerb, I go to vomit 

into the gutter, but nothing comes out. I stand up and begin to follow the road down towards Seven 

Hills and the train station. My head spins as I walk and the houses and cars and gardens swim before 

my eyes. Even my feet seem to swell and swirl as I watch them step along the footpath. I want to 

stop, to fall down into the ground and let it swallow me up like I know it wants to, but I don’t. I can’t. 

I have to keep going. The icy wind is growing stronger as I walk on, and the sky is turning an eerie 

shade of violet. When Melanie gets to Central Station tomorrow night, I’ll be there waiting for her.  
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January 20th, 1850 

Harrington Gardens, Vaucluse 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 I wish to thank you for your invitation to tonight’s Special Assembly of the New Morality 

Society, by invitation only, and confirm that I would be most pleased to attend. 

 I am greatly intrigued by the description of the evening, and keen to discover the precise nature of 

the meeting. I trust that it will indeed prove to be “A Night to Remember!” 

 I should also wish to thank in advance our hostess for the evening. I have not had the pleasure of 

meeting Miss Emily Cooper previously, although I am most struck by your description of her particular 

qualities, and I look forward tremendously to making her acquaintance. 

 Please forgive my not addressing your good self by name. I should very much like to thank 

whomever has extended me this most valued invitation, but trust I shall have the opportunity to do so in 

due course. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

Mr Arthur Brickfield 
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18 

- …Uh… 

- …… 

- …Uhhh… 

- …… 

- …Uh, uhrrr… 

- …… 

- Argh! What the… Where am… Ooh, oh, uh-oh… Urgh… Hurgh! Hurgh, hurgh, 

hurgh… Hurghhh!! 

- …… 

- Huff, huff, huff… 

- …… 

- Hew… 

- …… 

- Hmmm…  

- …… 

- Hello. Hmmm… 

- …… 

- I am the Princes, Princess. Hmmm… 

- …… 

- I am your Princess, Princess. 

- …… 

- I am all alone and utterly soaked with Gauntlet water and vomitus. Hmmm… 

- …… 

- Hmmm, let us see… Would he tell me that this door leads to the castle? Then the 

other door leads to the castle and this door leads to certain death. Ha! It appears I am 

quite recovered. Splendid! 

- …… 

- Now to continue through the Gauntlet and… find… the… 

- …… 

- Wait… no…. it cannot be… 

- …… 

- Surely not! 

- …… 

- Flopping cut brickets! That witch! 

- …… 

- Wretched Amalia! I never should have saved her. 

- …… 

- Puck spaced hars tards! Friends! Not just acquaintances, either, but friends! 

- …… 

- Friends! Friends!! 

For the Princess, Princess, had awoken from her near drowning to find herself alone 

again on the wet floor of the mysterious cavern, which was decidedly less mysterious 

now that the water had drained, the lights had come on, and a small exit door had 

opened in one of the walls, through which her companion had evidently departed. 
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After some enthusiastic vomiting and a moment of reflection on her miraculous 

recovery, Princess had suddenly realised that she had seen Queeny somewhere before. 

It had been many years before, in fact. Long before she was any kind of entertainer or 

performer, definitely before she was popular, certainly before she had the gall to call 

herself anybody’s queen. Back when she was just a clumsy village girl with ratty hair , 

poor balance, and an underdeveloped sense of gratitude, especially for someone who 

would risk their own young life to reach out over a dangerous cliff and save hers. 

Perhaps Princess was overreacting, but there was just something about the way Queeny 

(or should she say, Amalia) had dismissed her once again – not even recognising the 

woman to whom she owed her very life! – that really grated her cheese. Princess felt the 

fireflies returning to her belly, the adrenalin flowing through her veins, the heat rising in 

her cheeks, when she suddenly remembered something else. Something awful and 

outrageous and horrifying. She remembered – oh, how she wished she were mistaken! 

– she remembered Buttercup telling her that Queeny and Daniela were, of all things, 

friends. Friends!  The Princess, Princess, sat down on the ground with her head 

between her knees, wishing for some more Gauntlet water to unswallow. Alas, after a 

few half-hearted retches, all she managed to emit was a small glob of watery saliva and 

an unsavoury burp. Vowing to find a breath mint at her earliest opportunity, Princess 

finally knew who she would kill to save Daniela. And so it was that the Princess, 

Princess, set out to find and befriend and kill her childhood frenemy, Amalia, aka 

Queeny – none of which she doubted she would be able to do, and none of which 

bothered her conscience in the slightest. Unfortunately for Princess, the one thing that 

did prove bothersome as she strode out of the cavern to continue her mission, was the 

second wave of intoxication from Viola’s potion, which arrived in the form of vivid 

hallucinations the moment she walked through the doorway, and which didn’t even 

begin to subside until long after she had fought her way to the centre of Edlogg’s 

Gauntlet and interrupted the night’s entertainment in a most unfortunate and 

horrifyingly memorable way. 
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Darkness and passion and rage 

The next thing I’m conscious of, the next time I’m conscious of anything, is that I’m sitting in a small 

room. And that I’m weeing. It takes me a second and then I remember. The outhouse. 

“Is everything alright in there?” Adelia asks, her soft sweet voice drifting in through the outhouse 

door. 

I finish weeing, wonder about washing my hands, think about hand sanitizer, open the door and say, 

“Yes. Fine, thank you.” 

Adelia smiles and drops the flowers she’s been picking onto the grass.  

“Adelia,” I say, stepping closer to her. There has to be a way to save her, I just have to find the right 

thing to say. “What do you know about birth control?” 

Apparently, this is not that thing. 

“Excuse me!” Adelia cries, and rushes away from me along the garden path.  

I start to race after her but then the garden fades and the next thing I’m conscious of, the next time 

I’m conscious of anything, is watching Adelia die. Again. She dies the same as before, in a pretty 

wallpapered bedroom, on an elegant four-poster bed, thrashing and screaming and fighting for her 

life, soaked in blood, her small body being ripped apart from within.  Everything happens exactly the 

same as before and I watch it all again, and again I can’t bear it. And again I drift away from it all as I 

hear Adelia’s baby softly crying. 

For a moment there is nothing. And then, “Adelia, listen to me,” I say. I’ve just stepped out of the 

outhouse again and taken Adelia’s hands in mine. “Soon, you are going to get pregnant and you 

need – ” 

“Excuse me, Miss Emily!” Adelia cries, pulling her hands away from mine. “I shall do no such thing!” 

She stalks away from me towards the house, and then the garden fades and the sky too, and again 

she dies and her baby cries as I drift up and out and away. 

“Adelia!” I say. I’ve just stepped out of the outhouse again. “Do you wanna hear something funny?” 

Adelia smiles and drops the flowers she’s been picking onto the grass. “Yes, please!”  

“So,” I begin, clearing my throat and looking her straight in the eyes. “I’m from the future and I ’ve 

been sent here to save you from certain death.” 

Adelia stands and says nothing. Then her smile fades, she turns on her heel and storms away from 

me along the garden path. “Very amusing!” she yells as she rushes away.  

And then the garden fades, and the sky too, and again she dies and her baby cries as I drift up and 

out and away. 

I don’t know how many times I try, but every time it ends the same.  

“Adelia,” I try, one more time, as I step once more from the outhouse. “Adelia, please.”  

Adelia drops the flowers she’s been picking onto the grass and turns towards me. “Is something 

wrong?” she asks. 

“Yes, Adelia,” I say and I’m close to tears. “I’m trying to save you.” 
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Adelia snorts and starts to walk away from me, along the garden path. 

“Adelia!” I yell, tired and sad and almost giving up hope. “Don’t you understand?  I’m trying to save 

you!” 

Adelia rushes back to me and grabs hold of my arm, pulling me towards her. With my face so close 

to hers, I notice a darkness I’ve never seen before in her perfect eyes. Darkness and passion and 

rage. “Did it ever occur to you that I do not need saving?” Adelia asks, her voice hard. She looks 

around as if to make sure no one is listening. “Or that you do?” 

She pushes me away again, adjusts her skirt, and walks calmly along the path. 

“Adelia!” I call after her. “Adelia!” 

Adelia keeps walking but as she does she looks back at me and her face softens. “I shall see you 

soon, Emily.” 

Then the garden fades and the next thing I’m conscious of, the next time I’m conscious of anything, 

is feeling myself split into two. One part of me drifts up and out and away from it all and zooms 

through the swirling mish mash of time and space and drops, already asleep, into my bed next to 

Tom, and the other part stays in the past, bouncing back and forth through the years and toying with 

time and people and possibility, and playing games in the garden with Adelia, forever. 
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Sharp Sting of a Scalpel 

You know, I’ve never really given much thought to how I will die  – though I’ve had reason enough 

these last few days – but even if I had, I would not have imagined it like this. Standing in the candlelit 

hallway of a cold and sinister mansion, staring at the face of a stranger I’m beginning to think I 

recognise, with my mouth wide open and my fists clamped closed, and the sharp sting of a scalpel 

having just dissected the skin of my throat.  

“Emily,” the doctor says as she wipes the blade on the sleeve of her coat. “Welcome.” 

I stand and stare for what feels like an infinitely long time then I gasp and drop to my knees and 

frantically grab at my neck. I hold my throat with both hands and can feel the blood streaming out 

between my fingers. It’s warm and wet and smells strongly of marbles. That distinctive mixture of 

metal and glass and dirt. And even in the darkness I can see my blood is such a deep scarlet it’s 

almost black. 

“You’ve finally arrived,” the woman adds. She steps away from me and leans against the wall, 

watching me bleed. 

“Help me…” I whisper, my head spinning away from my body. I slump forward and try to force the 

cut closed but my arms are weakening and soon they drop to the floor beside me. With nothing else 

to do, I watch my blood run down my chest and onto my legs and I see it begin to soak into the rose-

patterned carpet. “Please…” 

“What do you think I’m doing?” the doctor asks and walks back over to me. She stands above me for 

a minute then crouches down and takes my face in her hands, forcing me to look at her. I can feel 

the sides of the cut pull apart and I wince. “You don’t remember me, do you?” 

I’m so weak and tired that all I want to do is close my eyes, but as I let the woman hold my head, I 

fight to keep them open. Something about her face seems familiar but my mind is shutting down 

and I don’t have the strength to think. Then she scrunches her nose and flicks her head to toss her 

hair aside and I see it. 

“Juliet?” I mumble then finally close my eyes. 

“Well done!” Juliet says, dropping her hands and letting my head fall forward towards the floor. 

“Although, it’s Doctor Juliet these days.” 

I lift my head as much as I can manage and see Juliet’s stockinged calves and the hem of her doctor’s 

coat in front of my eyes. “But…” I try but my throat is dry and my voice is almost gone. “B – but 

why?” I whisper. 

“Why what, Emily?” Juliet demands, her voice tauntingly loud and confident. 

I’m breathing hard now, a trapped animal in the moments before it dies. “Why… why kill me?” 

Juliet screeches with laughter. “Kill you?” she chuckles. “What do you mean, kill you? I’ve done no 

such thing. I’ve helped you, Emily. After extensive research, I’ve found this is the quickest and most 

effective way to show you what you are.” 

I look up at her in confusion and say nothing. As I slouch there on the carpet, I can suddenly hear 

footsteps approaching along the corridor.  

“Help!” I try to yell but it comes out as a raspy whimper. “Help!” 
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The footsteps grow louder until they stop just outside the room. I hold my breath and stare in 

desperation as a figure appears in the open doorway and peers inside the room. Saying nothing, she 

nods knowingly at Juliet and carries on along her way. I’m too stunned to say anything. In my dying 

delusional state, her face looks exactly like mine.  

“Don’t worry,” Juliet says quickly. “The shock will pass soon and you’ll be fine.” 

“Fine?” I manage. “I’ll be… dead,” I pant. 

“Oh Emily. You’re already dead, almost. And, of course, not.” 

I let my head drop down onto the floor and just breathe. 

“You’re undead,” Juliet continues, savouring the moment. “Well, you’re becoming that way, anyway. 

Your blood is still red but soon it will be completely black.” 

I stop following what she’s saying. Words float in and out. Blood… red… black… 

“Are you honestly not getting this?” Juliet laughs. “Then let me spell it out for you: you’re becoming 

a vampire, Emily. You’ll be like all the rest of us soon. Well, apart from Rhys, the boring sod.” 

Vampire… Rhys… Sod… I suddenly wonder where he and the old man got to and whether they know 

what’s happening to me and whether they care.  And whether Rhys was in on it this whole time. 

Fucking Rhys. Fuck… ing… Rhys… 

“Ok, that’s enough messing around,” Juliet says, and I feel her hand on my back. “We don’t have 

much time. Stand up, Emily.” 

Stand… up…? 

“I mean it, let’s go,” Juliet demands, lifting her hand and tapping my back with her fingers. I don’t say 

anything for a long moment and can feel her eyes boring into the back of  my head, willing me to my 

feet. 

I strain my mind and throat to mumble an answer, “I can’t.” 

“Of course, you can,” Juliet says. “Don’t you want to save Daniela?” 

“Yes,” I murmur, nodding my head slightly. 

“Good, then stand up. We have to operate before you’ve completely turned, or your kidneys will be 

useless. And besides,” Juliet adds, dropping down onto her knees and pulling me by the shoulders 

into a sitting position to examine my wound. She looks at the gash for a minute before she 

continues, “You’re not even bleeding anymore.” 

She stands back up and adjusts her coat. I sit there and watch her, feeling confused and groggy and a 

little unsteady but already noticeably better than a few minutes earlier. 

“Honestly,” Juliet says. “Your throat is fine now. As promised.” 

I take a deep breath and gingerly touch my neck. I gently feel for the wound but it’s completely 

gone. 

“Told you so,” Juliet says. Then she bends down and takes hold of my arm to help me up.  

“Yeah,” I reply as I stand up. “Thank you?” 
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Juliet takes both of my hands in hers and squeezes them. “You’re so welcome, Emily ,” she says with 

a serene smile. “Now, let’s go cut you open. Again!”  

Juliet ushers me out of the door and leads me along a series of narrow, musty corridors. We walk in 

silence, Juliet emanating smugness and me marvelling at how astonishingly well I feel. We’ve just 

turned a corner and stepped through another doorway when Juliet suddenly stops in her tracks and 

tilts her head as if to listen. 

“Can you hear that?” she turns towards me and asks. 

I strain my ears to listen, but I can’t hear anything, and I shake my head. We walk on a little further 

until Juliet stops and asks the same question again. 

I listen for a long moment and then I hear it. Music, I think. Or something like it. It’s faint at first but 

growing louder. 

“I can hear it!” I tell Juliet, for some reason excited not to be letting her down. 

“See?” Juliet says, smiling widely. She points along the hallway in front of us and breaks into a trot. 

“It’s coming from this way.” 

Giggling like schoolgirls, we run through the hallways of the mansion towards the sound, running 

and running, until we burst through a doorway and find ourselves on a wide, carpeted landing and 

we rush together towards the wooden banister at its edge. We look down over the banister and 

then keep looking down: far, far, far down below. Two storeys below, the vast ground floor of the 

mansion opens up to reveal a deep chasm stretching some ten or twenty or fifty metres further 

underground. And at the bottom of this chasm is a wide candlelit cavern, the edges of which I can’t 

see, the floor of which is currently being danced upon by a thick throng of colourful revellers. From 

where we stand, high above them, they look like crystals shifting inside a kaleidoscope. They move 

back and forth in patterns they can’t even see, and I don’t know if it’s my recent extreme blood loss 

or something much deeper – maybe something Adelia said about worlds within worlds within worlds 

– but I suddenly find it so captivating that I wish the figures knew they were part of something so 

beautiful. Then the music stops and a hush falls over the crowd and a voice echoes out all around 

the mysterious cavern, “Ladies and Gentlemen and everyone in-between! Welcome to the night of 

your lives!” 
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Tiny Flakes of Flesh 

By the time I climb the ramp to the top of Seven Hills station, my hands and feet are completely 

numb and the skin on my arms and face is tingling and fizzing, as if my edges are dissolving into the 

night. I stare at my hands and for a second I can see the cells begin to disintegrate: tiny flakes of 

flesh breaking off and floating away on the growing wind. I shake my head and try to fight the 

feeling. I can’t fade away, not while Tom still needs me. An old drunk guy stumbles past on the 

platform below, wandering dangerously close to the edge, pointing towards the sky and singing 

about sailors. I think about catching a train to the city and waiting for Melanie, then I change my 

mind and jump on a train to Blacktown instead. When I get to Blacktown, I catch the Blue Mountains 

train all the way up through the mountains to Katoomba. It’s warm inside the carriage and I sleep 

most of the way there, only opening my eyes now and then when the train stops and the lights of 

some lonely station hit my eyelids. When we reach Katoomba, I step out into the frozen night and 

walk through the empty streets towards the cliffs. I glance up at the sky as I walk, watching wispy 

clouds dance across an endless ocean of stars, like the spirits of ancient Australians and murdered 

hitchhikers and lost bushwalkers. I lean over the railing at Echo Point lookout and gaze out at the 

vast expanse of trees and rocks before me. Through the moonlight I think I can make out the roof of 

the Ruined Castle on the far ridge. 

And as I stand there, I’m eleven or twelve years old again, standing in the same place with Daniela 

leaning against the railing beside me. We’re laughing ecstatically, listening to our voices echo 

through the valley as we take turns yelling, “Coo-ee! Coo-ee!” Then I go to turn around and my foot 

slips on a loose rock and, even though I’m safe, I feel as if  I’m about to fall over the edge and into the 

abyss. 

“Don’t worry, Em,” twelve-year old Daniela tells me as she grabs my arm. “I got you.” 

Then she leans close towards me and smiles. She’s about to tell me something when her face starts 

to disappear and, as quickly as she was with me, she’s gone . I try to think of what she was about to 

say but I can’t and it makes me anxious. I take a deep breath and look out again over the valley. 

“Coo-ee!” I yell as loudly as I can. My echo bounces back, “Coo-ee! Coo-ee, coo-ee…” 

I stand there like that for a long time, thinking about Daniela and trying to remember what she was 

trying to tell me. When I get tired of standing, I sit down on the hard rock floor, and wait and watch 

the sunrise. The last time I did that was right here with James and Theegan from uni one New Year’s 

morning. I remember there was a moment, right before daybreak, when the sun creeping up behind 

the Three Sisters silhouetted the mighty rocks and turned everything to black, and in that moment it 

felt as if the entire world was starting over. When it happens again now it just feels like the end, and 

I shudder. Then the light spreads over the canyon and, instead of bringing warmth, it makes 

everything look so cold, but I don’t feel it anymore. I gaze at the sisters and wonder if I too have 

been turned to stone. Eventually, I get up and walk back to the station and catch a train to Central. 

As we head east towards the city, and the mountain bushland gives way to suburban blocks, the 

carriage grows more crowded and the sky grows more ominous and the wind outside begins to 

howl. When we reach Central Station, I walk through the Devonshire Street Tunnel until it spits me 

out into the windswept plaza, where I sit down on the ground and lean against a building in the cold 

and immediately fall into a deep and empty sleep. 

“Can…” 

I begin to stir. 
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“you…” 

The sounds around me start to return. 

“hear…” 

I open my eyes. 

“me?” 

I sit up and look around me but there’s nobody there. A handful of teenagers in puffer jackets and 

beanies are joking and laughing amid swirls of leaves and litter on the other side of the plaza, and a 

middle-aged couple are linking arms and giving me a wide berth on their way past. Their collars are 

up and their coats are wrapped tight around their bodies against the biting wind and the bitter cold.  

“Excuse me,” I call, making the woman jump and the man tighten his grip on her arm. I clamber to 

my feet, squinting my eyes against the vicious gale. “Sorry, but do you have the time?” 

The couple slow a little as the man looks at his watch. “Quarter past ten,” he says. Then he gestures 

towards the sky. “Best get inside, love. Hell of a storm coming.” 

Shit! I’m late. Melanie is probably already there. And Tom, too. Fuck!  

I take off into the tunnel and race as fast as I can towards the station platforms. As I run, I feel the 

walls and floor shudder as violent bursts of thunder and lightning begin to shake the city and thick 

drops of freezing rain fall like bricks from the sky. I keep running all the way to the elevator, then , 

steeling myself for what’s to come, I jump inside and press the button. Nothing happens. The 

elevator doesn’t move. 

“Come on,” I mumble, pressing the button again and again.  

Still nothing. 

“Move, damn it!” I yell as a brilliant flash of lightning cuts through the sky and the rusty elevator 

suddenly jerks to life. I take a deep breath and slowly sink beneath the earth. 

Far below the city streets, I step warily from the elevator and listen. Down here on the lost 

platforms, everything is quiet. I remember the last time I was here, lost in the storm with... with… 

was it Daniela? I suddenly can’t remember, but I remember the silence. I remember the smell and 

the darkness and the fear.  

Fuck! 

I feel something flash past me and I spin around to look. In the blackness, I can see nothing. I turn 

back around, take another deep breath, and shuffle onwards into the shadows. The cement platform 

is covered in a thick layer of dirt and my shoes make a scraping sound against the grit.  Further 

ahead, small patches of pale light creep in from above, offering some reprieve from the dark.  

Jesus!  

I walk into a cobweb and leap sideways, frantically scraping the sticky tendrils from my face and 

arms. As I try to rub my body clean, I imagine I can hear children giggling and try to force the thought 

from my mind. I can’t lose it now. I step forwards, breathing in the dust and the mildew and… is 

that..? Yes, the trace of a familiar perfume. 

“Melanie,” I call as I walk. “I know you’re down here.” 
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I hear something shift on the platform ahead of me and I freeze.  

“Melanie? Is that you?” 

Nothing. Everything is still again and quiet. Too quiet. My heart is beginning to pound hard in my 

chest. I move forward half a step. 

Emily! 

Shit! I feel a breeze across my forehead and duck my head. I scan the air above me but can see 

nothing. I stand still and breathe hard and wait. I can hear the air rushing in and out of my nostrils 

and the faint sound of children giggling again. 

“Seriously, Melanie,” I say, my voice wavering as I take another step. “This is not funny.” 

Something swishes past me again. 

Emily! 

I spin all the way around and then stop but my head keeps spinning and I have to force my eyes to 

focus on the cement beneath my feet. 

“Ok, enough messing around,” I say. “Why don’t you just come out and talk to me?” 

I stand in silence for a long moment. Long enough that I begin to hear water dripping onto concrete 

nearby and the soft rustle of my sinew continuing to unravel. 

Emily, Emily! 

Another swish, another spin around. Still nothing. 

“For fuck’s sake, Melanie!” I yell. “I don’t have much time.” 

“I’m not Melanie, you idiot!” replies a voice that makes my ears ring, as a figure forms from the 

darkness in front of me. When her face emerges from the shadows I stumble backwards and drop to 

the ground in shock. “I’m you.” 

A wave of whispered laughter echoes through the tunnels. 

Emily! Emily! Emily! 

“Wh… wh… what do you mean?” I stammer. “You look like… like me.” 

“No kidding,” she says as she steps towards me and offers her hand. She is dressed in Melanie’s 

clothes and boots. Her dark hair has escaped from the hood of her coat and hangs loose around her 

face. I let her take my hand and drag my shaking body to my feet. 

“I don’t understand,” I mumble, unable to stop staring at her face. My face, only older and thinner 

and more tanned. 

“It’s pretty simple,” she says, dropping my hand and looking straight at me. “You split, remember? 

Disappeared for years, only reappearing when it suited you. Dropping in and out of time. I’m one of 

the parts you left behind.” 

“What?” 

She nods and walks a few paces away. 
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“But you… we broke up,” I say, stumbling after her with my head swimming. “Tom was with Melanie. 

I saw them together. In our house. He introduced us. We ate Iced Vovos.” 

“Yeah, they were together for a few months,” she says as she bends down and unzips a large 

handbag. “But that was almost five years ago. Tom lost interest, of course, and wanted me back.” 

“But the clothes and everything,” I argue. “You look… You look like her.” 

The woman sighs and stands up straight. “So, I changed my style,” she shrugs. “Who cares? You’re 

always so hung up on that. You always think I’m her.” 

“Always?” I repeat. 

“Yeah, always. This isn’t your first rodeo, Em.” 

“I’ve come back before?” I ask, trying desperately to remember. 

“Yep,” she says simply and then looks up as she thinks. “I don’t know, five or six times maybe.” 

“What? Why?” 

“You tell me.” 

Emily! Emily!  

More ghostly snickering from somewhere above. We both pause for a second and glance nervously 

above our heads. 

“And Tom?” I ask when the snickering subsides, suddenly remembering why I came here. “Where is 

he? Why did you want the gun?” 

“Tom’s fine,” she says, bending back down and removing a cardigan from her bag. “Did you really 

think I’d hurt him? Kill him? Come on, what sort of world do you think this is?” 

“So, it was all an act then?” I ask. “A trick to get me here?” 

“Yes and no,” she says, lifting a yellow package from the bag and shoving the cardigan back inside. “I 

did need a gun.” 

“For what?” 

“To shoot you.” 

“Very funny,” I reply. 

Emily! Emily! 

More giggling, louder this time and longer. 

“It’s nothing personal. Obviously,” the other me says as she opens the parcel. “But what else can I 

do?” She reaches inside the envelope and pulls out a gun. 

“What the fuck?” I leap backwards. “You’re going to kill me?” 

“Not kill you, just shoot you,” she says, inspecting the weapon in a way that makes me think she’s 

done this before. (I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again: who is this woman?) “You won’t die, Em. 

You’ll just split apart again and hopefully get thrown a little off course.  Away from me. And Tom.” 
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“That’s a shitty idea! What if you’re wrong?” 

“I’m not.” 

“You could be.” 

“I’m not,” she insists. “You know I’m not.” I don’t say anything, so she goes on. “So, what? I should 

just let you haunt me? Let you keep reappearing whenever it suits you, leaping out of our laundry 

cupboard without any warning, going on and on about kidneys and Daniela and what you think I 

should be wearing?” Hearing Daniela’s name, my heart skips a beat. “Seriously, Em. What if we have 

guests?” 

What the hell? When have we ever had guests? 

“Daniela?” I say, terrified to ask but unable to stop myself. “How is she? I mean, is she… is she ok?” 

She says nothing for a long moment, just looks at me with a strange look on her face and I feel as if I 

can’t breathe. Please be ok. Please. Please. “So weird you always ask that,” she says at last. “She’s 

fine, as always. A picture of health and happiness. Well, probably parties too hard but you know 

Daniela.” 

I sigh deeply and smile. “And you, do you see her much? Are you still friends?” 

She looks annoyed for a second before her face softens. “Yeah, Em,” she says. “We’re friends. 

Always.” Then she looks at her watch. “Oops, better hurry. Tom will be home soon, better not keep 

him waiting. We’re bingeing The Voice.” 

I look at her for a moment, this other version of me, wondering how we could possibly be so 

different. Then I think about everything that has happened in my world, everything Daniela and I 

have been through. What if Daniela had never been sick? Would she still be the same person? 

Would I? Life, pain, fear, love: I guess it has to change you. 

“Ok, are you ready?” she asks. 

I think about objecting but then I feel myself starting to fall apart again and I realise it doesn’t 

matter. Nothing does, as long as Daniela is ok. And you never know, maybe it will be an adventure. 

“Yeah, let’s do this,” I say and focus on holding my cells together just a little longer. 

Emily! Emily! Emily! 

The swishing and swirling and giggling are reaching fever-pitch, and even the thunder far above is 

starting to make itself heard. 

“Hey,” I ask, suddenly curious as I look around at the rusty tomb, the hidden cavern abandoned by 

time and progress. “Why are we doing this here?” 

“I don’t know,” she says as she plants her feet and squares herself in front of me. “It just seemed 

fitting to end things here. You know, since this is where, in a way, everything started.” The voices are 

almost shrieking now and she glances at the emptiness above her and smiles. “Plus, Adelia can keep 

you company.” 

The childish voices explode into hysterical laughter. 

Adelia! Adelia! Adelia! 
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“I hope so,” I say. 

She lifts the gun towards my face, the end close to my flesh, aimed right between my eyes. “Any 

final requests?” 

“Yeah,” I say peacefully as my eyes begin to blur. “Tell Daniela we love her.” 

“I will, Em,” she says, and I can see her trigger finger about to move. “As soon as I see her. She just 

sent me a postcard from Coober Pedy.” 

She pulls the trigger and, as the bullet pierces my skin, I feel myself split into two. One part of me 

takes off into the sky and flies through the night, landing on a golf course in the desert in the dark, 

and the other part falls off the haunted platform and drops towards the rusted train tracks, but it 

never reaches them. Adelia catches my dying body and carries me away, towards the deepest 

depths of the secret tunnels. And as she does, I close my eyes and think about Tom and Daniela and 

death, while the frenzied laughing and squealing and swishing trickle down into the familiar ghostly 

sound of children singing. 
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January 23rd, 1850 

Gravedigger’s Cottage 

Devonshire Street Cemetery, Sydney 

 

Dear Professor Hargreaves, 

 Please forgive the poorness of my handwriting. I am not a man of letters like yourself. 

I write only to tell you your beloved Adelia has found peace. She rests now in an unmarked grave 

beneath a large tree near the far boundary of the north graveyard. A beautiful resting place for a beautiful 

soul. Such a shame to lose one so young. 

 I must also thank you once more for your generous compensation. My good wife is beside herself 

with happiness and relief and shall put the money to very good use, not least in the care of the precious 

infant you have intrusted to our care. 

Do not fret, good sir. We shall care very well for the boy and raise him as our own. He will be 

greatly loved and perhaps someday shall have a family of his own. It is remarkable, is it not, the way the 

world has of bringing its pieces and its people together? 

 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

Mr Patrick O’Sullivan 

 

P.S. I have this day posted the photograph of Adelia and the pup as requested. There is something magical 

about it, I think, something extraordinary that echoes of the eternal. It is a fine image and I trust any 

family yet remaining in the child’s homeland shall be most pleased to receive it. 
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19 

- Pardon me! Watch out, coming through! 

- …… 

- Move aside!  

- …… 

- Make way for your Princess at once! 

- Ow! Hey, did you just push me? 

- I did indeed, good elf. Now move aside! 

- What’s going on, Nate? 

- This chick just pushed me in the back, really hard. And called me an elf, I think? 

- Ha! Don’t worry about it, man. Let’s just keep going. 

- Chick? I am the Princess! And you are a mere elf! 

- Whatever, sister. 

- What a nutter. Come on, Nate. 

- Nate, is that your name? Well, Nate, I challenge you to a duel! 

- What the fuck? 

- On guard! 

- You’re not seriously gonna–  

- Argghh! 

- Ow, hey! Ouch, stop hitting me! 

- Take that, fool! And that! I shall have your elfin head! 

- Jesus! Stop it. Ow! 

- Hey, is there some trouble here? 

- Huh? Nah, it’s nothing.  

- Yes! This here elf is– argh! It is you! 

- Me? Who? 

- Yes, you! You evil monster! You cannot stop me! 

- Listen, sweetheart. Looks like you’ve had a bit too much. Might be time to call it a 

night, yeah? 

- You cannot fool me, Demon! I know it is you. 

- Demon? Alright, that’s enough. Come on, let’s– 

- Unhand me at once! 

- Calm down, love. We’re just gonna get some fresh air, ok? 

- Arghh!! Remove your Demon hands! 

- Come on, stop struggling. 

- Let go of me! Argh!! 

- Shit! You bit my hand! 

- Haha! I did indeed and I shall do it again! You cannot keep me from Daniela! 

- Far out, woman. That stings. 

- Hey, Dave! What’s happening? 

- Hey, Vi. 

- Oh, hey! I know you. 

- I beg your pardon? 

- Princess, isn’t it? 

- Ummm..? 
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- Oh, boy. Looks like it’s hitting you hard. Probably why you’re messing around with this 

lovely security guard. 

- This is no guard! This is an evil Demon! 

- Sorry Dave. She doesn’t mean any harm. I’ll take care of her from here, ok? 

- What is a dave? Stop speaking to this Demon! 

- Fine, Vi. Just keep her in line, alright? 

- Thanks, Dave. I’ll fix you up later. 

- Yeah. Good luck. 

- So, Princess. I’m Viola, remember? 

- But you are a glittering mountain fairy? 

- Ooh, is that what you see? Nice! Don’t worry, it’ll pass.  

- What will pass, fairy? 

- Never mind. So, it looks like you’re having– 

- Good heavens, another elf! Move aside at once! 

- What did you call me? 

- A dirty elf! 

- Shit, Princess! Sorry, buddy. I’ll get her out of here. Enjoy your night! 

- What are you doing, fairy? We must fight through this sea of elves, towards Daniela! 

- Yes, normally. But I know a shortcut! 

- Shortcut? 

- Yep, this way! Squeeze through this gap. 

- But… 

- Honestly, it’s not a trick. Just means we miss out on Purgatory but it’s not that good 

anyway. And you’re clearly in no state to appreciate it. Follow me! 

- Hmmm…  

- Great! Now, let’s get moving. 

- Hmmm… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Keep up, Princess! 

- …… 

- Not much further… 

- …… 

- …… 

- Fairy, wait! I can hear something… 

- Yeah, that’s Nintendocore. It means we’re almost there! 

- Nintento-what? 

- Haha! You’re hilarious. 

- …… 

- …… 

- Good gracious, that is loud! 

- Awesome, right? Now just through this door… 

- DOOF DOOF DOOF DOOF DOOF DOOF DOOF! 

- Hey Pedro! 

- Vi! You made it! 

- This is Princess! She’s friends with Buttercup and Bruno and them. 

- What?! 
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- Princess! This is Princess! 

- Hey, Princess! Cool name. 

- Sorry? 

- Huh? 

- What?! 

- Haha! Wild. 

- Fairy! Where is Buttercup? 

- Huh? What?! 

- Buttercup!! 

- Um, I dunno! But don’t worry, she’ll be in here somewhere! 

- …… 

- …… 

- LADIES AND GENTLEMEN! AND EVERYONE IN-BETWEEN! 

CONGRATULATIONS! 

- Woo-hoo!!! 

- YOU HAVE MADE IT THROUGH THE GAUNTLET! 

- …… 

- TO! THE! INFERNO! 

- Raaaaahhhhhh!!! 

- AND NOW! THE ONE YOU’VE ALL BEEN WAITING FOR! 

- …… 

- HER MOST ROYAL OF ROYAL HIGHNESSES! 

- Woop! Woop! Yeah! 

- Pftt!! 

- HER MOST MAJESTIC OF MAJESTIES! 

- Woop! Woop! Yeah! 

- Pftt!! 

- QUEE-EE-EE-NY! THE QUEEN! 

- DOOF DOOF DOOF DOOF DOOF DOOF DOOF! 

- Yaaaaayyyyy!!! 

- Grrrr….. 

- Yo, Princess? You ok? 

- …… 

- Really, girlfriend! You look intense, hey? 

- I am fine, mountain fairy! Better than fine. I am about to realise my destiny! 

- Huh? Your destiny? 

- …… 

- Fuck! What are you doing? 

- Remove your hands! This sword is mine… 

- Shit, Princess! Don’t start stealing the fucking décor! 

- …… 

- Where are you…? 

- …… 

- What the hell? Oh fuck. Queeny, watch out! Behind you!! 

- …… 

- …… 
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- Jesus! What the hell are you doing on my stage? Is that a fucking sword?! Owww, watch 

my throat, you psycho! 

- …… 

- What the fuck? Is this part of the show? 

- I dunno. 

- Who’s that? 

- Who knows? 

- What’s going on? Hey you guys, is this part of it? 

- We dunno!! 

- …… 

- Queeny, Queeny, Queeny. You remember me, do you not? 

- …… 

- Answer me now! 

- …… 

- Speak!! 

- It… it’s… it’s a bit… hard with the sword… 

- Oh… there! Speak now. And order your guards to stand down!! 

- …… 

- Now!! 

- …… 

- …… 

- Oww! Fine. Do what she says, guys. 

- …… 

- Happy now? 

- Not yet but I soon will be. Tell me you remember me. 

- …… 

- Tell me! 

- …… 

- Ok, let me see you then. I need to look at your face. 

- Hmmm… 

- Well...? 

- As you wish, but do not even consider trying to escape. I can remove your ears from 

your head from here. 

- Ok… Yes, I remember you. 

- What is my name? 

- Umm… 

- Answer me! What is my name? 

- Err… 

- Well? 

- I don’t know, ok! You tried to tell me earlier tonight, but you were so wasted and I was 

busy, you know, trying to save our lives, I couldn’t understand what you said. Isbess, 

maybe? Or Fristette? Something weird. 

- Liar! 

- Oww! You nicked me! 

- You liar! You told me you remembered me! How dare you lie to me? 

- I’m sorry, really. I don’t know what to tell you! 

- Did you hear that, Demons? I know you are here somewhere! 
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- …… 

- Did you hear my childhood friend? Denying that she knows me? 

- …… 

- …… 

- Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp! Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp! Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp! 

- Urgh! What the fuck are they? 

- Ok, friend. Do you have any final words? 

- Ghytfihilll, frtughytyrpp! 

- Wait, Princess! Wait! 

- Who is…? Buttercup? 

- Yeah, P. It’s me, I’m down here at the front! 

- But…  

- And Bruno and Waldon are here too. See!! 

- But… 

- Don’t do this, Princess! You don’t have to do this. 

- Yes! I do! For Daniela. 

- That’s the thing, P. That’s Daniela! 

- Daniela? 

- Yes, Daniela! 

- Where? 

- There! On stage, with you! That’s Daniela! 

- What? Behind Amalia? 

- No!! 

- Splendid! I shall despatch the traitor at once and find Daniela! 

- Nooooooo!!! 

- Die, Amalia! Die!! 

- No, plea– 

- Arrgghhhhh!! 

- Urghhhh!! 

- Oh my god? 

- Did she just? 

- Jesus!!! 

- Oh my god, no!! What have you done, Princess? Why? Why?! 

- Well, Buttercup. There really is no pleasing you, is there? Now, where on earth is 

Daniela? 

The Princess dropped her sword and glanced down at the bodiless head beside her 

feet, at the face she did indeed recognise from childhood, a face that she was too 

intoxicated and confused and bleary-eyed to realise was, of course, her own, one-and-

only, Daniela. And the Princess, Princess, who had been fighting and drowning and 

drugging for hours, and battling and slaughtering and hunting for years, and who 

believed she had finally done what she needed to do to save her beloved Daniela, 

suddenly felt her head begin to spin and her arms begin to tingle, and promptly 

collapsed in an exhausted heap, realising, as she did, that she hadn’t had a single thing 

to eat all day. 
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The Gauntlet 

“Oh yes, of course!” Juliet says. “The annual grand ball. It had completely slipped my mind!” She 

stands beside me and looks at me for a moment before she quickly looks away. “Quite the spectacle, 

isn’t it?”  

I watch Juliet’s face, wondering if I’m imagining it or if her expression has changed, until the 

announcer speaks again and I shake off the thought and lean further over the dusty wooden 

baluster, peering deep into the scene below. 

“Ladies and Gentlemen and everyone in-between,” the announcer repeats, his deep voice echoing 

up from the chamber below. “I say, welcome to the night of your lives!” 

The announcer pauses and the crowd goes wild, yelling and whistling and clapping furiously. 

Listening to their roar, they could almost be any random gathering of revellers if there wasn’t 

something so unusual about their cheers. Something harmonised, synchronised. Something I’ve 

never heard before that makes them sound more like a chorus than a crowd. 

“Tonight, anything is possible!” 

More yelling and whistling and clapping. 

“Tonight, anything goes!” 

Again, more yelling and whistling and clapping. 

“Tonight, there are no rules!” 

The yelling reaches fever-pitch and the announcer has to wait several minutes for the frenzied 

cheering to subside before he concludes, “Welcome to the gauntlet!” 

The gauntlet? 

The crowd explodes into hysterics once more as the announcement ends and the music plays again, 

much louder this time. It’s an atmospheric mix of classical strings and frenzied drum and bass that 

reverberates up through the building and pulsates through my body from my feet to my temples. 

The figures below feel it too and resume their enthusiastic stomping and shuffling and swirling. 

“Alright Emily, you’ve had a look,” Juliet says, taking my arm and gently pulling me back from the 

railing. “Now we really need to get moving.”  

I sigh loudly. I don’t know what it is about those dancing bodies – presumably something visceral and 

instinctive and totally unspeakable triggered by my progressing descent into vampirism and 

depraved immortality – but I feel like I could watch them for hours. There’s something so 

hypnotising about the whole thing. I shake my head and prepare to look away. I don’t know what 

Juliet is playing at or why she seems to be hiding something, but she’s right. I need to hurry if I’m 

going to save Daniela. 

“Ok,” I say, and I’m starting to turn my head and follow Juliet when something far down below 

catches my eye. Something small and white and sparkling, shimmering in the middle of the 

dancefloor. It looks awkward and out of place, like a single perfect snowflake dropped into the 

centre of an Arabian bazaar. (I know, I must have snowflakes on the brain.) I look closer at the 

snowflake, staring hard with my increasingly vampirish eyes. It takes me a moment but then I see it. 
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Her. I can’t believe my undying eyes! The snowflake is Daniela. Dressed in a long white ballgown and 

silver hair ribbons and an extraordinary amount of glitter. 

“Daniela!” I yell but I’m too far away and the music is far too loud for her to hear me. I can’t see the 

expression on her face but she ’s standing in one place, slowly turning herself around like a tired or 

broken ballerina. She moves so slowly, so unlike the frenzied mass all around her. 

“Daniela?” I demand, turning to Juliet. “What is she doing here? She should be in hospital!” I glare at 

Juliet then glance back down at Daniela. I almost don’t ask, but I can’t help myself. “And why is she 

dressed like Sarah from Labyrinth?” 

“What do you think?” Juliet asks. “She’s here to get your kidney, of course.”  

“What… but…” I trail off as Juliet looks at me with her eyebrows raised and her face cold and smug.  

It makes sense, I suppose. I hadn’t really thought about how my kidney was actually going to get into 

Daniela. It had never occurred to me that Daniela would have to come here to this place too. “Yeah, 

ok,” I reply. “But that doesn’t explain the dress.” 

“Doesn’t it?” Juliet asks. “You’ve always liked to think everything’s a fairy tale, haven’t you Emily? It’s 

always been the Princess Bride or the Labyrinth or that other one, the one with the warrior princess 

and the demons and dwarves and the talking horses.” 

I look at her blankly. 

“You know, the one with that funny name…?” 

I keep staring and raise my eyebrows. I honestly have no idea what she’s talking about.  

“Never mind,” Juliet says, waving the thought away. “My point is you’ve always wanted to be some 

kind of hero. Now you get the chance. You get to save your beloved princess Daniela!” 

Juliet never was very good with pop culture. I mean, shouldn’t I be dressed as Sarah then? And 

Daniela be dressed as her baby brother, Toby? Not that that really works either, but it makes more 

sense than this. I’m about to point this out to Juliet and to ask her what Daniela thinks about all of it 

when I notice Daniela stumble a little and grab hold of the woman next to her for balance. 

“Oh yes,” Juliet says with a cruel smirk. “She’s incredibly sick, you know? Much worse that I thought. 

I could feel her bones poking out through her skin when I was dressing her up for you. ” 

I open my mouth to say something but I’m suddenly so filled with rage that I can’t think of the 

words. Juliet smiles in delight and steps even closer to me. 

“Tick tock, Emily,” Juliet says, tapping her wrist. “You’d better hurry if you want to save your 

girlfriend.” 

And with a swift flick of her doctor’s coat and an evil, blood-curdling squawk, Juliet the vampire 

doctor leaps over the banister and drops down through the void to land on all fours on the packed 

dancefloor beneath. Then she jumps to her feet and disappears instantly into the quivering frenzy of 

the crowd.  

That fucking witch! Oh, can you hear that, Emily? This was all part of Juliet’s plan. With what blood I 

have left boiling, I hold my breath and throw myself over the railing after her. As I fall towards the 

dancefloor, I still can’t believe Juliet would do this to Daniela, toying with her life like this. The Juliet I 

remember from when we were kids was always a bit odd, but she was never cruel like this. Sure, 
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she’s a vampire now, but so am I – almost – and it hasn’t turned me into any kind of evil monster. I 

don’t think. 

“Oww!!” I land face-first on the hard stone floor.  

Opening my eyes to find feet and legs dancing around my head, I scramble quickly to my feet. The 

ballroom is even bigger and grander and more impressive than it looked from above, and, down at 

feet and leg level, much more pseudo-medieval. The walls are carved from what looks like ancient 

sandstone, the floors are lined with rough slate tiles, and the whole place is lit by oversized candles 

that cast uncanny shadows and lines across the room. 

“Daniela!” I call, hoping I’ve fallen close to her and that she will somehow hear me. “Daniela! Dan! 

Dan!” It’s pointless, of course, the music is so loud I can hardly even hear myself. 

Desperate to find her before Juliet does, I push my way through the crowd, shoving and elbowing, 

my eyes ignoring everything else and searching only for a hint of glimmering white. If I can catch 

sight of the dress, I can find Daniela. I’m so focused on finding the dress I don’t even notice someone 

stopping directly in front of me, blocking my way. It’s not until I go to push past them and they put 

their hand on my shoulder that I even notice they’re there. And when I do, I stop dead in my tracks 

and stare. 

“Emily?” the person in front of me asks, yelling at the top of her lungs. She is dressed in a thin cotton 

beach dress and sandals, and she looks exactly like – in fact, she clearly is – me. “Emily?” the woman 

repeats. 

I slowly nod my head and keep staring. The woman smiles warmly.  

“Me too!” she says with a laugh – my laugh – then, when I don’t laugh, “You’re new here, aren’t 

you? Don’t worry, it’s all a bit of a spin out the first time. But you’ll get used to it!” 

Just then, her friend appears through the throng, carrying two overflowing glasses of red wine, one 

of which she thrusts into the other Emily’s hand, before clinking the glasses together and yelling, 

“Cheers!” 

As the two women gulp their drinks, I look at the second woman and almost fall over backwards. I t’s 

Juliet. Another Juliet. She looks at me and grins. With her smiling face and kind eyes, she seems a lot 

nicer than the one I got. The two doppelgangers turn away from me and start dancing. I drag my 

eyes away from them and wander, dazed and increasingly mesmerised, through the crowd, seeing it 

properly for the very first time. It’s all so unbelievable, I don’t know what to tell you about first.  Ok, 

well there are vampires. A shitload of vampires. And not just brooding, slightly vampirish-looking 

vampires like me or Juliet or Edward Cullen. I’m talking full-on, fangs out, haggard-faced 

abominations, like the vampires in 30 Days of Night, or Count Orlok in Nosferatu or Gary Oldman’s 

puffy haired incarnation of the infamous Count in Bram Stoker’s Dracula. Along with the vampires 

are werewolves and witches and warlocks, and all manner of mythical scoundrel and vagrant and 

miscellaneous horror-story-beast. And they’re all hanging out together on the dancefloor: bouncing 

and jumping and spinning and bumping and grinding their undead beastly hearts out. But scattered 

amongst them all is the most unbelievable part of everything: the multiple versions I find of me. 

(And Juliet, too, like a fucking virus.) I find myself everywhere, chatting and dancing and laughing 

with the vampires and the witches and the monsters. Different haircuts, different clothes, different 

attitudes too, but still me. It’s completely impossible and yet, here we are. Adelia’s words about the 

infinity of worlds echo in my ears. Maybe she’s not as crazy as she sounded. My head is spinning and 

my legs are growing weak when I spot yet another Juliet, and – fuck me! – a trio of Toms.  
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Jesus, I need to get out of here, but first I have to find Daniela.  

“Hey, Em!” I feel a tap on my shoulder and spin around to look. It’s Daniela. But not my Daniela. This 

Daniela is tanned and glowing and looks like summer. 

“Daniela?” I say. 

She nods and leans right in next to my ear. “I just wanted to ask if you read my letter. I’m trying to 

find the right Emily, is it you?” 

Daniela looks at me and waits for an answer and I don’t know what to say so I just stare and she 

smiles. Then she leans back towards my ear and goes on, “I’m really sorry. I just… I couldn’t wait 

anymore. It was too much. And I knew you were never going to pass the test, and I wanted to be 

free. Dialysis sucks, you know.” She leans back and smiles sadly. “It was great too, those last days 

with Louisa at the beach. I wish you could have been there with us.” 

I suddenly remember the envelope with the three blank pages and I gasp. 

“I’m sorry,” I shout into her ear. “It wasn’t me. I’m not your Emily.” 

Daniela looks disappointed for a moment then she smiles sweetly like she always does and 

disappears again into the crowd.  

I take a deep breath and try not to think about what must have been on those letters. I don’t have 

time, I have to find my own Daniela. I have to find her before Juliet does, so that she… I mean, so 

that Juliet… Hmmm… Hang on a second. Let me think about this. I stop and stand where I am and try 

to think. Two ghastly vampires sashay past, arm in arm, and shoot me a knowing nod but I look 

away. Finding Daniela is what Juliet wants me to do. She brought Daniela here, so if she wanted to 

kill her, she would have done it already. And she made sure I heard the music from the ball and she 

dressed Daniela up like Sarah so I would be sure to see her. And then she jumped into the crowd and 

disappeared, knowing I’d think she was following Daniela, and wanting me to chase her. Daring me 

to. If I keep trying to find them now, I’ll be playing straight into her hands. Her evil, oversized hands . 

I have to do something Juliet would never think of, and I have to do it now. 

I look as much as I can around the ballroom, but I’m right in the thick of it and all I can see is a mass 

of gyrating bodies. I stand on my tippy-toes and stretch my neck as high as I can, to see if there is 

anything beyond this thrusting sea, anything that will give me an idea of what to do. And then I catch 

a glimpse of the DJ booth against the far wall and I know what I’m going to do. It takes a lot longer 

than I hope, but I slowly manage to push and shove and fight my way over there. Like wading out 

into the ocean, every few steps I get swept backwards again, but I gradually make my way through.  

“Excuse me!” I yell at the DJ, a hipster werewolf wearing rainbow suspenders and a bushy man -bun. 

“Excuse me! I need your help.” 

I explain the situation as quickly as possible into the ear of the werewolf DJ and I don’t know 

whether he understands what I’m saying or whether he’s just too high or too drunk to care, but he’s 

surprisingly accommodating and, a few moments later, fades the music to nothing and hands me a 

microphone. 

“Ah, hello?” I begin, feedback ringing out through the room. “My apologies, everyone,” I say, my 

shakey voice bouncing off the walls of the chamber and making me cringe. “I’m sorry to interrupt 

but I have a very important announcement to make.” 

I pause to take a breath and try to ignore the eyes burning into me from all sides. 
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“Um, Juliet? My Juliet, I mean. The Juliet who… Juliet with the… Ok, if your name is Juliet Meyers and 

you’re a vampire and a doctor and you slashed my throat earlier tonight, I’m talking to you!” 

The throng are silent, apart from one warlock who starts coughing violently somewhere over the 

other side of the room. I remain silent as we all strain to look. “Oh, no!” the warlock finally manages 

between coughs. “This is not… I’m not trying to tell you anything…” Cough, cough, cough. “I just 

have a tickle in my throat, sorry!” Cough, cough, cough. “Why don’t I ... I’ll um, excuse me.” Cough, 

cough, cough, cough, cough. “Please, continue!” 

The mass turn their attention back to me. 

“I just wanted to tell you: you win,” I say into the microphone. “I give up. Goodbye, Juliet, I’m going 

home.” 

I stand there awkwardly for a minute, not sure what to do next. Then I hand back the microphone 

and head through the now stationary crowd in the direction, I hope, of an exit. The room is so quiet 

it makes my ears ring, and it feels as if every eye is still on me as I make my way across the room. 

Come on, Juliet. I know you’re watching me. 

I’ve almost made my way through the room when an angry growl cuts through the silence. “Grrr…” 

I stop walking and look around. Nothing happens for a long moment, so I begin to walk again. 

“Urgh, damn you!” 

A low murmur passes through the crowd as I stop where I am and wait.  

A minute later Juliet’s furious voice rings out behind me, “Emily, you cow!” I spin around and see her 

standing behind me, flanked by Dr Fredericks and Radcliffe Haynes and an incredibly sweaty Rhys. 

Juliet glares at me for a moment and then erupts into a violent, red-faced rage. 

“What the hell, Emily?!” she screams. “What are you doing?!” 

“Oh, me?” I ask. “Whatever do you mean?” 

“You know exactly what I mean! You’re supposed to be looking for Daniela. You’re supposed to be 

saving her!” 

“I am,” I tell her. “I have my own plan.” 

“Humph!” Juliet scoffs, stepping even closer to me with her eyes close to tears. “You’re ruining 

everything!” 

“No, I’m not,” I reply. “I’m just trying to save my friend.” 

“Urgh!!” Juliet screams, grabbing at her hair in frustration. “This is not how it’s supposed to go! 

You’re doing it all wrong.” 

She looks so upset and so pathetic I almost feel sorry for her. Almost. “What, Juliet?” I ask. “What 

am I doing wrong?” 

I don’t actually expect her to explain, but I guess sometimes people – or whatever Juliet is these days 

– really do just want to get it off their chest. 

“You were supposed to look everywhere for Daniela,” she begins, pacing back and forth in front of 

me and looking beyond the room, to somewhere in her deranged mind, I suppose . “All night long 
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you were going to look for her and you wouldn’t be able to find her, you know, and the whole time 

you’d be turning, but you wouldn’t even notice  or maybe you would but there’d be nothing you 

could do anyway, and then you’d finally catch sight of her disappearing through a doorway , and 

you’d follow her and then, bam! There you’d be  on the stage in the middle of the gauntlet with 

everyone watching, this whole crowd. And Daniela would be lying there on a bed, or an operating 

table, waiting for you to save her and we’d lie you down on a table too and we’d quickly cut you 

open – I would, I’d be the one to do it – and what would we find?” She stands still and turns to me 

now. “Your insides turned completely to black!” 

I gasp at the bitterness in her voice. 

“Oh no, Juliet,” Dr Fredericks says, stepping towards Juliet and putting his hand on her arm. Up until 

now he’s just kind of stood there, looking bored. “You bled out another one, didn’t you?” 

“I did!” Juliet squeals in delight, shaking his hand from her arm. “Oh yeah, did I forget to mention 

that part?” She glares at me with the wildest, craziest eyes I’ve ever seen. “That whole throat 

slashing thing was never to show you what you were, it’s just a nice way to speed up the whole living 

dead undead transition. It’s not as quick or as simple as in the movies, you know.” 

“Oh, dear,” Dr Fredericks mumbles then steps back into the background with Radcliffe Haynes and a 

thoroughly overexcited Rhys. 

“Jesus, Juliet,” I yell, touching my neck. “Is this all because I stopped being friends with you in 

primary school?” 

“What? No! I don’t care about that. The only thing I care about is saving Daniela.” 

“Excuse me?” 

“Yeah, that’s right,” Juliet says. “I’m going to be the one who saves her, not you. That’s how it’s 

supposed to be. I’m the hero, I’m the star of the show. I’m the one who this is all for.” 

“Ok, Juliet,” I say. “But how are you going to save her? If my kidneys are no good, what makes you 

think yours will be any better?” 

“Oh no, Emily!” Juliet laughs. “My kidneys – like the rest of me – have been dead for years. But that’s 

not the only way to save her, you know.” 

As I stand there, wondering what the hell Juliet is talking about, I see her nod towards her unlikely 

posse and the three of them disappear into the crowd, only to reappear moments later carrying a 

close-eyed and unconscious – and, for the love of god, let her be sleeping – Daniela.  

“Daniela!” I scream and rush towards her.  

“Not so fast,” says Radcliffe Haynes, dropping Daniela’s feet and grabbing me by both arms. He holds 

me in front of her and won’t let me move. “You are a guest in this house and you shall behave like 

one.” 

“Get off!” I yell and try to pull myself free but his grip is like a vice on my arms. Bloody vampire 

strength. “Let me go! Let me go!” 

“Shhhh!” orders Juliet and I don’t know why but I find myself obeying. “You ruined the show, Emily, 

but I won’t let you ruin anything else.” 
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Juliet moves behind Daniela and takes her from the others, holding her close. Daniela’s eyes are still 

closed, her body loose, her head hanging down and to the side. As I watch, Juliet lifts Daniela’s head 

back and rests it beside her own. Then, she smiles evilly at me, opens her mouth and bares her 

terrifying vampire fangs. She leans her head back and is about to sink her teeth into the skin of 

Daniela’s exposed (and, if I’m being honest, horrifyingly tempting) neck when there is an almighty 

crash from high above and pieces of wood and plaster tumble noisily to the ground. Juliet leaps out 

of the path of a falling beam, dropping Daniela and shrieking as the chunk of wood clips her 

shoulder. 

“Owww!!” Juliet cries. “What the hell is going on?” 

Radcliffe, who is still hanging onto my arms, coughs violently in my ear. “Nice,” I say. “Really, 

thanks.” Radcliffe says nothing, just sniffs and continues to clear his throat.   

For a few minutes, the room is filled with flakes of timber and a thick cloud of powdery mist. Then, 

as we all watch and wait, the dust clears and there, hovering just above the ground before us, is 

Adelia. A gasp rolls around the room as every vampire and werewolf and witch and warlock and 

every last miscellaneous vagrant and thief and mythical beast shrinks away from her and bows down 

in deference and fear. Even Dr Fredericks and Juliet drop, cowering, to the floor along with Rhys and 

Radcliffe, who finally releases my arms from his grip. 

“Adelia?” I ask, rubbing my arms and looking up at her. 

Adelia smiles at me. “In your world I may be no-one,” she says. “But in my world, I am no-one to be 

trifled with. That is all you ever need know.” 

I stare in amazement and then turn to Daniela. “But what about Daniela?” I ask, rushing over to her 

and bending down to touch her face. Her skin is still warm, thank god, and I can see her softly 

breathing. “How do I save her?” 

“You take Daniela and you split,” Adelia says. 

“Split?” I repeat, standing back up and gazing at Adelia. 

“Yes, split. You remember splitting, do you not? Creating these others?” Adelia gestures towards the 

throng, the crowd so full of other versions of Juliet and Daniela and Tom and of me. 

“No,” I tell her. “I don’t remember. I don’t remember them.” 

Adelia looks down and shrugs her shoulders. “It is the only way.” 

“Will you come with me?” 

“In a way.” 

“But what about everything that’s happened?” I ask. “Will I remember it? Will I remember you?” 

“I think so,” Adelia says simply. “Part of you will stay behind and remember.” 

“What about the rest of me?” 

Adelia smiles but it’s a sad smile. A goodbye smile. “Perhaps the other part will still remember, in its 

own way.” 

“But I’ve just found you,” I say. “I always felt like something was missing, and now I know it was you. 

And there’s so much I want to know. I don’t want to go back and forget, or to say goodbye.” 
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“Do not worry, you will find me again,” Adelia says and her sad eyes still have a touch of crazy. “It is 

part of their design.” 

I sigh. If I want to save Daniela, I have to give up what I know about Adelia, I have to go back and 

face the fear and the anxiety and the sense that something is always missing. “So, I split. I did that?”  

“You did more than that,” Adelia says, and then recites something that sounds like a poem  and that, 

to be honest, doesn’t make her seem any less crazy. “On eagles’ wings you soared to the zenith, and 

sped your way to the horizon of space, without reaching its ever-retiring bourne; and in the infinity 

of worlds, and amid the infinity of life, you descried the home and the companions of the future.” 

I don’t know what descried means or if it has anything to do with splitting or if that’s even what I did, 

but the words sound so beautiful it doesn’t seem to matter. I suddenly think of fractals and glance 

down at Rhys, still cowering on the floor. 

“Emily, don’t do this!” Juliet pleads, rushing over and grabbing my shoulders. “You don’t have to. 

Just let me make Daniela immortal and we will all live here together, forever. All three of us . No 

death, no pain, no suffering. Best friends forever, you know. Infinity and all that?” 

I think about that for a moment. Infinity seems like a long time to spend with Juliet. 

“And you’ll still have Adelia, too!” Juliet continues as I shrug her hands from my shoulders. “If you 

split now, you’ll forget everything you found out, you’ll forget all of this.” 

I know what I have to do. Ignoring Juliet, I bend down and lift Daniela’s frail body into my arms. She’s 

so light it scares me, but at least it makes her easier to carry. After all, I don’t know how long this 

whole splitting business is going to take. I hold Daniela and look down at her face and as I watch, one 

eye opens just a fraction, and a tiny smile plays at the corner of her lips. She moves her mouth a 

little as if she wants to say something, so I lean my ear close to her face. 

“What a fucking weirdo,” she says. 

I laugh out loud and as I laugh, I feel myself split into two. One part of me stays down in the ballroom 

with Adelia and lives in the netherworld of vampires and werewolves and ghosts and other Emilys 

for eternity. The other part doesn’t know where it will end up,  or when, but it doesn’t care, as long 

as it’s still with Daniela, and it slowly begins to float away. And as I feel myself drift up and out and 

away from it all, I glance down one last time at Adelia, floating alone in the centre of the dancefloor. 

As the dancing lights fall over her like glittering pieces of ice, she looks up at me and smiles and I 

finally realise who she is. I laugh to myself, of course! Why wouldn’t she be? Why wouldn’t that be 

how everything started, how our worlds became so messily and eternally entangled? Who else could 

cause such beautiful mayhem? But the girl from inside the snow globe. 
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PART FIVE 

Emily 

“Emily? Emily? Can you hear me?” 

You know that feeling you get now and then when you’re waking up from a dream but you kind of 

get stuck and for a few moments you get to exist somewhere in the in-between? It doesn’t happen 

every time and I don’t know what triggers it, maybe it’s something deep within your psyche, maybe 

it’s something about your core temperature or your breathing patterns or your circadian rhythms, or 

how much cheese you ate before bedtime , I don’t know. Anyway, that’s the feeling I have now, but I 

feel like I’ve been like that for ages. Hours maybe, or days, or years. I’ve been somewhere else – 

someone else too, maybe – but I can’t quite remember where  – or who.  

“Em?” 

I slowly open my eyes and see Tom leaning over me. I’m lying on my back on our bed. I feel 

something underneath my arm and look down to see the letters, one from Rhys and one from 

Daniela. They’re both still in their envelopes, unopened.  Inside, Schrodinger’s kidney, I guess. 

“You scared me, Em,” Tom says, sitting down on the edge of the bed and running his hand back and 

forward over his stubble. “I almost thought you were dead.” 

I sit up and look at him. “Dead?” 

Tom nods his head and I wonder if he’s right? Was I dead? 

I shrug my shoulders. “Death cannot stop true love,” I say. “All it can do is delay it for a while.” 

Tom frowns and looks at me. “Sorry, Em? What are you on about?”  

That’s right, Tom has never seen The Princess Bride. And suddenly that thought, the thought that 

Tom has never watched The Princess Bride, is all that matters. Not the results of the tests, not saving 

Daniela, not even finding Adelia or facing my fears or finally working out who I really am. It suddenly 

seems to mean so much, like our entire relationship can be summed up in that one thought, that 

one fact. Like fighting over a wedge salad or missing pen or an old mattress, it’s like – and I have no 

idea where this thought comes from – fractal geometry, self-similarity, where one small part is 

representative of the whole. In that moment, the thought that Tom has never bothered to watch 

The Princess Bride, despite how much I love it, the thought that it has never mattered to him to find 

out why, suddenly says so much. 

“Are we in love, Tom?” I ask, my eyes filling with tears. 

Tom laughs and stands up but when he sees my face he stops laughing. “What’s wrong?” 

“Seriously,” I insist, getting to my feet and standing in front of him. My eyes are truly welling now 

but I ignore the feeling and the blurriness and look straight at Tom. “Are we in love? Really?” 

“Yeah, of course. Would we stay together this long if we weren’t in  love?” 

I think about that for a moment. “Yes, I think we would.” 

“Come on.” 
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“No, really,” I say, turning away from Tom and looking at my reflection in the mirror. My face is paler 

than I thought it was and my hair seems strangely longer. “It’s probably easier to stay together if 

you’re not in love because it matters so much less.” 

“Did I do something to piss you off?” 

“No,” I tell him, wiping my eyes. “I’m not pissed off or angry at all. How could I be? It’s not your fault, 

none of it. It’s my fault because I knew better, I knew myself better in fact as it turns out, but I 

stayed anyway.” 

“What are you talking about? We’re happy.” 

“Are we?” I ask him. “Don’t you ever feel like there’s something we’re not quite getting?  Something 

we’re missing that would make everything fit together? That would make everything make sense?” 

“What? You mean with us or something else?” 

“I don’t know, maybe both. Like there could be other worlds out there. That maybe there’s another 

world where we never got together or where we did but then we broke up, and it’s in those worlds, 

not in this one, that we’re the happiest.” 

“What?” Tom asks. 

I sigh and walk back past Tom to the bed to pick up the letters.  

“Where is all this coming from?” Tom asks. “You were fine yesterday.” 

“Was I?” 

Tom nods his head. “Yeah, you were normal,” he says and there’s an edge to his voice now. That old 

familiar edge. “You certainly weren’t accusing me of not loving you.” 

“That’s not what I’m saying,” I say. “I don’t mean you don’t love me at all or that I don’t love you, 

because I know we do. But that whole being in love thing, where you just feel like you’re meant to 

be together or something, like it all just fits, you know, completes the puzzle or whatever. I don’t 

think we have that.” 

“My god! What does that even mean?” 

“I don’t know,” I say. “I can’t really explain it, and maybe it’s all bullshit. Maybe there’s no such thing 

as being in-love. Maybe the best you can hope for is to find someone you can stand being stuck in a 

house with and let them grow on you. But I don’t think that’s enough anymore, not for either of us.” 

“Come on, Em,” Tom says, moving towards me. “You’re just tired. I think the best thing for you to do 

is to put those crazy ideas out of your mind – you know how you get sometimes, and just –” 

“You know what I think, Tom?” I interrupt him, and I’m already halfway out the bedroom door as I 

say it. “I think the best thing for me to do is to split.” 
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February 14th, 1850 

Elsmore House, Parramatta (or at least, what remains thereof…) 

 

My dearest Adelia, 

 Wow, what an adventure, hey? Can you believe it? I can’t, but I can too, you know? I guess I can 

believe just about anything these days. Or at least, part of me can. 

 That first day Omavordan sent me back to find you and I saw you die, I knew I had to help you, I 

knew that was my purpose and everything, but I had no idea how I was going to do it. And I never 

thought it would have been like this! Slaying your enemies and damning their souls to hell for eternity. I 

know, it sounds so brutal when I say it like that, but I’m just being dramatic. Immortality’s not so bad.  

 Still, I wish you could have been there these last few weeks to see it. Vampire Emily was brilliant! 

She was all, “I want to suck your blood!” and leaping around the room and flashing her fangs and 

swishing her Dracula cape and everything, just like I asked her to. (I’m so glad I talked her out of wearing 

jeans!) And right before she’d sink her teeth in, she’d be like, “Adelia O’Hara has sent for your soul!” and 

you should have seen the look on their faces. 

 Arthur Brickfield died the worst. He just kept crying and begging for his life, and blaming you, of 

course. Apparently, it was all your fault, like you’d seduced him or something. At least that Radcliffe 

Haynes guy had the decency to admit what he’d done. At least he apologised, even if he did try to pass it 

off as some kind of star-crossed love story. So much for being pillars of the community, hey? Bloody 

hypocrites. Dr Wills and Fredericks and the rest of the Society were noneventful. Just your usual terrified 

peeing and fainting which even Vampire Emily thought was pretty gross. I’ve left Professor Hargreaves 

for now, like you wanted. I know you feel sorry for him and also kind of grateful that he broke you out of 

that prison place and tried to help you, but I don’t know – to me he’s just as creepy as the rest. Anyway, 

I’ll let him sit and stew for a while and wonder what on earth keeps happening to all his so-called friends. 

  So, I guess that’s it for now. I wish I knew when you were coming back. One of the Emilys 

looked into it and apparently the cemetery gets dug up in 1901 to make way for Central Station so maybe 

you’ll sneak out of your grave then. Or maybe you’ll just split like me and come back to me soon.  Either 

way, I’ll be here waiting for you. I’ll put this letter with the others for you to read one day when you get 

the chance. 

 

Your friend to Infinity, 

Emily Cooper 

 

P.S. Infiltrating the New Morality Society was a stroke of brilliance and it’s got me thinking. Just 

imagine how different the worlds would be if we could somehow munch down on all the He-Man Woman 

Haters, from every time and place? Hmmm… Oh, and speaking of munching down, Vampire Emily asked 

me to tell you, “Thanks for the all-you-can-eat buffet!” (Remind me to explain why that’s funny the next 

time I see you.) 
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20 

“Forgive me, Daniela,” said the Princess, Princess, sitting cross-legged on the end of her vast 

four-poster bed. “I did not hear you. Say again?” 

For the Princess, Princess, had been most pleased – and more than a little surprised – to 

awaken this morning in her very own bed in her very own bedroom in her very own castle, 

Castle McCastley, accompanied by Daniela and Daniela’s head, both of whom she was 

positively beside herself to see and both of whom she could barely wait to show around the 

castle grounds, preferably once the two of them had been somewhat reacquainted. Looking out 

the bedroom window, nothing appeared to have been disturbed since they had left, and, 

judging by the level of decomposition of the bodies – and parts thereof – still strewn across the 

castle lawn, Princess had quickly deduced that she and her companions had been gone no 

more than a few weeks, which was a particularly fortuitous turn of events as it meant they had 

returned just in time for frogging season. Princess could not wait to get back out in the fields 

and hunt frogs once more with her beloved Daniela, who she hoped still enjoyed such pursuits 

and who currently sat – well, if you could call it that, rigor mortis holding her body in its 

present position – against the enormous headrest at the other end of the bed.  

“I did not hear you,” the Princess had just said. “Say again?” 

As Princess finished speaking, she leaned in towards Daniela, listening intently for what she had 

to say. A moment later, her eyes widened as she leaned back, tilted her head from side to side, 

froze for a second, then burst into roars of hysterical laughter. 

“Oh, I see! I see!” Princess exclaimed, throwing her head back and laughing maniacally. 

“Hahahaha!! You are quite correct! Hehehehe! Your head is a little crooked!!” She closed her 

eyes, grabbed her sides, and doubled over with mirth. “Oh, Daniela! Hahaha! You! Hehehe!” 

Several minutes passed before Princess regained enough of her composure to address the 

situation, shuffling closer to her companion and taking hold of the sides of her – undeniably 

rather bloodied – head. “Let me just…” Squelch, squelch, squelch. “Hmmm… now I shall 

just…” Squish, squish, squish. “Aah, beautiful!” 

Princess leaned back again to survey her handiwork. And what striking handiwork it was! 

Daniela looked splendid! Radiant! Perfection itself! Better than ever, in fact! Truth be told, she 

had seemed a little off since the unfortunate incident in the Gauntlet – what with her bodiless 

head in a carry bag and her headless body slumped over Bruno’s shoulders, soggy and sagging 

and almost entirely drained of blood – but now she was as good as new! Better even, Princess 

thought; the wooden stake she had used to reunite Daniela’s head with the rest of her having 

given her the most wonderful posture and a certain je ne sais quoi.  

“Alright, Daniela,” Princess said, swishing a fly from Daniela’s face. “Are you ready to hear 

what we shall do together today?”  

She waited for a moment, presumably – albeit unnecessarily – allowing the opportunity for a 

response, before launching into a most heartfelt monologue outlining the raft of activities she 

had in store for her unsuspecting friend, from hiking the fields and the castle grounds, to a 

quick game of archery on horseback, to stand-up paddle-boarding across the local lake, to 

dancing and skipping and rolling down hills, and the aforementioned hunting of frogs. (Exactly 
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how she envisioned transporting Daniela’s corpse all over the countryside to participate in such 

endeavours – let alone jamming it into hiking boots or a saddle or a stand-up paddle-board – it 

is impossible to say.) 

And while the Princess, Princess, spoke, her trusty manservant, Waldon, sat on the floor 

outside his mistress’s room and listened. While beyond relieved to have been returned to his 

previous person(ish)hood, not to mention the safety and comfort and abundant food stores of 

the castle, he was distraught to see Princess in such a state. She was clearly suffering the effects 

of severe shock, unable to confront the truth of what she had done, and wallowing in the 

deepest depths of denial. Oh, how he wished there was some way to help his beloved mistress! 

Alas, as Waldon firmly – and perhaps accurately – believed that his ability to remain alive thus 

far had been due, in no small part, to his dogged avoidance of even the slightest hint of bravery, 

and as he was very much in favour of continuing in such a state – that is, of being alive – for as 

long as possible, he resigned himself to thinking the situation most agonisingly tragic and to 

doing nothing. 

And while the Princess, Princess, spoke, and her trusty manservant, Waldon, sat on the floor 

outside his mistress’s room and listened, Buttercup and Bruno, who had recently and most 

happily – although Bruno secretly wished Marco would have found his way back with them – 

found themselves returned to their fields and their familiar equine bodies, stood together in the 

sun in said fields, chewing the grass and flicking their tails and generally behaving like horses. 

And while the Princess, Princess, spoke, and her trusty manservant, Waldon, sat on the floor 

outside his mistress’s room and listened, and Buttercup and Bruno stood together in the sun in 

the fields, chewing the grass and flicking their tails and generally behaving like horses, the three 

evil Demons lurked in the shadows of the village graveyard, squawking and screeching and 

scabbing and scowling, and feeling, all-in-all, a little disappointed. 

And Daniela, of course, who had spent almost her first full day dead and whose soul – if you 

are wont to believe in such things – had already vanished into the afterlife – again, if it pleases 

you to believe it – and whose body – in two parts, connected by a stick – had already begun to 

rot – the two parts, but not the stick – and whose fame – if you can call it that – had already 

begun to spread throughout the worlds – those that were at that stage known, that is – and 

would soon make her into – by turns – a myth or a legend or a hero or a martyr – depending 

on your perspective of course – and whose story would one day be reduced to a fable designed 

to teach children – and slow-minded adults – the dangers of either jealousy or recreational drug 

use – or both – did and said nothing. 
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End of the Story 

So, here we are at the end of the story. This is how it ends, at last. It ends with me dropping down 

onto a beanbag in the spare bedroom upstairs and opening my laptop. I’ve come up here to find a 

suitcase and start packing my stuff, but I got distracted looking through things I haven’t looked at or 

thought of for years, which made me feel all nostalgic and wistful, which – as it always does – made 

me feel like writing. They’re things that I’ve kept in boxes the whole time I’ve lived with Tom, like the 

letters I’ve kept from my childhood pen-pal, Janine, and like my collection of bumper stickers saying 

things like “Triple M Rocks Sydney” and “Cops are Tops” and “Just Say No,” and like my old CD 

collection with the copy of Double Allergic that Bernard Fanning signed, “Dear Emily, thanks for 

waiting, Bernard,” which sounds like some sort of reference to my virginity but is actually just about 

me and Daniela waiting for them for ages after one of their shows. And like the barbie doll I’ve kept 

since I was a kid, the one whose hair I cut off and who I dipped in paint to make her black. (It’s weird, 

I can never remember where she came from, even my mum thinks she was somehow just always 

there.) 

“Omavordan,” I say, sitting the doll down beside me, next to the letters I still haven’t been able to 

bring myself to read. “What have you been up to?” And then, since she’s still there in the back of my 

mind, waiting for me, “Are you going to help me find Adelia?” 

Omavordan doesn’t say anything, of course, but I feel like she’s watching and listening somehow. 

Like always. Do you notice that too? Weird, hey? I turn on the laptop, open a new Word document 

and stare at the screen.  

“Ok, what to write, what to write…” 

It’s not that easy, you know? Deciding what to write, knowing what story to tell. I mean, what even 

is a story? Where does it even begin? Does it begin with a decision, a declaration to a friend in a 

bowling club on a miserable evening in May? Or does it begin before that, back when the friendship 

begins or when another friendship is coming to an end? Or even earlier still, in another time and 

place? Or in another world? And who is in it and what parts matter and what parts don’t and how do 

you know until the end? And what if your story is just a tiny part of the story of somebody else? 

Because, really in life, isn’t that always the case?  

I sigh and close the laptop. Maybe now is not the time to write. I pick up the letters and, with 

trembling hands, one by one, I read them. Once I’ve finished reading, I put them back in their 

envelopes and sit and think and cry. Have you worked out what they say? Whether I will be saving 

my beloved Daniela? Can you tell from the look on my face? 

I gasp and open my laptop again because I suddenly know what I want to write.  I suddenly see 

something worth writing about, something that has been around me all this time.  Behind my fears 

and my hopes and those constant patterns in my mind. I open a new Word document (again) and 

quickly begin to type: 

The Princess dropped her sword and stepped back to survey her handiwork. And what striking 

handiwork it was! 

Then I stop. I read and reread the line but there’s just something about it I don’t like. Like the words 

have come from somewhere else, like they’re not even mine. I delete the words on the screen and 

begin again: 

Once upon a time there was an almighty princess. And her name, of course, was Daniela.  
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EPILOGUE 

Omavordan sat alone in a booth inside the Cat of Twelve Tales, turning a tiny crystal ball 

between her fingers and waiting. It was barely midday but already the tavern was bursting at its 

seams, filled to the brim by a mass of multifarious miscreants at every stage of drunkenness, 

from the pleasantly tipsy to the clumsily muddled to the comprehensively and violently wasted. 

There were dwarves shouting, villagers fighting, and even a pair of inebriated blacksmiths 

laughing furiously and hurling iron hammers at apple-plums perched precariously atop of each 

other’s heads. As was her custom, Omavordan sat quietly, sipping her Bloody Evelynne, and 

shooting daggers at any wandering drunkard who dared so much as drop a lingering glance on 

the empty seat across from her. As a stray hammer flew past Omavordan’s head, a hush began 

to sweep across the crowd. Dwarves stopped their shouting, villagers stopped their fighting, and 

even the pair of inebriated blacksmiths took the apple-plums from their heads and temporarily 

halted their hurling of hammers. If Omavordan had not already understood the reason, she 

would have shortly had no doubt. For, as she gazed into the horde, their hush transformed into 

a collective gasp of disgust as a distinctly raw and unpleasant aroma flooded the room, and the 

Princess, Princess, emerged through the throng, followed by her manservant Waldon dragging 

the less than fresh Daniela – stuffed into a rickety wheelbarrow with her legs hanging out and 

her arms shoved by her sides – behind him. 

“Omavordan!” Princess squealed, pulling Omavordan’s head straight to her chest in a heartfelt 

embrace. 

Omavordan could feel the softness of Princess’s breasts against her cheeks and the hardness of 

her sternum against the tip of her nose and hugged her back as best she could from where she 

sat. “Your Highness,” she replied, the moment Princess released her. “Waldon.” 

Waldon glanced at Omavordan and nodded. 

“Oh, no need for such formalities!” Princess cried, ushering Waldon into the booth and sliding 

in after him. Then she pulled Daniela’s wheelbarrow close against the end of the bench and 

carefully adjusted her matted hair in front of her decaying shoulders, oblivious to the wafts of 

foul odour emanating from her lifeless frame. “Daniela finds such things unnecessary.” 

Omavordan coughed a little and looked from Daniela to Princess to Waldon, who had still not 

spoken a word but had dragged his shirt collar as far as he could across his nose and was 

beginning to fidget with his cufflinks. Comforted by their inebriety, the silent horde were silent 

no longer and the sounds of advancing drunkenness promptly began to return. 

“Certainly, Your – my apologies,” Omavordan replied, focusing on breathing through her 

mouth. Accustomed to knowing what one would say before they said it, the almighty stench was 

taking all her strength to withstand and appeared to be disrupting her powers. “How shall I 

address you, then?” 

“Juliet,” Princess declared happily. “My name is Juliet. It has always been Juliet.” 

Omavordan glanced at Daniela and forced a smile. “Splendid, Your Highness,” she replied. 

“Juliet, I mean. I have something for you.” 

“Ooh!” Princess grinned and clapped in excitement. Turning to Daniela, she put her hand on 

her arm for a moment. “Did you hear that, Daniela?” Letting go of Daniela’s arm, a piece of 
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dead flesh came away with her hand, making Omavordan gasp, Waldon gag, and Princess 

giggle sheepishly. “Oopsy!” she laughed. “Look Daniela, it happened again!” 

Omavordan cleared her throat. “Anyway,” she said, as Princess shook Daniela’s remains from 

her palm. “I have a gift for you.” 

Princess finished shaking her hand and turned her attention to Omavordan. “How exciting!”  

Omavordan leaned towards Princess across the table and took hold of her hand, shuddering a 

little at its sliminess. “It is a gift that I hope should provide some solace, given the situation in 

which you now find yourself.” Princess looked at her blankly. “A situation which will, perhaps, 

become clearer to you in due course.” Still nothing. “When that day comes, and you are forced 

to confront the gravity of things, it is my hope that this gift may provide some small comfort.” 

Princess nodded sagely but clearly had no idea what Omavordan was talking about. “For you 

will find yourself in this gift. And not just yourself but Daniela too, and many others, myself 

included. I have created for you, Juliet, a world. A world of worlds, in fact, that you may shift 

and shuffle and that will live on and on into infinity.” Omavordan glanced at Daniela in her 

wheelbarrow. “Even when we have become–” 

“Wait!” 

Omavordan dropped Princess’s hand and leaned back in confusion. “Forgive me, Juliet?” 

“Food!” Princess exclaimed, throwing her hands into the air. “We need food. Daniela is 

hungry. Starving, even!” 

Omavordan sighed, looking down at the sparkling ball hidden in her hand and wondering if 

Princess had heard anything she had just said. “Certainly. We shall beckon the waiter 

momentarily.” 

Princess smiled and nodded. 

“Juliet,” Omavordan began again. “Were you listening to me? I have made this gift for–”  

“Drinks!” Princess cried. “Daniela is thirsty too. Parched, even!” 

Omavordan sighed again and gritted her teeth, reminded herself of the trials through which 

Princess had recently come, and reached into her bag, pulling out a long cylindrical piece of 

wood that she placed on the table in front of them. “Of course, Your Highness. Juliet. We shall 

order both food and drinks.” 

Princess nodded happily, then looked curiously at the strange object. “This is a fine carving,” 

she said. “You made this, Omavordan?” 

Omavordan nodded. “Yes, I did. For you.” Then she looked beside her. “And for Daniela.” 

Princess smiled and nodded her appreciation, then looked at Waldon who smiled and nodded 

his appreciation as well, and at Daniela, who neither smiled nor nodded, with appreciation or 

otherwise, and who sat in her wheelbarrow and did nothing. 

“It is called a kaleidoscope,” Omavordan said, gesturing for Princess to take the item. “Look 

inside.” 
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Princess lifted the wooden tube and, as she held the object in her hands, perhaps something of 

the significance of the moment struck her deep within, for she suddenly looked doubtful and 

glanced at Daniela. 

“Trust me, Juliet,” Omavordan reassured her old friend. “Look inside.” 

Princess looked back at Omavordan for a moment, then she lifted the bizarre object to her eye 

and looked inside. It was not bad, she supposed, but she could see nothing more than a 

mishmash of colours and lines and shapes and tiny nondescript figures whittled from miniscule 

pieces of wood. “Very nice!” she declared, lowering the kaleidoscope and raising her eyebrows 

at Daniela. 

“Please,” Omavordan urged. “Continue to look.” 

Thoroughly underwhelmed by Omavordan’s gift but not wanting to look ungrateful in front of 

Daniela, Princess did as she was told, lifting the cylinder back to her eye and continuing to 

look. She could still see nothing in particular at first, merely a swirl of coloured crystals and 

figures, laid out in patterns on a blank black page. Then, gradually, her eye began to focus and 

the world within the enchanted kaleidoscope slowly started to take its magical shape. For the 

crystals weren’t merely crystals at all, in fact, but entire universes, and each universe a multitude 

of sparkling marblelike worlds floating through the endless blackness of space. Each one, 

deeper and richer and more detailed than anything Princess had ever seen, more complicated 

and intricate and layered than anything she could ever hope to explain. Princess watched one 

of the universes and gasped as the planets within it turned and danced and twirled before her 

eyes. Omavordan smiled, Waldon leaned in closer, Daniela still, of course, did nothing.  

Princess took the kaleidoscope from her eye and smiled at Omavordan. “It is beautiful.” 

“It is more than that, Your Highness,” Omavordan smiled. “It is the end of impossibility and 

the beginning of hope. It is an infinity of worlds.” 

“An infinity of worlds?” Juliet asked. 

“Yes,” Omavordan replied. “And this will start it all.” 

Omavordan opened her hand to reveal the miniscule glass bulb resting in the middle of her 

palm. Juliet leaned closer to look and as she did the tiny sphere began to spin, slowly at first 

and then faster and faster, and as it spun it drifted weightless above Omavordan’s open palm. 

Soon the ball was spinning so fast that for a moment it appeared to stand completely still and 

Juliet could almost make out the vague outline of a young girl on a grassy hillside inside. Then 

Omavordan flicked her fingers and the sphere flew straight towards the wooden tube and 

instantly disappeared inside. 

Juliet gasped. 

“Worlds within worlds,” Omavordan said. She gestured towards a dial on the tube. “It is up to 

you now, Juliet. Any time you like, you can turn the dial and change the patterns and alter the 

worlds.” 

Princess turned the dial and heard the crystals inside ring against each other as they shifted. 

“Now, look even closer, Your Highness,” Omavordan said. “And see.” 
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So, there in the Cat of Twelve Tales, while Omavordan watched and Waldon waited and 

Daniela waned and withered in her wheelbarrow, the Princess, Juliet, looked again. It was all so 

exquisite she did not know where to begin, so she began at the beginning, with the first universe 

she saw. She could have chosen any of the universes, but she chose this one. And within that 

universe, she chose a planet, a blue-green planet dancing around a golden sun. Then she 

looked harder, peering beneath the atmosphere of the blue-green earth, at an entire 

topography of continents and countries and oceans, and then mountains and rivers and deserts 

and lakes. She peered closer still, into the states, the cities, the towns, the buildings, the streets. 

The deeper she looked, the more she could see, until the tiny wooden figures were no longer 

pieces of wood at all, but real living people, moving through their lives in patterns they would 

never see. Princess Juliet took a deep breath and looked and looked. Suddenly desperately 

searching, she knew not what she was looking for, yet she was filled with certainty that she 

would know it when she found it. She looked and looked and looked as hard as she could, 

and, just as she was about to give up, she finally found it. The Princess, Juliet, smiled as she 

gazed in amazement at the scene. A harbour city on a stormy day. Buildings and streets and 

people drenched in rain. They were rushing and pushing and running every which way. 

Amongst it all, a tiny group of schoolchildren, exploding apart in the tumult. It was 

pandemonium, a frantic ruckus, a soaking red-hot mess. And right down there, in the midst of 

the chaos – can you see them? Two small schoolgirls, skipping and running and giggling and 

jumping, and weaving their giddy path towards fate. 

 

 

 

THE END 
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Exegesis: Fictional Genres and Probable Worlds 

Introduction 

Fictional worlds are not only possible words, but probable worlds. As mental 

constructs generated from inherently incomplete textual material, their existence relies on the 

ongoing negotiation of uncertainties and probabilities. Genre and generic knowledge play a 

central role in this negotiation: guiding expectations about how texts will behave, providing a 

context against which textual indeterminacies may be accepted or reconciled, and 

contributing to the sense of worldlikeness required for immersion. The unfolding nature of 

narrative texts, though, means the task of identifying genre in order that it may achieve these 

aims is not a single, primordial act but a continuous process; a process which is itself 

dependent on the interpretation of necessarily fragmentary and often ambiguous textual cues. 

Despite its centrality to the processes of both genre identification and fictional worldbuilding, 

the concept of probability has been largely overlooked in recent years, at least within 

contemporary narratology and possible worlds theory. This exegesis seeks to provoke 

renewed interest in the concept of probability by applying a possible-worlds conception of 

genre to the special case of genre-shifting novels, analysing three of the works of César Aira 

and considering these analyses in light of my own creative experimentation. Applying Marie-

Laure Ryan’s seminal semantic typology of fiction to the analysis of genre changes within 

The Proof (2017, translated by Nick Caistor), Dinner (2015, translated by Katherine Silver), 

and The Little Buddhist Monk (2017, translated by Nick Caistor) reveals the importance of 

probability to generic analysis and complements Ryan’s probability emphasis with the 

notions of the generically probable and improbable, and probable accessibility relations. 

While genre-shifting novels may represent an extreme case, analysis of genre and immersion 

within these novels uncovers conceptual limitations that apply to genre and possible-worlds 

theory more broadly. The findings of this analysis – undertaken in cooperation and 
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conversation with the development of the genre-shifting novel, Kaleidoscope – force a 

reimagining of existing understandings of what genre is and does, its role in fictional 

worldbuilding, and its place in the development and maintenance of reader immersion. These 

discoveries demand that, when it comes to questions of genre and immersion, it is not only 

possible worlds theory that needs to be considered, but probable worlds theory also. 

 

A comment on approach 

To provide some orientation to the approach adopted in this exegesis, it is worth 

noting, from the outset, that narratology refers to a range of narrative theories and draws on 

work in multiple disciplines, whose contributions are sometimes difficult to harmonize. 

Lubomír Doležel identifies this complication, describing narratology as “itself an 

interdisciplinary field” (“Porfyry’s Tree” 47). Ryan and Alice Bell, in their introduction to 

the recent collection, Possible Worlds Theory and Contemporary Narratology, expand on the 

interdisciplinary approach, explaining that “while ‘postclassical’ narratology has always been 

concerned with the way that narrative experiences are created in readers’ minds, in recent 

years narratology has taken a most explicit ‘cognitive turn’ by engaging with research from 

areas such as cognitive psychology, neuroscience, and cognitive linguistics” (“Introduction” 

30).1 In addition to the cognitive fields currently influencing its thinking, contemporary 

narratology borrows from and builds on concepts from related areas of research, including 

linguistics, pragmatics, rhetorical theory, and reader response theory. As a result of the 

incorporation of such a vast array of narrative and literary theories, within narratology in 

general and no doubt within this exegesis, there are moments at which conclusions drawn 

from purely theoretical discoveries would benefit from being tested in an empirical 

environment. As Bell et al. argue in their work on immersion within digital media, there is “a 
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potential limitation within existing cognitive narratological approaches to immersion – and 

cognitive narratology more generally – which is the tendency to craft theories about how text 

processing works without empirical evidence to substantiate them beyond an introspective 

account of the analyst’s personal experience” (6). In an attempt to find some fruitful middle-

ground between mere personal introspection and a multi-subject empirical study, this 

exegesis will explore and then test the theoretical underpinnings of possible-worlds 

narratological approaches to genre through the practical application of its concepts to the 

analysis of genre-shifting novels. While much of the work in this exegesis concerns the 

conceptualisation of genre and the limits of possible-worlds theory, this work is being 

undertaken by a creative practitioner whose primary interest is ultimately the ways in which 

the findings of this research might enrich creative writing practice through a greater 

understanding of the experience of reading.2 

 

Genre, world, immersion 

Before exploring the notion of probability in fiction and how this relates to genre, it is 

worth reflecting on the position of genre within contemporary narratology – particularly 

within those branches of narratology most influenced by possible-worlds theory, known as 

possible-worlds narratology – and more specifically on its role in creating or inviting reader 

immersion. Regardless of the specific disciplinary perspective, some defence of genre as an 

object (still) worthy of study would appear warranted, given what, writing in 2007, John 

Frow refers to as genre’s “decline as a vital issue in contemporary literary theory (a decline 

that nevertheless goes hand in hand with its ubiquity as a point of reference)” 

(“Reproducibles” 1627). Despite Frow’s hopes that possible-worlds theory (among others) 

would see genre’s revitalisation, and his optimistic declaration that the sorts of questions 
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about genre that had emerged by that time outside of mainstream literary theory in such fields 

as possible-worlds theory were “at once a challenge to literary genre theory and a potential 

source of its renewal” (1629), such revitalisation remains unrealised. Writing in 2019, Daniel 

Punday identifies this inattention, noting that “the role of genre has gotten relatively little 

attention in possible-worlds theory outside of Ryan’s work” (309). If the role of genre in 

general has received little attention in possible-worlds theory, its role in creating immersion 

has received even less, and the particularities of its role in creating immersion within genre-

shifting novels, none. This is perhaps not surprising, given the specificity of such an enquiry, 

yet the limitation of the scope of these investigations does not correlate with a limitation of 

the relevance of their findings. On the contrary, the specific challenges that arise from the 

generic analysis of genre-shifting novels highlight the problematic nature of existing 

approaches to genre and raise questions which may otherwise remain unasked and 

unanswered.  

While possible-worlds narratologists have not, for the most part, focused on the 

analysis of genre, nor on its relationship with immersion, they have nonetheless developed 

the conceptual tools that make possible such analysis. The first of these conceptual tools is a 

possible-worlds informed notion of genre itself: the understanding that different genres are 

embodiments of different types of possible world. As Ryan and Bell explain, possible-worlds 

theory has been “invoked to account for the different kinds of worlds found in literature,” 

leading to “the development of typologies of fictional worlds and of what we might also call 

genre theory” (“Introduction” 20). Possible-worlds genre theory “relies on the notion of 

accessibility relation as a means to classify fictional worlds according to how far they 

represent possibility, or impossibility, in the actual world” (20). Rather than defining or 

redefining what is meant by the term genre, possible-worlds narratology takes a more 

functional approach, applying existing understandings of genre to the task of classifying texts 
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(or groups of texts) on the basis of their various accessibility relations; that is, on their degree 

of possibility in relation to the actual world. The role of accessibility relations in generic 

analysis will be explored in more detail in the application of Ryan’s typology. In the 

meantime, it is important to recognise the connection between genre and possible worlds and, 

by extension between genre and storyworlds, to temporarily adopt the terminology for the 

notion “which has recently gained traction as the designation of that which narrative texts, 

whatever their medium, display to the mind of the reader, spectator or even player” (Ryan, 

“Storyworlds” 62). Although, as the target of generic analysis, the replacement of possible 

worlds with storyworlds would be by no means unproblematic. If, as Ryan argues, 

“storyworlds are not just worlds but entire universes, since they contain not only an actual 

world of narrative facts but a multitude of possible worlds created by the mental activity of 

characters” (65), which of these possible worlds count towards a text’s genre, and how many 

entire universes do genre-shifting novels contain? Even if analysis is limited to a work’s 

textual actual world (Ryan’s actual world of narrative facts) – which the very existence of its 

own multitude of possible worlds throws into question – can this potentially vast entity be 

reduced back to a single possible world in order to determine its genre? 

Questions such as these are relevant to the issues of both probability and world 

conception, and I shall return to them in due course, focusing in the meantime on the 

foundational connection that possible-worlds narratology establishes between genre and the 

building of worlds. At a conceptual level, the connection between genre and world within 

possible-worlds narratology is clear: the genre of a text is determined by the nature of its 

possible world; different genres are embodiments of different types of possible world; there is 

a fundamental connection between the concept of genre and that of world. Kai Mikkonen 

identifies this connection – and expands upon it in his work on the limits of Ryan’s principle 

of minimal departure – when he states that “the distance of any fictional world from our 
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actual world is codified by the fictional genre in question, involving conventions of 

coherence, plausibility and verisimilitude. Furthermore, the alethic modalities of possibility, 

impossibility, and necessity, or conventions of coherence and plausibility, which determine 

the given fictional world, are also conditioned and bound by the text’s genre” (122). Moving 

from the conceptual to the practical, though, or from the static to the dynamic – from the 

concept of genre as it relates to the concept of world to actual genres as they relate to the 

creation of actual fictional narrative worlds – requires a subtle yet significant shift in focus 

and understanding. This shift is reflected in the aforementioned movement within 

contemporary narratology from possible worlds to storyworlds, as well as in the growing 

body of work on the processes of world-building. Much of this work has come from fields 

focused outside of literature, predominantly film and media studies, including Mark J.P. 

Wolf’s Building Imaginary Worlds: The Theory and History of Subcreation, Revisiting 

Imaginary Worlds: A Subcreation Studies Anthology, World-Builders on World-Building: An 

Exploration of Subcreation, and Exploring Imaginary Worlds: Essays in Media, Structure, 

and Subcreation, as well as Marta Boni’s World Building: Transmedia, Fans, Industries. 

These works are explorations of the nature of imaginary worlds themselves, understood as 

“diverse, dynamic, and often ongoing projects” (Wolf, Building 15) and as “perennial, 

collectively built, semiotic realms” (Boni 9).  

While the question of genre and its role in building these worlds falls, for the most 

part, outside the scope of this work, the existence of this body of research demonstrates an 

increased awareness of the importance of world building as a process. Recognising the 

importance of world-building processes from within possible-worlds narratology, Punday for 

one has made the connection between genre and world-building explicit, arguing that rather 

than being a mere classificatory tool, genre “helps readers to build particular types of worlds 

from the texture of the work and to know to what use to put that world” (309) and that 
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“genres provide guidance about what to do with the story, which is independent of the 

surface-level writing of the text itself” (310). In a move reminiscent of Frow’s argument that 

generic structure “is a basic condition for meaning to take place” (Genre 10), Punday moves 

genre to the fore of possible-worlds meaning-making, arguing that genres and generic 

knowledge play a central role in world-building, guiding readers towards the imaginative 

formation of one type of world over another and orienting their experience of the fictional 

narrative worlds they not only identify but help to create.  

The final link in the conceptual chain between genre and immersion is the 

understanding that, just as genre shapes and enables a text’s fictional world, so a text’s 

fictional world shapes and enables reader immersion. The importance of a fictional world or 

worldlikeness in facilitating immersion is widely recognised, with David Herman arguing 

“that the power of narrative to create worlds goes a long way towards explaining its 

immersiveness” (16) and Wolf adding that “it would seem that an imaginary world is an aid 

to conceptual immersion” (Building 48). Ryan takes the concept of worldlikeness a step 

further, arguing that narratologists view possible worlds “as constructs of the imagination, as 

objects of aesthetic contemplation, and as conditions of narrative immersion” (“Storyworlds” 

62) and that “the notion of storyworld provides the surrounding environment required for 

immersion” (81). Ryan elaborates what is meant by the metaphor of immersion, describing 

the concept as naming “the experience of being totally absorbed in a story, of being present 

on the scene of the events, of feeling empathy for the characters, of eagerly awaiting to find 

out how the story ends” and reaffirming that “this experience cannot take place without the 

sense that the text projects a world that encompasses both characters and events” (81).  

Possible-worlds narratologists not only recognise the connection between (generically 

shaped) fictional worlds (or storyworlds) and immersion, but also expand on this connection, 

articulating the way in which these worlds obtain immersive power through the process of 
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imaginative recentring. It is not enough that fictional worlds or storyworlds merely exist; for 

these worlds to inspire immersion they must become accessible to readers in a way that 

allows them to be experienced as actual. Following David Lewis and his indexical view of 

actuality (1979), Ryan identifies this process as imaginative recentering and argues that “the 

idea of recentering explains how readers become immersed in a fictional text” (Narrative as 

Virtual Reality 104).3 For Ryan, as for others, readers imaginatively recentre themselves into 

storyworlds – utilising the principle of minimal departure to negotiate and overcome a text’s 

inevitable gaps – and view those worlds from within, temporarily experiencing them as if 

they were actual and becoming immersed within them. This conceptual chain linking genre, 

through fictional worlds or storyworlds, to immersion provides the basis for a possible-

worlds informed analysis of genre and immersion and an exploration of the role that 

probability plays in both the construction of fictional worlds and their analysis. 

 

A note on world terminology 

To avoid confusion, it is necessary to provide a brief further comment on the primary 

world terminology in use within contemporary narratology, and to clarify the terminology 

adopted in this exegesis. As noted above, possible worlds in their strictest sense are no longer 

the primary focus of contemporary narratology, as narratologists move beyond the 

comparatively rigid, logic-based conception of worlds and towards the more fluid, cognition-

based approach, or approaches. This shift of focus, however, is not a simple updating of 

terminology, but rather an expansion of the world metaphor to both account for and respond 

to ever-broadening understandings and applications of narrative theory. Possible worlds still 

exist, as a narratological concept, and remain distinct from storyworlds and fictional worlds 

in their links to modal logic and their analytic-philosophical basis. Possible worlds are the 
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concrete conceptualisation of uncertainty, as well as necessarily complete theoretical entities 

that can be isolated, examined and analysed. Storyworlds, meanwhile, in the narratological 

sense, are more encompassing and less defined than possible worlds and their fluidity lends 

them both promising flexibility and problematic complexity. 

In her account of contemporary narratology’s move from possible worlds to 

storyworlds, Ryan argues that “the concept of storyworlds that I am proposing entertains 

loose relations with texts and narratives” (“Storyworlds” 65) and that “storyworlds, though 

created by texts, are imagined as existing independently of the medium and as containing 

more than the text can describe” (81). While the concept of storyworlds is useful for 

conceptualising the imaginative processes of readers – which often extend far beyond the 

mere interpretation and visualisation of explicit textual material – the theoretical detachment 

of these entities from the texts that create them poses a serious challenge to their analysis; or 

at least, to their possible-worlds-informed generic analysis. The qualitative element of the 

term adds a further complication, with Ryan arguing that not all fictional texts create 

storyworlds, since “for a text to have a storyworld, it should be possible to build a mental 

representation compatible with the whole text (or, alternatively, a mental representation that 

builds a continuous solid area around the logical holes)” (68) and that the existence of a 

storyworld depends on the text’s ability to build a mental representation that is “logically 

consistent, large enough to stimulate the imagination, and experienced as complete” (82). As 

a possible-worlds based analysis of genre-shifting novels presupposes the existence of some 

kind of textually constructed world and relies on the close examination of textual material, 

this exegesis adopts the arguably simpler and decidedly more text-based term, fictional 

worlds – and, where necessary, fictional narrative worlds – in place of storyworlds. Where 

the label possible worlds is employed, it is intended to indicate the logical-theoretical entities 

described above. This reinstatement of the fictionality of worlds proves to be not only a 
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terminological choice, but also a conceptual necessity confirmed by the findings of my 

analysis, which will be discussed below. 

 

A brief history of probability in fiction 

Although probability has received little attention in recent literary studies and 

narratology, it has been recognized as a fundamental concern of literature at least since 

Aristotle's Poetics. Classical scholar Neil O’Sullivan summarises this acknowledgment with 

his declaration that “every reader of Aristotle's Poetics knows the importance he places on 

the elements in a drama being arranged according to probability” (47). As O’Sullivan 

explains, Aristotle goes on to extend this notion to include, not just tragedy, but all poetry 

(literature), including comedy and epic, stating, “it is clear from what has been said that the 

task of the poet is not to tell of what has happened, but what might happen, and what is 

possible according to probability or necessity” (47). For Aristotle, probability is a 

foundational requirement of literature as it allows fictional scenarios to illuminate aspects of 

reality by imitating the nature of the actual world and then posing the question, what if? 

Following Aristotle, what work there has been on probability in literature in recent times has 

predominantly focused on this aspect of probability: the need (or not) of narratives and 

fictional worlds to obey the rules of probability that prevail in the actual world. This work, as 

outlined below, has frequently employed the term “plausibility”; plausibility being defined as 

“the quality in an argument, statement, etc., of seeming reasonable or probable; appearance of 

reasonableness; believability, credibility” (OED). Plausibility designates that which is 

deemed to carry the appearance of truth or reality, in relation – in this context – to the actual 

world. 
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Futurist Ruud van der Helm offers a useful explanation of the differences between 

probability and plausibility, arguing that, “in comparison with both probability and 

possibility, which offer some leads to an objective reality, plausibility is a purely subject-

related notion: plausibility cannot exist other than through the fact that it is carried by human 

reasoning,” and that “the plausible refers to concepts of judgment and conviction, to 

argument and the process of being convinced” (24). Research into this facet of probability in 

literature in the twentieth century came first from philosophy: most notably Robert T Harris’s 

“Plausibility in Fiction” (1952) and Paul Welsh’s response, "Hypotheses, Plausibility, and 

Fiction” (1953), which pursue a debate over the importance of plausibility in fiction. This 

philosophical interest was followed by research from a literary studies perspective, including 

Carrie Lambert-Beatty’s “Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility” (2009), April 

Alliston’s “Female Quixotism and the Novel: Character and Plausibility, Honesty and 

Fidelity” (2011), and Mary Jo Muratore and Pari Jafari’s “The Perils of Plausibility in 

Balzac’s ‘Facino Cane’” (2012). While the philosophical approach explores the issue of 

plausibility at the conceptual level, and literary scholarship primarily takes the form of 

practical applications of these ideas, both approaches to probability in literature are 

dominated by the traditional Aristotelian concern with convincingness and believability in 

relation to the actual world. 

Brian Richardson takes up and expands this plausibility-related conception of 

probability in his poetics of probability (1997), identifying four “systems of causation” – 

supernatural, naturalistic, chance, and metafictional – and arguing that every work of 

literature has a “causal setting” which he defines as “the canon of probability [elsewhere: 

“probabilities”] that governs the fictional world” (61). For Richardson, the relevance of 

probability lies in its relationship with causation, since “causation is a basic feature of the 

setting of any narrative, and the determination of the extent and nature of a fiction’s causal 
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order is a crucial function of the act of reading” (87). (Later, in his work on unnatural 

narrative, Richardson again employs the canon of probability to contrast mimetic with anti-

mimetic texts, arguing that “space and time in such fiction are recognizable extensions of the 

spatial and temporal parameters of our world. The canon of probability that governs the 

universe is assumed to be largely the same in mimetic fictional worlds” (Poetics of Plot 3).) 

Richardson is drawing, in part, on the work of Félix Martínez-Bonati who, in an early 

contribution towards the formal ontology of fictional worlds (1983), argues that “it remains 

undeniable that events in any given literary fiction noticeably obey one or more systems of 

possibility, probability, and necessity, and that some of these systems ostensibly differ from 

real-life assumptions while others seem to conform to them” (185). For Richardson and 

Martínez-Bonati, specific types and degrees of probability in relation to the actual world form 

part of the underlying logic of fictional works; a logic which readers employ in the 

interpretation of narratives and the construction of fictional narrative worlds. Although not 

focusing on fictional worlds, Mieke Bal identifies a similar connection between causation, or 

narrative logic, and probability in her discussion of the motivation required of realist novels 

(2009). Arguing that motivation – a justification for the inclusion of various types of 

information in a narrative – is a key feature of realist narratives, Bal claims that, “if ‘truth,’ or 

even probability, is no longer a sufficient criterion to make narrative meaningful, only 

motivation can suggest probability, thus making the contents believable, plausible” (41). For 

Bal, again, probability is important insofar as it leads readers to regard a work as plausible 

when considered in terms of the nature of the actual world. 

In his work analysing philosophic theory and literary form in the Augustan age, 

Douglas Lane Patey introduces another dimension of probability, and one that is central to 

the analyses that will be presented in this exegesis, that of probable reasoning (1984). Patey 

extends probability from mere plausibility judgements to include the interpretative and 
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deductive processes of readers, claiming that, “notions of probability lie at the heart of the 

Augustans’ theoretical understanding of the nature and structure of literature” (xi) and that 

one important aspect of probability is “those inferential procedures of interpretation required 

of readers if those readers are to identify and make sense of the particular inferential 

structures before them” (175). The distinction here is between the act of deciding the 

likelihood or believability of fictional events within narratives (as well as the narratives as a 

whole) in relation to the actual world, and the act of forming ongoing expectations about 

what will happen next in a narrative and how a narrative will ultimately be resolved. James 

Phelan touches on both senses of probability in his analysis of the differences between 

reading fictional and nonfictional texts, arguing that readers’ understanding of fiction and 

their expectations about how novels will behave determine what will be considered probable 

(and plausible) at what point in a narrative (2010). Analysing the distribution of information 

in Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, Phelan argues that the amount of explicit justification 

required at various points in the novel largely depends on what readers expect to happen, 

which itself depends on where events are located on the plot of the work. Phelan explains that 

“for the standard novel and the standard literary memoir there is often an inextricable 

connection between fictionality and the handling of plotting and probability” (20).  

While Phelan touches on the notion of readers’ probability reasoning (importantly 

linking this to fictionality), Karin Kukkonen explores and develops this idea much further, 

applying ideas from enactivist philosophy and embodiment to provide a detailed cognitive 

narratological account of probability and inferences. Adapting mathematician Thomas Bayes’ 

concept, Bayesian inferences, to the analysis of probability in literature, Kukkonen 

conceptualises readers’ encounters with fictional worlds as ongoing processes of 

hypothesising and revising, drawing on “current Bayesian, probabilistic approaches to 

cognition in order to shed light on how readers’ developing sense of probability and their 
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emotional appraisal of narrative events is cued by the ‘probability design’ of a particular 

narrative” (“Bayesian Narrative” 721). Although Kukkonen’s argument relates to readers’ 

interactions at the level of plot and narrative, rather than genre, her insistence on the 

importance of readers’ inferential processing and hypothesizing is nonetheless reminiscent of 

genre theorist Heather Dubrow’s conception of genre. Dubrow argues that “even on our first 

reading we will reach a preliminary hypothesis about genre, bear it in mind as we glance back 

over earlier passages, and re-read the whole work in the light of our assumptions about its 

literary form. In doing so we will typically note both further evidence of the work’s 

relationship to that type and previously unobserved deviations from the model” (107). 

 Elsewhere, Kukkonen goes on to develop the concept of readers’ inferences further, 

linking this to the psychological-cognitive concept of probabilistic processing and explaining 

that “readers’ predictions, as they arise from the words and the sentences, contribute to the 

large predictive links we call plot, while in turn, the plot markers (i.e., verbal cues indicating 

plot events) provide orientation for readers’ inferences as the narrative progresses” 

(“Cognition” 251). Mikkonen pursues a similar line of reasoning, at least in terms of the 

importance he places on what he refers to as the “complex role of probability in a narrative’s 

temporal organisation” (121). Mikkonen argues that, in addition to the principle of minimal 

departure, “another cognitive mechanism may be at work in reading fiction. This is what I 

call the principle of temporary suspension of modal claims, concerning what may be possible, 

probable or necessary in a given fictional world” (114). Both Mikkonen and Kukkonen’s 

work moves the concept of probability away from concerns with the relative plausibility of 

fictional worlds in relation to the actual world, focusing instead on the dynamics of readers’ 

interactions with texts and with what Kukkonen describes as a “feedback loop between 

readers’ sense of the probabilistic shape of the fictional world and what they find on the 

page” (“Bayesian Narrative” 723). 
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It is worth noting that, in spite of the works referenced above, the concept of 

probability in fiction has received – overall – relatively little scholarly attention in recent 

years; a situation that prompted Kukkonen to open the abstract to her 2014 article with the 

claim that “‘probability’ seems to be a term forgotten by literary theory” (“Bayesian 

Narrative” 720). In his work on narrative temporality and the philosophy of surprise, Mark 

Currie likewise notes the lack of attention paid to the issue of probability, specifically within 

contemporary narratology, stating that “whereas the category of tense has at least been a 

constant source of descriptive resource for the narratologist, modality has a much looser 

foothold in the narratological universe, despite the fact that it is the place where probability 

and possibility are assessed and communicated in language” (99-100). Currie’s comments 

reflect the paradoxical position of probability within possible-worlds narratology, where, 

despite playing a central role in the area of formal logic that necessitated a possible-worlds 

ontology in the first place, the relative probability of possible worlds remains almost entirely 

overlooked by the field. Currie suggests a reason for this movement away from relative 

probability, or plausibility, when he argues that “efforts to theorise fiction as a possible world 

have generally abandoned that emphasis on plausibility, or what Aristotle called probability, 

in order to accommodate fiction that represents impossible things” (107), therefore 

“detaching the notion from its foundation, in modal logic, of the relative probability or 

possibility of events” (108). This detachment of the notion of possible worlds from its roots 

in modality is mirrored and extended by the severing of ties to questions of probability 

implicit in the movement from possible worlds to storyworlds, discussed above, and evident 

in the lack of recent theoretical inquiry into the subject. 

From the sparse existing theoretical explorations of probability, two aspects relevant 

to the analysis of genre-shifting novels emerge, to which I shall add a third aspect emerging 

from the analytical process itself. The first two categories are probabilistic emphasis – a term 
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borrowed, as will be discussed in the following section, directly from Ryan (“Accessibility 

Relations”) – and the generically probable and improbable. Ryan explains that probabilistic 

emphasis “has to do with whether the text dwells on the mainstream or the marginal within 

the boundaries of possibility determined by the relevant accessibility relations” (571) and 

argues that this is one of the additional factors of semantic diversification that may be 

required to align her typology with the generic distinctions actively utilised by a given culture 

or society. Closely related to the category of probabilistic emphasis is the category of the 

generically probable and improbable. The key distinction between these two concepts is the 

indexical position employed, with probabilistic emphasis assessing probability from the 

position of the actual world and the generically probable and improbable considering what is 

likely from the position of the genre itself, or more specifically, from within the generically 

defined fictional narrative world. The third category of probability, which is revealed through 

the analytical process itself, is probable accessibility relations. This type of probability relates 

to the frequent impossibility involved in determining the accessibility relations of fictional 

texts – a situation that involves what Ryan calls “undecidable relations” (“Accessibility 

Relations” 566) – and the resultant need to employ probability judgements, which are 

themselves influenced by genre and generic knowledge. After first identifying the changes of 

genre within Aira’s works and applying Ryan’s typology to the analysis of the relevant 

accessibility relations, each of these facets of probability will be examined in turn. 

 

Applying Ryan’s semantic typology of fiction 

Methodology 

In her influential 1991 article, “Possible Worlds and Accessibility Relations: A 

Semantic Typology of Fiction” (and book, Possible Worlds, Artificial Intelligence, and 
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Narrative Theory), Ryan establishes a possible-worlds approach to the analysis of genre by 

outlining nine types of accessibility relation that form the basis for classifying thirteen genres 

of text, from “accurate nonfiction” to “concrete poetry” (560) but with a focus on works of 

narrative fiction.4 Equally importantly (although less famously) Ryan goes on to explain why 

such a typology may, in fact, be insufficient to account for the actual generic divisions used 

within a given society. Ryan argues that, for this typology to correspond to accepted generic 

labels, “we must introduce additional factors of semantic diversification” and proposes “three 

of these factors: thematic focus, stylistic filtering, and probabilistic emphasis” (571). While 

thematic focus and stylistic filtering fall outside the scope of this exegesis, probabilistic 

emphasis represents an important concern and will be discussed in the following sections. 

Focusing in the meantime on the classification of genres based on accessibility relations, 

Ryan’s typology is summarised in Figure 1, where the various types of accessibility relation – 

possibility in concrete terms – are listed in “decreasing order of stringency” (558). 

In this table, A/identity of properties refers to a situation in which objects common to 

both the textual actual world and the actual world have the same properties, while B/identity 

of inventory refers to the textual actual world being furnished by the same objects as the 

actual world, and C/compatibility of inventory indicates that the actual world of a text 

includes all members of the actual world as well as some “native members” (558). 

D/chronological compatibility requires no temporal relocation for a member of the actual 

world to contemplate the entire history of the textual actual world (that is, it is not set in the 

future), E/physical compatibility requires that the textual actual world and the actual world 

observe the same natural laws, and F/taxonomic compatibility refers to a situation in which 

both worlds contain the same species, and the species are characterised by the same 

properties. G/logical compatibility means the textual actual world respects the actual world’s 
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Figure 1 Image of Ryan's table of genres and accessibility relations. 

 

principles of noncontradiction and the excluded middle (things must be either true or false but 

not both at the same time), H/analytical compatibility refers to both worlds sharing analytic 

truths, that is, objects designated by the same words have the same essential properties, and 

finally, I/linguistic compatibility means the language by which the textual actual world is 

described can be understood in the actual world (558-559).5 According to this typology, 

differences between the genres of realistic and historical fiction and fairy tale, for example, 

can be identified as differences in their relations of possibility in the areas of C/compatibility 

of inventory, E/physical compatibility and F/taxonomic compatibility. Put simply, realistic 

and historical fiction demonstrate compatibility with the actual world in all areas other than 

B/identity of inventory – as texts of this genre include fictional characters who are not present 
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in the actual world – while texts of the fairy tale genre also lack compatibility with the actual 

world in relation to such areas as existent species and observance of the same natural physical 

laws. The difference, in terms of accessibility relations, between realistic and historical 

fiction and historical confabulation, on the other hand, is limited to the area of A/identity of 

properties as both genres include non-actual objects (characters and places), thereby varying 

their inventory in comparison to the actual world, yet historical confabulation also places 

objects (people and places) from the actual world in non-actual situations, changing the 

properties of at least some real world objects, while realistic and historical fiction do not. 

While Ryan’s typology has been employed to analyse the genres of complete works 

and bodies of work, as well as to investigate questions around the definitions and limits of 

specific genres – Mattison Schuknecht’s recent work applying the typology to the analysis of 

utopian and dystopian novels (2019), for example, or W. Michelle Wang’s employment and 

expanding of Ryan’s model to explore the role of play in postmodern fiction (2019) – it has 

not yet been utilised to analyse the genres or genre shifts found in genre-shifting works such 

as those of César Aira. The process of analysing these genre-shifting works entails an 

immediate complication: the need to combine possible-worlds narratological concepts with 

more generalised, reader-centred understandings of genres and texts. This complication arises 

from the fundamental basis of the project; specifically, its focus on novels which have 

already been accepted as genre shifting prior to, and independently of, their analysis. Despite 

its inherent complications, such an approach is warranted, given that the employment of 

Ryan’s typology at the text selection stage would be both impractical (how many non-genre 

shifting texts would need to have their accessibility relations analysed only to be deemed 

unsuitable for genre-shifting analysis?) and an exercise in circular reasoning (as only texts 

demonstrating genre changes recognised by Ryan’s typology would then be used to assess the 

applicability of Ryan’s typology).  
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Instead, without denying the challenges and limitations of its approach, this exegesis 

takes texts that are recognised by their general readership as containing genre shifts and 

investigates to what extent Ryan’s typology is able to account for these widely accepted 

genre changes. Of course, several problematic assumptions are implicated in this approach: 

assumptions that can be summarised as the universality of genre and genres, and the 

concreteness or objectivity of possibility. Present in both the design and application of the 

project, these assumptions demand an acknowledgment of their questionable nature and a 

clarification of the perspective held by this exegesis. Rather than seeing genres as universal 

or eternal, this exegesis recognises that genres and ideas about genres are culturally and 

historically dependent, and that any comments made about genres – including the claims 

made in this exegesis – are made from a particular cultural and historical perspective. The 

claims put forward by this exegesis are put forward, not with the belief that any decision 

about genre is definitive but, on the contrary, with the belief that genre is important for the 

processes it entails. Regardless of how difficult genre may be to define or discuss, such 

definition and discussion is necessary since the processes involved with genre are 

fundamental to the activity of reading and the construction of fictional worlds.  

Equally, there is an argument to be made against the concreteness and objectivity of 

possibility, since what is considered possible is always considered so by someone, 

somewhere, at some time. Like genre classifications, possibility is neither universal nor 

eternal, and it is well known that even within societies there may be disagreement over what 

counts as possible: psychic ability within Western societies, for example, or supernatural 

events and entities, or any number of purportedly spiritual, religious, or miraculous 

occurrences. Possible-worlds narratology has attempted to avoid these issues – and largely 

succeeded in doing so – by positioning its genre theory as a quantitative, rather than a 

qualitative, classificatory system; Ryan’s table of accessibility relations providing a list of 
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categories to be marked as either positive or negative, while the list itself remains open to 

modification. Regardless of this desire for objectivity, however, possible-worlds 

narratological genre theory cannot escape the underlying assumptiveness of determinations of 

both possibility and genre; an assumptiveness that shapes the analysis undertaken by this 

exegesis and that is marked by a degree of indeterminacy in asserting its initial claims.6 

Temporarily setting aside its problematic assumptions to perform the task at hand, and 

informed by Gérard Genette’s foundational work on the significance of a literary work’s 

paratextual material – the paratext being “the means by which a text makes a book of itself 

and proposes itself as such to its readers, and more generally to the public” (261) – the 

methodology I have employed to investigate these issues is as follows: 

1. Select those of Aira’s novels that are most widely recognised as containing significant 

changes of genre (relying on their paratextual information, marketing and promotional 

material, online synopses, and reviews). 

2. Identify where in the texts the genre shifts occur through close reading, using these 

points to mark the juncture between different sections of text (also informed by the 

publicly available information listed above, which frequently indicates where the 

changes of genre occur). 

3. Analyse the configuration of accessibility relations present in each section of text, 

identifying positive, negative, or indeterminate matches in each of Ryan’s nine 

categories (a process which involves the close examination of textual material). 

4. Tabulate the results and examine the extent to which changes in the configuration of 

accessibility relations reflect reader-identified changes of genre. 

This process and its findings are discussed in the following sections, where the relevance of 

Ryan’s typology is considered in relation to genre-shifting novels, and, by extension, to 

questions of genre more broadly. 
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Analysing The Proof 

As an exemplary genre-shifting novel, The Proof is a perfect testbed for the relevance 

and potential limits of Ryan’s typology. Telling the story of sixteen-year-old Marcia’s 

random and ultimately lifechanging encounter with a pair of punk girls one night in Buenos 

Aires, the defining feature of The Proof is a drastic shift of genre that occurs in the closing 

stages of the novel. At this point, the plausible teenage drama genre and fictional narrative 

world established from the opening of the novel are violently disrupted, replaced by an 

almost comically graphic world of brutality and bloodshed, or what the inside jacket of the 

2017 And Other Stories edition of the novel calls, “an unforgettable splatterfest finale.” Prior 

to this disruption, the initial genre of The Proof can be seen as essentially real-like, in the 

possible-worlds narratological sense of depicting a fictional world that exhibits a high degree 

of accessibility in relation to the actual world.  

It is important to note at this point that I have chosen the term real-like, rather than 

realistic or realism, to denote the everyday, non-technical idea of the representation of things 

as they “actually are”, and to prevent this notion from being confused with the specific 

literary sense denoting a particular historical movement such as nineteenth century realism or 

its off-shoot, naturalism. This commonplace term, though, is not without its own 

complications, since the question of what is real-like in literature is by no means self-evident 

and could open up a range of literary and philosophical debates, the details of which there is 

no room to explore here. In a possible-worlds informed approach, the real-like can be 

understood as the default genre, since, according to Ryan’s principle of minimal departure, 

“we reconstrue the alternate world of a textual universe in the same way we reconstrue the 

alternate possible worlds of nonfactual statements: as conforming as far as possible to our 

representation” of the actual world (Narrative as Virtual Reality 51). This widely accepted 

principle claims that, unless and until they are told otherwise, readers will assume that the 
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world of the text conforms as closely as possible to the actual world, and it is this principle 

that enables readers to form relatively complete mental images from necessarily incomplete 

textual material.7 While this principle is most frequently discussed in relation to the 

negotiation of gaps within texts, it can be applied equally to the negotiation of entire fictional 

worlds and systems of worlds, and the associated processes of identifying genre. Under this 

principle, unless and until they are given reason to assume otherwise, readers will assume that 

the fictional world and genre of a text conform as closely as possible to the actual world. 

Whether this default assumption of compatibility with the actual world is the result of the 

actual-world position occupied by readers or merely the result of realism’s long history of 

literary dominance, at least in the West – or a combination of both – is a question for another 

time. 

Establishing a sense of the real-like, the opening scene of The Proof takes place “three 

blocks before Plaza Flores” (9) in the midst of a “youthful world” that has “come alive” and 

features “big groups of boys and girls – more of the former – gathered in the doorways of the 

two record shops, in the empty area round the Cine Flores that stood between them, and 

clustered against the parked cars” (9). It should be safe to assume that, to the majority of first -

time readers, these features of the fictional narrative world – teenagers, plazas, record shops, 

parked cars – would generate an initial impression of the real-like, an impression which, with 

nothing in the text to suggest otherwise, solidifies the default genre of the real-like as the 

narrative progresses. While the opening line of the novel, “Wannafuck?” is an abrupt and 

potentially unexpected introduction to the text’s world – although, being paratextually noted 

on the book’s jacket, at least in the edition mentioned above, the opening may not be 

unexpected at all – its deliberate, performative directness is also characteristic of the speech 

of teenagers, in fictional worlds as well as in the actual world. Any brief sense of 

consternation the reader may experience finds resolution as Marcia’s own initial 
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consternation is resolved: “Marcia was so startled she didn’t understand the question. She 

looked hastily around her to see where it came from… Yet it wasn’t so very out of place, and 

perhaps nothing else was to be expected” (9). The idea that this phrase “wasn’t so very out of 

place,” along with the references to teenagers loitering around record shops and clustering 

against parked cars, since “At this time of day they were out of school and all met up here” 

(9), reinforces the image of “a youthful world” that has come alive, a world and a genre in 

which ordinary teenagers do ordinary teenage things. 

It is when the ordinary teenagers of the novel stop doing ordinary teenage things that 

the world and the genre of the text appear to change. Having spent the majority of the novel 

(77 out of 100 pages in the 2017 And Other Stories edition) engaged in the everyday 

activities of walking down the street, visiting a fast-food restaurant, and philosophising about 

sex and the concept of love, the novel’s three main characters, Marcia, Lenin and Mao, 

suddenly enter an entirely different world when Lenin and Mao instigate the shock hold-up of 

a supermarket with Marcia as their witness and eventual accomplice. The radical shift of 

genre is marked by the words, “When she entered… Not exactly the moment she entered, but 

when she looked back and saw what Lenin was doing when she came in… it was like the 

onset of a dream. And at the same time as if reality was starting” (77-78). To the reader 

encountering the text for the first time, the movement from the previous real-likeness brings a 

deep sense of foreboding, even before events reveal themselves in their entirety: a sense 

which is intimated by Marcia’s act of looking back and seeing what Lenin is doing. This act 

of looking back to see and to understand foreshadows the reader’s future act of looking back 

on the text and underlines the sense in which both the events which are yet to be told and the 

present moment of reflection are already inscribed with profound significance. Marcia’s 

experience of this moment as both “the onset of a dream” and as the point at which “reality 

(is) starting” completes the severing of ties with the previous genre and fictional narrative 
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world, displacing and replacing the previous sense of real-likeness with a new, dreamlike 

reality.  

Notably, as the new world takes shape – a world of senseless violence described in 

horror-film detail – it is not Lenin and Mao’s actions that confirm the rules of the new genre 

and world, but rather Marcia and the narrator’s reaction to them. The description of this 

reaction begins the moment Lenin padlocks the supermarket doors, with “The click it made 

as it snapped shut made Marcia jump. It was as if the lock had literally shut on her heart. Or 

better still, as if her heart were the black iron padlock that was slightly rusty but  still worked 

perfectly well, too well in fact” (78). The narrator goes on to describe this startling 

development as “a dream come true” (78). The use of the term “better still” entertains a 

degree of ambivalence in this context: does the phrase refer to Marcia’s thought that she 

would prefer her heart were the padlock, rather than what the padlock closes onto, or does it 

express the narrator reconsidering their previous metaphorizing, functioning in the same way 

as a phrase such as “more precisely”? Or is it both at the same time? Whichever interpretation 

is made, the subsequent reference to “a dream come true” confirms the uncomfortable 

morality of the novel’s new world. (Whether or not this new sense of a world constitutes a 

new possible world or fictional narrative world, or simply a modification of the existing one, 

is a question which will be addressed in more detail later in this exegesis.) 

Despite the horror of Lenin and Mao’s murderous and torturous behaviour, there is no 

indication that Marcia ever questions their actions, nor does she attempt – or even seem to 

consider – trying to intervene. Her only significant reaction to the carnage is her observation 

of Mao’s beauty as she pauses for a moment after killing a young woman by cracking her 

skull open (91). Focalizing Marcia’s perspective (and perhaps the narrator’s own) as she 

watches Mao, the narrator observes, “The light from the fire shone directly on her. She was 

so beautiful it sent shivers down the spine” (91). In the end, rather than condemn Lenin and 
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Mao’s actions, both Marcia and the narrator accept and embrace the new world order, Marcia 

following her two new friends as they are “swallowed up by the immensity of the world 

outside” (100) and the narrator affirming their “untouchable force of love,” describing the 

group, not as criminal or deviant, but as “Three stars whirling in the vast rotation of the 

night… the Three Marias that all the children of the southern hemisphere peer up at, 

spellbound, uncomprehending…” (100). This new fictional world is not incomprehensible in 

itself (for there are certainly fictional worlds of greater violence and brutality that are more 

easily accepted as realistic) but rather it is incomprehensible from the perspective of the 

novel’s initial world, viewed either by an occupant of that world or by a reader who has 

imaginatively recentred themselves there. 

Taking the moment this new reality begins on page 78 of the 2017 And Other Stories 

edition as the boundary between genres, analysis of the changing genres within The Proof 

according to Ryan’s typology reveals the following results:     

Table 1 

 A B C D E F G H I 

Genre 1 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

Genre 2 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

 

Despite the decisive shift of genre, under analysis both sections of the text exhibit the same 

combination of accessibility relations, with positive results in all categories apart from 

B/identity of inventory, as both parts of the novel contain fictional characters who are not 

present in the actual world and therefore do not contain inventory identical to that of the 

actual world. Seven of the other categories clearly exhibit the same positive matches, with 

items common to both worlds (the city of Buenos Aires, for example) displaying the same 

properties in each world, the world of the text being furnished with all members of the actual 
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world as well as some fictional additions, and the world of the text not being set in the future 

(categories A, C and D respectively). Compatibility is also shared across genres in relation to 

the existence of the same species with the same properties (F), the respect of the logical laws 

of noncontradiction and the excluded middle (G), objects designated by the same words 

having the same essential properties (H), and the language of the fictional world being able to 

be understood in the actual world (I).  

It is only in relation to E/physical compatibility that typological analysis comes close 

to revealing difference between the two sections of the text, although the apparent shift in the 

observance of natural laws is ultimately resolved as a questioning of probability rather than a 

change in accessibility relations. A change in the observance of natural laws is suggested 

shortly after the shift of genre with: 

To anyone else it would have seemed incredible that two young women could 

do things like shutting a metal shutter weighing tons, sidelining the dozen 

beefy truck drivers and porters who must have been in the delivery bay, or 

taking out one or two professional security guards and seizing their 

weapons… But to Marcia it did not seem unbelievable; on the contrary, she 

wouldn’t have believed anything else. (81) 

The suggestion that the physical actions of the characters in this section could be – and, with 

what appears to be a knowing wink to the reader, perhaps should be – considered incredible 

does invite a questioning of the operation of natural laws, but it is a questioning which, I 

would argue, is subsequently answered. Beginning with the (devil’s advocate) intimation that 

anyone else, including the reader, would have found the events difficult to believe, the 

passage closes its argument with the assertion that Marcia not only believes the events 

described but, in fact, “wouldn’t have believed anything else.” Even without Marcia’s 
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endorsement it is apparent that, while the physical abilities and actions of two young women 

may be questionable in relation to the actual world – they could certainly be considered 

improbable – there is no evidence to suggest these actions constitute an absolute breaking of 

natural laws and as such, there is no confirmation that they rise to the level of the impossible. 

Importantly also, the actions described in this passage are not presented directly and 

their occurrence retains merely probable status, a status indicated by the modal markers in the 

phrases, “would have,” “could,” and, “must have been,” as well as in the vagueness of the 

reference to “one or two professional security guards.” 8 Rather than a confirmed occurrence, 

this scene represents an assumed link between other known events: it is Marcia and the 

narrator’s explanation for how things must have happened. This narrative sleight of hand – 

leaving events hidden from view and therefore unknowable – is a particularly acute example 

of the kind of textual indeterminacy (present in all texts to a greater or lesser extent) that 

necessitates the implementation of probable reasoning: the reader being forced to mirror 

Marcia and the narrator in using inferences and assumptions to explain the events occurring 

within the fictional narrative world. If no further evidence is found to suggest a departure 

from the natural laws of the actual world – taking references to such impossibilities as a 

woman becoming “a dancing monster” with “elongated” limbs and “one hand at the end of a 

three-metre long arm […] crawling across the floor” (98) as non-literal impressions of the 

scene (the complications of which will be discussed in reference to probable accessibility 

relations) – accessibility in the category E/physical compatibility still ultimately holds. 

Analysing Dinner 

Despite being experienced as an abrupt and visceral rift, the change of genre within 

The Proof does not correlate with a change in accessibility relations. Conversely, the 

transitions between genres within Aira’s Dinner embody changes in accessibility relations 
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without effecting corresponding impacts on the reading experience. As with The Proof, 

Dinner begins in the default genre of real-like fiction: the novel opening with a detailed 

description of the narrator having dinner with his elderly mother at the home of a wealthy 

friend. The text’s real-likeness is suggested from the opening lines, “My friend was home 

alone, but he invited us over for dinner anyway; he was a very sociable man – liked to talk 

and tell stories, though he wasn’t any good at it” (3). The initial indication is that this is a 

novel about a dinner party with an affable, talkative man – a recognisable setting for a work 

of real-like fiction.  

This sense of real-likeness is reinforced by subsequent references to the narrator’s 

mother enjoying the conversation that evening (3) with the friendly host, a building 

contractor who, as a result of having worked in Pringles for decades, “knew the 

configurations and genealogies of all the town’s families – one name conjured another, driven 

by the townspeople’s lifelong practice of pursuing their entire intellectual and emotional 

education by talking about one another” (3-4). The recounting of this dinner and the related 

conversation continues throughout the first chapter, interspersed with anecdotes about the 

banal interactions of the local townspeople and the narrator’s own memories of his childhood 

in Pringles. The repeated references to the local town and its inhabitants – the comment that 

“the names of the town’s families were being constantly mentioned” (3) applying both to the 

dinner conversation within the novel and to the novel itself – confirm the real-like genre of 

the novel’s opening section, not only through their focus on the everyday but also through 

their delineation of the boundaries of the novel’s world. This is a novel set in the town of 

Pringles, about people in Pringles. Even without recourse to knowledge of  the actual 

Argentinian town of Coronel Pringles, the description of Pringles as a town rather than a city, 

and as a place where everybody knows everybody else’s business, confirms the novel’s initial 
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genre as real-like fiction, setting up expectations about what can and, importantly, what 

cannot happen.9 

Dinner first appears to change genre when what cannot happen, according to the rules 

of its initial real-like genre, does in fact happen. The change of genre begins with, “Anyway. 

They were on their way to the Cemetery because they’d been told that the dead were rising 

from their graves of their own accord. This was as improbable as an adolescent fantasy. It 

was, however, true” (36). While the narrator describes the textual fact of the dead rising from 

their graves as merely improbable, and there no doubt exist individuals in the actual world 

who would consider such things possible, the current general consensus and the position I am 

taking in this exegesis is to designate this event as impossible (in the context of the actual 

world). If the impossibility of the reanimation of the dead is accepted, the reasons for 

considering this event as a shift away from the real are evident and require little elaboration. 

What does require elaboration is the way in which this shift also marks the point at which the 

novel’s focalisation enters the realm of the impossible.  

Prior to this juncture, the novel focalises the narrator’s limited first-person 

perspective, with the events presented either occurring in his presence or being explained as 

having been relayed to him by another source. From this moment, however, while the same 

narrator continues the narration (or, at least, there is nothing in the text to suggest otherwise) 

the events he describes are no longer possible for him to know. The unknowability of events 

is evident in the passage, “The first victim was the guard. This civil servant with long years 

of experience had never seen anything like this, but he didn’t just stand there and watch the 

show. Once he realized what was going on, he made an about-face and took off running” 

(38). With no possibility of witnesses to this scene – a textual fact confirmed as the novel 

progresses – there is no way for the narrator to know how this event unfolds, or to describe it 

with the level of detail employed. The blow-by-blow exposition grows more detailed as the 
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passage continues, expanding even further beyond the bounds of possibility, into the guard’s 

internal thoughts: “The guard didn’t hang around to observe the details. He ran across the 

atrium, and when he reached the fence railings, he remembered that a few hours earlier he 

himself had wrapped the thick chains around the heavy gates and closed the padlock. Damn 

security!” (39). While the events the narrator describes are preceded by a reporter and 

cameraman making their way to the cemetery to investigate rumours of the impossible 

occurrence (another potential impossibility, since the rumours appear to precede the 

occurrence) ostensibly positioning the events the narrator describes as content of the 

television show he is watching, there is no indication that these characters ever arrive at the 

scene to witness the events. The reported events remain rumours, albeit rumours that the 

narrator describes in intricate, filmlike detail. Embodying impossibility in this way, both the 

event itself and its representation demonstrate a distinct change in accessibility relations, 

shifting the genre from real-like fiction to a type of horrific fantasy. 

Unlike the single, unidirectional transition defining the genres of The Proof, the genre 

shifts within Dinner are multiple and multidirectional, retrospectively complicating attempts 

to determine the precise nature of the resulting genres. Having transformed from the real-like 

to the fantastic, Dinner shifts genre once more in a partial reversal marked by a conversation 

between the narrator and the dinner host the day after the dinner party and the breakout at the 

cemetery. The exchange begins: 

He pulled me out of these strategic meditations with something surprising.  

We saw it this summer. The kids laughed their heads off.  

That threw me for a loop. What? Had they shown up before? How’s it 

possible that I hadn’t heard about it?  

Don’t worry, you didn’t miss a thing, he said, and repeated: What  a disaster.  
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I realised that we were using that last word to mean two different things: I was 

referring to facts and he to an aesthetic judgment. (98-99) 

The question of whether the events that have been described – the dead rising from their 

graves and overrunning the town, draining its inhabitants of their endorphins – have actually 

occurred within the textual world is fundamental yet unanswered. The decision of whether 

“disaster” refers to the event or to its fictional presentation on television equates to the 

decision between the real-like and fantasy, yet rather than resolve the question, the exchange 

above is followed by the narrator admitting that “I should have asked him to explain, but I 

was embarrassed because I suspected it would have been the equivalent of confessing to a 

disqualifying lack of knowledge or a surplus of naïveté” (99).10 Apart from an instinctive 

desire to provide a rational explanation for events and to have them fit the initial genre of the 

text, there is no compelling reason to do so, as the text provides no definitive answer to the 

question. The text’s indecisiveness on the matter is made explicit by the narrator’s 

observation, “In addition, it occurred to me that there could be another possibility in between: 

the qualification of disaster could be applied not only to the event as reality or to its 

representation as fiction but also (leaving between parentheses the decision as to which we 

were discussing) to the show they’d broadcast on television” (99). The narrator chooses to 

focus on the distinction between the representation of an event and the ongoing mechanism 

for its representation, leaving in parentheses, rather than addressing, the reality status (within 

his actual world) of the represented events.  

Even if the events are dismissed as fictional within the world of the text, the 

impossibilities involved in their representation remain. How does the narrator know what the 

characters are thinking, without a narrator to inform him, whose presence would itself destroy 

the illusion of reality in which he believes? Of course, it may be possible to imagine another 

explanation: that the narrator incorporates the scenes of the late-night television show he is 
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watching into a nightmare, realistic enough to convince him its events have actually occurred 

and to sustain this belief throughout the following day. However, the text offers little to 

support this, other than the circumstances leading up to the event’s depiction and the fact that 

none of the fictional world’s other inhabitants show any awareness of the horror having 

occurred. Importantly also, this questioning of the ontological status of events is undertaken 

retrospectively, instigated by the final shift of genre, and therefore does not affect the 

experience of the second section of the text or the generic expectations informing its 

unfolding. This raises fundamental issues around the timing of genre: the question of when 

genre exists and at what point generic distinctions should be made. Does information 

obtained after the fact change the genre of previously read sections of a text, or does genre 

exist in real time? In possible-worlds terms, does a change of accessibility relations part-way 

through a text generate a new possible world at that point, or does such a change alter the 

generic makeup of the preceding worlds as well? Extending this idea to fictional narrative 

worlds, what impact do these complications of genre have on a work’s worldlikeness and 

immersive capacity?  

I would argue that these questions relate to a challenge to possible-worlds conceptions 

of narrative which has been identified by some areas of unnatural narratology as well as both 

rhetorical and enactivist approaches: the undeniability of the fictionality of fiction. 

Representing the rhetorical approach, Richard Walsh identifies this challenge when he argues 

that: 

It is certainly the case that, while poststructuralist accounts of narrativity have blurred 

the concept of fictionality, fictional worlds theories have insisted upon a categorical 

opposition between fictional and nonfictional discourses. But because the basis of this 

opposition is ontological and referential, it has hardly anything to say about the 

rhetorical force of fictionality. The distinctive rhetorical set of fictionality may have 
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been carelessly appropriated and diffused in the name of poststructuralist narrativity, 

but in the context of fictional worlds theory it has been almost entirely ignored. (113) 

For Walsh, possible-worlds narratology pays too little attention to the fictional aspect of 

fictional worlds, focusing almost entirely on the question of the worldlikeness of these mental 

constructs and neglecting the importance of fictionality as “an interpretative frame that 

inflects and transforms the entire process of narrative comprehension” (115). In his work on 

unnatural narratology, Richardson likewise states that “we experience fictional worlds 

differently [than nonfictional ones] because we recognize they have a different ontological 

status than real-world entities” and that “what happens in a fictional world is the creation of a 

performative utterance that cannot be falsified by any reference to the actual world” 

(Unnatural 44).  

Investigating issues around enactive perception and cognition, Merja Polvinen takes 

up a similar position, arguing that “while cognitive approaches to fictional worlds focus on 

readers’ experience rather than on the modal logic of fictional worlds alone, they nevertheless 

rely on ontology in suggesting that those experiences essentially follow from the ‘worldness’ 

of a fictional world, rather than from its fictionality” (23). Like Walsh, Polvinen argues 

against the ontological segregation involved in possible-worlds approaches, claiming “that 

such a world-focused view obscures a central aspect of the experience of fiction: specifically, 

that it must be experienced as fiction – not as an illusion of reality” (19). Polvinen goes on to 

argue that, in opposition to the idea that immersion in fictional worlds demands a (temporary) 

denial of a text’s fictionality, fictionality in representation “sets us the task of experiencing 

both the world being represented and the constancies of fictionality” (30). For Polvinen, 

immersion in a fictional world need not involve a denial of the work’s status as fict ion; and 

such a denial would, in any case, not be possible. Expanding on ideas from enactivism, I 

would further argue that, rather than sitting in opposition to possible-worlds narratology, the 
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fictionality of fiction can be absorbed into a possible-worlds based approach by 

understanding the dimensions of probability involved in the creation of fictional narrative 

worlds. These worlds are always hypothetical, always provisional, always in flux, and the 

role of probability in their creation will be discussed in the following sections. 

With both the importance of the dimensions of probability and questions around the 

timing of genre in mind, I would suggest that analysis of the three genres within Dinner 

according to Ryan’s table reveals the following results: 

Table 2 

 A B C D E F G H I 

Genre 1 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

Genre 2 + ̶ + + – + + + + 

Genre 3 + ̶ + + ? + ? + + 

 

As is the case with The Proof, Dinner’s initial genre demonstrates accessibility with the 

actual world in all categories other than B/identity of inventory. Unlike The Proof, however, 

Dinner’s first shift of genre results in a change in the category of E/physical compatibility, as 

the dead rising from their graves demonstrates a breaking of the (scientifically verified and 

generally accepted) natural laws of the actual world. This combination of accessibility 

relations meets Ryan’s criteria for the genre of fantastic realism: a genre combining elements 

of accessibility with the actual world with impossible elements either in relation to the 

compatibility of inventory or, as with the second genre within Dinner, in relation to the 

observance of the same natural laws.11 Identifying the change (or not) of accessibility 

relations in the second genre shift proves more complicated, again in relation to the category 

of E/physical compatibility. The complication results from the text’s ambiguous conclusion 
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and the resultant undecidability of the precise nature of the work’s fictional world (or 

worlds), and it allows for several contradictory results: 

1. If the impossible events are accepted as having occurred within the fictional world, 

and this fictional world is understood as a continuous whole, the natural laws of the 

actual world have been broken (in the second section of the text) and the fictional 

world now lacks compatibility with the actual world in relation to category E. This 

results in a match of accessibility relations in all three sections of the text, assuming 

the change of accessibility relations retrospectively alters the nature of the previously 

experienced sections of the continuous fictional world. These results are shown in 

Table 3. 

Table 3 

 A B C D E F G H I 

Genre 1 + ̶ + +  ̶ + + + + 

Genre 2 + ̶ + + – + + + + 

Genre 3 + ̶ + +  ̶ + + + + 

 

2. If the impossible events are accepted as having occurred, yet the text is understood to 

contain multiple, disjointed fictional worlds, the same divorce exists in relation to 

category E, but this break is relegated the world of the second section. With no 

impossible events occurring in the third section, a return to normality equates to a 

resumption of the combination of accessibility relations found within the init ial 

section of the text. These results are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4 

 A B C D E F G H I 

Genre 1 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

Genre 2 + ̶ + + – + + + + 

Genre 3 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

 

3. If the impossible events are ultimately dismissed as fictional within the world of the 

text, and this fictional world is understood as a continuous whole, there is no change 

in the combination of accessibility relations between the second and third sections of 

the text, just as there is no change between the first and second. In this scenario – 

leaving aside the issues of representational impossibilities – all three sections of the 

text exhibit the same combinations of accessibility relations and the apparent genre 

changes can only be explained through the application of additional diversification 

factors. These results are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 

 A B C D E F G H I 

Genre 1 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

Genre 2 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

Genre 3 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

 

4. If the impossible events are ultimately dismissed as fictional within the world of the 

text, and texts are understood to contain multiple, independent and disjointed worlds, 

the final section of the text represents a return to the combination of accessibility 

relations demonstrated in the first section, suggesting results equivalent to those 

illustrated by Table 5. However, if the separate fictional worlds are considered to exist 
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sequentially and independently of one another, the accessibility relations represented 

in the third section of the text may include changes that do not retrospectively adjust 

the accessibility relations experienced during the reading of the second section. The 

key difference between this fourth scenario and the third scenario described above is 

the assumed effect of the dismissal of impossibility. In the third scenario, this 

dismissal resolves the genre of the entire text, as this is understood as one fictional 

world. In this fourth scenario, the dismissal of impossibility occurs within the third 

section of text and is relegated to this third fictional world alone. As independent 

fictional worlds, the first and second sections of the text are therefore not affected by 

this dismissal of events as fictional, and they retain the accessibility relations and 

genres they exhibited as they were read and experienced. This determination of 

whether the first and second section are retrospectively altered rests on the question, 

formulated above, of when genre exists; or, in formal possible-worlds terms, whether 

accessibility relations can (or should) be analysed in distinct sections of text (since, in 

genre-shifting novels these are experienced as distinct worlds) or only in works as a 

whole, if such an undertaking would even be possible. Assuming distinct sections of 

text are not altered retrospectively, these results are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 

 A B C D E F G H I 

Genre 1 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

Genre 2 + ̶ + + – + + + + 

Genre 3 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

 

5. If the reality status (within the world or worlds of the text) of the impossible events is 

either neither confirmed nor denied, or both confirmed and denied, the fictional world 
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contradicts the laws of noncontradiction and the excluded middle, thus exhibit ing 

negative compatibility with the actual world in relation to category G/logical, while 

leaving category E/physical open or undecidable. Whether the negative logical match 

applies to the entire text as one fictional world, the entire text as three distinct 

fictional worlds, or only to select sections of the text depends on where (and how) the 

contradiction is believed to occur, which in turn depends upon where (and how) 

fictional worlds are believed to begin and end. These potential results are shown in 

the series of Tables 7-9. 

Table 7 

 A B C D E F G H I 

Genre 1 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

Genre 2 + ̶ + + – + + + + 

Genre 3 + ̶ + + + and  ̶ +  ̶ + + 

 

Or 

Table 8 

 A B C D E F G H I 

Genre 1 + ̶ + + + and  ̶ +  ̶ + + 

Genre 2 + ̶ + + + and  ̶ +  ̶ + + 

Genre 3 + ̶ + + + and  ̶ +  ̶ + + 

 

Or 
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Table 9 

 A B C D E F G H I 

Genre 1 + ̶ + + + + + + + 

Genre 2 + ̶ + + + and  ̶ +  ̶ + + 

Genre 3 + ̶ + + + and  ̶ +  ̶ + + 

 

The undecidability of the accessibility relations defining the world or worlds of 

Dinner proves a significant barrier to a possible-worlds informed generic analysis, posing the 

question of what theorists – and more importantly, readers – do when confronted with these 

types of fictional texts. Regardless of which reading is given preference, the existence of 

alternative possibilities undermines the credibility of any single reading and throws the idea 

of the stability of the work’s fictional world or worlds into crisis. This is a crisis, however, 

that readers subconsciously negotiate as a matter of course and that can be understood, if not 

resolved, through greater awareness of the underlying probability reasoning that is always in 

operation in the construction of fictional narrative worlds. This probability reasoning will be 

explored further in the following sections. 

 

Analysing The Little Buddhist Monk 

In contrast to the multidirectional genre transitions complicating Dinner and the 

single, drastic shift disrupting The Proof, the primary change of genre within The Little 

Buddhist Monk is both sudden and explanatory, surprising readers while at the same time 

providing some degree of coherence to a fictional world that is marked, from the outset, by 

contradictions and unease. The Little Buddhist Monk is the story of a diminutive Korean 
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monk whose lifelong ambition of emigrating to Europe or America appears closer to 

realisation thanks to a chance meeting with a pair of French tourists: photographer Napoleon 

Chirac and his cartoonist wife, Jacqueline Bloodymary. Believing the couple in want of a 

French-speaking guide, the surprisingly French-proficient monk seizes the opportunity to 

impress the tourists, volunteering his services and leading the pair on an increasingly bizarre 

tour into the mountainous heart of the unnamed Korean city and its famous Buddhist temple. 

As with The Proof and Dinner, The Little Buddhist Monk opens in a seemingly real-like 

genre, its focus on a Korean monk and his dream of emigrating conveying the impression of a 

fictional world that contains a high degree of accessibility with the actual world. The novel 

opens with the description of “A little Buddhist monk” who “was anxious to emigrate from 

his native land, which was none other than Korea” (9), with the first chapter providing a brief 

background of the monk, with a particular focus on the development of his dream of 

emigrating, from his childhood to the present day. Supporting the initial default assumption 

of real-likeness, the characters and concepts presented in the first chapter – including monks, 

Korea, emigration, America, study, Shakespeare, Kafka, Republicans, Democrats, and 

dreams – are common to both the fictional world and the actual world, and their presence 

suggests a foundation of compatibility between the actual world and this new fictional world 

taking shape.  

This foundation of compatibility, however, is tenuous. The new fictional world’s 

inventory, while real-like in its familiarity to occupants of the actual world, is also rich in 

connotative content, with each of the items listed conveying a sense of the non-real-like 

through their connection to notions of fantasy, desire, and otherness. Monks, for example, 

from the Western perspective, are the embodiment of exoticism and difference: representing 

the desire for religious transformation, the rejection of the ordinary, the denial of the self, the 

transcendence of the soul, and so on. Emigration represents the desire for change and the 
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fantasy of a new life; America, the American dream; study, the desire for self-transformation 

through knowledge; Shakespeare and Kafka, all things Shakespearean and Kafkaesque, with 

innumerable connotations relating to both their literary works and their status as famous 

authors and cultural icons. As the connotations associated with these items suggest, The Little 

Buddhist Monk’s initial, apparently real-like world does not solidify comfortably but rather 

takes shape under the weight of unease and this unease works to resist any conclusive 

determination of the novel’s real-likeness as well as to pave the way for the arrival of 

impossible or magical elements.  

This unease – present to varying degrees within the items of the inventory noted 

above – is evident from the opening line with its description of the protagonist being 

“anxious to emigrate from his native land” (9). The selection of the term anxious– as well as 

its location within the opening line of the novel – rather than a positive descriptor such as 

keen, hopeful, or excited, for instance, is significant in its immediate introduction of an 

underlying sense of discomfort.12 This sense of discomfort increases as the monk’s anxiety is 

elaborated throughout the opening paragraphs; his desire to emigrate described as a program 

that has been “incubating in his brain since youth” (9) so that “what he saw around him 

seemed like the misleading image of a reality that awaited on the other side of the planet” (9), 

“as if he had been programmed within to receive the calls of faraway places” (9). The sense 

of unease continues to develop as the novel progresses, most notably through the repeated 

references to the monk’s physical size. Examples of these persistent references in the opening 

stages of the novel include “his diminutive size” (10), “reduced in stature” (11), “tiny as he 

was” (12), “the little being” (14), “someone so tiny” (17), “an interlocutor of the unusual size 

that they had stumbled across” (22), “their tiny friend” (30), “the little man” (35), and “a 

person of such reduced dimensions” (38). This preoccupation with the size of the monk hints 
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at something significant, preventing the comfortable formulation of a completely real-like 

fictional world and anticipating the forthcoming revelation of the monk’s true nature.  

It is not only the frequency of references to the monk’s size that perpetuates the sense 

of unease, though, but also the indeterminacy of the precise meaning of these references: the 

monk is clearly small but exactly how small is he? For the most part, the descriptions of the 

monk’s size avoid comparisons that would provide this perspective, and this lack of clarity is 

unsettling. When the comparison is made, the perspective provided is equally disconcerting: 

“His tiny stature meant that not everyone saw him, but even if they did, it wasn’t easy for 

them to calculate the consequences of their respective movements, since one step for a 

pedestrian of normal size was equivalent to five from the little Buddhist monk” (13). If this 

passage is to be taken literally, its suggestion that the monk’s steps and therefore the monk 

himself are one fifth the size of an average pedestrian is clearly unreal-like, contributing to a 

growing feeling of discomfort. This increasing discomfort resulting from the monk’s size is 

made explicit in the following passage:  

Slightly uneasy, they wondered who exactly they were following. If they had to 

explain, what would they say? That they had run into the smallest man in the world? 

Or would they need to say ‘the smallest Buddhist monk in the world’? It would  be 

unfair to reduce him to his physical dimensions, because they had been able to 

appreciate his intellectual and human capabilities, and something like a friendship had 

grown up between them. They understood him perfectly, and yet in some 

(indefinable) way his size still gave rise to the doubt: who exactly did they understand 

so well? How? Following him along these narrow streets, which were a chaotic 

mixture of East and West, was like following the genie of tourism, an impression only 

strengthened by the fact that nobody but them seemed to see him. (44) 
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Rather than providing any resolution to the characters’ concerns, the passage above is 

followed by a denial of sorts, as any further contemplation of the monk’s size or precise 

nature is abandoned at the earliest opportunity: “When they reached the station, which really 

was very close, they could transfer their attention away from their guide and take a look 

around” (45). The idea that the couple could transfer their attention to something else, rather 

than that they had to or should, for example, conveys their sense of relief at being granted a 

reprieve from their confusion and consternation; just as the act of shifting their focus ensures 

the puzzle of the monk’s size remains unresolved and the unease defining the fictional world 

persists. 

As the real-likeness of The Little Buddhist Monk’s fictional world is coloured, from its 

inception, by discomfort and a growing sense of unease, the occurrence of identifiable breaks 

with the real does little to challenge the predominant genre of the text; the impossible (in 

relation to the actual world) events being absorbed into an otherwise real-like fictional world. 

The first of these identifiable breaks with the real occurs with the ordering of a bottle of 

champagne, as follows: 

But when they raised their glasses in a toast, the French couple froze in surprise. The 

‘clink’ of the glass captured a snapshot of their astonishment. The only things moving 

were the tiny bubbles inside the glasses, and it was precisely these bubbles that were 

the object of the foreigners’ rapt attention: instead of rising, they descended, going 

from the surface of the liquid to the bottom, where they fizzed about in crazy swirls. 

(26) 

Instead of being received as a challenge to the assumed real-likeness of the fictional world, 

this event is quickly rationalised by the little Buddhist monk who dismisses the “supposed 

miracle” with a laugh and provides “a perfectly rational explanation: they should not forget 
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that they were on the far side of the world, and the magnetic poles were reversed” (26). 

Rather than rejecting this explanation as implausible, impossible, or even ridiculous, “The 

French couple drank in his words” (26).  

The French couple’s – and the reader’s – willingness to bend or blur the limits of what 

can be accepted as real-like is tested again soon after, on the trio’s train journey towards the 

temple. After falling asleep as the train journey begins, the tourists wake to encounter another 

impossibility: 

When they opened their eyes again, they saw they were speeding through chasms, 

over bridges suspended between vertiginous heights or steep mountainsides, or ledges 

at dizzying angles. As far as the eye could see – and it could see very far – all of this 

was part of a vast mountain range dotted with forests, lakes, sunken valleys and tall 

peaks […] They became slightly alarmed: weren’t they travelling too far? They had 

understood that the temple they were heading for was on the outskirts of the city… 

(47-48) 

Again, the characters’ confusion and disbelief are dismissed by the monk with an equally 

impossible yet supposedly rational explanation: “The little Buddhist monk reassured them: 

not only were they still in the city, but they were not far from the centre. What they could see 

was a park, a nature reserve” (48). The French couple’s objection that the area is far too large 

to be a park – “A park? But it’s immense!” (48) – is quickly dismissed with the response that 

“it wasn’t that huge. It appeared more extensive than it was, because of the high mountains 

and the vertical perspectives” (48). The monk goes on to defend his explanation with the 

information that “A proof of how moderate-sized it was came from the fact that mothers sent 

their children to play there in the time between coming home from school and the evening 

meal” and that “When they wanted them to come in, all they had to do was lean out of a 
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window and give a shout” (49). Despite the French couple initially feeling they “could 

scarcely believe it” (49) they are soon convinced: “It’s a privilege for all these people, said 

Napoleon Chirac, to come home from work in the evening and to be able to enjoy these 

majestic surroundings” (49). The impossibly large size of the supposed park – much like the 

impossibly small size of the monk himself – is briefly questioned but ultimately and quickly 

accepted, contributing to the uneasy sense of worldlikeness experienced by both the 

characters and the novel’s readers. The monk’s revelation shortly afterwards that “according 

to popular tradition, this area was inhabited by witches” (51) who tricked passengers into 

disembarking onto illusory stations likewise does little to unsettle the French tourists. Despite 

witnessing the illusion for themselves, the couple simply turn to the monk and ask him “what 

the rational explanation was for this phenomenon” (52). The little Buddhist monk’s response 

that it could be “suggestion, superstition, the ‘real dreams’ of a nation that lived in dreams” or 

“some kind of metaphor employed by a population alienated by modern life” (52) leaves the 

question essentially unanswered and the French couple “pensive” (53) yet accepting. This 

moment of pensiveness mirrors the uneasiness present throughout the opening chapters of the 

novel; an uneasiness that allows this latest impossibility to be absorbed into the novel’s 

contradictory, complicated fictional world. 

Given the complicated initial genre of The Little Buddhist Monk, incorporating 

elements of the impossible or magical within an otherwise real-like world, it is not surprising 

that the novel’s eventual change of genre is itself complicated, both elucidating and confusing 

the text’s fictional world or worlds. The change of genre unfolds slowly, over several pages, 

beginning when Napoleon begins to analyse the events of the day, with “The key was 

hovering close to his awareness, and at that moment crossed the threshold and left him 

dumbfounded: there had never been a sun in the sky! Throughout their long day of 

adventures, the sun had been absent” (93). Napoleon shares this realisation with Jacqueline 
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and the two attempt to unravel the mystery of their bizarre experiences, particularly the 

strange and dramatic changes of body temperature that they had both experienced throughout 

the day, yet neither of them (nor the narrator) had previously mentioned. As the couple talk: 

The revelations all fell into place. The sun was a tiny glandular nerve centre situated 

in the rear half of the brain, from where it regulated body temperature; without it, the 

waves of heat and cold switched back and forth at random… One thing led to another, 

and their suspicions grew and grew. The little Buddhist monk had led them into a 

parallel world they had to escape from before it was too late. (94-95) 

The couple’s realisations continue for several pages, reinforced and reshaped by the 

arrival of a “deus ex machina” in the form of a “an extremely elegant and perfumed 

Frenchman” in a “big black limousine with a French Embassy licence plate” (95). The 

Frenchman proceeds to offer a rational, technological explanation for events, explaining that 

the monk is “not a human being like them, but a 3-D digital creation” (96). While the 

Frenchman’s rational explanation for the existence and nature of the little Buddhist monk 

provides a resolution to some of the fictional world’s underlying questions – including, at 

last, the monk’s impossibly small size, which the Frenchman refers to as evidence of his 

falsity (“the fake was obvious: first and foremost because of his tiny size, which they must 

have noticed” (97) – it throws other matters into question. The most significant of these 

matters is the truth status – within the fictional world – of the couple’s previous conclusions. 

Is the Frenchman’s technological explanation intended to replace the couple’s conclusion that 

the monk has led them into a parallel, sunless world, or are both pieces of information 

intended to be understood together? Has the little Buddhist monk led them into a parallel 

world, and if so, how and when? Through magic or technology, or both? The narrator’s 

reference to “all the magical suspensions of the moment that he [the monk] had used to 

enchant the French couple” (100) is equally ambiguous: is this a reference to actual magic, or 
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is the narrator speaking figuratively? If the monk has indeed led the couple into a parallel 

world, when exactly did this occur and how did the Frenchman from the Embassy enter this 

parallel reality in order to find them? Problematising matters further, the magical element of 

this explanation is clearly at odds with the technological basis of the Frenchman’s account, so 

that combining the two explanations would seem as unsatisfactory as accepting either account 

on its own. The change of genre that accompanies these contradictory revelations is no less 

complicated.13 

Analysing The Little Buddhist Monk according to Ryan’s typology reveals the 

following results: 

Table 10 

 A B C D E F G H I 

Genre 1 ̶ ̶ + + + and  ̶ + + + + 

Genre 2 + ̶ + + + or   ̶

   Or     

+ and  ̶ 

+ + + + 

 

The results shown in this table are reflective of the genres experienced during their reading, 

that is, treating the generically diverse sections of text as discrete entities. However, as the 

genre change in The Little Buddhist Monk is epistemological and explanatory, rather than 

ontological, it also functions to reposition the first section of the text. This highlights the 

issues identified in relation to the analysis of Dinner, namely the question of when genres and 

fictional worlds exist, which will be discussed below. Unlike The Proof and Dinner, the 

opening section of The Little Buddhist Monk arguably demonstrates negative accessibility in 

relation to the category of A/identity of properties, as at least some of the objects common to 

both the textual actual world and the actual world do not share the same properties: those 
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objects being Buddhist monks, and, more broadly, human beings. (The properties of 

champagne are likewise altered, possibly along with the natural laws of the actual world 

which insist upon bubbles rising to the surface of a liquid.) This conclusion depends on 

whether the little Buddhist monk is considered – at least during a first reading of the opening 

section – as an example of the broader category of people, as well as whether generically 

divergent sections of text are deemed to exist as discrete fictional worlds, as previously 

discussed in relation to the analysis of Dinner. To express the first part of this determination 

differently, does the unreal-likeness of the monk’s smallness apply only to him as an 

individual character, who is not present in the actual world, or does this unreal-likeness also 

apply to the categories of which he is a part, such as the category of people – which is present 

in the actual world – and therefore represent a break with the characteristics of the actual 

world? While both conclusions are equally valid in conceptual terms, I would argue that the 

experience of reading the novel preferences the former, since one of – if not, the – central 

concerns of the text is the monk’s impossible size, or more specifically, the question of how a 

person could possibly be so small.  

The second part of this determination relates to the timing of genre and the 

functioning of genre changes, an already complicated issue which is made even more difficult 

by the explanatory and epistemological nature of the shift of genre. While genre changes 

embodying ontological shifts – such as the changes to the nature of The Proof’s fictional 

world – may be considered to not retrospectively alter the nature of preceding sections of 

text, genre changes that involve shifts in knowledge in relation to previous elements of texts 

cannot be dismissed so easily. The change of genre in The Little Buddhist Monk arises 

directly from the revelation of the monk’s (apparently) true nature, answering the 

fundamental concern of the novel and providing a new perspective on previously experienced 

textual events. As an explanatory “twist”, this shift casts the preceding section of text in a 
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new light, posing the question of whether new revelations about the accessibility relations of 

a fictional world can or should be applied after the fact. More broadly and fundamentally: if 

accessibility relations determine the generic nature of fictional worlds, when can and  should 

they be assessed? While analysis of non-genre shifting novels has tended to approach 

fictional narrative worlds as complete and completed entities, viewed retrospectively once the 

process of reading – and, more often than not, multiple readings – has concluded, analysis of 

genre shifting novels such as The Little Buddhist Monk demands greater attention to the 

dynamic, unfolding nature of both genre and fictional worlds themselves.  

In addition to a shift in the category A/identity of properties, the change of genre in 

The Little Buddhist Monk also entails a possible shift in the category of E/physical 

compatibility, although this potential alteration is similarly complicated. Prior to the genre 

shift, the fictional world demonstrates both positive and negative compatibility in relation to 

the natural laws of the actual world, with magical elements appearing to exist within an 

otherwise real-like natural world. It could be argued, of course, that any deviation from the 

natural laws of the actual world would necessitate a determination of incompatibility in this 

category, since breaking any one of these laws equates to a deviation from the laws as a set. 

In other words, it only takes the bubbles in a glass of champagne to fall to the bottom rather 

than float to the top to determine a break with the natural laws of the actual world; further 

natural laws need not be transgressed to determine that the category, natural laws, has been 

broken. Such a conclusion, while arguably accurate, would threaten to contravene the 

intuitive sense of the text’s fictional world: a world in which isolated magical elements retain 

their magical status and significance specifically through their existence within an otherwise 

real-like world. These magical occurrences do not function to relegate the entire fictional 

world to the domain of the impossible: the French couple’s surprise and bewilderment at the 

impossible events with which they are confronted ensures these impossibilities remain 
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grounded within an otherwise real-like world. The pensiveness the couple experience (53) 

while attempting to reconcile these two aspects of their world reinforces the sense in which 

the fictional world is neither entirely impossible in relation to the actual world nor completely 

possible, but rather combines elements of both the magical and the real-like in much the same 

way as the genre of magical realism.  

It is outside the scope of this exegesis to conclude whether Aira’s work should be 

located within the specific cultural-historical genre of magical realism (as is any detailed 

discussion of the tradition itself), yet the existence of such a genre or generic denotation 

supports the idea that magical elements may exist within an otherwise real-like fictional 

world. The existence of such a genre clearly complicates the application of Ryan’s typology, 

even before any consideration is given to the change of genre. The fact that readers are able 

to form reasonably coherent mental images of fictional worlds when magical elements 

coexist with “realistic” ones points to the flexibility of fictional worlds, to the way they can 

accommodate contradictions and questionable events. This in turn points to the readers’ 

continued awareness – on some level – of the work’s fictionality, and to the role of inferential 

thinking and probable reasoning in reading.  

While the natural laws of the actual world are, by turns, observed and contravened in 

the opening section of the text, the observance – or not – of these laws in the second section 

of the novel is more difficult to determine. This indeterminacy results in a situation in which 

it is possible to conclude both positive and negative compatibility in accessibility relation 

E/physical compatibility (as per the opening section) or either positive or negative 

compatibility, depending on which reading of the novel is accepted. As discussed above, the 

novel’s initial fictional world contains both real-like and magical elements, resulting in the 

determination of both positive and negative compatibility. Following the revelation of the 

monk’s true nature and the associated rationalisation of events that marks the novel’s change 
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of genre, however, the precise nature – in terms of possibility – of the resultant fictional 

world is unclear. This lack of clarity stems from both the potential insufficiency of the genre-

shifting rationalisation to fully account for previous, seemingly magical occurrences, and the 

possible persistence of apparent impossibilities within the new, rationalised fictional world. 

To expand, firstly, on the potential insufficiency of the rationalisation, the little Buddhist 

monk may indeed be a digital creation, but how does this explain the impossibilities 

experienced throughout the novel, such as the gravity-defying bubbles in the champagne, the 

incomprehensible size of the mountain park, or the hypnotic powers of the witches? Have 

these impossibilities been resolved or not?  

Treating the separate sections of the text as discrete entities and fictional worlds might 

suggest these questions relate solely to a reassessment of the first section of the novel; 

however, the explanatory function of the genre change works against such a definite 

separation. In The Little Buddhist Monk, the change of genre announces, not the creation of a 

new world, but a new understanding of the existing world. Even if, for the sake of 

consistency, the two sections of the text are still to be analysed as distinct entities, it is 

nonetheless apparent that the magical-technological debate shaping the first section continues 

to exert its influence upon the second. Everything the Frenchman from the embassy fails to 

resolve – if, indeed, the reader believes he does fail to resolve things – remains unresolved 

throughout the remainder of the novel, leaving the category of E/physical compatibility open 

or undecidable. Of course, if the Frenchman’s technological explanation is considered 

satisfactory – and it may, in fact, prove satisfactory to some readers – it may be possible to 

determine compatibility in category E, depending on the (perhaps questionable) continuation 

of such compatibility throughout the remaining text. In this case, the decision rests upon the 

interpretation of the monk’s journey home and whether the description of his encountering 

such things as an infinitely large forest are read as literal – resulting in a negative result for E 
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– or figurative. While the change of genre brings with it a questioning of the technological 

versus the magical – a questioning of elements previously allowed to co-exist – it is a 

questioning that is not easily answered, and this difficulty is reflected in the inability of 

analysis to provide definitive assessments of the work’s accessibility relations. 

 

Probability emphasis 

Far from confirming the significance of accessibility relations to genre, the process of 

analysing Aira’s genre-shifting works according to Ryan’s typology points beyond 

possibility, towards something else. The lack of variation across genres outlined in Table 1, 

along with the lack of consistency between the results shown in Tables 1, 2-9, and 10, 

indicates a situation in which accessibility relations sometimes are and sometimes are not 

affected by changes of genre. If a change of genre does not, by necessity, equate to a 

corresponding change in accessibility relations, there is more than possibility at stake, and 

relative possibility cannot be seen as the sole defining feature of genres. If relative possibility 

is not the sole defining feature of genres, as Ryan herself acknowledges, additional fields of 

semantic diversification are needed. While Ryan presents the notion of probability emphasis 

as one among a number of these required fields, gesturing towards the importance of 

probability in the construction of fictional worlds, analysis of genre-shifting novels demands 

that the question of probability be moved to the fore. The results of this analysis (discussed 

above), reveal multiple dimensions of probability in operation in the identification of genres 

and the construction of fictional narrative worlds, confirming the importance of Ryan’s 

concept of probability emphasis while requiring an expansion of the role of probability 

beyond this relatively narrow conception.  
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As a means of classifying texts according to how closely they obey the rules of 

probability operative in the actual world, probability emphasis is one way of accounting for 

differences of genre that do not entail differences in possibility. To use Ryan’s example, the 

role of probabilistic emphasis in determining genres is evident in the comparison of what 

Doreen Maître calls “escapist fiction” (1983), such as adventure thrillers or historical 

romances, with what Ryan calls “the realistic novels of Dickens or Flaubert” (“Accessibility” 

571). The contrast between these two types of novels is clear, despite the fact that “both types 

respect the same set of accessibility relations” (571). Their difference lies in their differing 

levels of concern for what is probable in relation to the actual world. Ryan explains the 

importance of this distinction, arguing that escapist fiction depicts “faraway places, 

glamorous life-styles, thrilling adventures, incredible coincidences, agonizing dilemmas, 

burning desire, everlasting passion, all of which are logically, economically, psychologically, 

and physically possible in the [actual world], though highly unlikely” (571). The contrast 

between these genres hinges, not on what is possible, but on what is probable from the 

perspective of the actual world. These variations in probability emphasis contribute to the 

construction of different genres and therefore different types of fictional narrative worlds, 

gaining particular importance when these generically distinct fictional worlds are found to 

exhibit the same combinations of accessibility relations. This dimension of probability can be 

used to explain differences between complete works – comparing Madame Bovary to a Mills 

and Boon romance, for example, although thematic and stylistic elements are also significant 

here – as well as between the generically-divergent sections within genre-shifting novels, 

which form the central concern of this exegesis. 

Analysis of the genre shift defining The Proof demonstrates the role that probability 

emphasis plays in the creation and identification of generic variation where relative 

possibility remains constant. In The Proof, the drastic shift of genre produces a visceral 
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impact on the reading experience, yet, under analysis, both sections of the text exhibit the 

same types of accessibility with the actual world. In this, the most overtly genre-shifting of 

Aira’s works, the change of genre does not involve a change in possibility, but rather a 

change in probability emphasis, moving its fictional world from the real-like and probable, 

towards the less real-like and more improbable. Prior to the change of genre, both the events 

being depicted and the protagonist’s reactions to these events demonstrate a reasonably high 

degree of probability in relation to the actual world. The primary event that occurs in the first 

section of the novel is a conversation. The protagonist, Marcia, is confronted by the punk 

girls, Mao and Lenin, with the novel’s opening line, “Wannafuck?” (9), followed by “Hey, 

I’m talking to you…” (16) and the repetition of “Wannafuck?” (16), drawing the reluctant 

Marcia into a lengthy and often adversarial discussion with these two unusual strangers. 

While the content of this conversation – ranging from the graphic description of sexual acts, 

to the philosophical questioning of love and names, to what it means to label someone a 

“punk” – may not be overly common, it is certainly not implausible, particularly in terms of 

the speech and assumed concerns of teenagers and young adults.  

Importantly, in terms of probability emphasis, the confrontational elements of this 

extended conversation are initiated by Mao and Lenin, in keeping with their anti-social 

characteristics and positioning. Marcia remains the voice of reason, reacting to these 

comments with a plausible degree of surprise and responding with an equally plausible range 

of rational objections. Marcia’s response to “Wannafuck?”, for instance, is “Are you mad?”, 

“Are you off your head?” (16), with the narrator going on to explain that “Marcia couldn’t 

get over her astonishment” (17) and that “Everything had changed. Marcia was shaking from 

delayed shock” (19). Marcia herself goes so far as to articulate the importance of plausibility 

when she states that “It didn’t matter that they had said it as a joke, which was the only 

plausible explanation” (21). Marcia’s predictable reactions to events – including her plausible 
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desire for normality – continue throughout the first section of the novel. Upon entering the 

diner, she feels that “Putting an end to the scene outside was a relief. It was as if they were 

entering another more normal and predictable stage” (30). When Mao disrupts this normality 

by telling the diner’s supervisor to “Go fuck yourself”, Marcia reacts with an appropriate 

degree of shock, her jaw dropping (38). Rather than growing accustomed to the anti-social 

behaviour of the punks, “Marcia’s surprise only grew. From surprise she went to surprise 

within surprise” (47), her shock increasing here specifically in response to the punk girls 

labelling diner worker Liliana as “deformed” and “a monster” (47). In this instance, and 

throughout the opening section of the novel, Marcia expresses what seems to be an 

appropriate emotional and moral response; the plausibility of her behaviour ensuring that this 

initial fictional world demonstrates a relatively high degree of probability emphasis.  

Following the change of genre, this respect for what is probable in relation to the 

actual world is markedly different. The movement from the first section of the text to the 

second is a movement from speech to action, and from the not improbable implication of 

violence to its extreme and highly improbable realisation. This movement from the probable 

to the improbable is initiated by Lenin’s act of padlocking the supermarket doors: a highly 

improbable act itself which is followed by acts of increasing brutality and improbability. The 

shift in probability emphasis is sudden: within a few seconds of entering the supermarket, 

Lenin has slashed a man’s face “at lightning speed” so that “the blade slit his cheek down to 

the bone, from the gum behind his upper lip, from left cheek to right” and “his whole top lip 

was left dangling, with blood spurting up and down” (79), while Mao has overpowered a 

security guard, “Overpowered or something worse: Marcia could have sworn he had not been 

the one to shoot” (81).  

The improbability of this turn of events is such that even the narrator appears 

compelled to comment, explaining – in the previously mentioned knowing nod to the reader – 
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that “To anyone else [what the two young women have done] would have seemed incredible” 

but that “to Marcia it did not seem unbelievable; on the contrary, she wouldn’t have believed 

anything else” (81). The incredulity the narrator ascribes to the potential audience of the story 

– located both within the fictional narrative world and outside of it, within the actual world – 

confirms an awareness that the rules of plausibility have been challenged, that the emphasis 

on probability and likelihood has shifted. This shift is brought about not only by the violence 

of the acts themselves, but perhaps more importantly by the nature of the perpetrators. While 

acts of extreme violence can and do occur, in the actual world they would not generally be 

associated with two young women described as “two punks, dressed in black. Very young, 

although maybe slightly older than [Marcia] was, with pale, childish features” (16). Both the 

youthfulness of the perpetrators and their gender contribute to the sense of the improbability 

of their violent actions, despite their demonstrated anti-sociability and the violent undertones 

of their previous speech and behaviour.14 In fact, the duration of the conversation that 

precedes the hold-up of the supermarket – filling the majority of the first three quarters of the 

novel – leads to an expectation, on some level, that this conversation will continue, or more 

specifically, that Mao and Lenin have chosen and will continue to choose speech over action. 

(Or, at least, it would, were the drastic genre-shift not revealed, a priori, on the jacket cover 

of at least some versions of the novel.) When these two child-like young women commit the 

brutal take-over of the supermarket, it is the combination of the act and the actors that causes 

the drastic change in the novel’s approach to the question of probability. 

Exerting an even greater impact on the probability emphasis of The Proof’s fictional 

worlds is the novel’s response to the sudden shift towards violence, expressed through both 

the protagonist, Marcia, and the narrator. The shift of genre brings with it – and is marked by 

– a shift in Marcia herself, from the outspoken voice of reason and embodiment of expected 

behaviour to a silent and at times approving witness. In contrast to her frequent expressions 
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of shock and outrage in the opening section of the text, throughout the second section of the 

text Marcia maintains a neutral, if not approving, silence. One of the few references to 

Marcia’s reaction to the hold-up occurs after Lenin has brutally slashed the face of one of the 

workers and “trotted” through the crowd of shoppers with her “knife dripping blood” (80). 

Rather than react to the horror Lenin and Mao have instigated, “Marcia simply hoped [Lenin] 

had the keys, because otherwise she had no idea how they would get out of there, and in this 

situation the need to get out was uppermost in her mind; she couldn’t think of anything else” 

(80). The reference to “how they would get out of there” (emphasis mine) is telling. Not only 

does Marcia fail to react against Lenin and Mao’s actions, expressing no empathy for their 

victims and concerning herself solely with escape, she now actively connects herself to the 

two punks, perceiving and positioning herself as part of the “they” that needs to escape. 

Throughout the first section of the novel, Marcia repeatedly attempts to distinguish 

and separate herself from her two companions, yet now, once their underlying violence and 

brutality has been revealed and realised, Marcia responds by joining herself with them. With 

no further reactions to the violence attributed to her – responding emotionally only to her 

(improbably timed) observation of Mao’s beauty as she wreaks terror on the unsuspecting 

shoppers, discussed previously – Marcia’s apparent approval and acceptance of this violence 

finds its ultimate expression in her decision to leave with its perpetrators at the end of the 

novel. This decision to leave with Lenin and Mao, not merely despite but seemingly because 

of what they have done, encapsulates the drastic change in Marcia’s character, moving from 

the expected and likely to the unexpected and unlikely. Together with the narrator’s apparent 

approval of “the Three Marias that all the children of the southern hemisphere peer up at, 

spellbound, uncomprehending” (100), this shift in attitude impacts the sense of the 

plausibility of the novel’s fictional world or worlds, effecting an equivalent change in the 

novel’s probability emphasis. 
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Although less overt, a shift in probability emphasis is equally significant in The Little 

Buddhist Monk, where the lack of clarity around a potential change of accessibility relations 

ensures that changes in other fields are made all the more important. In The Little Buddhist 

Monk, both sections of the text contain elements of the impossible in relation to the natural 

laws of the actual world. However, while the co-existence of magical and real-like elements 

appears unchallenged in the opening section of the novel, following the change of genre this 

situation becomes more problematic as readers are asked to accept a rationalisation of 

previous events. This rationalisation does not comprehensively account for all the magical or 

impossible elements of the fictional world, yet the very act of attempting to provide a rational 

explanation is itself a move towards plausibility, since, in the actual world, such 

impossibilities as bubbles floating downwards in a glass of champagne cannot simply be 

allowed to exist. While certain alleged breaks with the natural laws of the actual world may 

be accepted within any given culture, subculture, or society – those associated with particular 

religious or supernatural beliefs, for instance – for the most part, the general acceptance of 

such breaks remains highly improbable.  

Of course, as is the case with The Proof, The Little Buddhist Monk brings the question 

of plausibility to the fore, and it does so by explicitly questioning its own probability when 

the arrival of the Frenchman from the Embassy is described in terms of the fortuitous 

appearance of a “deus ex machina” (95). The allusion to the implausibility of this event 

serves a notable dual function: highlighting the event’s, and therefore potentially the fictional 

world’s, own improbability while simultaneously confirming the novel’s overall awareness 

of, and concern for, the question of what is probable. I would argue however that, as in The 

Proof, this apparent knowing nod to the reader – a common feature of Aira’s work – operates 

on a level above or outside the fictional world, as a comment on fictionality itself, and 

therefore does not affect the degree of plausibility of the work’s fictional world or worlds. 
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Thus, the move from the acceptance of magical or impossible elements to their questioning 

represents a move from the less probable to the more probable in relation to the actual world; 

that is, to a change in the novel’s probability emphasis. 

Analysis demonstrates that the importance of probability emphasis in differentiating 

genres is most apparent in the case of equivalent accessibility relations. However, it is not 

irrelevant in situations where there is a change in accessibility relations since what is not 

considered possible in relation to the actual world is also, by definition, not probable. There is 

a subtle yet significant distinction being drawn here between probability emphasis, which 

locates genres in terms of their distance from the rules of probability that govern the actual 

world, and probability inferences or expectations, which derive at least in part from generic 

knowledge and are therefore not necessarily based on the rules of probability that govern the 

actual world.  

The role of probability emphasis in identifying possibility-divergent genres is evident 

in the analysis of Dinner, where the change from the initial real-like fictional world to the 

unreal-like appears – at least initially and arguably enduringly – to involve a drastic breaking 

of the natural laws of the actual world. Such a breaking of the natural laws of the actual world 

is a departure in terms of both possibility and probability. When the dead rise from their 

graves of their own accord, it is not only possibility that has been broken, but probability 

also; the narrator describing the occurrence as “as improbable as an adolescent fantasy” (36). 

This framing of the impossible event in terms of its degree of probability is significant, 

particularly when the target of the reference is an event being portrayed or communicated; 

that is, a story. For the narrator, in his role as audience to the events being depicted on 

television, the question is not what is possible but what is probable or plausible. This 

reference to the event’s improbability, over and above its relative possibility, suggests that 

assessments of probability and plausibility are more salient concerns for readers during the 
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act of reading than are determinations of relative possibility. Analysts might assess possibility 

after the fact, but such analysis is not necessarily relevant to, or reflective of, the reading 

experience. This is because readers do not assess fiction the same way they assess factual 

accounts. The reader of a work of non-fiction may question whether something they read is 

possible in the context of the actual world, but it is widely accepted – not to mention 

definitive of the artform and fundamental to possible-worlds narratology – that fiction does 

not need to obey the same rules of possibility. Readers do, however, require that fiction 

follows certain rules of probability and plausibility, which are themselves generically 

determined and defined.  

 

The generically probable and improbable 

Of course, probability emphasis is a classificatory term, applied to texts or sections of 

text as complete entities, after the fact. The generically probable and improbable, on the other 

hand – as I am using the terms here – refer to probability in action, describing the relationship 

between generic knowledge and readers’ inferential processes. This aspect of probability is 

fundamental to the act of reading, yet it is the aspect of probability which has received the 

least attention from narratologists. While Ryan at least introduces the importance of 

probability emphasis in the differentiation of genres and the construction of fictional narrative 

worlds, the question of how probability might influence interactions with these worlds has so 

far remained overlooked, although recent work from enactivist and embodied cognitive 

approaches provides some promising inroads. Kukkonen in particular provides a detailed 

exploration of the role of probability inferences – Bayesian inferences, specifically – in 

readers’ interactions with literary texts, arguing that “considering narrative from a Bayesian 

perspective thus posits the fictional world as a work in progress. As readers move through the 
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narrative, they revise their beliefs about the shape of the fictional world and (usually) get a 

progressively better grasp of its probabilities” (“Bayesian Narrative” 725). Kukkonen’s 

comments are reminiscent of Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan’s claims that “reading can be seen as 

a continuous process of forming hypotheses, reinforcing them, developing them, modifying 

them, and sometimes replacing them by others or dropping them altogether. It should be 

noted, however, that even rejected hypotheses may continue exercising some influence on the 

reader’s comprehension” (122). Notably, both Kukkonen and Rimmon-Kenan identify, 

firstly, the centrality of revision to readers’ interactions with narratives, and secondly, the 

mere probability of the resultant conclusions. For Kukkonen, readers usually get a 

progressively better grasp of the fictional world, while for Rimmon-Kenan, the hypotheses 

readers ultimately reject may nonetheless continue exercising a degree of influence. 

For Kukkonen, as for Marco Caracciolo who stresses the “experiential fluidity of the 

storyworlds of fiction” (127) in his “logic of unfolding” (2019), fictional worlds are not pre-

formed, stable entities, but flexible entities forming through the process of readers’ 

interactions with them. Kukkonen expands the probability-inferential aspect of this process 

further, arguing that “playing with our probabilistic, predictive models and designing the 

textual information in particular ways, literary texts lead readers to imagine things which 

might not be possible in the actual world, but which present the best (and most striking) 

probability in the fictional world” (“Bayesian Bodies” 165). This insistence on the relevance 

of a fictional world’s internal probability, rather than its possibility in relation to the actual 

world, is invaluable to possible-worlds narratology and represents an important development 

in our understanding of how fictional worlds come to exist and the nature of the matter of 

which they consist. Kukkonen does not connect the idea of probability inferences to the 

question of genre, focusing instead on embodiment and arguing that “there seems to be more 

at stake than just genre conventions” (“Bayesian Narrative” 720). However, her explanation 
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of the inferential processes employed by readers lends itself to an exploration of the data that 

inform such processes, data that includes, whether acknowledged or not, generic knowledge 

and experience. Elsewhere, Kukkonen argues that the “cultural and social dimensions of 

fiction cannot be divorced from the embodied experience of reading, which gives rise to 

them” (“Presence” 380) and that “we supply more inferences through our real-world 

expectations, experiences in patterned practices and the probabilistic grasp of the fictional 

world that we have developed” (“Bayesian Bodies” 165). While Kukkonen connects this 

probabilistic grasp to readers’ embodied interactions with texts, such embodied interactions 

need not – and, in any case, cannot – be divorced from the mind that reads and enacts them; a 

mind that is informed by, among other things, experience with texts and genres.  

The significance of the generically probable and improbable is apparent in the 

analysis of The Proof, where the change of genre challenges expectations about not only what 

is likely to happen in the actual world, but what is likely to happen within the work’s fictional 

world, according to generic expectations. The shift that occurs in The Proof is both a shift in 

probability emphasis and a deviation from what is anticipated based on generic knowledge 

and expectations. When Mao and Lenin instigate the sudden hold-up of the supermarket, the 

impact this exerts is based not only on the implausibility of this event in relation to the actual 

world, but also – and, in fact, more so – on the implausibility of this event in relation to the 

initial fictional world of the text. Ryan’s concept of recentring (as developed from Lewis) 

explains why. If the act of reading fiction involves the reader imaginatively recentring 

themselves into a fictional narrative world and viewing this world from within, this new 

fictional world becomes for the reader for a period of time, actual, and the objectively 

existing actual world is relegated to the position of an alternate possible world. Decisions 

about what is possible or probable are then formulated from the perspective of the fictional 
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world, a world to which readers orient themselves, in part, based on what they know about 

the fictional work’s genre.  

The concept of recentring is not without its own limitations – most notably its 

obscuring of readers’ continued awareness of fictionality, which will be discussed in relation 

to probability and immersion – yet it remains useful for conceptualising the way in which 

readers interact with fictional worlds. In the case of The Proof, once readers have recentred 

themselves into the novel’s initial real-like fictional world, they view this world as if it were 

actual and make predictions about what is likely to occur, based on their understanding of this 

world, which is itself informed by their experience with similar fictional worlds. When Mao 

and Lenin padlock the doors of the supermarket and begin their violent assault, they break the 

rules of the fictional world by pushing the recentred readers’ expectations beyond their limits. 

The reason readers in general recognise this moment as the movement from one genre to the 

next is not because it involves a change in what is possible – since, in a fictional world, 

everything is always possible – but because it is so improbable in relation to the novel’s 

initial real-like genre and fictional world. The generically too improbable has occurred: the 

nature of the fictional world has changed, and so too the novel’s genre. 

While a change from the real-like to the unreal-like, such as that occurring within The 

Proof, somewhat disguises the role of generic expectations behind a shift in probability 

emphasis, a change that begins with the unreal-like brings the importance of the generically 

probable and improbable to the fore. When probability in relation to the actual world has 

been displaced as the point of reference – even to the detached or un-recentred reader – the 

significance of generically-based expectations becomes apparent. The role of such 

generically-based expectations is demonstrated in Dinner, where the move from the second 

section of the novel to the third involves a potential shift towards the more plausible, in 

relation to the actual world: the night of the living dead being followed by an apparent – 
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although questionable – return to normality. Working as a restoration of the real-likeness that 

characterises the novel’s opening section, the move is a shift in both probability emphasis and 

generic probability, although in opposite directions and with differing effects.  

Assuming the fictional world has returned to normality, the shift that occurs is a 

change from lower probability emphasis to higher: from a fictional world in which zombies 

exist to a fictional world in which they do not. As a return to the previous state of affairs, this 

change in probability emphasis passes without any significant notice, disguised as it is behind 

the notable and contradictory challenge to generic probability. This challenge to the 

generically probable lies in both the resumption of normality and the undermining of this 

resumption, neither of which are common features of the horror or zombie novel. The most 

probable course of events in a horror novel is for the horrific events to continue to their 

inescapable ends. The reader who recentres themselves into this kind of fictional world does 

so by accepting the existence of impossible (in relation to the actual world) creatures and 

events and has no reason to expect that these impossibilities will merely or quietly disappear. 

As Tony Venables points out in his work on zombies in writing and culture, “it is rare for a 

zombie film to have anything like a happy ending” (222).15 Zombie stories – whether 

portrayed through film or literature – are expected to end violently, and while they may 

occasionally end with a positive resolution, they do not usually end without a resolution at 

all, much less a resolution that undermines the reality status of the portrayed horrific events.16 

To Dinner’s recentred reader, the generic knowledge that – largely subconsciously – informs 

and assists the mental development of the novel’s fictional world is contravened and 

challenged. The world they have recentred themselves into has changed. 

It is important to note at this point, albeit briefly, a complication that arises through a 

serious contemplation of the notion of recentring. If a reader is to truly recentre themselves 

into a fictional world, they will adopt the attitude that this world exists independently of the 
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text and treat this world as a discrete spatiotemporal entity that has no foreseeable (spatial or 

temporal) end. How then do such recentred readers deal with the question of generic 

conventions, expectations about plot progression, or the crisis of endings? Can an occupant of 

a fictional world view that world from above, in the same way as the reader of a novel, and 

form expectations about what may happen next? And why, if they are occupying a world and 

not reading a story, would such an occupant of a fictional world ever have the thought or the 

desire to do so? Occupants of the actual world may certainly reflect on their existence and 

wonder at some underlying design to their lives, but they do not generally live the way they 

read: unravelling the sequence of events, guessing at what will happen next, and waiting for 

twists.17 Ralph Rader identifies this core difference, explaining that a novel is “a work which 

offers the reader a focal illusion of characters acting autonomously as if in the world of real 

experience within a subsidiary awareness of an underlying constructive authorial purpose 

which gives the story an implicit significance and affective force which real world experience 

does not have” (72). Despite narratology’s well-established recognition of the temporality of 

narrative (Eco, 1979; Genette, 1980; Fludernik, 2005; Currie, 2007), contemporary possible-

worlds narratology has tended to focus almost exclusively on the spatial aspect of fictional 

narrative worlds, leaving issues of plot progression and story development aside.18 Several 

theorists (Walsh, 2017; Caracciolo, 2019; Bartsch, 2019) have argued against this privileging 

of spatiality, noting that such a focus detracts from a full appreciation of, or accounting for, 

the inherent temporality of fictional worlds. I would argue, additionally, that such a focus 

obscures not only the temporality of fictional narrative worlds but also their closely-related 

fictionality, as will be discussed in more detail in following sections. 

Of course, even before the world of Dinner makes its problematic return to normality, 

the question of what is generically probable arises, posed by both the apparent survival of the 

zombies’ victims and the discovery of a highly improbable cure for the zombies themselves. 
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This questioning is instigated by the revelation that, despite having had their skulls 

irreparably damaged and their brains removed, the townspeople ultimately survive. The 

narrator explains that “the following day the families of Pringles would again take up their 

habit of going out for a spin, thereby taking up the task, difficult and easy at the same time, of 

recapturing their lost happiness” (83). The reference to the lost happiness of the survivors 

indicates that the families being referred to are not only the few who managed to avoid being 

attacked, but also those whose happiness, in the physical form of endorphins, has been taken. 

The victims’ survival contradicts the clearly lethal (in relation to the actual world as well as 

in relation to novel’s established fictional world) nature of the attacks, described in detail in 

reference to the cemetery security guard: “In one mouthful it removed a chunk of the man’s 

skull – which broke off with an ominous ‘clack’ and was left to hang off his right shoulder – 

then sunk its teeth into his brain… it released the guard’s body, which fell lifeless to the 

ground” (41). This, the first attack described in the novel, appears at the time to be 

unquestionably fatal. However, this unquestionability is itself questioned when the victims 

are presented as not dead at all, but merely drained of their endorphins: “[The zombies] were 

taking with them all the endorphins of the town, and the following morning the Pringlesians 

would have to produce more, from zero” (82). It may be possible, particularly in a re-reading 

of the novel, to read the description of the guard’s “lifeless” body as a figurative description 

of the manner in which he falls, rather than a literal indication of his physical death. 

However, a first time reading of this passage provides nothing to suggest it should not be 

taken literally, and even a metaphorical re-reading of the term “lifeless” does little to account 

for the obvious fatality of the zombies’ attack.19 

Interestingly, the revelation that the zombies’ victims have survived potentially exerts 

a stronger impact on the reading experience than does the zombie outbreak itself. While the 

initial outbreak results in a change in the novel’s genre and asks the reader to recentre 
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themselves into a new fictional world, the revelation of the victims’ survival challenges the 

nature of the world without breaking it, leading to a sense of unease and a questioning of the 

nature of the world’s genre. The townspeople’s survival is not enough to change the genre 

and fictional world completely – since in this case, zombies still exist – but it is enough to 

contravene readers’ expectations and to undermine the stability of the novel’s genre and 

fictional world. Similarly, the discovery that the cure for the zombie disease is simply the 

recognition and naming of the affected – and infected - corpses represents an equally novel 

and generically improbable development, and the generic improbability of this revelation is 

jarring. When the narrator reports that “out of one of the last screams there emerged, 

unexpectedly, the cure” (77), the unexpectedness he identifies and the surprise this elicits 

belong to both the inhabitants of the fictional world and the reader. Despite how well the 

unexpected cure fits with the nature of the zombie – which Venables describes as the ultimate 

in anonymity, a representation “of the destruction of identity and the eradication of humanity 

– in all senses of that phrase” (215) – it is shocking in its simplicity and effectiveness. The 

narrator explicitly addresses the sense of disbelief the application of the cure is likely to 

incite, stating that, “Some may have been amazed by the infallibility of the method […] Or it 

might be amazing, or seem implausible, that they would get them right each and every time” 

(81). Why the cure for a zombie outbreak should seem more implausible than the outbreak 

itself has nothing to do with probability or plausibility in relation to the actual world; it is the 

product of generic expectations, or what this exegesis is describing as the generically 

probable and improbable. 
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Probable accessibility relations 

While the concepts of probability emphasis and the generically probable and 

improbable relate to the content of texts and the experience of reading, the concept of 

probable accessibility relations emerges from the analytical process itself. It is this concept 

which encapsulates and reveals an additional dimension of probability or provisionality at the 

heart of fictional worlds. The claim that fictional worlds are probable is not intended to 

suggest that these worlds are likely in relation to the actual world, but rather that they are 

probable in the sense that their very existence results from the mental negotiation of the 

inherent uncertainties of fictional texts. In this sense, fictional worlds are less concrete than 

necessarily complete conceptual possible worlds: they are merely probable worlds. This mere 

probability is revealed through the process of attempting to analyse the accessibility relations 

within Aira’s works, where the encountering of textual contradictions and ambiguities 

demands that the analyst either abandon definitive answers or resort to blatant assumption; a 

dilemma which will be discussed in further detail below.  

In presenting her system for analysing the genres of texts, Ryan acknowledges the 

possibility of undecidable accessibility relations – although she treats this as the exception 

rather than the rule – when she argues that “the evaluation of accessibility relations between 

the [actual world] and the [textual actual world] presupposes the text’s ability – that is, the 

implied speaker’s willingness or authority – to establish the facts of the [textual actual 

world]” (“Accessibility Relations” 566). For Ryan, if a text’s implied speaker is unwilling or 

unable to establish the facts of the textual actual world, an accurate evaluation of accessibility 

relations cannot be achieved. Ryan is drawing, in part, on the earlier work of Martínez-

Bonati, who likewise recognises the possibility of undecidability and likewise perceives this 

as the exception to the rule. Martínez-Bonati claims that “occasional undecidability of the 

(inexplicit) horizon and occasional plurality of ‘worlds’ inside one and the same novel are 
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essential possibilities of literary fiction” (191). For both Ryan and Martínez-Bonati, the 

accessibility relations a text presents between the actual world and its textual actual world 

may occasionally, although not usually, be undecidable, although neither Ryan nor Martínez-

Bonati links the potential for undecidability to larger questions of the probability or 

provisionality of fictional worlds. 

In addition to the situations described above, for Ryan there exists a third possibility 

that she identifies when she claims that “between the extremes of a completely solidified and 

a radically inaccessible [textual actual world] lies the possibility of a partially defined center” 

(567) and this possibility is exemplified by works such as Alain Robbe-Grillet’s La Jalousie 

and Vladimir Nabokov’s Pale Fire. Ryan goes on to explain that, in dealing with works 

featuring such a partially defined centre, “we apprehend the [textual actual world] through its 

reflection in the minds of characters, and even though we do not trust the details of that 

reflection or cannot identify the reflecting mind, we assume that the mental image respects 

the basic configuration of the reflected reality” (567). This assumption of coherence between 

a character’s mental image of their actual world and the basic shape of said (textual) actual 

world illustrates two important points. Firstly, it mirrors the way in which readers themselves 

interact with fictional worlds, developing a mental image of a text’s fictional world 

provisionally and intuitively through the employment of generically informed assumptions 

and inferential processing. Secondly, it underscores the fact that, regardless of the desire for 

scientific objectivity and scholarly rigour, analysis of a fictional world’s accessibility 

relations is ultimately based on subjective reasoning and assumptions.  

Unlike the analysis of counterfactual statements with which contemporary possible-

worlds theory was originally concerned – where accessibility could be conclusively 

determined – the analysis of fictional narrative texts provides little that is definitive, since 

these texts contain information that can be perceived in a variety of ways by different readers 
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or different readings. Even the most apparently straightforward or least ambiguous of novels 

cannot provide comprehensive answers to every question and must involve gaps of various 

kinds, since, as is well known, “no tale can ever be told in its entirety” (Iser 284). These gaps, 

along with textual contradictions and variations in the authority of textual information, work 

as a significant barrier to a possible-worlds informed analysis, as their indeterminacy 

obscures the nature of the accessibility relations their fictional world or worlds exhibit. As 

Doležel explains, “some fictional facts exist absolutely, others with a subjective tinge, some 

as definite, others as virtual, and so on” (58). Thomas G. Pavel likewise argues that “the very 

existence of fantastic literature is based upon the assumption that some sources are 

unreliable” (171). Put simply, analysing fictional worlds is not the same as analysing actual 

worlds.  

While what is considered possible within the actual world from a specific perspective 

can be determined with relative certainty – variations due to cultural or religious beliefs, and 

changes over time due to scientific discovery and technological advancement notwithstanding 

– what is possible within a fictional world is infinitely more difficult to determine; not least 

because, in a very real sense, everything is possible in fiction, if not within a fiction. Ruth 

Ronen identifies this differentiation of possibility, stating that “fictional worlds are related to 

the actual world, but they are not necessarily possible alternatives to this world. They can 

include impossible situations, impossible entities, and be subject to different laws of 

probability” (356). This acknowledgement of fiction’s voiding of impossibility is not 

intended to discount the question of possibility in fiction – doing so would equate to a 

rejection of possible-worlds theory itself – but rather to highlight the complexity of analysing 

the accessibility relations between the actual world and any given fictional world. Since 

anything could happen within a text, identifying a text’s type and degree of possibility in 

relation to the actual world becomes a question of what would happen within the text, moving 
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the focus of analysis of fictional worlds from absolute possibility to the apparently or 

probably possible.  

The difficulty in identifying the accessibility relations between the actual world and 

fictional worlds and the resultant need to incorporate assessments of probability is evident in 

the analysis of all three of the texts examined in this exegesis, although it is most clearly 

demonstrated in attempts to analyse the diverse types of possibility within Dinner. As 

illustrated in Tables 2-9, accessibility in relation to category E/physical compatibility in 

Dinner is not merely difficult to determine, the text itself leaves the question indeterminable. 

The result is a situation in which contradictory conclusions about the work’s types of 

possibility are equally valid, making them ultimately equally invalid. If it is equally possible 

to conclude, based on the analysis of textual material alone, that the natural laws of the actual 

world have been broken as it is to conclude that they have not, each conclusion undermines 

the other and neither decision can hold. Have the dead actually risen from their graves or 

have they not? Were the impossible events depicted in the second section of the novel textual 

facts or the virtual alternative possible worlds of the narrator’s vivid dreams? These questions 

cannot be answered with any degree of certainty, the text itself ensures they remain 

unanswered and unanswerable. Paratextually marked – the back cover of the 2006 New 

Directions version asks, “Was it a nightmare, the result of a bad case of indigestion, poor 

television programming, or did something truly scary happen in Pringles that evening after 

dinner?” – the question of the essential nature of the work’s fictional world or worlds is posed 

yet never resolved. In Ryan’s terms, the text is unable to establish the facts of the textual 

actual world. 

A similar inability to establish the facts of the textual actual world is evident in the 

analysis of The Little Buddhist Monk. As Table 3 shows, accessibility in category E/physical 

compatibility resists definition, even before the complicated change of genre, with indicators 
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of both positive and negative compatibility in this category. Following the change of genre, 

the situation increases in complexity, with the text allowing the conclusion of both positive 

and negative compatibility and either positive or negative compatibility, depending on which 

interpretation of the text is accepted. While a reader’s acceptance of one interpretation over 

another – for example, accepting that there is a satisfactory technological explanation for 

apparently magical events – may allow the solidification of a particular type of fictional 

world – in this case, one which shares accessibility with the actual world in relation to its 

natural laws – the text itself remains equivocal on the matter. The Little Buddhist Monk 

provides no solution to the complications it presents, nor any suggestion that either – or any – 

reading should be preferred over the other. In this example, the text may be able to establish 

the facts of the textual actual world, but it nonetheless chooses not to do so. 

Analysing texts as complete entities, after the fact, Ryan treats the accessibility 

relations involved in these indeterminate worlds as undecidable. While this is no doubt 

accurate, the process of analysing the changing genres within genre-shifting works moves the 

focus of analysis to fictional works as they unfold, where Ryan’s undecidable accessibility 

relations are temporarily decided through readers’ probability reasoning. This process of 

analysing changing genres moves the timing of analysis from the absolute retrospective 

viewing of completed (that is, read in their entirety) texts, to the partially retrospective 

viewing of works in the course of reading. While sections of text can be examined only in 

retrospect, approaching these pieces of text as unfinished insists that analysis recognises both 

the unfolding nature of fictional texts – and therefore fictional worlds – and the centrality of 

this unfolding. Mikkonen identifies both the relevance of this unfolding and the ways readers 

deal with the uncertainties involved in genre-challenging works when he argues that “the 

comic mixture of genres in the Thursday Next series contributes to a difficulty in evaluating 

what is possible in this fictional world and implies that, for the time of reading, it may be 
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better to hesitate and refrain from making too fixed judgements” (123). The qualification "too 

fixed" highlights both the need to make provisional judgements during the process of reading 

and the changeability of those judgements.  

Mikkonen expands on the temporariness and temporality of readerly decisions when 

he claims that, in contrast to Ryan’s principle of minimal departure: 

The principle of suspension of modal claims thus requires hesitation, or setting aside 

or willful ignoring of such claims, and this, further, means that it is defined in terms 

of the time of reading (when new information is created, or old information becomes 

insufficient or incorrect). While the principles of minimal and maximal departure are 

based on the spatial metaphor of movement or distance between different worlds, the 

principle of suspension of modal claims, in contrast, deploys a temporal metaphor, 

suggesting a momentary relaxation of modal concerns, unless otherwise indicated. 

(127) 

Understanding this hesitation and its timing is crucial to understanding the act of reading; an 

act that is defined by the anticipation of future knowledge and the awareness of the vitality 

and volatility of present understandings. As Currie explains in his work on surprise and 

expectation in narrative, “it seems necessary, in particular, that the question of now is 

restored to an account of the distribution of knowledge, actuality and certainty that structures 

a narrative, and so to understand the perspectival structures of focalisation in terms of 

temporal position: of what is certain, what is expected and what is unexpected” (113). Currie 

goes on to argue that “to put it another way, what has not yet happened, in the case of an 

unexpected event, is knowledge of something, and the unexpected event is one that coincides 

with the arrival of this knowledge” (127). This anticipation of the arrival of knowledge is 

constitutive of the process of reading fiction and therefore of the process of (re)constructing 
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fictional narrative worlds. Put simply, readers know there are some things they do not yet 

know. However, since they cannot delay their interactions with fictional worlds until these 

worlds have revealed themselves in their entirety, they are forced to draw conclusions – 

however subconscious and provisional – about the nature of these unfolding fictional worlds. 

For the analyst, the accessibility relations defining these worlds may be dismissed as 

undecidable. For the reader, they must be at least temporarily decided, and these temporary 

decisions are made through inferential thinking, resulting in what can best be described as 

probable accessibility relations. 

 

Probability, fictionality, and immersion 

The probability of fictional worlds is more than a mere technicality reserved  for the 

limited case of genre-shifting novels. On the contrary, what analysis of genre-shifting novels 

reveals about the nature of fictional worlds, the limitations of possible-worlds approaches to 

genre, and the significance of multiple dimensions of probability to readers’ interactions with 

texts can be applied to the conceptualisation of fictional worlds and fictionality more broadly. 

This is because, despite their differences, non-genre-shifting novels and genre-shifting novels 

operate in basically the same ways and ask their readers to perform many of the same tasks: 

there is no fundamental difference between reading a novel that changes genre and reading 

one that does not. Identifying the same temporality and unfolding that this exegesis finds in 

genre-shifting novels within all narrative fiction, Iser explains that “the reading process 

always involves viewing the text through a perspective that is continually on the move, 

linking up the different phases, and so constructing what we have called the virtual 

dimension” (285). The “virtual dimension” to which Iser refers is “not the text itself, nor is it 

the imagination of the reader: it is the coming together of text and imagination” (284). For 
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Iser, the realisation of the virtual dimension – a concept linked to notions of worldlikeness 

and immersion – is the ultimate aim of literary texts, yet the essence of the reading process 

does not change due to the form or content of the work. While Iser argues that literariness and 

the virtual dimension can be realised to different degrees, as “in the process of creativity, the 

text may either not go far enough, or may go too far, so we may say that boredom and 

overstrain form the boundaries beyond which the reader will leave the field of play” (280), 

the fundamental phenomenology of reading remains unchanged. 

If probability is a feature of fictional worlds in general, and not the occasional 

consequence of the unconventionality and generic divergence of unruly texts – to borrow 

Richardson’s (2019) term – the issues of immersion and fictionality can be reconsidered in 

light of this new understanding. Reconsidering fictional worlds as consisting of probable – 

rather than concrete or definite – matter, goes some way towards reconciling the apparently 

contradictory perspectives of worlds-based and fiction-based approaches, addressing the issue 

of immersion within unconventional texts in the process. Polvinen identifies the apparent 

“incommensurability between fiction-oriented and world-oriented approaches to literature” 

and argues that this incommensurability “is brought to a head in self-reflective fiction. It 

seems to be a given in many of the cognitive approaches to fictional space that textual self -

awareness is antithetical to the deictic shift and the consequent experience of immersion” 

(24).  

As Polvinen correctly summarises, the metaphor of immersion – which, as Jan-Noël 

Thon argues, is already “not uncontested” (29) – is problematised by self-reflective fiction, 

since awareness of a work’s status as fiction would seem to work against the entire project of 

recentring oneself into the fictional world. This would appear to be the case whether the text 

foregrounds its fictionality from the start, in which case recentring into the fictional world 

would appear to be hindered by the readers’ continued awareness of the text as text, or 
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whether the work initially invites immersion only to disrupt this process with subsequent 

reference to its own status as fiction. Recognising both possibilities, Polvinen identifies that 

“it has been suggested many times that self-reflection throws readers out of the fictional 

world, ending or at least interrupting their perceptual (and emotional) immersion in the 

fiction” (20). To the hypothetically possible truly recentred reader, reference to the 

fictionality of their current (in actual terms, fictional) actual world would equate to an 

occupant of the actual world being confronted with the revelation that their entire world, 

including their own existence, is a lie. Leaving aside the question of whether and how a truly 

recentred reader could respond to such revelations by re-recentring themselves into the actual 

world – perhaps in the same way as the human mind reportedly responds to the dream of 

dying by waking from sleep – the issue of negotiating self-reflectivity clearly challenges the 

metaphor of immersion as complete absorption or transportation. 

Importantly, the idea of immersion within fictional worlds is only metaphorical, and it 

is in the conceptualising of the process of immersion itself that the notion of probability 

exercises its influence. As Ryan explains, “the notion of reading as immersive experience is 

based on a premise so frequently invoked in literary criticism that we tend to forget its 

metaphorical nature. For immersion to take place, the text must offer an expanse to be 

immersed within, and this expanse, in a blatantly mixed metaphor, is not an ocean but a 

textual world” (Narrative as Virtual Reality 90). Ryan goes on to argue that “for a reader to 

be caught up in a story, the textual world must be accessible through effortless concentration” 

(96), yet conversely that “immersion can also be the result of a process that involves an 

element of struggle and discovery” (97). Without debating the possibility of effortless 

concentration, this second description of the conditions enabling immersion supports Iser’s 

claims that “a literary text must therefore be conceived in such a way that it will engage the 
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reader’s imagination in the task of working things out for himself, for reading is only a 

pleasure when it is active and creative” (280).  

This insistence upon active participation as a prerequisite for engagement has been 

largely overlooked by contemporary possible-worlds narratology, where the focus on the 

worldlikeness of fictional worlds has tended to obscure the peculiarities of the processes that 

enable immersion. Put differently, the world focus of contemporary narratology has come at 

the expense of continued investigations into the particularities of fictionality. Schuknecht  is 

an exception, arguing that “literary fiction provides a form of cognitive engagement that is 

fundamentally different from complete virtual immersion [...] Consumers of fiction always 

remain cognizant, at least subconsciously, of the ephemeral nature of  the form: the game of 

make-believe only lasts for a finite period of time” (236). As Schuknecht explains, immersion 

within a fictional world does not equate to the abandonment of cognition; on the contrary, 

this kind of metaphorical immersion is only possible through a degree of cognitive 

engagement. Schuknecht’s argument is supported by the research of M. Carleton Simpson, 

whose work on immersion in Italo Calvino’s genre-shifting novel, If on a Winter’s Night a 

Traveller, provides a critique of Kendall Walton’s theory of participation (1990). Simpson’s 

research leads to the conclusion that psychological participation “need not arise from 

immersion at the expense of awareness” (322) and that “we are aware of our imaginings with 

representations, and aware of the props that prescribe our imagining” (323). For Simpson, as 

for Schuknecht, awareness of the materiality of a fictional world – that is, the material means 

of telling the story – does not preclude involvement in the fictional world, but rather is a 

prerequisite for it, with Simpson adding that “if we do not positively appreciate a fiction, we 

will fail to fully participate in it” (331). While the metaphor of immersion suggests readers 

lose touch with their objective existence, ceasing to think about the fictional text as text and 

how they may interact with it, the reality of achieving immersion demands that they do not. 
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It is this duality inherent in the mental construction of fictional worlds that allows for 

– and in fact depends upon – recourse to questions of probability. As this exegesis has 

argued, multiple dimensions of probability are evident in the creation of fictional narrative 

worlds, with probability playing a role in the identification of the genres of texts, the setting 

up and reconfiguring of readers’ expectations and inferences, and the negotiation of textual 

contradictions and ambiguities. What all these aspects of probability demonstrate is that 

immersion within fictional worlds should not be imagined as a kind of passive submergence, 

but rather as an active process of creation and negotiation. Readers may feel as if they have 

been transported to another time and place, but it is their own mental activity that initiates 

this transportation and allows it to continue. This ongoing mental activity does not make 

fictional worlds any less real or possible-worlds conceptions of fiction any less useful. This 

exegesis is not arguing against the importance of possible-worlds narratology, but simply 

that, by appreciating the role that probability plays in the creation of fictional worlds, worlds-

based and fiction-based approaches may complement each other more effectively. As 

Polvinen suggests: 

Looking past our own intuitions, we find that the perception of fictional worlds and 

the perception of their fictional and textual qualities only seem incommensurable 

actions if (a) our model naturalises the action of imagining to the extent that only 

actions analogous to real-life spatio-temporality are possible in imaginative 

immersion, and (b) if our model of perception itself is one that assumes perception to 

be an unthought, unmediated process. (25) 

Recognising the probability inherent in the creation of fictional narrative worlds represents an 

attempt to look past our own intuitions in such a way, and by so doing, to move towards a 

richer understanding of fictional worlds, which appreciates both their worldness and their 

fictionality. 
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The connection to Kaleidoscope 

Iser explains that, “as we have seen, the activity of reading can be characterized as a 

sort of kaleidoscope of perspectives, preintentions, recollections. Every sentence contains a 

preview of the next and forms a kind of viewfinder for what is to come; and this in turn 

changes the ‘preview’ and so becomes a ‘viewfinder’ for what has been read” (284). In 

keeping with Iser’s idea of reading as a kaleidoscope of perspectives, rather than a monolithic 

whole, this exegesis is one part of a project aimed at exploring possible-worlds narratological 

conceptions of genre through critical examination and creative practice. Taking Ryan’s 

semantic typology of fiction as the starting point for both this exegesis and the development 

of the genre-shifting novel, Kaleidoscope, the project has tested the limits of contemporary 

narratological genre theory to discover new information of relevance to both narrative 

theorists and creative practitioners. While this exegesis centres on the application of Ryan’s 

typology to the genre-shifting works of César Aira, the novel Kaleidoscope represents an 

attempt to apply these same concepts to the process of creating narrative fiction, beginning 

with the questions: How does the genre of a novel change? Why would the genre of a novel 

change? And what does this do to the reading experience? In addition to overtly 

experimenting with both internal (within fictional worlds) and external (at the level of the text 

as a whole) changes of genre, Kaleidoscope borrows notions from possible-worlds theory 

more broadly, incorporating a multiple worlds ontology into both its theme and structure, and 

exploring the impacts of Lewis’s modal realism on both the novel’s characters and its 

readers. 

Experimenting with changes of genre and the movement between multiple worlds 

involved several significant challenges. The first challenge being that of consciously 

establishing a recognisable initial genre, which involved the question of how a writer creates 

or communicates the genre of a fictional world in the first place. It is undeniable that writers 
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– or at least, most writers – write within particular genres. What is questionable, however, is 

whether and to what extent these writers set out to do so consciously and deliberately. I 

would argue that creative writers engage with genres in much the same way as readers (and, 

of course, writers are readers first): subconsciously absorbing elements of the texts they read 

and relating these to other texts and to their own writing based largely on feel and intuition. 

All writing may be rewriting; but the rewriting is certainly not always conscious.  

Based on my own experience in creative practice, as well as the anecdotal evidence 

provided by fellow writers, concern for such aspects as tone, voice, character, and 

atmosphere generally far outweigh any conscious consideration for following the rules or 

conventions of genre. This is not to say that genre does not exert its influence – for the 

aspects of tone, voice, character, and atmosphere mentioned above are embodiments of 

specific generic traits and traditions – only that it does not announce itself as it does so. As a 

writer, I do not ordinarily set out to contribute to a genre, but regardless of my intention, I do 

so anyway. In contrast to my usual creative practice, the process of writing Kaleidoscope 

demanded that the question of genre be moved to the fore of my consciousness, and that I 

find and employ recognisable generic markers, such as the employment of the Princess as a 

protagonist in the (parodic) fairy tale strand of the novel, along with the traditional fairy tale 

opening line (although, not employed as an opening line), “once upon a time.” 

The second major challenge that emerged from the creative component of the project 

is the question of how a writer can – in practical terms – change the genre of a novel partway 

through and what effect this has on the novel’s characters. Ultimately, of course, the writing 

of a novel is concerned with the impact on readers and the immersive – or not – experience of 

reading. Answering this question, however, can only be achieved after the fact, once the work 

has been written – and read. During the process of creating the work, it is only the characters 

whose experience is affected, as they unfold and develop throughout the novel’s creation. 
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The task of developing genre changes above the level of the fictional worlds themselves, 

which I refer to as external genre changes, represented the less challenging of the two types 

of genre change. These changes involve separate fictional worlds and, at least initially, 

separate and distinct characters. These external genre changes occur in the movement 

between the three narrative threads of the novel, moving from real-like contemporary fiction 

to historic epistolary to parodic fairy tale. Marking generic differences between these threads 

was relatively straightforward, with changes to voice, theme, and content reinforced by 

variations in form, person, and even font. The change from real-like contemporary narrative 

fiction to the historic epistolary, for example, is conveyed through both the change of content 

– from a casual dinner between girlfriends at present day Toongabbie bowling club to the 

1850 reporting of a young girl’s suspicious death – and the change of form – from regular 

conversational prose to formal letter.  

The task of changing genre within Kaleidoscope’s fictional worlds represented a 

much more difficult challenge, and one which risked both the integrity of the characters and 

the immersive potential of the novel’s fictional worlds. This process of executing internal 

genre changes raised more questions than it answered, centring around the fundamental and 

pressing question of what happens to the protagonist when the nature of her world changes? 

Does the protagonist find herself in a foreign place and try to make sense of her new world, 

or does changing the genre of a fictional world mean the genre of the protagonist changes 

with it? If fictional narrative worlds are not worlds solely in the sense of spaces to be 

occupied but also in terms of the nature of their occupants, can the same character exist in 

multiple worlds? And if she cannot, does the narrative end with her? Or can a changed world 

and a changed protagonist survive this existential crisis? And ultimately, for the creative 

practitioner, what does all this reveal about the nature, location, and timing of genre, the 
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mental construction of immersive fictional worlds, and the creation of an engaging, enduring, 

and essentially probable reading experience? 

The final challenge relating to the development of Kaleidoscope is one that is yet to 

be realised: the challenge of its reception. To produce experimental fiction is to play with 

expectations and conventions, with the resulting text asking its readers to negotiate 

potentially difficult, uncomfortable, or inaccessible fictional worlds. As an experiment in 

changing genres, Kaleidoscope specifically poses significant challenges to, and questions 

around, the relationship between generic preferences, likeability, and immersion within these 

fictional worlds. If, as Vera Nünning argues, “readers’ emotions and feelings of empathy with 

the characters are closely connected to the degree of immersion” (39), how does interfering 

with the genre of a text impact the authenticity and likeability of its characters, and how does 

this affect readers’ sense of immersion in the fictional world?  

Meanwhile, as a field of academic enquiry, genre may have fallen out of favour. But, 

as a designation employed by publishers, marketers, libraries, and bookstores, it remains 

undeniably relevant. Academic enquiry begins with the reading of the text, but the reading of 

the text begins with the accessing of a physical or virtual book; a selective process that occurs 

for a specific reason at a specific time in a specific place. People choose the novels they read, 

at least in part, based on the work’s apparent genre, and they make this selection based on 

their experience with previous texts of the same or similar genres and their resulting 

expectations about a text’s likeability or enjoyability. So, what does this mean for the 

potential future readers of Kaleidoscope? What genres will they carry a preference for and 

what generic expectations will they bring to their reading of the text? Will they be 

predisposed to find one narrative thread or world of the text more immersive than another or 

will the movement between threads and worlds prevent immersion altogether? Will they be 

willing to participate in the dizzying experiment, like shifting crystals inside a kaleidoscope, 
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and will this be enjoyable or frustrating? H. Porter Abbott argues that “metaleptic and 

forking-path narratives can be great fun, if you simply relax and let them go their ways,” but 

acknowledges that “for many readers and viewers, this has to be an acquired trait” (171). Will 

Kaleidoscope’s readers be willing and able to relax and let the narratives go their own ways 

and what will be gained or lost in the process? I have argued in this exegesis that self -

reflexivity it not an antidote to immersion. In Kaleidoscope I hope to have offered a practical 

demonstration of the same point. 

 

Towards a theory of probable worlds 

Like the process of writing Kaleidoscope, it is possible that this exegesis has raised 

more questions than it could possibly hope to answer; some of which it may be impossible to 

answer without recourse to psychological investigation or empirical studies. Of course, in a 

way, to write experimental fiction is to conduct a type of empirical study; once written, the 

response of the novel’s readers provides a certain amount of empirical data. While this 

exegesis has aimed to demonstrate the centrality of the concept of probability to fictional 

worlds, further investigation into the implications of this claim is necessary, if probable 

worlds theory is to develop beyond a schematic response to the limitations of possibility. The 

application – or attempted application – of Ryan’s semantic typology of fiction to the analysis 

of genre-shifting novels reveals the limitations of possibility as a defining factor of genre, 

opening up the question of what exactly defines different genres and types of fictional 

worlds. These attempts to analyse changing genres in possible-worlds terms reveal the 

presence of dimensions of probability on multiple levels, and these multiple dimensions are 

significant in that they confirm how important probability is to the creation and identification 

of fictional worlds. Probability also offers a solution – or a move towards a solution – for one 
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of the issues that has plagued possible-worlds narratology: the question of readers’ awareness 

of the fictionality of texts and how to explain immersion in self-reflexive and post-modern 

novels.  

However, while probability appears to offer a promising solution to some of the 

problems of possible-worlds narratology, more detailed and rigorous examination of the 

concept is required, along with its application to a broad range of primary texts.  Two 

questions future research could aim to address would be: 

• What is the relationship between authorial expectations and probability inferences? 

Dubrow argues that “the most intriguing influence on generic expectations (and, 

indeed, on some other aspects of literary interpretation) is, however, what we might 

term authorial expectations: what we know of the writer’s previous work in that genre 

and of his general attitudes to tradition will shape the presuppositions with which we 

approach his work” (108). It has fallen outside the scope of this exegesis to consider 

the consequences of experience with Aira’s work, leaving unaddressed questions 

around how a knowledge of Aira’s writing might influence readers’ inferential 

processes. 

• Is there a connection between probability and enjoyability? Kukkonen claims that 

“the configuration of a plot in the model of predictive processing is a complex 

constellation of these epistemic (what is likely to happen) and emotional (what we 

want to happen) probabilities” (“Cognition” 252). Does the realisation of emotional 

probabilities equate to increased satisfaction and how does this relate to the broader 

probability design of the work as a whole and the nature of the text’s resultant 

fictional narrative world? 
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As a concept implying hesitation and a lack of certainty, in contrast to the definiteness of 

possible worlds, probability holds great potential. Whether or not it is capable of carrying 

possible-worlds narratology forward on its own strength remains to be seen. 

 

Conclusion 

As Ryan explains, “the metaphor of world to designate what is presented to the 

imagination by a narrative text has been informally used in literary theory and narratology for 

a very long time” (“Storyworlds” 62). The idea that fictional narratives describe, create, or 

present fictional narrative worlds fits our intuition about how the words we read on a page 

transform themselves into detailed mental images, often comprehensive enough to elicit a 

range of powerful emotional responses. Possible-worlds narratology has taken up this idea of 

the world-generating potential of fictional narratives and applied concepts originally 

developed in analytic philosophy to expand the conceptualisation of fictional worlds and 

storyworlds, resulting in invaluable insights into the nature of narrative and fiction. However, 

contemporary narratology’s conceptualisation of fictional worlds as possible worlds has 

tended to focus almost entirely on the question of worldlikeness while neglecting that of 

fictionality. Meanwhile, the concept of genre and its role in fictional worldbuilding – so 

promisingly investigated by Ryan in the 1990s – has almost disappeared from analysis, apart 

from occasional practical applications of the typology to the analysis of specific genres or 

texts. This exegesis, together with the creative project, Kaleidoscope, represents an attempt to 

restore interest in the concepts of both genre and fictionality, by demonstrating the limitations 

of possibility in accounting for differences between genres and fictional worlds. Through the 

analysis of Aira’s genre-shifting novels, as well as my own creative experimentation, 

possibility alone is found to provide an insufficient basis for generic differentiation, while 
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probability emerges as a vital conceptual tool. The identification of probability emphasis, the 

generically probable and improbable, and probable accessibility relations in the analysis of 

genre-shifting texts suggests there is more than possibility at stake. By recognising the 

inherent probability of fictional worlds, contemporary narratology may go some way towards 

reconciling the concepts of worldness and fictionality, while reinstating the concepts of both 

probability and genre, and developing a deeper and more useful understanding of the nature 

of fictional narrative worlds. 

 
1 Monika Fludernik’s argument for experientiality as a defining feature of narrative in her influential (and 

controversial) work, Towards a ‘Natural’ Narratology (1996), is a  key milestone in the development of 

cognitive narratology and marks a departure from previous classical approaches. 

 
2 In this regard, my approach is informed by Hazel Smith and Roger T. Dean who, in their research on practice -

led research and research-led practice, argue that “creative work in itself is a  form of research and generates  

detectable research outputs,” while the training and specialised knowledge employed in creative practice “can 

lead to specialised research insights which can then be generalised and written up as research” (5).  

 
3 In contrast to the metaphorical (and somewhat problematic) adaptation of the concept to literary and narrative 

studies, Lewis’s notion of recentring is strictly philosophical, the logical consequence of modal realism and the 

indexicality of reality.  

 
4 I have chosen to focus on Ryan’s article in this exegesis, rather than her book, as the narrower focus of the 

article provides a useful framework for the design of the experiment, which is limited to an application of the 

typology itself as well as an exploration of some specific comments about its implications and limitations. The 

article is also readily accessible to anyone interested in reconducting the experiment (and I am not the first to 

have applied the typology to textual analysis) although both sources reference the same table of accessibility 

relations. 

 
5 It could be argued, of course, that the process of identifying the various types of possibility defining the actual 

world is itself problematic as it privileges one experience of reality over another and positions a specific, 

contemporary Western understanding of our actual world as absolute. This conception of possibility privileges 

linear temporality and scientific verifiability, and its application to the entirety of the actual world assumes a 

coherence of experience that is itself questionable. 

 
6 Playing devil’s advocate in my initial application of Ryan’s typology, I have attempted to draw attention to this 

indeterminacy throughout my discussion by use of such terms as “it would seem”, “it appears”, etc. Such 

hesitancy to draw conclusions – while not common practice in academic writing – is necessary, given my 

awareness of the precariousness of claims suggesting any single correct reading of a fictional narrative work. 

 
7 While the principle of minimal departure is widely recognised, Ryan herself identifies a limitation, specifically 

in relation to the influence of genres and generic knowledge, when she states that “the principle of minimal 

departure may be too powerful for most fictional genres” (Artificial Intelligence 53). It is certainly the case that, 

particularly in genres with well-established “unrealistic” elements (such as the genres of fairy tale or fantasy), 

readers’ implementation of the principle is modified by their expectations of the genre. 

 
8 In the original the imperfect subjunctive is used to mark this mere probability: “pudieran hacer cosas como ...” 

(La Prueba 57). 
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9 In addition to its broad positioning within the real-like, the novel’s initial fictional world locates the work 

specifically within the genre known in Spanish as costumbrismo: the literature of local customs and manners. 

 
10 “Disqualifying” could also be translated as “embarrassing.” While this is a  bit freer as a translation, it fits with 

the sense of "una ignorancia o una ingenuidad desca lificatorias" (La Cena 131) – Chris Andrews, personal 

communication [June 2021]. 

 
11 This conception of fantastic realism is somewhat removed from Tzvetan Todorov’s idea of the fantastic as it 

does not demand the hesitation and ambiguity Todorov sees as definitive of the genre (1975). Ryan’s category is 

closer to Nancy Traill’s broader definition which allows for an “authenticated mode” in which natural and 

supernatural domains may co-exist as equally verified fictional facts (199).  

 
12 In the original Aira uses the expression ansioso por, which is ambiguous: it can mean simply eager or keen to, 

but it can also mean anxious to. He could have gone for something without the ambiguity, like deseoso de (El 

pequeño monje budista (Mansalva, 2005), 7) – translation courtesy of Chris Andrews. 

 
13 Chisu Teresa  Ko explores this paradoxical mixing of the technological and the mythical in the context of 

Latin American Orientalism, arguing that “Aira’s contemporary writings bear a self-awareness of their own  

Orientalism, and, the author’s attempts to de-Orientalize them, however unsuccessful, mark the texts” (153). 

 
15 For an introduction to the growing field of Zombie Studies and an overview of the cultural, social, and literary 

significance of the zombie, see The Written Dead: Essays on the Literary Zombie edited by Kyle William 

Bishop and Angela Tenga  (2017). 

 
16 On the contrary, the ultimate horror of the zombie is its apparent “realism” and inherent possibility. Unlike 

vampires, for example, with their antiquity, exoticism and mythical roots, zombies are a close and looming 

threat. Often explained as the result of an infection, the zombie is “a distinctly modern creation: urban, 

consumerist, cinematic, American – the ultimate materialist monster” (Venables 208). 

 
17 Additionally, who is it that recentres and what does she take with her? If I recentre myself into a fictional 

world, am I the same person as I am in the actual world with the same experience, knowledge, and expectations? 

Do I seek to unravel this new world as if it is a  book, or do I wish only to absorb myself within it? Is the 

recentred I aware of my having recentred or not? 

 
18 This spatial focus represents a departure from earlier, classical approaches to narratology in which spatiality 

was rarely considered. H Porter Abbott comments on the “neglect of space in the study of narrative” (160), 

noting that this situation may have been the result of “the fact that narrative scholars, especially in the early 

years, tended to focus on verbal narrative, oral and written” (160) in which the audience could not ph ysically see 

what was happening.  

 
19 Further exploration of the role of rereading in the identification of genres and the development of fictional 

narrative worlds is warranted: as Dubrow explains, “the process of reading is often in fact a process of re-

reading” and that “what this means is that the process of reacting to generic signals is seldom a simple and linear 

one” (107). 
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